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PREFACE
The literal meaning of 'Geodesy' is 'Dividing the Earth', and its

first object is to provide an accurate framework for the control of

topographical surveys. Some authors have included almost any kind

of triangulation in the subject, but it is now more usual to describe

only the main framework as geodetic, and to describe as topographical

triangulation the work of breaking down the intervals between widely

spaced geodetic stations. There is no need to be precise about the

distinction, but the assumption here made is that the reader knows

how to use such theodolites as the 5-inch micrometer or 3f-inch Wild,

and can measure angles correctly to within 5 or 10 seconds of arc.

Geodesy is then taken to include :

(a) Primary triangulation, and the possible use of radar as a sub-

stitute.

(6) The control of azimuth by Laplace stations, and of scale by base

measurement, and the closely related process of primary traverse as

a substitute for triangulation.

(c) The measurement of height above sea-level by primary

triangulation or spirit levelhng.

This, however, is not the end of the subject. Circumstances have

caused geodesy to overlap to some extent with what might reason-

ably be described as geophysics. Triangulation cannot be computed
without a knowledge of the figure of the earth, and from very early

days geodesy has included astronomical observations of latitude and

longitude, not only to locate detached survey systems, but to enable

triangulation to give the length of the degree of latitude or longitude
in different parts of the earth, and so to determine the earth's

figure. An alternative approach to the same subject has been via the

variation of gravity between equator and pole, as measured by timing
the swing of a pendulum. But these two operations, the measure-

ment of the direction and intensity of gravity, have led to more than

the determination of the axes of a spheroidal earth. They have

revealed the presence of irregularities in the earth's figure and gravita-
tion which constitute one of the few available guides to its internal

composition. It is impossible to be precise about the dividing line

between geodesy and geophysics, but for the present purpose geodesy
is held to include :

(d) Observation of the direction of gravity by astronomical

observations for latitude and longitude.

I
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(e) Observation of the intensity of gravity by the pendulum or

other apparatus.

(/) The use of the above to determine the earth's figure, with

some consideration of the geophysical deductions which can thence

be made.

This definition of geodesy conforms closely to the range of activity

of the International Geodetic Association. Brief reference is also

made to the allied subjects of magnetic survey, tidal analysis, lati-

tude variation, and to seismic methods of geophysical prospecting, as

although these are separate subjects their technique is such that the

geodesist may often be called on to work at them. Earth tides have

been excluded.

Restrictions on space have enforced the exclusion of matter which

some might like to have seen included, notably: (a) No general

historical outline is included. History has been limited to what is

needed for the understanding of current practice. (6) Descriptions of

the construction and handling of instruments have been confined to

general principles, avoiding details which vary in different models,

and which would in any case soon get out of date, (c) No worked

numerical examples have been given, (d) Proofs of mathematical

formulae which have no exclusive reference to geodesy can be found

in mathematical text-books, and have been omitted. Proofs of the

chief purely geodetic theorems have been included, at least in out-

line, but where proofs of comparatively unimportant theorems or of

alternative formulae are long, reference must be made to the sources

quoted.

Notation. The symbols adopted are so far as possible those in most

common use, but it is impossible to devise a universally acceptable

set, or even to be entirely consistent throughout the chapters of a

single book. Reference must be made to the tables of symbols given

in §§ 3.00, 3.29, 3.38, 5.00, and 7.00. A more serious source of confusion

than variety in the symbols themselves is apt to be ambiguity of sign.

For example, half the world's geodesists measure azimuth clockwise

from south, and half from north. North has been adopted here.

References. Paragraphs have been numbered 1.00 to 1.41 in

Chapter I, 2.00 to 2.26 in Chapter II, and so on, and references to

them are preceded by the mark §. Formulae have been numbered

(2.1) to (2.19) in Chapter II, and so on, and are recognizable as such

whether preceded by the word 'formula' or not. References to the
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TRIANGULATION (FIELD WORK)
Section 1. The Lay-out of Primary Triangulation

1.00. Definitions. The main triangulation framework of a

country, if it conforms to the usual standards, is described b,^ 'primary

or first order, while smaller triangles fixing the numerous points

required for detailed survey constitute tertiary, third order, or topo-

graphical triangulation. Secondary may intervene. Primary tri-

angulation together with such secondary as may be suitable for

extending the main framework or for contributing to its strength is

known as geodetic.

Primary triangulation is generally made as accurate as possible,

the average triangular error in a chain being between 0''-3 and T'-O.

In secondary and tertiary triangulation the standards are suitably

relaxed.

1.01. Objects. The objects of geodetic triangulation are :

(a) To constitute a framework on which less precise triangles may
be based, which in turn may form a framework for topographical and

cadastral maps.

(6) In combination with observations for latitude, longitude, and

gravity to assist in determining the size and shape of the earth, and

the variations of density within it.

Of these objects the first is a practical necessity. A small island of a

few hundred square miles can be accurately mapped without a geodetic
framework, but any attempt at the continuous mapping of a large

area without either primary triangulation, or some substitute such as

primary traverse or possibly radar trilateration, will result in con-

fusion. It is often difficult to justify expenditure on the purely

scientific aspects of geodesy, and it is fortunate that triangulation

which is the most expensive of all geodetic processes can be justified

as indispensable to the surveyor.

Fig. 1 shows how small a part of the earth has yet been covered by

geodetic triangulation.

1.02. Bases and Laplace stations. The weakness of triangula^

tion is that it tendaJia accumulate errors of scale and azimuth, since

each side derives its scale and azimuth from the preceding side^
6125

^
-R

' ™^
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2 TKIANGULATION (FIELD WORK)

Consequently, although a single base will suffice for computation,
the accumulation of error must be controlled by other bases, and the

error in azimuth must also be controlled by astronomical observations

for azimuth (and longitude).f Stations at which azimuth is so con-

trolled are known as Laplace stations, see § 3.04.

Astronomical observations for latitude and longitude might be

thought able to check the accumulated error of position, but except
in exploration su^'veys of very low accuracy, this is made impossible

by the deviation of the vertical. § 3.04.

1.03. Continuous net or system of chains. The lay-out may
either be a continuous net covering the whole country as in Fig. 2, or

a series of chains as in Figs. 3 and 4. The advantages of a continuous

net are that it makes less demand on the topographical triangulators,

and that, provided the adjustment can be carried out satisfactorily

(Chapter III, Section 3), it gives the more accurate result.

The advantages of a system of chains are that except in a very small

area it costs less, and that it is easier to adjust. The satisfactory

simultaneous adjustment of a very large net is in fact practically

impossible.

Recommendation : The continuous net is, ofcourse, best for a country
of a few thousand square miles, and if the best results are required
almost regardless of expense it may be used in a country of the size of

Great Britain, but for a larger country the system of chains is more

suitable, especially if flat ground enforces small triangles.

1 .04. Spacing of chains. The interval between chains depends on :

(a) The accuracy required ofthe topographical triangulation which

will bridge the intervals.

(6) The geography of the region. Some alignments may be better

for triangulation than others.

(c) The desirability of putting a base and a Laplace station near

the intersection of all primary chains. See § 3.22.

In India, where the aim has been to produce a 1-inch map, the

geodetic chains form rectangles of about 80 to 120 miles by 150 to 300,

and the tertiary triangulation has generally filled the gaps with errors

of less than 50 feet without any elaborate system of secondary chains.

t A simple astronomical azimuth is spoiled by the fact the local vertical, on which
the levelling of the instrimient depends, does not coincide with the normal to the

spheroid of reference on which the computations are based. Astronomical longitude
observations determine the angle between the local vertical and the spheroidal
normal, and so enable the azimuth observation to be corrected.



Fig. 2. Part of the triangulation of Denmark.

B = fi<?se. LaplBce stations are. more numerous^

o
. . . 500 Miles
J I L

Fig. 3. Part of the triangulation of the United'States, 1939.
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In the United States primary chains are rather less widely spaced in

the east, and more widely in the west. The gaps are now being filled

by secondary chains at intervals of 50 or 100 miles.

Recommendation: The above are reasonable figures. In a very

large country the larger spacing should be adopted, if only to simplify

the adjustment. Secondary chains will probably then be wanted as

^oon as continuous mapping is required on a scale larger than 1/50,000.

1.05. Distances between bases and Laplace stations. In the

xdneteenth century bases and Laplace stations were difficult to

observe. The intervals between them were therefore large, and great

care was taken over the intervening triangulation. In India bases

were 400 to 700 miles apart, while Laplace stations were not used in

the adjustment of 1880. In the United States, where adjustment was

postponed until 1925-30, the intervals between bases averaged 230

miles and between Laplace stations 150 miles. These latter are

reasonable figures.

If a single chain is to be measured with a given degree of precision,

§ 3.32 provides the means of deciding where control is needed.

Recommendation: In a large country, bases and Laplace stations

should be about 200 to 300 miles apart. In a small country of (say)

100 by 200 miles, there might be a base and Laplace station at each

end, and in a country 200 by 200 miles, one at each corner. See also

§ 3.35.

1.06. Summary of §§ 1.04 and 1.05. For the framework of a

large country the lay-out recommended is as follows:

(a) A primary chain should follow the general line of the coast or

frontier.

(b) The interior should then be divided by other primary chains

into squares or rectangles of about 100 to 200 by 200 to 300 miles.

Rectangles are a little preferable as being easier to break down.

(c) Bases and Laplace stations should be placed as close as possible

to the intersections of primary chains, and at the end of any chain

which does not form part of a closed circuit.

(d) Account should be taken of the triangulation of any neighbour-

ing state, the ideal being that triangulation should be planned on a

continental scale.

1.07. Type of figure. A chain of triangles may consist of^g^wre^f

t A figure is a group of triangles such that any figure has one side, and only one,
common to each of the preceding and following figures. In Chapter III, Section 4,

it is convenient to write of a pair of triangles as a single 'figure'.



^^

L = Laplace stat/i.

Fig. 4. Part of the triangulation of India.

Base^^^ y^^
(e)

Fig. 5. (o) Simple triangles. (6) Braced quadrilaterals, (c) Centred figures-

(d) Double-centred figure, (e) Narrow quadrilaterals. (/) A-B not visible.

(g) Breakdown of long lines.
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of many different types, namely: Simple triangles Fig. 5(a), braced

quadrilaterals 5(6), centred quadrilaterals, pentagons, etc. 5(c), or

more complex figures such as 5 (d). Even more complex figures may
occur at the junction of two chains or for the extension of a base. The

type adopted will generally be decided by practical considerations

when reconnaissance is fitting the lay-out to the ground, but factors

affecting the decision are:

(i) It should be possible to carry the solution of triangles through
the figure by two independent routes, as in all the types mentioned

•except simple triangles.

(ii) That at least one and preferably both routes should be 'well-

conditioned', see § 1.10.

(iii) That very long fines should be avoided, § 1.08. The ideal is that

all fines in a figure should be of comparable length, but see end of

§ 1.10.

(iv) That, subject to the above, least work should secure maximum

progress. Centred hexagons and more complex figures are bad in this

respect.

(v) Figures much more complex than those of Fig. 5 (d) are difficult

to adjust, and are best avoided, except for base extensions.

Recommendation: In hilly country braced quadrilaterals are

generally best, although centred figures are quite satisfactory. In

flat country the long diagonals of quadrilaterals are difficult, and

centred figures may be better. Simple triangles are admissible where

difficult to avoid. Complex figures should not involve more than

about twelve 'conditions', see § 3.07 (a).

1.08. Length of lines. In hills a good length is about 30 miles,

although fines as long as 100 or even 200 miles have been satisfactorily

observed. In plains they may have to average as fittle as 10 miles if

high towers are difficult.

Long fines make for rapid progress, but bad weather may cause

indefinite delay, and misunderstanding between observer and lamp-
man may be difficult to remedy. They make for maximum accuracy
if fight can be trusted to curve only in a vertical plane, but its failure

to do so is one of the most serious sources of error, and triangles with

very long sides are not fikely to be the most accurate. Long sides also

increase the inaccuracy of base extension. Shorter sides make things

easier for the tertiary triangulators, but this point should not be
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given undue weight, since they can connect to a long primary Hne as

shown in Fig. 5 (g), side AF. See [7].

1.09. Grazing lines. The decrease of air-density with height

causes Hght to be curved in a vertical plane. Lateral refraction, or

curvature in a horizontal plane, will similarly occur when conditions

differ on the two sides of a line, and a Hne grazing close to the ground,

particularly to ground sloping across the Hne, will be Hable to such

disturbance. No permissible tolerance can be quoted. It can only be

said that grazes should be avoided as far as possible. To observe

Hnes which are only clear at the hours of high refraction is to risk

trouble, although such lines have been satisfactorily observed. [8],

Appendix 3, and [9]. See also §§ 1.28 and 4.10.

In hills serious grazes can generally be avoided, but in flat country

they cannot, and their effects can only be minimized by short Hnes

and high towers. In any case accuracy is Hkely to fall off, and closer

base and Laplace control may be necessary. Primary traverse may
be the remedy.

1.10. Well-conditioned figures. Ideally all figures should be

regular, or perhaps a Httle elongated as in § 3.31 (c). Irregularity

causes more or less rapid increase of scale error, which will demand

closer base control. The point is that no angle should be small which

wiU fall opposite the known side in the course of computation from

either end of the chain. For if it does, an unstable cosecant becomes

involved. It is worth noting, however, that an acute angle such as

CAB in Fig. 5 (6) does no great harm if it need never be opposite the

known side. It wastes time and adds its quota to the accumulation

of error, but it gives rise to no special weakness, unless it is so short

that centring error introduces large triangular error: in which case

the triangle is somewhat weakened from the point of view of carrying

forward azimuth.

In most countries the essential angles of simple triangles and of

centred figures have been kept above 40°, and those of quadrilaterals

above 35°. The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey use the

following rule, [10] pp. 4-14:

Let 8^ and 8^ be the change in the 6th decimal of the log sine,

corresponding to a change of 1 second in the angle, for the two angles
A and B which enter into the formula sin A/a = sin B/b in the solution

of any triangle. In any one figure let D be the number of observed

directions (twice the number of sides, ignoring sides common to the
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preceding figure, if all Knes are observed both ways), and let C be the

number of condition equations in the figure, §§ 3.05 (6) and 3.07. Let

R = {(D—C)/D} 2 {^a-\-^b-^^a^b)^ where the summation covers a

single computation route through the figure. Then the rule is: By the

best route through any figure, aim at i? < 15, but admit 25. By the

second best route admit R < 80. By the best route between adjacent

bases aim at sum of all jR's < 80, but admit 110. See § 8.26.

In spite ofthe above, a chain which consists of quite narrow quadri-

laterals. Fig. 5 (e),may sometimes be the best, as when communications

are easy along some one road or track, but where it is difficult to get

far from it. Primary accuracy can then be kept up provided bases are

frequent, as the narrowness of the chain may make comparatively

easy, or if the small angles can be measured with extra accuracy. The

criterion is that whatever shape of figure is adopted a base is needed

as soon as the probable scale error exceeds a certain limit. Conversely,

if the interval between bases is fixed by other considerations, the

regularity of the figures and the precision of angular measurement

must be such that an undue scale error will not arise.

1.11. Stations on highest points. If possible, stations should

be on the highest point of a hill, and preferably on the highest hill of a

group. Where features are very large the second condition may be

impracticable, but as a general rule a primary station should be on the

highest point within 5 miles. This will minimize the risk of grazing

Knes, and may save bad trouble when later work is being connected.

1.12. Long gaps. Every eff"ort is now made to interconnect all

national triangulation systems, not only for scientific purposes but for

such practical purposes as the avoidance of discrepancies in mapping
and radar flying control. Connexions across land can hardly ever be

impossible, except for political or financial reasons, but connexions

across the sea may caU for some of the following expedients :

(a) When the gap is too wide to be crossed by a normal figure, the

scale of the triangulation need not be carried across it, and the con-

nexion may be through a single point, although two or three are

better even if too close together to carry forward a reliable value of

scale. See Fig. 6. These points should be occupied as stations, and

if the angles there are acute they can advantageously be measured

with special accuracy.

(b) Magnesium flares. When the above does not help, magnesium
flares may be parachuted from aircraft or projected from ships. Three
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stations should be occupied on either side of the gap, and flares should

be dropped at or near two or three suitable positions in the centre.f

Simultaneous intersections are then made from all six stations.

Reasonable freedom from cloud is essential.

Fig. 6. See §1.12 (a).

In 1945 the primary systems of Denmark and Norway were con-

nected in this way. [11] and [12]. Nine Wellington bomber aircraft

were used, 50,000 gallons of petrol were consumed, and six theodolite

and signals parties were occupied for three weeks. Two to four

pointings to each flare position were made on both faces on 30 zeros.

The flares were yellow, of 230,000 candle-power. They were dropped
at 8,000 feet and burned for 4 minutes. Observations were co-ordinated

by signals from a central control 1, 2, 3, and 4 minutes after the

dropping of each flare. Wind speed was up to 80 foot/sees., but each

zero mean was thought to measure the gap correctly to 5 metres. The

flares were bright enough to be seen by day, but work was done at

night to avoid cloud. The gap was 90 miles, and the longest line about

the same.

An alternative is to tow a balloon from a slowly moving ship. This

simplifies organization, as the slow speed makes simultaneous observa-

tions unnecessary, and all parties can observe continuously over

specified periods, to produce a plot of direction against time.

(c) Radar. Distances of 500 miles can be measured by radar, as in

§§ 1.36-1.39, which enables a gap of 300 or 400 miles to be crossed by
trilateration. Cloud is no obstacle, but the lines from land stations to

t Within a mile or two suffices, but even this necessitates radar flying control.

The emission of time-signals to procure simultaneous readings also calls for an
elaborate signals organization.

L
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an aircraft at 20,000 to 40,000 feet in the centre of the gap must be

clear of the ground. At present (1949) accuracy is not up to primary

standards, although a precision of 100 feet may perhaps be hoped for,

and that may be better than nothing. Improvement is to be expected.

Aircraft and rather elaborate equipment are required.

1.13. Expedients. Pivot stations, satellites, and resections of all

kinds are best avoided in geodetic triangulation, and the three angles

of all triangles should normally be fully observed. Possible excep-

tions are:

(a) The crossing of gaps. § 1.12.

(6) Provided a chain can be computed through one well-conditioned

series of fully observed triangles, an occasional direction can be missed

in the redundant lines which provide the check.

(c) SateUite stations may be unavoidable when high towers or

beacons are used.

(d) It may happen that an otherwise good lay-out has one line

obstructed, and that any alternative will be much weaker. See

Fig. 5 (/), where AB is obstructed at X. Then make a station at X
almost on the straight Hne AB. Observe the angle AXB, and at X
also observe to another station D. Then the triangles ADX. and XDB
give the ratio AX/XB, and from it the very small angles BAX and

ABX. The triangles ADB and ACB can then be solved as ifAB had

been clear.

1.14. Intersected points. Geodetic triangulators cannot econo-

mically fix intersected points as an aid to mapping, but it may be

worth fixing: (a) existing topo stations or points ; (6) sharply defined

points, Hkely to be more permanent than the best stations
;
and (c) dis-

tant peaks, for whose fixing topo triangulation would be insufficiently

accurate.

Section 2. Reconnaissance and Station Building

1.15. Reconnaissance. Careful reconnaissance is essential before

observations begin. It may take three forms:

(a) Examination of maps if they exist. In easy country it may be

possible to decide on the lay-out with 95 per cent, certainty without

visiting the groimd.

(b) Aerial reconnaissance, as now practised in Canada. [13] and

[14]. The best available map is mounted on a special plane-table.
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which is set by compass duly corrected for the magnetic influence of

the aircraft. Straight flights are made over areas thought to be

comparatively well mapped, the position of the aircraft is estimated

from the map, and likely hills are cut in by aUdade. Intervisibility

is checked by special runs made level with proposed sites. Notes are

made of alternative sites and of the best Hnes of approach. The

average out-turn has been about 10 miles of chain, with 1J stations,

per flying hour; or 100 miles of chain per week in the area.

The aircraft is followed by a small ground party, as in § 1.16, to

test intervisibihty, to assess heights of any towers required, and to

decide on the lay-out. Recently more emphasis has been laid on the

air location of tracks and of all possible sites than on proving inter-

visibility. Lines reported clear from the air generally are clear, but

the ground party can often make improvements.

(c) Ground reconnaissance. This is often troublesome. The follow-

ing have to be discovered: (i) The approximate location and height of

aU Hkely station sites, and of possible obstructions between them.

Intervisibility must be proved and the lay-out must then be decided

on. (ii) The best communications. Names of hills and viUages.

(iii) SuppKes of water, food, grazing, labour, guides, and interpreters,

in countries where such matters are of consequence, (iv) Also possibly

some of the items of § 1.16.

If no map exists, this practically amounts to making a sketch map
of the area. Before the observing partj^ takes the field, reconnaissance

should be carried through to the end of the chain, or at least so far

ahead that there can be no risk of observations being disorganized by

changes of plan.

1.16. Advanced party. When reconnaissance has been by map
or air, the observer must be preceded by an advanced party to verify

intervisibility, clear forest, and build stations. After ground recon-

naissance it may not be necessary. Its duties will be some or all of the

following :

(a) To identify existing station marks.

(6) To clear forest, both for lines of sight, and for the sun to shine

on helios.

(c) To verify the intervisibihty of all lines.

(d) To build new stations and hand them over to the local ad-

ministration.

(e) To post lamp or heho squads, and erect observing towers. The
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extent to which this is done by the advanced party, the observing

party, or the lamp squads themselves depends on local conditions.

(/) To discover routes up difficult hills, and to locate water and

supplies, etc.

(g) To observe the approximate bearings of all lines, and where

necessary provide sighting posts for helping lampmen to direct their

lamps, and the observer to pick them up.

This advanced party will normally work a little ahead of the

observer. It may take the field a few weeks before him, or he may
share its work for the first week or two before starting observations.

1.17. Connexion with old work. If scale or azimuth is to be

derived from an existing pair of stations, they must not only be

accurately identified, but there must be certainty that they have not

moved. A shift of 1 foot in a 20-mile side would be most regrettable,

and 1 or 2 inches is the standard to be aimed at. Hidden witness

marks provide some check, but not necessarily against earthquakes,

the bodily sliding of hill tops, or against soil creep in alluvial areas.

The usual check is to connect with three old stations, instead of the

minimum two, and to re-observe two of the angles formed by them.

If these agree with their old values within a second or less, serious

error is unlikely. But when several decades have elapsed since the old

stations were fixed, the best thing is to include a base and Laplace
station in the new work, and to compute in terms of them. Errors of

even 2 or 3 feet in identification will then do little harm, except
that the valuable comparison of scale and azimuth will have been lost.

1.18. Station building. Essentials of good construction are :

(a) A distinctive, and so far as possible indestructible, mark at or

below ground level. This may be an inscribed brass plug, but where

brass is liable to be stolen a mark cut on rock or a large stone is better.

Two marks should be provided, one visible on the surface and one

buried vertically below.

(6) Two or three hidden witness marks, whose distances and

bearings from the centre and from each other are recorded. They may
be of brass or stone, differently inscribed, or they may be glass bottles.

(c) Provision for plumbing over the ground-level mark. Tilting

may shift an upper mark laterally.

(d) Except when the instrument tripod stands directly on solid

rock, the structure supporting it must make no direct contact with

that on which the observer stands.
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(c) An opaque beacon, if used, must be such that no conditions of

light or shade will result in its being intersected off centre. Fig. 7

shows a good design. The two vanes are at right angles in plan, and

each is either all shaded or all in sunHght.

1.19. Towers. The instrument or lamp can be raised to a height

by any of the following means :

(a) On existing structures such as church towers. Convenient but

generally bad, as it is difficult to plumb down to ground level.

(6) Brick or concrete towers. Used in India in the nineteenth

century, but now expensive. An inner tower of about 30-inch

diameter at the top, with a central 6-inch hole for plumbing, supports

the theodolite, while an independent outer tower supports the observer

and tent.

(c) Wooden trestles resembling (d) below, but not portable. Much
used in North America, but now being superseded by (d).

(d) Portable steel towers, which can be moved and erected several

times. The Bilby tower, Fig. 8 and [15], can raise the observer and

lamp to a height of 100 or even 130 feet, with a beacon 10 feet higher.

Weight of 100-foot tower, 3 tons: maximum weight of any one piece,

60 lb.: longest piece, 23 ft. 8 in.: five men can erect in 5 hours.

Section 3. Theodolite Observations

1.20. Theodolites. Two main types of theodoHte are now in use

for primary triangulation :

(a) The long-established micrometer theodolites, similar in prin-

ciple to the old 36- and 24-inch instruments made 150 years ago.

The old instruments were clumsy, but much of their work can still be

accepted as of primary accuracy. In the twentieth century they have

been replaced by smaller instruments such as the Troughton and

Simms 12-inch or the Parkhurst 9-inch. In most countries these have

in turn been replaced by the 'glass arc' type described below, although
the U.S.C. & G.S. still prefer the 9-inch Parkhurst.

(b) The more modern type, known as 'glass arc' for lack of a better

name, such as the 5j-inch Wild or the 5-inch geodetic Tavistock by
Cooke, Troughton & Simms.

The advantages of the glass arc are very great, namely:

(i) Lightness and small size: 34 lb. (in case) against about 300 lb.

for the 12-inch.
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(ii) The mean of two readings on opposite sides of the circle is read

directly in an auxiliary eye-piece generally beside the telescope.

This at least halves observing time, and also saves disturbance

of the instrument,

(iii) The easy reading of the circles makes an eye-piece micro un-

necessary,

(iv) No adjustment for micrometer run.

(v) Well-protected glass circles, with fine and non-deteriorating

graduations.

Early models of the first glass arcs had a tendency for the vertical

axis to warp and tighten, [16], [17], and [18], but this has now been

remedied, and both the 5j-inch Wild and 5-inch Tavistock can be

recommended as very convenient and capable of the best work.

Suitable theodolites for secondary work are the old type 8-inch micro

(obsolete), the 3f-inch Wild and the 3J-inch Tavistock.

1.21. The 12 -inch T. & S. Apart from its size this is very similar

to the 5-inch micro which every surveyor knows. The principal

differences are:

(i) The circles are divided to 5', and the micros to 1".

(ii) Some models have three micros on the horizontal circle,

(iii) The provision of an eye-piece micrometer, so that when air

conditions are bad several pointings can be made without

disturbing the circle readings,

(iv) A heavier non-folding stand is generally used.

The necessary adjustments are:

(a) Centring.

(b) LevelHng, and adjustment of the levels.

(c) Adjustment of the telescope for:

(1) Distinct vision of the cross-wires.

(2) Parallax.

(3) Verticality of the vertical wires.

(d) Examination for stiff bearings and loose joints.

(e) Adjustments of the circle microscopes for:

(1) Distinct vision of the moving wire.

(2) Tangency to the circle.

(3) Parallax.

(4) Run.

(5) Adjustment of comb zeros.

(6) Adjustment of drum zeros.
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(/) Levelling of the transit axis.

ig) Collimation in azimuth.

(h) Collimation in altitude.

(^) Determination of the value of one division of each bubble and
of the eye-piece micro.

Of the above, (a), (6), (c, i), (d), and (e, i) are required at every
station: (c, 2), (c, 3) and (e, 2) to (e, 6) should be verified at every

station, but seldom need correction: (/), (g), and (h) should be tested at

the start of a season, but thereafter only ifFL and FR are discrepant :

{i) should be determined at the start of the season.

Apart from details due to minor differences of construction these

adjustments are made in exactly the same way as those of a 5-inch

micro, but the following points may be noted:

Centring. The precision required is given by the rule that 1 foot

subtends 1 second at 40 miles. Care is required when plumbing down
from a high tower, when an optical plummet on the theodoKte stand

or a vertical colHmator on the ground must be used, after adjustment if

necessary. To test it, level the theodolite or colKmator to get the axis

vertical, rotate the instrument, and if the adjustment is not perfect

the intersection of the cross-wires will describe a small circle, with the

true plumb point at its centre. If this circle is too large, adjustment is

required.

Levelling. A levelhng error of d" will produce an error of up to

6" tana in the horizontal direction of an object of elevation a. A few

seconds off level thus seldom matter except in astronomical work,

but more should not be allowed. Change of face does not cancel the

error. See also § 5.40 (6).

Focus. The fixed wires and micro wire cannot be in the same plane.

If the micro eye-piece is being used for horizontal angles, bring the

image into its plane. The resulting small parallax will not affect

vertical angles seriously. Object-glass focus should seldom need

change.

Stijf hearings and loose joints. An important test. Clamp the hori-

zontal circle, intersect some sharp object with the vertical wire, and

while looking through the telescope press the eye-end gently sideways.

The wire will move off the object, but should return when the pressure

is removed. Only experience can say what pressure is reasonable.

Loose foot-screws, or the joints between wood and metal in the stand,



Fig. 10. The Precision Wild theodolite.



Fig. 11. The Geodetic Tavistock theodolite.
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are the usual source of trouble. Foot-screws should be tight in their

bearings, and not unscrewed too far. Any unusual stiffness of the

vertical or horizontal axis is serious. Micrometers also should move

freely and without jerks, in both directions.

Micro run. With a strange theodolite the observer will have no idea

how much to move the object glass : so he should try one full turn and

make subsequent necessary changes in proportion. Several approxi-

mations may be required. Run should be made correct to within 1

or 2 seconds per 10 minutes in the mean of all micros on four zeros.

Transit axis. A dislevelment of 6" when the axis is vertical produces
an error of 6" tan oc in the direction of an object at an elevation ol, but

it is cancelled by change of face. A dislevelment of 10" is harmless.

Vertical angles are then measured 'on the slant' with an error of

J(^")Hanasin 1" seconds of arc, not cancelHng with change of face,

but this is negligible if ^ < 5' or 10'.

Collimation in azimuth. If the Hne joining the optical centre of the

object glass to the intersection of the cross-wires is off perpendicular
to the transit axis by d"

,
the error in the direction of an object at

elevation oc is ^"seca, and in an angle it is ^"(secaj— secc^g)- I^ is

cancelled by change of face, and 10" is quite harmless. f

Collimation in altitude. The constant error of an observed elevation

on one face is the so-called colHmation error in altitude. It is cancelled

by change of face, and adjustment is only required if differences

between FR and FL are annoying, or if the Hne of sight is seriously off

the mechanical axis of the telescope.

Scale values may be got by cahbration against the theodolite's own

circles, or bubbles may be tested in a 'bubble-tester' at HQ. This

calibrates the bubble against a micro screw of known pitch. Note

that the value of one division of the eye-piece micro, as obtained by
comparison with the horizontal circle, needs to be multipUed by the

cosine of the elevation of the object on which the calibration is carried

out. The micro value should be correct to within about 1 per cent.

Full details of these adjustments are given in [19], [10], and [6].

1.22. The Precision Wild. (Fig. 10). The 5|-inch horizontal

circle is divided to 4 minutes, and the micro to 0-2 seconds. Pointings

t The line of collimation is the perpendicular from the optical centre of the object
glass to the horizontal axis, the optical centre being the point through which light

passes undeviated. The optical axis of the lens must, of course, approximately coin-

cide with the line of collimation, but this is a makers' adjustment. The collimation

error is the angle 6.

5125 Q
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are intended to be made in pairs, and the micro (which actually

covers 2 minutes) is numbered from to 60 seconds. Two successive

readings thus have to be added instead of meaned. To read the circle,

the divisions ofthe upper and lower images (which are images ofpoints

180° apart on the circle) are made to coincide in the neighbourhood of

the central index mark (Fig. 12). Degrees are read from the left-hand

part of the lower image. Minutes are read by counting and doubling

L-PS 9-frr

166 167

L6
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small centre 'window' of Fig. 13 lies exactly midway between the two

circle graduations. Degrees and tens of minutes are then read in the

lower window, while single minutes and seconds are read in the top

window. The horizontal and vertical circles are read in separate

micros on either side of the telescope. FR readings of the vertical

circle are zenith distances.
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type is switched on and off by clockwork at appointed hours. [10],

pp. 56 and 60.

(c) Oil, petrol, and acetylene lamps have been commonly used, but

are obsolescent.

(d) Opaque beacons. These require no attention, and may be

visible when helios are not, but are apt to be invisible on long lines.

*Phase error' is also a danger.

Recommendation: Electric lamps by night, or in poor daylight on

lines that are not too long. Nine-inch heUos for long lines or in bright

sunlight. A standing opaque beacon may be useful in addition.

References: [21], [22], and [6] pp. 132-7.

1.25. Programme of field movements. A detailed programme
is an essential preliminary. The lay-out of the chain having been

•decided on as in §1.15, the observer must make out a programme

showing day by day the location of the advanced party, of each helio

or lamp squad, and of the observing party. Attention must, of course,

be given to where each finds its supplies and transport, and how
orders are to be communicated. Dates given should be those to be

hoped for if all goes well. Bad weather may cause delay, but that will

not upset the serial order in which all moves will take place, and the

actual dates of moves are regulated by signals at the completion of

the observations at each station. Where suppUes and transport are

easy and with lampmen who can find their own way about, the pro-

gramme presents no special problems, but in uninhabited country,

or with illiterate lampmen, it calls for very careful thought, and the

whole success of the work depends on the care with which it has been

made.

If lampmen can read Morse, fresh orders can be sent when plans

have to be changed, but otherwise only a few distinctive signals can

be sent. The following are indispensable:

(a) 'Your light is not showing. Show it.'

(b) *I have finished work here. Stay where you are, and look out

for me at my next station.'

{c) 'I have finished work here. Leave your station and go to the

place previously arranged.
'

The lampmen must also be able to acknowledge 'Signal seen and

understood'. Signals used in India for the above are described in [19],

pp. 62-3.
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1.26. Methods of observation. Horizontal angles can be ob-

served on several systems:

{a) The method of rounds. Starting with the intersection of one

selected station, a flank station if there is one, the theodolite is swung
in turn on to each of the others, right round the horizon until the first

has been intersected again. This constitutes one round.

(6) The method of directions. One station is selected as a reference

mark, preferably that most likely to be continuously visible. Or a»

collimator or second theodolite may be set up close to and level with

the observer's theodolite. Angles are then independently measured

between this RM and every other station. For a given degree of

precision this involves nearly twice as much work as the method of

rounds, but if stations are only intermittently visible it may be the

only practicable system. If no station is fairly continuously visible ^

two stations may be selected as alternative RM's.

(c) The method of angles. The angles between adjacent stations in

a round are independently measured. This also involves nearly twice

as much work as method (a), in spite ofwhich large angles (the sum of

two or three smaller) may be less precisely measured, since they have

to be deduced by summing the independently measured smaller ones:

but see § 3.30 (e).

(d) Schreiber's method. The angle between each station and every
other is independently measured. This again involves double work,
but there is some choice in the order in which observations are made,
and work can proceed in worse weather than is required for rounds.

It has been much used in Europe and Africa. [24] gives details and

suggests a modification.

Recommendation: If conditions admit, the method of rounds is the

best. Directions or Schreiber's method may be used when reasonably
full rounds are impossible. Independent angles are only advised for

additional measures of any angle for which extra accuracy may be

required. Also see end of § 1.28. The old system of measuring angles

by 'repetition', swinging the lower and upper plates backwards and
forwards alternately, is not recommended. [23].

1 .27. Number of measures of each angle. A pointing comprises
a single intersection of an object and the reading of the circle or eye-

piece micro. A measure of an angle or a direction is obtained by sub-

tracting the circle reading of one object from that of another. Such

readings may involve the mean of several pointings. A se^ is a pair of
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aneasures, FL and FR. A zero comprises all the measures taken on one

position of the graduated circle.

(a) Pointings. With a Wild, pointings are generally made in pairs,

§ 1.22. One pair may be enough, but in bad conditions more may be

needed. A good rule is that if the pair differ by more than 2"

(1" as read), another pair is needed. Then if the over-all range of

the four exceeds 4" (2" as read), a third pair should be made.

And so on, except that it would probably then be better to wait for

better conditions. With other instruments two or three pointings

may be made as a normal minimum, with a similar rule for repeti-

tions.

{b) Measures and sets. An equalnumber of measures must, of course,

he made on each face. If a theodolite is poorly divided the programme
should be one set on each ofmany zeros, but with good modern theodo-

lites two or three sets per zero are advised, to facihtate analysis of

sources of error. An alternative is to take 2 or 3 FL on one zero,

followed by 2 or 3 FR on the next, and so on.

(c) Zeros. In primary triangulation 10 or 12 zeros are advised with

1, 2, or 3 sets on each as above, or twice as many zeros withFL orFR on

each. In India the rule is 3 sets on 10 zeros. In the United States it is

1 set on 16 zeros. Requirements depend on the accuracy of observer

and instrument, the weather, the length of hne, the ultimate accuracy
aimed at, and the spacing of bases and Laplace stations. If good
closures are being obtained on these controls, the programme is

adequate. The large Indian programme is probably due to bad

atmospheric conditions making it inadvisable to finish a station in a

few hours, see § 1.28.

The referring mark, or one of the flank stations, is selected as the

poiQt on which zero is to be set. The degrees of FL setting on this

point should then be regularly spaced through 180° (or 60° on a

3-micro instrument, where change of face gives change of zero too),

and the minutes of the settings should be spaced through the range
of the circle micros, to eliminate errors of run. The foUowiag table

suggests settings for a Wild or 12-inch 2- or 3-micro, the column

'apparent setting' arising from the Wild's micrometer reading double

seconds, § 1.22. It suffices to set zero within 15" or 30" of the figures

given. Also note § 1.32 {k).

With a 12-inch 3-micro, the number of sets on each zero should be

increased to one and a half or twice what sufiices for each of the
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larger number of zero settings on the 2-micro. Extra zeros to provide

a special accuracy in occasional angles should be spaced through 180°.

Five extra might be 09° 00' 15", 45° 01' 15", etc.

12-inch
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In the United States most work is now done at night, with satis-

factory results, although what is advised above is thought better in

dry tropical conditions, and if the programme is a long one, day work

saves inconvenience and time. The U.S.C. & G.S. often complete a

station in a single night.

If the methods of directions or angles are used, the pointings to

each station must be distributed through the whole period of work,

and not concentrated at one or a few periods. The method of rounds

automatically secures this.

1.29. Broken rounds. Continuing § 1.26 (a). A heUo or lamp is

often not visible when required. One cannot wait long, and it may have

to be missed out. Then, when it shows again, the missing direction

has to be made good by observing the angle between it and one other

station, preferably adjacent. Combining this reading with the circle

reading in the broken round then enables an entry to be made (in

brackets, or otherwise distinguished) in the abstract form to replace

the missing direction. This rule ensures that there will be no trouble

over station adjustment, § 1.30(c).

1.30. Abstract and final mean, {a) The abstract form. In the

angle book pointings are meaned, eye-piece micro corrections, if any,
are appKed,| and subtractions are made for deducing angles or direc-

tions. { It does not much matter whether angles or directions are

abstracted, but directions are advised as they are the simpler basis for

subsequent small corrections, §§1.33 and 3.06.

As work proceeds, angles or directions are copied on to an abstract

form, which separately records each measure, those on each zero being

grouped together under sub-heads FL and FR. This abstract ensures

the observation of the full programme of measures and zeros, it shows

unfilled gaps in broken rounds, and reveals blunders or inaccuracies.

Zero means are taken out, and hence the final observed value, subject

only to correction for satellite marks or station adjustment, see below.

(6) Repetitions. Blunders in degrees or minutes may be corrected

at sight. More troublesome is an occasional measure differing from

the general run, but not by so much as can be attributed to an obvious

blunder. If the cause is clear, such as kicked stand, wide scatter of

pointings, or misclosure of round, the measure can be rejected and re-

f The correction is md" sec a, where m is the micro reading, d" the value of one

division, and a the elevation of the object.

% The accepted reading of the first station of a roiind should be the mean of ita

opening and closing value. A large discrepancy, of course, rejects the round.
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made. But otherwise, unless it is wide of the mean by more than 4" or

5", it is best retained and its effect lessened by a few repetitions on

the same zero and face. [19], pp. 52-5.

(c) Station adjustment. If Schreiber's method is used, §1.26((^),

the observed value of any large angle will differ from the sum of its

parts. This must be reconciled, so that accordant values may be

carried forward into the subsequent computations. For a convenient

method see [4] p. 156, or [24]. If the method of § 1.29 is followed, or

that of directions with a single RM, there can be no inconsistencies to

adjust.

(d) Satellites. See § 1.33. Corrections should be applied to the final

means as soon as data are available.

(e) Triangular error. The sum of the angles of a triangle should be

180° plus the spherical excess, § 3.07. This should be approximately

computed, and as soon as three angles of any triangle have been

measured, their sum should be compared with the correct value. In

primary triangulation the error should average less than 1 second,

and an error of more than 2 seconds is generally looked on as rather

a serious weakness. If the error in any triangle is abnormally large

there is no easy remedy, except possibly checking the arithmetic,

since to revisit stations will completely upset the programme. Whether

to reobserve or not is generally best decided after the cause has been

traced and put right. Causes of bad error are likely to be: (i) arith-

metical; (ii) satellites; (iii) lateral refraction, especially in long or

grazing lines; (iv) plumbing from high towers; (v) stiff axis or loose

joints ;
or (vi) asymmetry in an opaque beacon.

(/) Duplicate abstract. Copies should be made, checked against the

angle book, and sent to a safe place as often as possible.

1.31. Descriptions of stations. The angle book should contain

descriptions with special reference to:

(a) The general whereabouts, so that the site can be found again.

(6) Details of construction, especially of the station marks and the

vertical distance between them.

(c) The type of signal used: helio, lamp, or beacon, with a diagram
of the latter if not of standard type. Their heights, and that of the

transit axis, to the nearest inch above one of the station marks.

(d) Descriptions of the witness marks, with their distances and
azimuths to the nearest inch and minute, § 1.34.

I
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1.32. Miscellaneous advice to observers.

(a) During any round the theodolite must move continuously in

one direction. If a station is accidentally overshot by more than the

slow-motion can correct, the telescope should be swung on right round

the circle until it comes up to the station again. A good rule is 'face

left, swing left' and vice versa. After any change of face or zero, or

other reversal of swing, the telescope should be turned at least 360°

in the new direction before a mark is intersected.

(6) Final movements of a slow-motion screw or micro are probably
best made against the spring, although the point is unimportant,

except from the point of view of (h) below.

(c) Intersections should always be made with the same point of the

vertical wire, close to but just off the horizontal wire, e.g. just below

on FL and above on FR. Similarly intersections for vertical angles

should be made at one point on the horizontal wire.

(d) Vertical wires are sometimes made half single and half double.

Except for opaque marks the latter is usually better, but the same half

must be used for all the objects in one round.

(e) Electric illumination of the circles is better than natural, even

by day.

(/) It is desirable that all lights in a round should be of approxi-

mately equal brilliance and apparent size, as some observers may have

a personal bisection error depending on brilhance
;
see [27], where a

reversible eye-piece prism is suggested as a remedy. If hehos or lamps
are too bright they can be dimmed by suitable stops, or by a small

muslin fan held in front of the object glass, or sometimes by increasing

the telescope illumination. A red or yellow filter on the eye-piece has

been advised as an aid to clear vision, [28] and [29]. Opinions differ,

but a filter is only likely to help with opaque objects or when reduction

of brilliance is aU that is needed.

(g) The eye must always look straight into an eye-piece or micro,

to avoid parallax.

(h) Slow-motioh clamping should be hght. The vertical circle

should be clamped while horizontal angles are being measured, but

remember sub-paragraph (6), as theodohtes exist in which reversal

ofthe vertical slow-motion causes a sharp jump in the horizontal point-

ing. Be careful to turn all screws with a pure rotary motion about a

horizontal axis, without torque about the vertical axis.

(i) The quicker a round is finished, the less the risk of the stand
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twisting. Readings should be made without pause for thought or

verification. An occasional blunder, although unnecessary, is harm-

less, §1.30(6). It is only on the intersection of the mark in bad

conditions that one may have to dwell for some time to get a good

bisection of the range through which it is jumping.

(j) Avoid frequent change of colhmation or focus. Aim at getting

the theodolite into good adjustment, and then leaving it alone. Foot-

screw levelling must, of course, be attended to as soon as it goes wrong,

but not in the middle of a round.

(k) When one-third of the zeros at any station have been done, the

whole instrument, foot-screws and all, but not the stand, should be

turned through 120°, and again after another third. This is to cancel

the effect of possible strain in the axis bearing, [16]. [30], pp. xiio-xixj)

gets near to making a similar recommendation.

(Z) Keep the sun off the instrument stand. An umbrella may
suffice, but in some countries a tent is advised. Fig. 9 shows a suitable

design, 6 feet by 6 feet. The roof takes off for star work, and the upper

parts of the sides can be opened as required.

(m) If the theodolite is not stood direct on a concrete pillar, a

heavy stand is advised, weighted with stones in bags or on a shelf.

(n) See that heat rising from camp-fires, even though extinguished,

does not cause lateral refraction.

(o) The employment ofa recorder is advised. He saves the observer's

eye from constant change of focus, keeps up the abstract, and is useful

in many ways.

(p) The time should be recorded every hour or so, and also the

change over from helios to lamps.

1.33. Satellite stations. There are two cases:

Case 1. See Fig. 14 (a). Observations are made from P to T, while

S (near P) is the station site for permanent record. Let

(AzofT)-(Azof S) = d,

and let the horizontal distance PS be d. Then the correction to the

observed direction PT is (cZ/TS)sin^cosec 1" seconds, the sign being

that of sin 6. TS and d must be in the same units.

If the correction is to be correct to O"-!, d must be correct to
|^
in 10^

)f TS or to 1/40 foot if TS is 10 miles. This is difficult unless PS is

'short and nearly horizontal. 6 must be measured with similar accuracy,

i.e. when seen from P, S it must be bisected within 1/40 foot. If the
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correction amounts to n seconds, TS must be known to one part in

\0n. It can often be taken from the map, but iin is large, a preliminary
solution of triangles may be required.

North

Fig. 14.

If 6?/TS is as much as 1/1000 the satellite correction will probably
cause bad error, however much care is taken.

The correction to an angle is got by subtracting the correction of

the line which comes first in clockwise order from that of the second.

But the best way is to abstract directions, and to apply corrections to

them as in § 1.30 (a).

Case 2. See Fig. 14 (6). Observations at P are made to a point T'

instead of to the station T. TT' = d, and (Az TT'-Az TP) = 6,

Then the correction to the observed direction PT' is

(^/PT')sin^cosecl",

the sign being that of sin 6. The required precision of measurement

is as in Case 1.

In both cases the sign needs care, and is best confirmed by a rough

diagram in the angle book.

1.34. Fixing witness marks. Azimuths and horizontal distances

to the nearest inch are required. The best procedure is as foUBws:

Observe one round FR and one FL, horizontal and vertical, including

a station and all the witness marks. Then turning on to each mark

again, measure the sloping distance from the transit axis to each mark

with a steel tape. The vertical angle enables this to be reduced to

horizontal. The marks should not be so close as to make fairly sharp

focus impossible.

Satelhte distances may sometimes be measured in the same way,
but unless the observed lines are long and the satelhte close, an

unsupported tape will not be good enough, and a suitable method will

have to be devised in each case.
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1.35. Vertical angles, (a) Accuracy. Less accuracy is required

than for horizontal angles, since atmospheric refraction makes high

a,ccuracy impossible in any case, and since the final height control

will be by spirit levelling. Nevertheless it may be many years before

spirit levelling is available, and it will then be very inconvenient if it

upsets the contouring of maps based on the triangulation. The aim

should therefore be to measure vertical angles as accurately as

refraction permits, and to hope that height errors will nowhere

accumulate to more than 5 or 10 feet.

Height can be carried through a chain by a single line of good reci-

procal vertical angles. The omission ofsome vertical angles, especially

over long diagonals, is therefore less serious than a loss of horizontal

angles, and when they are hard to get there is no need to delay in-

definitely for them all. Nevertheless, if the full programme is im-

possible, one should try to get at least a series of simple triangles, all

ofwhose sides have been reciprocally observed at the right time of day,

as they provide a set of triangular height closures from which accuracy

can be assessed. See §4.13.

(6) Number of measures. Vertical angles must be measured in

pairs, FL and FR, to cancel colhmation error. Three sets should

suffice, but if the station is occupied for more than one day, a couple

of sets should be observed each day, up to a maximum oftwo or three.

(c) Time of day. Vertical angles should be observed between 12.00

and 16.00 hours local mean time, when refraction is not only least but

comparatively constant from day to day, see § 4.09. At other hours

they are of little or no value. If this rule cannot be followed, the best

substitute, but a poor one, is a series of means of FR and FL at every

2 hours from about an hour after sunrise until as late as possible,

temperatures being recorded and continued until 15.00. A value for

the minimum refraction can then be obtained on the assumption that

temperature and refraction vary linearly, see § 4.09 (a), but this is not

a w^orkable rule for low grazing horizontal lines.

The shade temperature should always be recorded within a degree

or two. The pressure is also required, but is best got from a table

giving the normal pressure at different heights, which should be good

enough and better than the ordinary small aneroid. Humidity does

I

not affect the refraction appreciably, and it is not necessary to record

it. See Appendix 7.

{d) Bubble. At each pointing the telescope bubble must either be

:
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centred as in the Wild, or it should be read and a correction applied in

the angle book to each mean ofFR and FL. The rule for this depends
on how the bubble divisions are numbered. Let be a reading at the

object end, and E at the eye end. Let n be the total number ofreadings

(an and an E counting as one each), and let d" be the change in the

tilt of the telescope when one end of the bubble moves through one

division. Let suffixes ^^ and ^ refer to FR and FL. Then ifthe divisions

are numbered from the centre outwards, as is the more convenient,

the correction is (dln)(^ 0—^E) seconds, applicable to elevations

with its correct sign. If divisions are numbered from one end to the

other, the correction is (^/^)[di2 i^R~^-^R)~^^ (^i+^z,)] seconds.

The upper signs are applicable to elevations if the numbering increases

from eye to object end on FR, and vice versa. Tenths of a division

should be recorded. The advantage of the modern split bubble

centring system is apparent.

(e) System of circle division. In the 12-inch T. & S. the vertical

circle is graduated from 0° to 360°. Elevations (as opposed to de-

pressions) are read directly on FR, and 180° minus elevations on FL.

For the Wild and Tavistock see §§ 1 .22 and 1.23. A strange instrument

must be examined to discover the rule for converting readings into

angles, and for distinguishing between elevations and depressions.

Angle book means, corrected for bubble, should be recorded as ^ or i).

Section 4. Radar

1.36. Definition and uses. Radar is a system of short-wave

wireless, by which the distance between a ground station and an air-

craft, or between two ground stations, is measured by the time taken

for a wireless 'pulse' to travel from one to the other and back again

at known speed. Details of the electronic transmitting and receiving

apparatus are no part of geodesy, and are not given here, if only

because they are likely to be out of date as soon as printed. For a

brief description in simple words see [31], pp. 308-14.

The systems at present (1949) in use in England are those known as

Oboe and Gee-H, the former with a wave-length of 9-125 cm., and the

latter about 10 m. The shorter wave-length gives Oboe the greater

hope of geodetic accuracy, but at present only Gee-H allows the trans-

mitting and receiving apparatus to be carried in the aircraft, so that

Oboe presents more difficult control problems. The Shoran system,

used in the United States, combines the advantages of both. With all
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these systems haze and cloud are no obstacle, but the line between

ground station and aircraft must otherwise be clear, and a wave-length

longer than that of Gee-H, such as is enabled by diffraction or other-

wise to follow an indirect path round the curve of the earth, would

hold out little hope of accuracy.

Topographically, radar is of established value for controlling the

track of an aircraft taking survey photographs, thereby securing

correct overlaps and consequent economy of effort. It is also estab-

Hshed as a possible means of locating the aircraft plumb-point at the

moment of exposing each photo, with such accuracy (say 50 m.) as

suffices for much topographical mapping. Geodetically its possible

uses are:

S,

Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

(a) To measure long lines across the sea via an intermediate aircraft

at a height of 20,000 to 40,000 feet, by the system described in § 1.37.

Two extensive trials have been carried out on these lines in the United

States, and the second is claimed to have given the accuracy of second

order triangulation. See [32] for the first trial, but details ofthe second

have not yet (1949) been published. If an accuracy of 1/100,000 or

preferably 1/200,000 can be obtained over ranges of 500 miles, this will

be of very great geodetic value, see §§1.12 and 7.57.

(6 )
To cover a large virgin area such as Australia with a trilateration

with 300-400 mile sides as a basic framework. Ordinary geodetic tri-

angulation will still be required to break down these long sides, but a

rapidly observed radar framework would make it possible to start

such work in independent areas, as and when required for topo-

graphical purposes, without subsequent trouble arising from the

independent origins.

(c) It might be possible to use radar trilateration between ground

I
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points instead of ordinary geodetic triangulation. The advantage is

radar's ability to penetrate cloud, but disadvantages of which no

solutions are at present in sight are loss of accuracy and the com-

plexity of the apparatus.

1.37. System for measuring geodetic lines. In Fig. 16 it is

desired to measure P1P2' ^^^^ spheroidal distance between stations S^
and Sg. Let an aircraft A fly horizontally acrossf S^ 83 about half-way
between them at such a height as to secure a clear line to each, carry-

ing apparatus which gives continuous measures of the time of radar

travel over AS^ and ASg. Thenwhen the sum AS^-f-AS2 is a minimum,^
the aircraft will be in the plane through S^ Sg which contains the (one)

common perpendicular to S^ Sg and the line of flight, so that if the latter

is horizontal the plane will be that containing S^ So and the vertical

at A. For non-level flight see § 3.14.

Additional data required are the height above spheroid of the

aircraft and of Sj^ and So, calibration constants as in § 1.38, and such

possible meteorological data as are indicated in §3.17, notably tem-

perature, pressure, and humidity at S^, A, and S2, and possibly at other

levels.

Given the above and the speed of transmission, and provided the

radar wave is not abnormally refracted (two serious difficulties),

the computation of the spheroidal geodetic distance P1P2 is easy.

See Chapter III, Section 2.

1.38. Calibration. In current apparatus the radar travel time is

measured in terms of the period of vibration of a temperature-
controlled crystal oscillator, which needs calibration both initially

and periodically to detect 'drift' or abrupt changes. There is also a

time lag in the working of the apparatus (independent of distance

measured), which must be got by calibration.

Both these constants can be got by using the apparatus to measure

two or more unequal lines of known length, although the error in the

time of vibration will then be confused with error in the assumed travel

speed of radar, and direct calibration by laboratory methods is desir-

able. The technique of laboratory calibration is not a geodetic matter.

t The latest (1949) system is to fly horizontally but obliquely across S^ Sg, so that

repeat measures are got by flying in a figure of 8, as shown in Fig. 15. This system
eliminates various practical electronic difficulties. [33].

J Provided the aircraft flies straight and at constant speed, the best value for the

minimum is got by a least-square fitting of a parabola to the values of ASj-j-ASg
for 2 or 3 miles' flight on either side of Si S,. This averages out random errors of

reading. See [32].
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1.39. Station siting and aircraft height. The stations Sj and

S2 should if possible be on hills with a clear forward slope, and the lines

should not graze close to the ground further along their course. In

fact, apart from their great length, the lines should be ones in which

the vertical refraction of light would not be abnormal. The angular

elevation at S^ and 83 of the straight line to the aircraft should if

possible be at least J°, see § 3. 13. This will reduce the maximum length

of line for a given aircraft ceiling, but cannot be helped. From the

point of view of refraction and velocity of transmission, observations

are probably best between noon and 16.00 hours, although this will

matter less on a line which is well clear of the ground or is over the sea.

Windy weather is probably better than still.

From these same points of view flying height should be as great as

possible, but if it is got by barometer as opposed to direct radar or

other methods from the ground or sea surface, § 3.15 shows a strong

demand for minimum flying height, especially in short lines. The two

sources of error must be considered together and a balance struck if

possible.

1.40. Laplace azimuth control in trilateration. While tri-

lateration requires no base lines, other than perhaps for calibration,

azimuth control may be necessary, and this demands the inclusion in

the trilateration of a short side of 50 miles or so, such as can be sighted

over with the theodolite. The 'extension' of the observed azimuth

of a 50-mile side to control a trilateration with 400-mile sides is liable

to involve considerable weakness, since the relevant angles are

deduced, not measured, and the same care is required as with a base

line extension in triangulation. In Fig. 5 (6), for instance, the angles

ABC and ACB are only weakly deducible from trilateration, and a

Laplace azimuth ofBC would not be accurately transferred to the long

lines. A possible but expensive layout is to run a chain of geodetic

triangulation along a trilaterated side ofnormal length, as in Fig. 5 {g),

and to include the Laplace station in this chain. Alternatively the

chain could be replaced by a single line of short legs ABODE, between

which the angles ABC, etc., are accurately observed, but whose

lengths AB, BC, etc., are sufficiently determined by radar or topo-

graphical triangulation.

1.41. Measurement of distance by high-frequency light

signals, t [314] describes an experimental apparatus for the direct

I This is not radar, but is conveniently included in the present section.

I
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measurement of distances of 10-30 km. by high-frequency Hght

pulses. A source at one end of the base to be measured emits light

whose intensity varies with a high frequency period under the control

of a vibrating crystal, § 5.24(c). The light is reflected back from a

mirror at the far end of the base to a photo-electric cell, whose sensi-

tivity is also controlled by the crystal. The output of the cell then

depends on the extent to which the returning pulse is out of phase with

the emission, and the distance travelled can thereby be deduced. A
sensitivity of 1 in 10^ is claimed for the measurement of 10 km. in 2

hours' work, but the method demands some improvement on present

knowledge of the velocity of light in vacuo, § 3.17. Knowledge of the

air temperature and pressure along the line of sight is required with

the same (not very high) accuracy as is indicated for radar in § 3.17,

while humidity is unimportant. Good visibiHty is of course necessary.

The method has promise as a possible substitute for base measure-

ment, especially where flat ground is hard to find.

General references for Chapter I

[10], [19], [4] Chapters V and VI, [34], [35], and [317]. And for radar [31], [32],

[36], and [329].
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BASES AND PRIMARY TRAVERSE
Section 1. Invar

2.00. Introductory. Before 1896 the chief difficulty in base

measurement lay in the fact that most metals change length by 10 or

more in 10^ per °C. It is not easy to measure the temperature of a bar

in the open to within 1° or 2° C, and such errors are then ten or twenty
times too large. The solution adopted was the use of pairs of bars of

different metals whose relative lengths varied with the temperature,

or such a device as Colby's compensated bars. The latter consisted

ofa pair ofiron and brass bars 10 feet long linked together at each end.

Expansion being unequal, there existed a pair of points, one on each

hnk (produced), whose distance apart was independent of the tem-

perature. Such bars gave accurate results, and they are still the

accepted basis of some modern triangulation, but they were slow in

use and awkward on sloping ground. Base sites were consequently
hard to find, especially ones long enough for accurate extension, and

bases tended to be fewer than is now advised.

The metal invar with almost zero expansion has solved the tempera-
ture difficulty. It is used in the form of wires or tapes, 24 m. or

100 feet long, hung in catenary between portable tripod marks. Such

wires can cover undulating ground at the rate of a mile or two a day,

so that in most countries a base can now be put close to wherever it is

wanted.

On the other hand invar has introduced fresh problems, which

limit accuracy to 1 or perhaps 2 in 10^. This is good enough, however,

since more is hkely to be lost in the extension, § 3.32 (a). In what

follows, a maximum inaccuracy of 1 in 10^ is taken as the target, each

separate source of error being if possible made a few times less.

Standardization of wires (§§ 2.06-2.08) gives the horizontal distance

in catenary between zero end marks, when the latter are at the same

level, at a specified temperature, tension, and intensity of gravity.

§§ 2.05, 2.19, and 2.20 outline the corrections required in the field, and

show the precision with which disturbing factors must be measured

or ehminated. Distinction is necessary between systematic errors,

which must be kept down to 1 in 10^ or less in each bay, and random
errors for which a standard of 1 in 10^ per bay suffices.
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Note. Except where the context clearly indicates the contrary, the

word 'wire' in §§ 2.01-2.25 implies either a wire or a tape.

2.01. Thermal properties of invar. Invar is an iron alloy con-

taining 36 per cent, of nickel. All normal iron alloys on being heated

steadily increase in length until a point is reached where the increase

is arrested, and where a small decrease may actually take place before

the normal increase is resumed. This is generally at about 750° to

900° C, and is due to a change in the structure of the metal. In invar

a somewhat similar situation is occurring at ordinary temperatures,

[37]. The resulting instability causes several other peculiarities,

namely :

(a) The temperature coefficient not only varies according to the

exact proportions of the alloy, but also with the thermal and mechani-

cal treatment given to each wire. It follows that every wire has its

own coefficient which must be separately determined, and which may
possibly change.

(6) Length slowly increases with time especially in the first few

years, when the increase may be several parts in 10^ per year. In-

stabihty is reduced by annealing during manufacture, and decreases

with age, but invar can never be used for permanent standards.

Apart from the risk of damage to which every wire is liable, invar

should be compared with a stable standard within at most a year
before and after use.

(c) Winding a 1-65-mm. diameter wire off its 50 cm. drum and

returning it has been found to lengthen it by an amount given as

0-17 in 10^, while the measurement of 100 bays of base has tended to

shorten it by a similar amount, [38] and [39], but such figures are not

necessarily appUcable to all wires.

{d) Length does not depend uniquely on temperature. If tempera-
ture is reduced, the normal contraction (if the coefficient is positive)

takes place at once, but it will be followed by a slow elongation amount-

ing to perhaps 1 in 10^: and after a rise vice versa. This probably
makes 1 in 10^ the limit of certain precision. [40].

(e) Damage not only changes the length of a wire, but may induce

instability persisting for a year or more. A damaged wire cannot be

trusted until repeated tests have proved it stable. [41].

2.02. The handling of invar. Wires or tapes. The ultimate

strength of invar is about 60 tons/in. 2, [40], and the elastic limit is
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usually quoted as 9-15 tons/in.
^ or perhaps as high as 25, although

[6] p. 147 quotes 35-40 tons/in.^

If a wire is to retain its length it must obviously be carefully

handled. A tension of 10 kg. loads a 1-65-mm. wire to 3 tons/in. 2,

which is apt to be doubled as the weight is applied, however gently.

This is well within the elastic limit, but damage may be done if the

tension is applied with a jerk.| The strain imposed by winding on to

the usual 50 cm. diameter drum is more serious, for it stretches the

outer fibres of a 1-65-mm. wire by 1 in 300 and apparently imposes a

stress of 33 tons/in. 2, [44], p. 32. This clearly invites trouble, and it is

a matter for surprise that accurate work gets done in spite of it.

From this point of view, tapes are better than wires. The remedy
lies in larger drums.

Apart from the above, tapes have less tendency to twist and kink,

and can themselves be graduated instead of having to have end scales

fixed to them, and for many years tapes have been used in preference

to wires in the United States and many parts of the British Empire.

On the other hand the wind resistance of tapes is greater and more

uncertain, § 2.05 (g), and this is a serious matter. Except where

frequent re-standardization is exceptionally difficult, wires are on the

whole recommended in preference to tapes, on the grounds that

changes of length (although annoying) can hardly fail to be detected,

while errors of a few parts in a million may be caused by wind without

any very noticeable effect.

Invar is not entirely rustless, and when not in use it must be greased.

A good rule is that a wire should never be touched by hand. It should

be carried by loops of cord through its end swivels (an essential

precaution anyway, to avoid bending it), and other contacts should

be through gloves or cloths.

Section 2. Wires in Catenary

2.03. Formulae. Let a uniform flexible wire AB of weight w

per unit length be hung as in Fig. 17. Let the tension be T at A and

Tq at the lowest point. Let the length OA = 5, let the slope at A
be

j/f,
and let k = TJw. Resolving the forces on OA gives

tanj/f
=

5/^. (2.1)

t A sudden change of tension, as through the breaking of a tension cord, may be

expected to cause change, even if no obvious damage results. Change has also been
attributed to wind vibration while wires have been lying out of use for a few hours

under low tension on closely-spaced intermediate supports. [42] pp. 72-4, and [43].
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u/s

Fig. 17.

Then

(a) dxjds
= cos

i/f
=

kl^J{k^-\-s^]

s = ksmh.{xlk) = a;-|-- + (2.2)

(6) dy/ds = sini/r
=

sl^{k^-\-s^)

y = (P+52)*-A; = kGO^\i(xlk)-k

w\ .
x^ Iw^

(c) T = T^seci/j
= w{y-\-k)

_ x^ jw\

"•=4(i)"+-

(2.3)

(2.4)

Now let A and B be level. Let the curved length AB = S, let its

horizontal projection be Xq, and let the dip of below AB be d.

Then from (2.1)

tane/f
= wSI2Tq, (2.5)

from (2.3)

d = wXl/ST^-^..., (2.6)

from (2.2)

S-X, = {Xll2^)(wlT,rMXlll920){wlT,r^... (2.7)

= {S^I24){wIT^)^-{SS^/64.0){w/Tq)^+... (2.8)

4= 8(Z2/3Xo+... . (2.9)

And if the wire is elastic

S = 8,(l+ TJaE), . (2.10)

where Sq is the unstretched length, T^ is a mean value of the tension
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between T^ and T, E is the elastic modulus (22x10^ lb. /in. 2, or

15,000 kg./mm.2), and a is the cross-section of the wire.

2.04. Application to typical apparatus. With the usual

24-m. wires T = 10 kg., w = 17-3 gm./m. (so w/T = 1/580 m.),

d = 125 mm., S—Xq = 1-7 mm., S—Sq = 7-3 mm. The known
tension is not, however, exactly Tq but T, and this needs investigation

as below.

Differentiating (2.8) and (2.10) gives

dX, = {SJaE+w^8l/12Tl) dT,+ .., . (2.11)

With the 24-m. wires dXJX^ = 1/10^ when dT^ = 20 gm., so that

the tension must be correctly known within 0-2 per cent, at worst.

In comparison (2.4) gives T—Tq = T/4600, and for ordinary purposes
we may write Tq = T^= T in formulae (2.1) to (2.11) with ample

accuracy. For apparatus of abnormal design Tq may be got from (2.4)

and used in the others, or (2.4) may be substituted in them. For

instance (2.8) becomes

S-Xq = (S^l24.){wlTf-\-(US'^in20)(wlTY^... . (2.12)

A good approximation for T„^ in (2. 10) is J(27{j-[- T). The second terms

of (2.8) and (2.12) are generally about SjQ X 10^, and can be ignored.

With Yxi^" tapes under 20 lb. tension wjT = 1/670 m., and the

above formulae are even safer. If the tapes are 100 ft. long, d = 6-8 in.

(173 mm.), S—Xq = 0-lOin. (2-6 mm.), and S—S^ = 0-43 in. (11 mm.).
2.05. Corrections to standard length. Xq being given by

standardization, the following corrections must be applied or made
zero when the wires are used in the field.

(a) Temperature. At temperature t, Xq must be increased by

Xo(^— ^0)^' where (q is the temperature of standardization, and a the

average coefficient of expansion between ^q and t. oc is measured as in

§ 2.09, and may vary between -[-0-5 and —0-2 in 10® per °C. It may
also vary slightly for different temperature ranges. The correction

may be negligible for single bays, but appreciable over kilometre

sections. It is best tabulated as so many mm. per 24 m. at different

temperatures.

The accuracy required for t depends on a. If wires with positive and

negative a's are available, pairing may make harmless an error of

10° C, as is quite desirable, since wire temperatures are hard to get

within a few degrees.
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(6) Slope. Let the height of A above B be h, let the slope be j8°,

and let the horizontal projection of AB be X, so that h = Xtan^.
Then since the wire is very nearly straight, an obvious approxi-
mation is V V O /n loxX = XqCos^S, (2.13)

but it can be shown, [44] p. 12, that a better approximation is

X =
XoCOS(/», (2.14)

where sin^ = /^//S^,
or tan0 = (Xo//S)tan^.

Using (8.4) and (8.6), this may be expressed as

X = XoCos^+(XoASf2/24)(w;/T)2sin2^+... in terms of ^ (2.15)t

or X = XQ-{XJ2)(hl8)^-{XjS){hlS)^+... in terms of h. (2.16)

The small term in (2.15) is 1 or 2 in 10^ when ^ = 10°, which justifies

(2.13) when 10° slopes occur rarely. In (2.16) notice that the second

term contains h/S, not h/XQ as would come from (2.13). When h is

less than 1 metre the correction is easily tabulated for different values

of ^, but for larger slopes it is more convenient to use (2.15) or (2,16).

With steep slopes, error in measuring h may be the weakest point
in the work, although the error is random and 1 in 10^ can be tolerated

in any bay. From (2.16) we have —dX/X^ = hdh/S^, so permissible

errors in h are about 60, 6, and IJ mm. when ^ = 0-1, 1, and 4 m.

respectively. The last corresponds to a slope of 10°, and the awkward-

ness of steeper slopes is clear.

(c) Alignment. If a bay is inchned to the general hne of the base

at an angle of 10 mm. in 24 m., the error will be 1 in 10^. It is easy to

align tripods to 10 mm., and this should be done and no correction

considered.

(d) Friction and changes in tension. As in § 2.04, the tension must

be correct to 0-2 per cent, at worst. Field and laboratory weights are

easily made equal, although the suspending wires or cords must not

be overlooked, but the field pulleys, hurriedly ahgned and probably

smaller, may weU cause 20 gm. more friction than the laboratory

ones, if care is not taken. Friction has been investigated in [44],

pp. 22-8, where it is concluded that the main source is not the pulley

bearing but the woven cord used for suspending the weights. Experi-

ments quoted gave +2, —3, and — 7 in 10^ as the errors with cord on

slopes of 1°, 9°, and 32° respectively. The first two might possibly

t [45] quotes [46] for X-X^cos ^ = {S^I2^){w^/T^){h^lXl-\-h^l2X^+...), and
affirms experimental proof. This agrees with (2.15) within 1 in 10^ when j8

= 20°.
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be taken to suggest (permissible) random error, while a common

systematic error of (say) 1 in 10^ might be largely shared by the

standardization, and so eliminated. But even ignoring the 32° figure,

the safety margin, if any, is small. The use of fine piano wire of about

0-03 inch diameter apparently eliminated all error, but on slopes of

more than a few degrees the reduced friction allows the wire to run

away down-hill. [44] gives the following procedure for steep slopes,

and recommends it as a routine: Provide a locking device on each

pulley, and in each bay take two wire readings with one pulley locked,

and two with the other. Of the first two, one should be after moving
the wire in one direction by gently raising the weight at the locked end,

and the other after pulling the wire back and depressing the weight.

Similarly the other two. Friction is eliminated in the mean of all four.

Slopes ofeven a few degrees are avoidable in many countries, and the

best solution is then to use, both in the laboratory and in the field,

such a straining wire as will give steady readings with both pulleys

free on the slopes ordinarily met, but w^hich is shown to give correct

results by local tests on the above lines.

[44] also investigates the effect of end scales and swivel hooks con-

centrated at the ends of the wire, whose effect is to depress the ends

and so reduce the tension. The error is shown to be

{dXJdT)sm^(wSo+ W)(W/2T),

where W is the extra weight at each end, and {dXJdT) comes from

(2.11). In a typical case (J" X5V'x24-m. tape with Tf = 0-18lb.)the

correction to Xq is — 0-002 sin^c^ mm., where
</

as above is approxi-

mately the same as slope. This is negligible, but abnormal design

might increase it.

(e) End scales. The usual apparatus will cover bays of24m.2t 8 cm.,

the difference from 24 m. being read on graduated end scales. These

can easily be read to 0-2 mm. (1 in 120,000) or better, and the error is

random provided observers change ends regularly. A single reading

on each wire might suffice, but it is easy and usual to make three.

Micrometers are not necessary, and magnifying glasses doubtfully so.

Bays may often be laid out systematically a few cm. too long or

too short, and the actual wire length will then differ from the reputed
/S by 1 or 2 in 10^. The temperature correction on this will be nil, but

the slope correction may not. When ^8
= 0, (2.1) gives i/j

= about 1°,

and the correction may then be 1 in 4 X 10^ of X, but on a slope of 10°
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it might be 1 in 40,000.f Provided large systematic error is avoided

in the laying out, this consideration can be ignored in fiat bases, but

where there are slopes of several degrees the slope correction must be

calculated for the actual bay length, and in extreme cases the actual

slopes of the two scales may have to be separately considered.

(/) Wet and dirt. Differentiating (2.7) gives

-dXJX„ = (Xlll2)(wjT^Y(dwlw). (2.17)

Hence an error of 1 or 2 in 10^ in Xq arises from one of 1 per cent, in w.

[10], p. 129 states that a wet tape may be 10 per cent, overweight,

and that it remains 1 per cent, overweight after shaking. Grease must

be removed by kerosene, and work cannot be done in wet weather.

(g) Wind. Apart from vibration and random error, the effect of a

horizontal cross-wind is to tilt the plane in which the catenary lies,

so that it makes an angle 6 with the vertical such that tan 6 = (wind

resistance per unit length) ^(weight per unit length). Provided the

straining weights remain hanging vertically, the vertical component
of the dip should remain unchanged, and the resulting error is

(Sd^tSbn^d)/3XQ, systematic. t Experiments, [47], suggest that for a

24-m. span and 20 lb. tension a tape J" X 0"-018 gives an error of 1 in

2 X 10^ with a cross-wind of 3 m.p.h., and an error of 1/100,000 such as

may be allowed in an occasional bay with 6 m.p.h. For J" X 0"-01 9 tapes

these figures are 4 and 7 m.p.h., and for 5|"x0"-018 tapes 5 and 10.

The error (when small) should vary roughly as the fourth power of

the wind speed. It is clear that tapes can only be used unscreened in a

very Hght wind, and portable screens should be used if the cross-wind

is Likely to average the smaller figures given above.§

The effect of wind is theoretically discussed in [48], where it is con-

cluded that wires of 1-65 mm. diameter can be used with 10 kg. tension

in 24-m. spans in winds of 8 and 16 m.p.h. for similar precision. This is

t About 9° at one end and 11° at the other. If
i/j^

and 02 ^re the slopes at the two

ends, [44], p. 12 gives

tanj/fi
= tan(^seci/r— sec^tani/f and tsmtli^

—
tancf)secif)-{-sec<f)tanilj,

where sin
<f>
= hjS.

X The average wind direction in the open must be horizontal near the ground.
Then with wires there will be no vertical component of the wind pressure. With

tapes this is less obvious, as they vibrate torsionally about their long axis, and the

flat surface is inchned to the horizontal at all angles, but the mean angle may be about

zero.

§ For notes about screens see [42], pp. 69-70. A possible danger is that a vortex

in the lee of a screen may have a somewhat systematic vertical velocity component
where the wire is placed, and this may distort the catenary more than an imscreened

horizontal wind. Wind can sometimes be avoided by working at night.
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based on the wind resistance of a 1-65 mm. wire being 0-1 ll?;2gjjj^j3^^

V being the transverse wind velocity in m./sec, which is a well-

established result. The superiority of such wires over J inch or J inch

tapes is to be expected, and approximate equality with fg inch

tapes might be reasonable, but the extent of the superiority of wires

indicated by these figures was not expected and needs confirmation.

If the tension weight is blown out of the vertical, the resulting error

tends to partial cancellation of the foregoing. Swinging of the weight
also produces an error of opposite sign, a semi-range of 5° causing an

average increase of 0-2 per cent, in the tension, such as corresponds to

an error of 1 in 10^.

(h) Eccentricity of pulleys. If a puUey of radius R is eccentric by
hR, the other end ofthe wire being fixed, the error of tension may vary
between :^kT^/2. If R is 2" and kR is 0"-001, the maximum error in

T is 0-07 per cent., which from (2.11) produces an error of about 1 in

3X10^ with the normal 24-m. wires. If random this is negligible,

and the 0"-001 eccentricity could be many times exceeded, but when
both pulleys are eccentric it appears that there is the possibihty of

their being so set that the actual working error may systematically

average f the maximum. An eccentricity of 0''-001 should easily be

avoided in manufacture, but larger errors may arise through sub-

sequent damage, and if wires or tapes show a tendency to set them-

selves in a constant position of equilibrium, eccentricity should be

suspected and measured,f Systematic error can be avoided ifreadings
are made with pulleys alternately locked, as in (d) above. Or if both

pulleys are about equally eccentric, they may be set for working (by
means of a mark painted on each rim) so that one is in its position of

stable equilibrium while the other is in unstable equihbrium, and wire

readings may be made within 1 or 2 cm. of this setting without error.

See [49].

Section 3. Standardization

2.06. National standards. The bases of aU countries must be

measured in terms ofstandard units whose relative lengths are known.

One country may use the international metre, another the English

yard, and a third the tenth of some bar whose length is known to

t Dirt, or lack of uniformity in the straining wire, may produce the same effect,

but it is less likely to be systematic. A kink in the straining wire may produce large

errors, and spare wire should be carried.
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differ somewhat from exactly 10 feet, but little or no harm results

provided the relative lengths of the different units are known within

about 1 in 10^, and are clearly recorded.

The ultimate standard to which all modern national standards are

referred is the international metre, defined as the length under stan-

dard conditions of a platinum-iridium bar kept at Sevres. The

following are examples of national standards.

Great Britain. The standard yard is a bronze bar kept at the Board

of Trade in London. It is supported by five 'Parliamentary Copies',

with which it is regularly compared. Comparisons were made between

the yard and the international metre by Benoit in 1894, and by Sears

in 1926, with the results 1 m. = 39-370113 in. and 39-370147 in.

respectively. The difference of only 0-87 in 10^ may come from small

error in the 1894 comparison or from shortening of the yard standards

between 1894 and 1926. The 1926 figure is thought to be correct

to 0-3 in 10^. Shortening of the yard is not impossible, see [50]

and [51].

The United States. The standard is copy No. 27 of the international

metre, with No. 21 as a working auxiliary. They are kept in the

Bureau of Standards. Primary triangulation is computed in metres,

but converted into feet for common use by the statutory ratio

Im. = 39-37 in. The United States foot thus differs from the English
foot by 3-7 in 10^.

India. The modern survey standards are a nickel and a silica| metre

made in 1911 and 1925 respectively, and kept at Dehra Dun. Both

have been standardized at the National Physical Laboratory in terms

of the metre. All triangulation, however, is computed in terms of the

old 10-foot bar A as it was in 1840-70. Clarke's comparisons show

that its length was then 9-9999566 British feet, and relying on the

constancy of the yard between 1865 and 1894 this has been converted

to metres by Benoit 's ratio to give 1 Indian foot = 0-30479841 m.

or 0-99999651 feet of 1926. [52], Appendix X.

Unfortunately the relative lengths of the older standards are less

well known, and special trouble comes from an unfortunate duplica-

tion in the definition of the metre. When first introduced in 1795

the metre was defined to be 0-5130740 of the 'Toise of Peru' (the

latter at 16J° C), a bar made in 1745 which was the most widely used

t Temperature coefficient 0-4 in 10® per °C. An excellent material. Damage is

revealed by breakage.
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standard of the time. It was of course a poor standard, and at the end

of the eighteenth century it was replaced for practical purposes by
the 'Module of Borda', a bi-metallic bar which at 0° C. was judged to

be exactly equal to two toises of Peru at 16J° C. At about the same

time Borda made his platinum 'Metre of the Archives', an end stan-

dard much better than the Toise of Peru, but still inferior to modern

standards. [53].

Until about 1870 the toise, as exemplified by Borda 's Module, was

accepted as the ultimate standard of length, and toises were made

for Bessel and Struve, for Prussia, Russia, and Belgium. In 1865

Clarke made his comparisons of the European standards, [54], but

these did not include the 'Metre of the Archives
'

nor any bar which is

known to have been accurately compared with it. His comparisons

agreed very well among themselves, and gave 1 toise = 6-39453348

feet, which being converted into metres by the legal definition gave
1 m. = 3-28086933 feet or 39-370432 inches.

So far all was self-consistent, but in 1870-5 a series of international

conferences agreed that the metre should no longer be defined as

bearing the old legal relation to the toise, but that it should be defined

to be the length of the Metre of the Archives at 0° C. The new inter-

national platinum metre was then made, agreeing with the Archives

metre as closely as possible. This international decision was unfortu-

nate, since the Archives metre had never been involved in any precise

international comparisons, and if the international metre is an

accurate copy of it, the modern yard-metre ratios quoted above

suggest that it bore to Borda 's Module and the Toise of Peru the

relation 1 m. = 0-5130698 toise instead of the legal 0-5130740, a

difference of 1 in 123,000. An even greater difference has been

suggested by discrepancies of 1 in 66,000 at the junction of the French

and German triangulations, and by one of 1 in 54,000 between new

and old measures of a base in Denmark, while Benoit's comparison
in 1891 between Bessel's toise and the international metre gave a

similar discrepancy of 1 in 75,000. Any triangulation which was

based on copies of the toise, and which has not yet been superseded,

is thus apt to need a scale correction of 1 in 50,000 or 100,000.

The metre has now been standardized in terms of the wave-length of

cadmium light, making it independent of the stability of standard

bars. [55] and [67], pp. 475-7.

Standard bars may be end standards in which the certified distance
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is between marks on the two ends, or line standards in which it is

between lines engraved on the top surface or neutral axis. End stan-

dards have-for long tended to be obsolete, although they are convenient

for comparison with the wave-length of light.

Line standards are commonly of H -section, the top of the cross-bar

being the neutral axis. There are generally subsidiary lines, 0-5 mm.
or so on either side of the metre marks, on which micrometer runs can

be tested, or a full mm. may be divided into tenths. Intermediate

decimetre or cm. marks may also be provided.

2.07. Bar comparisons, (a) The lengths of the invar wires are

best got from (e.g.) the National Physical Laboratory at Teddington,
or from the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures at Sevres,

whose figures will be correct to 1 in 10^ or better, but some survey

departments have their own standards and make their own com-

parisons. This paragraph and the next show how wires may be

standardized with little risk of error exceeding 1 in 10^. The following

are outside their scope: (i) Comparison of national legal standards

aiming at 1 in 10^. (ii) The accurate comparison of incommensurate

units, such as the yard and metre, (iii) The comparison of end stan-

dards, (iv) Comparison with the wave-length of Hght.

(6) Suppose the survey standard to be a metre bar, and that its

length and coefficient of expansion have been certified by the N.P.L.

Then the work is done in two stages. First, comparison of the metre

with a 4-m. invar sub-standard in a 4-metre comparator, and then com-

parison of the wires with the 4-m. bar in a 24-metre comparator. If

the Survey possesses two or more standard metres they may of course

be inter-compared first to establish their stability, and also (if like

nickel and silica they have widely different coefficients of expansion)

to confirm the accuracy of the thermometers.!

(c) The 4-m. comparator. [56] and Fig. 18. The essentials are a

rigid beam, something over 4 m. long to which microscopes can be

attached at either end or at any intermediate metre, and beneath it a

tank in which two bars can be immersed side by side, with traversing

gear to bring either under the microscopes. The rigid beam is massively

made, of hollow section, and is filled with water to prevent rapid

temperature change. It is mounted on concrete or brick piUars with

f Or a non-invar 4-ni. bar may be used for the purpose. It is also convenient to

have a non-invar sub-standard because the 4-m. invar cannot be trusted to remain

constant for more than a year, and comparison with another 4-m. bar is much
easier than re-standardization from the 1-m. bars.
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deep foundations, so far as possible isolated from the rails on which

the tank traverses, and it is supported at three points by ball-in-cone,

ball-in-groove, and ball-on-plane bearings which hold it in place, but

cannot transmit horizontal strain to it.

The bars are immersed in water, normally at air temperature, and

the room should so far as possible be isolated from temperature

changes. For the best work the tanks are covered in and the micro-

scopes read through small windows with immersion glasses, and the

temperature of the water may be thermostatically controlled, but for

ordinary work readings may be made through air only, by placing

small watertight cylinders over the marks up to the water surface.

Slow-motion gear is provided for moving each bar lengthways, side-

ways, and vertically.

The metre is successively compared with each separate metre of the

4-m. bar. For a full comparison this is done in each ofthe eight possible

relative positions of the two bars, turning each end for end, and inter-

changing their positions in the tank.

In more detail, the microscopes are first sHd into position on the

beam about a metre apart, so that the first section of the 4-m. bar

can be brought beneath them. They need adjustment as follows:

(i) Each must be vertical. Secured by rotation with a small

attached level.

(ii) They must each be at the same level, so that a bar in sharp focus

at each end is level within a minute or two. Secured by levelling a

bar and focusing on it.

(iii) The distance between the microscopes should equal the metre

being compared within a few tenths of a mm.

(iv) The micrometer wires must be parallel to the lines on the bar.

(v) Run must be tested, on the |-mm. marks provided at each

metre. It should seldom need correction, and computation should be

possible with the reputed figure of 1 division = 0-001 mm., or what-

ever it may be.

One bar, say the 4-m., is then brought under the microscopes, and

readings are made. Two observers read simultaneously, and then

change ends and read again. Each thus obtains results which are free

from personal errors of bisection, in so far as it is the same at both

ends, while their mean is free from any error due to possible movement

of the bar. For each reading three micro intersections are made,
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with repetitions if all do not agree within (say) 0-0015 mm. The metre

bar is then traversed under the microscopes, and readings are made

by both observers, who change ends as before. The process is then

repeated, the metre being read first (after re-focusing and moving the

bar 0-05 mm. or so lengthways), and the 4-m. second. This completes
the first position. The metre is then turned end for end, and the second

position observed, and so on. The microscopes must not of course be

moved for adjustment of tilt, focus, or level during the comparison in

any one position, the bars being brought into focus by their own

movement, not by moving the microscopes.

Temperature is read to 0-01° C. from three high-class thermometers

immersed with the bars, which are graduated to 0-1° C. It is con-

veniently read when observers change over, i.e. twice for each bar in

each position. The thermometers must have N.P.L. or other certifi-

cates, and should be re-certified every ten years or so, or at least have

their index errors tested by immersion in pure melting ice. Note that

different corrections are required in the horizontal and vertical

positions.

Apart from the possibility of errors in the thermometers, the most

serious matter is possible systematic error of bisection, not identical

at the two ends of a bar. For an accuracy of I in 10^ readings must

be correct to 0-001 mm., while the apparent thickness of the lines is

0-005 mm. or more, and their appearance varies with the lighting and

the eye that views them. Uniformity is thus essential. Not only must

the light fall vertically on the bar, as is secured by reflecting it down
from an annular or part-silvered mirror below the microscope, but it

should be a parallel beam from a collimator placed at the same level

as the mirror, of equal intensity at both ends and in all positions of the

bar. Focus must also be sharp and consistent, as is best secured if one

observer focuses both microscopes. The lines must be free from

grease.

The bars are supported at two points, known as the Airy points,

separated by 1/V3 of the overall length of the bar, [1], p. 151. This

ensures that differences in gravity or in the positions of the supports

have least effect on the horizontal projection. To free the bar from

the risk of horizontal strain or twist, one support is a roller and the

other is pivoted on an axis parallel to that of the bar. The roller is

cross-levelled and the other conforms.

The straightness of the 4-m. bar must occasionally be verified. If

E5125

I
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any metre section is inclined to the general line by 1 mm., an error of

0-0005 mm. results.

When deducing the length of the 4-m. bar, care is required in giving
correct signs to the micro readings. The lengths finally obtained for

the bar and each of its sections should be reduced to some standard

temperature and compared with previous records. After allowing
for the normal rate of growth, if any, agreement should be within

1 in 106.

In addition to marks on its centre line the 4-m. bar should have

and 4 m. marks on its two edges, A and B, which are used in the

24-m. comparator. These edge marks must be compared with the

centre marks, the bar being turned end for end after half the necessary

readings have been made.

2.08. The 24-m. comparator. [57] and Fig. 19. (a) The essen-

tials are seven microscopes at 4-m. intervals: a traveUing carriage

to run beneath them, by which the 4-m. bar can be brought under

each pair in turn, and a pulley at each end, on which the 24-m.

wires can be hung for comparison with the two end microscopes. To
avoid reliance on the immobility of the seven microscopes while the

heavy bar is run past them, an invar tape with marks at every 4 m.

is permanently hung under tension, and is supported without longi-

tudinal constraint so as to lie in the focal plane of each microscope,
under tension applied by weight and pulley at one end only. The

4-m. bar then records the length of each section of this tape, and the

24-m. wires hanging without intermediate supports are compared
with its terminal marks.

The routine is that the 4-m. bar (say edge A) is first run along the

comparator, the wires to be compared (perhaps 6 or 8 in number) are

then successively hung in place and standardized, and the bar is then

re-run in the opposite direction. This takes about a day, and the whole

process is repeated next day with edge B.

(b) Bar readings. Numbering the microscopes 1, 2, ..., 7, work is

begun on (say) bay 1-2. Slow-motion screws bring the bar into exact

focus and in contact with the marks on the fixed tape, and the tw^o

observers make simultaneous readings first on the bar and then on the

tape. The bar is then moved about 0-05 mm. longitudinally, and the

readings on bar and tape are repeated. Six such readings are made,

and the deduced difference between the bar and bay 1-2 of the tape

should aU agree within about 0-015 mm. The bar is then moved on to
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bay 2-3, the observer at 2 remaining there. And so on. In the second

run, after the wires have been compared, the observer who has read

at 1, 3, 5, and 7 microscopes changes to 2, 4, and 6.

(c) Wire readings. Provision is made for the bar and carriage to be

shunted out of the way while the wires are hung on the comparator,

and slow-motion screws on the pulleys then bring the wire into focus

beside the terminal marks 1 and 7 on the fixed tape. For each wire the

two observers make eight readings of wire and fixed tape, moving the

wire a few centimetres between each, and changing ends after four.

The eight values of wire minus tape should agree within a range of

0-05 mm. Wire readings are made to the nearest millimetre divisions

ofthe end scales, the actual length ofthe wire to the nearest millimetre

being ascertained by separate inspection.

(d) Temperature. Bar, fixed tape, and wires are all of invar, but they
are not immersed in water, and care is required. All should be in the

comparator room for a day or two before work, and the room should

be protected from changes oftemperature. For the bar a thermometer

reading to 0-1° C. is laid in its H -section, while thermometers for the

wire and tape (preferably those used in the field) are hung in the air

beside them.

{e) Precautions.

(i) Alignment. An error of J in 10^ in a 4-m. bay will arise if its

alignment is wrong by 4 mm. in 4 m. Alignment of the seven

microscopes in plan is tested by hanging a cotton thread in

place of the wire. It may not be in sharp focus, but it will be

clear enough for this purpose. Ahgnment in height is tested

by running a trough of water along the comparator in place of

the 4-m. bar and focusing each successive microscope on specks

of dust on its surface,

(ii) Run. Micro runs can be tested on auxiliary 0-5 mm. marks on

either side of the main edge marks of the bar, but it should

usually be possible to use the reputed value of 0-01 mm. per

division, or whatever it may be.

(iii) Illumination. This is less important than in the 4-m. compara-
tor. Each microscope carries an electric bulb which fights the

bar vertically downwards via an annular mirror below the

object glass.

(iv) Verticality of microscopes. Bar and tape are easily made co-

planar within 0-1 mm., on which separation quite a large tilt
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will be immaterial. It suffices that the microscopes should

look vertical,

(v) Bar supports. The bar is supported in its carriage on roller

and pivoted-plate bearings at its Airy points. Slow-motion

screws move it vertically into focus, and traverse it laterally

or longitudinally as required,

(vi) Wire tension. The tension weights, wires or cords, and swivels

should if possible be those used in the field. The pulleys

might well be those used in the field too, but it is usual to use

larger ones.

(/) Results. The four comparisons with the 4-m. bar give four

values for the length of the fixed tape, which when reduced to constant

temperature should range through not more than 0-03 mm., and which

ought to agree well with previous measures. The temperature co-

efficient of the fixed tape is best got from bar comparisons at different

temperatures.

The two lengths ofeach wire given by the two days
'

measures should

agree within 0-05 mm. at worst, and should average better. They also

should be compared with previous results to detect blunders, and to

prove absence of serious change since the last comparison. Such

change should not ordinarily exceed 2 or 3 in 10^, and if it is much

larger the future stabiUty of the wire must be doubted; see § 2.01 (e).

A change common to all the wires, other than a slow growth over

a long interval, may suggest error in some earher stage of the

standardization .

2.09. Temperature coefficient, (a) Bars. The 4-m. comparator
will be provided with a second tank, parallel to that ordinarily used,

so that two bars can be compared at different temperatures, one in

each tank. The bar whose coefficient is required is first compared with

any other bar at a low temperature, and then again at a higher, the

difference being rather greater than the range through which the bar

is Kkely to be used, while the other bar is kept at constant (room)

temperature. The coefficient is then deduced on the assumption that

it is constant over the range, as will probably be the case, but N.P.L.

certificates will indicate the amount of variation to be expected, and

comparisons can be made at intermediate temperatures if necessary.

In these comparisons the only difference of procedure is that the

hot tanks should be covered over and more thermometers used.

Electric heaters and thermostats may be provided, but good results
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can be got without them. Circulating pumps for the water are

desirable. The temperature of invar should not be changed by more

than about 10° C. per hour, and the bars should not of course be

touched by really hot water.

(b) Wires. Work on the 24-m. comparator is not so simple, since

a 24-m. tank cannot well be traversed sideways, nor can one be

assembled in place under the microscopes and filled with warm water

without seriously changing the temperature of the fi^ed tape.

Auxihary microscopes, looking down into a fixed tank, are there-

fore attached to the frames of microscopes 1 and 7. ^he bar is first

run along the comparator as usual, then the wires are hung in the

tank cold, and after that the bar is run back again. The whole process

is then repeated with the tank and wires warm. But it cannot be

assumed that the frames of microscopes 1 and 7 have not tilted or

twisted between the hot and cold comparisons, and to check this

horizontal collimators are fixed on each of the two frames, and view

each other's cross-wires. One has micrometer movement for both its

horizontal and its vertical wires, and by them measures the relative

tilt or twist of the two frames. Great care is required to ensure that

the resulting corrections are applied with the correct signs.

It may be judged from the above that the temperature coefficients

of wires are best obtained from the N.P.L., and provided the wires

are not ill-handled they should be constant. If they change, the

trouble will probably be shown up in the field by systematic differences

in the measures of kilometre sections.

A surprisingly accurate measure of the coefficient can be got in the

field by measuring ten 24-m. bays in the cold of the morning, leaving

the tripods unmoved until the afternoon, and then re-measuring.

In India the coefficient of six wires has twice been measured thus, with

temperature ranges of 9° and 11° C, giving results which agreed with

the mean of themselves and two laboratory determinations within

0-10 in W per °C., in the worst single case, and by 0-04 in 10^ on

average without regard to sign. This is good enough for most purposes.

[41] p. 39, and [58]. Doubt is eliminated if the wires can be stan-

dardized for length at about the same temperature as is averaged in

the field.

2.10. Standardization on the flat, (a) Wires have sometimes

been standardized while continuously supported, instead of in caten-

ary, and (2.12) is then required, but for primary work this should

I
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never be done. Friction on the supporting surface involves tension

errors, and knowledge is unnecessarily assumed of w, of the effects of

end-weights as in § 2.05 (d), and of the two points noted below.

(6) A stiff bar hung from its ends sags much less than a flexible

wire; and since even a wire has some stiffness (2.12) consequently

gives too large a correction, or perhaps too small a one if the wire's

tendency is not to lie straight. Assuming it straight when unstressed,

[44], pp. 15-18 shows the error to be w^EISJT^, where / is the moment
of inertia about the neutral axis. For a typical wire this error is

2x 10~^ mm., which is nothing, but most wires are far from straight

when unstressed, and risk of error is best avoided by standardization

in catenary.

(c) A tape is graduated on its top surface, not the neutral axis.

The resulting correction to Xq is clearly

—
2(i thickness)tane/f

= {th.iGkness){wSl2T) from (2.5).

In a typical tape this is —0*008 mm. or 1 in 3 X 10^. The correction can

be appKed, but standardization in catenary avoids it.

Section 4. Base Measurement

2.11. Equipment. The usual equipment is as below, but see § 2.23

for U.S.C. & G.S. practice.

(a) Invar wires 1-65 mm. in diameter, for details of which see

§ 2.04, or tapes 3x J mm., 24 m. or 100 feet long, with 8 cm. or

4-inch divided scales at each end. It is best to have four working wires

or tapes and two field standards, but three or four wires may suffice

if laboratory standardization is frequent.

(6) A 72-m. wire or equivalent for crossing obstacles, and an 8-m.

wire and 4-m. graduated tape for odd lengths.

(c) Three straining trestles with ball-bearing pulleys and 10 kg. or

20 lb. weights. Slow-motion lateral and vertical movement is desirable,

and also some device for self-alignment of the pulleys.

(d) Ten tripods to constitute the 24-m. bays, with measuring heads

on foot-screws for levelling, and provided with centring movement.

(e) Thermometers, ahgning and levelHng telescope (§2.17), sighting

vanes, laying-out wire, and normal triangulation equipment.

The Cooke, Troughton, and Simms 'Macca' equipment is a good

example, described in the makers' catalogue a.nd in [59]. For night

work, if wind makes day work impossible, Messrs. Hilger and Watts
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have made an electrically illuminated equipment. See [42], pp.

98-105.

2.12. Selection of site. The ideal is 7 to 10 miles of flat open

ground with low elevations at each end, from which clear lines can be

{Hill)

XYZ = Primary triangle—» = Base measurement

Fig. 20. Unusual expedients.

M
(Hill)

seen to adjacent triangulation stations and along the base, but

accurate work can be done on far worse sites. In detail:

(a) The site must be more or less where it is required, see § 1.06 (c).

(6) It must suit extension to primary triangulation. Most impor-

tant, since error in extension is likely to exceed error in measurement.

This probably entails a length of at least 3 miles, and generally 6

or more.

(c) Slopes of as much as 5° or 10° should if possible be infrequent.

(d) The ground must be reasonably firm: water gaps few, and if

possible not wider than the length of the long wire: and line clearing

cheap in both labour and compensation.

(e) While a straight base with a clear view from end to end is

desirable, bends ofup to 15° or 20° at one or two intermediate stations

may be allowed. In the extreme, a base may in fact consist of a com-

bination of traverse and triangulation as in Fig. 20. This would

probably not be of the highest accuracy, but might be much better

than no control at aU. In such cases an estimate of possible error is

most important, as may be got from the triangulation Lines from Z,

or from special stations such as L and M.
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2.13. Extension. The extension is observed as ordinary primary

triangulation, except that extra measures as in §1.26 (end) may be
made of any acute angle on which accuracy may especially depend.
The extension layout admits of great variety, with the intention of:

(a) avoiding small angles opposite the 'known side'; (6) having enough

XY = Side o-F geodetic triantsle

' Y

Fig. 21. Base extensions.

redundant hnes to provide three or four side equations within the

figure, see § 3.07 (a) (iii); and (c) subject to the above, providing the

quickest extension with the fewest stations. A centre base station is

always useful as a check against blunders in the base measurement.

Figs. 21 (a) to (e) are examples. Comments:

Fig. (a). Ideal, short of direct measurement between existing

stations.

Fig. (6). A good, and often easy, layout. If possible the angles

AXB and AYB should exceed 40°, giving XY/AB < 3, but unless
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lateral refraction is feared, angles as small as 30° may be sufficiently

strengthened by extra measures.

Fig. (c). Double extension giving a greater ratio XY/AB. Rather

weak.

Fig. (d). Typical of what gets done in practice. See also Fig. 39.

Fig. (e). A chain of triangles as an alternative to (c). Laborious, but

possibly the best extension for an unusually short base.

When new bases are being added to existing triangulation, three

existing stations should always be connected, to confirm their stability.

For assessing accuracy, see § 3.32 (a).

2.14. Preliminary field work, {a) Reconnaissance. Sites may
sometimes be selected from maps, but they must be confirmed by a

visit some time before the measuring party sets out. The reconnais-

sance party must find the best site on the lines of §§ 2.12 and 2.13,

and must also locate the marks of three old stations within a few

inches. If marks have been disturbed they must discover how much
work will be required to connect with undisturbed stations. Com-

pensation for line clearing must also be considered at this stage.

(6) Station building and line clearing may be done by the recon-

naissance party, or later. Stations should be as in § 1.18, except that if

towers are required, they should contain brass plugs a few feet above

the ground, with access for the base wires and provision for the reading

of them.

(c) Clearing. This is required both for measurement and for clear

view between ends. A width of 6 feet suffices for the former, but the

latter may need more. Before clearing or station building begins, it

may be best to run a traverse along the approximate line, so that

changes may be made to avoid obstacles or difficult clearing.

(d) Laying out of bays must be done shortly before measurement.

The routine may vary, but it is generally best to lay out wooden slats

about 6 inches by 6 inches supported on 2 or 3 pegs an inch above the

ground. The slats are numbered, and crosses are marked on them

at 24-m. intervals, correctly aHgned within 10 mm. per 24-m. bay, and

spaced to within 5 cm., avoiding systematic error of more than 1 cm.

if possible; see § 2.05(e). Alignment is done by a small theodolite.

About fifteen bays at a time can be aligned on a helio at the far end of

the base, or at some correctly ahgned intermediate point, and the

theodolite is then moved forward. It must be in fair adjustment for

coUimation and transit axis, so that ahgnment on one face is confirmed
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if face is changed. The spacing is done by a steel laying-out wire,

generally flat on the ground but tensioned by spring balance. It must
be frequently checked against a steel tape, as error longer than the

divided scales on the invar wires will cause very bad trouble.

Fig. 22.

(e) A little earthwork may be required if tripod sites fall in ditches,

etc., or a short bay may be required, preferably a multiple of 8 m. A
river too wide for the long wire may be crossed by a quadrilateral as

at A in Fig. 22. If it is unavoidable, an occasional obstacle as at B in

Fig. 22 may be passed by off-setting a few bays, but an error of a few

millimetres in the right angles will cause significant error in the section

concerned.

(/) Section marks. Semi-permanent concrete section marks should

be made at every mile or kilometre (some whole number of bays), for

the comparison of fore and back measures and the location of errors.

2.15. Field comparisons. It is usual to measure a base with two

wires simultaneously, once in each direction, using a second pair of

wires for the return measure if possible. In addition one or two wires

should be kept as field standards. Every day the two working wires

should be compared with one of the standards, before or after w^ork

on alternate days to vary the temperature. A 24-m. bay is set up and

measured with the standard: ten readings, observers changing ends

after five. It is then similarly measured with each of the field wires,

and then again with the standard. If a second standard is carried, it

should be included in the comparisons (two sets often readings) every
third or fourth day. At the end of the season, when the before-

and after-work laboratory standardizations are all available, these
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[comparisons should serve to locate any changes of length which may
pave occurred (if not too large or too numerous), and also to assess

[the possible outstanding error arising from this cause. For the treat-

lent of an abnormally difficult case see [60].

If the 72-m. wire is only needed occasionally, it is best standardized

)y hanging it over the preceding three bays. The 8-m. wire and the

verall length of the 4-m. tape are measured on the laboratory 24-m.

5omparator and require no field comparisons.
2.16. The routine of measurement. Apart from laying out as

^in § 2.14, a convenient squad consists of two observers, a recorder,

three men on each of two wires, three men to set up straining trestles,

two weight men, five men for the measuring tripods, and a variable

number depending on climate, etc., for umbrellas, water, long and

short wires, theodolite, thermometer, small stores, and spare. The

following may be a convenient routine.

Tripod men plumb their tripods over the slats already laid out,f

and level the measuring heads, keeping well ahead. The straining-

trestle men set their trestles in approximate position. The wire

men, guided by the observers, hook the invar wires on to the tension

wires, and the weight-men then gently lower the weights. Straining-

trestle men then perfect the alignment of their tripods while the

observers protect the measuring heads from accidental movement

by the wire. The observers then make three pairs of simultaneous

readings, moving the wire a few centimetres between each, and always

calling out the fore end first. The three deduced values for the length

of the bay should not range through more than 0-3 mm. The second

wire is then hung in place, and readings are made. Their mean should

agree with the first within 0-2 mm. The wire is then unhooked, and

the rear observer and weight-man run 48 m. forward, and the fore

straining-trestle man turns his trestle round, while the fore observer

protects his tripod. The rear straining-trestle man, if there are three

of them, gets ready a bay further ahead. The whole process is then

repeated on the next bay. Note that each observer is alternately fore

and back. All movements and readings are synchronized by word of

command from one observer, and when things go smoothly 25-30

bays an hour is a good speed.

t Alternatively, these men (reinforced) can do the aligning and setting out of bays
instead of an advanced squad, as in § 2.14 {d)-{f). Possibly economical on a very easy
site, but previous preparation is advised.
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Special care in plumbing tripods is needed at triangulation stations

and kilometre marks: also at the start and end of a day's work, over a

kilometre mark or three consecutive slats: and at offsets and river

crossings. This may be done by special 'transferring heads' provided
with optical plummets, or by theodolite. Except for river crossings,

the special care is only needed along the length of the line, so it suffices

to set up a single theodohte about 20 yards off the line on the perpen-
dicular at the mark.

Temperature is recorded at every bay, preferably by an aspiration

thermometer which gives the air temperature. In bright tropical

sunHght the wire temperature may be a few degrees different, but

little can be done about it, nor need be if the wires are well paired.

See §§ 2.05 (a) and 2.22.

2.17. Slopes. See § 2.05 (6). The slopes of bays can be measured

in three ways:

(a) By special telescope with vertical circle, and sighting vanes, all

mounted on the tripod heads. Accurate, but requires an extra skilled

man, or else makes much delay.

(6) By levelUng along the slats before work, and later measuring
the distance from each slat to some fixed point on each measuring
head. Often convenient, but not accurate enough for slopes of more

than 5°.

(c) By spirit levelling along the measuring heads themselves.

Accurate but inconvenient, and only necessary for occasional steep

bays where (a) and (6) may fail. Use a light staff, such as the top

section of a telescopic staff.

2.18. Field computation. The recorder computes mean bay

lengths while at work. At the end of each day the corrections for

slopef and temperature are applied, and each wire's value for each

kilometre section is obtained. Unless wire lengths have changed

much, this record is best kept in terms of the before-work laboratory

standardization. Measures by the four wires should seldom range

through more than 3 or 4 mm. in a kilometre section, unless the wire

lengths have changed, in which case the discrepancies should be

constant within this standard. An abnormal discrepancy of 5 mm.
in a kilometre section invites re-measurement.

t If the slope correction for the 8- or 72-m. wire is taken from a table which gives

it for the 24-m. wire in terms of h, enter the table with h^JS and hJ^/S respectively.
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Daily wire comparisons are also computed, and a record kept of the

length of each wire on the provisional assumption that one of the

standard wires is remaining unchanged.

Triangulated river crossings should be computed before leaving
the site.

On return from the field the final length of the base is obtained by
applying corrections for (a) final consideration of the lengths of the

wires, § 2.15; (6) gravity, § 2.19; and (c) height above spheroid, § 2.20.

When the base is divided by a central station, the two halves should

be separately computed.
The extension is computed like ordinary triangulation.

2.19. Gravity correction. If gravity at the base exceeds that at

the standardizing laboratory by dg, both w and T are proportionately

increased, and the sag correction (2.7) is unchanged, but the change
in T affects the elastic stretch (2.10), and

^^-(a)^^
=
(S)f-

^'-''^

For a typical 24-m. wire this is 1 in 3 X 10^ for a change of 1 gal in g.

If the value of g at the laboratory or in the field is not known, an

adequate value is

g = 978(l+ 0-0053sin2<^)—A/10,700 gals, (2.19)t

where h is the average height in feet above sea-level, and
<f)

is the

latitude. The correction dX^ per 24 m. should then be apphed to the

total length of the base, additive ifdg is positive. It can barely exceed

1 in 106.

If tension is appHed by spring balance, and if the latter is locaUy
cahbrated by pulley and weight, the above holds. If the balance is

only cahbrated in the H.Q. laboratory, no correction for stretch is

needed, but the sag correction will change by a smaller amount as the

result ofchange inw in (2.8). This, however, will not be worth applying
to a base measured with an infrequently calibrated spring balance.

2.20. Correction to spheroid level. An elevated base must

clearly be reduced by (length) xh/{R-\-h), to reduce it to 'sea-level',

where h is the height and E is the earth's radius. In more detail:

(a) An error of 1 in 10^ results from one of 20 feet in h.

(b) Computations all refer to a reference spheroid, §§ 3.02 and 3.08,

t Standard gravity in round numbers with the usual height correction. See

Chapter VII.
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and h must be measured above it, not above the mean sea-level or

geoid. In a small country the difference is small, but in a continental

area it may be large, especially if an old and ill-fitting spheroid is in

use.f Unfortunately spirit levelling and triangulation give heights
above MSL, and the separation between MSL and the spheroid can

only be obtained from extensive special surveys, as in Chapter V,

Section 5, or §7.16.

(c) Strictly, the radius R should be the radius of curvature of the

spheroid in the latitude and azimuth concerned, as given by

R = pv/ipsin^oL-^vcos^oc). See (8.33).

This can hardly differ from 20-9 X 10^ feet by | per cent., and this

figure suffices for any base less than 1,000 feet above sea-level.

(d) If the height of the base is not constant, the accepted h should

be its average height.

2.21. Probable errors. The accord of different wire values of

kilometre sections will usually suggest a probable error of 1 in 3

or 5x 10^, but a true value is only obtainable by considering the

errors possibly arising from standardization and changes in wire

lengths, the effect of wind and pulley friction, ignorance of the

separation between geoid and spheroid, and from the corrections for

slope and temperature if they should be extreme. It will be diffi-

cult to say of any base that it cannot be wrong by 1 or 2 in 10^, to

which must be added an even greater doubt in the triangulated
extension.

2.22. Temperature by electrical resistance. The electrical

resistance ofa wire depends on its temperature, and its length can thus

be related to its resistance. Thus in a | mm. X 3 mm. x 24 m. steel

tape an increase of 1 in 10^ in length may correspond to one of 0-002

ohms in resistance. It is hardly practicable to use this method for the

field measurement, but a possible course is to use ordinary steel for

the field standards, and so eliminate the instability of invar there.

This has been done in the measurement of two Austrahan bases with

satisfactory results, [61], and the method may be adopted when

frequent laboratory standardization is difficult to arrange.

t In India and Burma the Mergui base, 10 feet above sea-level, stands 347 feet

above Everest's spheroid, and acceptance of the MSL height would put it wrong
by 1 in 60,000. See [52], Appendix 1. This may be an extreme case, but [309], p. 183

quotes 300 m. as the separation between the geoid in Far Eastern Asia and Bessel's

spheroid as oriented at Pulkova, in European Russia.
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2.23. U.S.C. & G.S. practice. See [10]. In the United States

the usual practice differs as follows:

(a) 50-m. invar tapes (not wires) are used, with a central support

aHgned in elevation whenever possible, as well as in plan.

(6) Tension is from a carefully designed spring balance, locally

calibrated by weight and pulley, and corrected for change of tem-

perature.

(c) Wooden stakes 4 in. x 4 in. have often been used instead of

measuring tripods, and at other times the Hne has been along a railway

with the tape supported at four points over one of the rails.

{d) Three field tapes are used, in three combinations of two at a

time over three equal sections of the base.

(e) Slopes are limited to 1 in 10.

Section 5. Primaby Traverse

2.24. Accuracy. Traverse has often been looked on as a sub-

stitute for triangulation which may be adequate and economical, but

which must be of secondary accuracy or worse. This is not necessarily

the case, for in suitable flat country the accuracy of a series of primary
bases placed end to end with a Laplace station at every junction would

far exceed that of any triangulation. Primary traverse can thus be

a completely adequate procedure in suitable country, and the only

question is the extent to which the high standards of base measure-

ment and the frequency of Laplace stations can be relaxed. The prin-

ciple is that random errors can be allowed to increase, but systematic

errors must be as strictly controlled as in base measurement.

Primary triangulation usuaUy closes on its bases to within 1 in

100,000, and its over-all scale error after adjustment on bases should

be less than 1 in 200,000. The aim of primary traverse should then

be the same, and § 2.25 gives a specification which should achieve it.|

2.25. Specification for primary traverse, (a) Legs. At least

J mile long. Each measured once with one invar wdre in catenary,

but four different wires used on successive days, and alternate daily

sections measured in opposite directions. Alignment correct to 25 mm.

per 24 m. Permissible height errors five times those of § 2.05(6).

t Work of this class is not known to have been actually carried out. The Survey
of India had reconnoitred a 200-niile line in Bengal in 1939, but war prevented

completion. High-class traverses from the Gold Coast are reported in [62], based on
uncorrected astronomical azimuths, as is possible in very low latitudes.
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Field and laboratory standardization, and all other procedure (wind,

friction, temperature) the same as for bases.

(b) Laplace stations. Astronomical azimuths every 2 miles. In

flat country, especially in low latitudes, longitude stations can be less

frequent, as ^ tan ^ (see § 3.04) can be adequately interpolated between

them. It will suffice if it can be estimated to 2 or 3".t Azimuth

programme: Polaris (in suitable latitudes) FL and FR on each of four

zeros, two to an east RM and two to a west. Local time by star or

wireless correct to 2 seconds if Polaris is used. Precise Wild or equiva-

lent theodohte. For longitude see Chapter V: the necessary accuracy

depends on latitude. Alternatively, if short legs can be avoided,

azimuths can be after every six legs. The azimuth and the traverse

angles (next sub-paragraph) would then be more carefully observed.

It may be possible to carry azimuth through longer legs than can be

used for the distance measurement, and this is desirable.

(c) Traverse angles. If there is an azimuth station every 2 miles,

angles need only be measured FL and FR on each of three zeros, with

Precise Wild or equivalent theodolite. The aim would be to close on

azimuth stations within (maximum) 15", giving a random maximum
over-all error after adjustment of 1 in 60,000 in 2-mile sections

(zero at ends and perhaps 1^" in the centre), or 1 in 600,000 after

200 miles. This is perhaps unnecessarily good, but the error at the

azimuth stations will not actually be zero. If the azimuth stations

are more widely spaced, with longer legs, a smaller closing error must

be aimed at. Observe alternate 2-mile sections in opposite direc-

tions, to avoid possible systematic diurnal changes in lateral re-

fraction, such as may occur when working along one side of a road or

rail embankment, and which would leave some residual systematic

azimuth error after adjustment.

{d) Avoidance of blunders. Special care is necessary. Angles check

on Laplace stations. Lengths should be checked by: (i) Record of

advance squad laying out bays, including a measure of all odd lengths;

and (ii) While angles are being measured, run over the legs with a non-

metric steel tape on the flat.

(e) Biver crossings by quadrilaterals. Permanent marks at Laplace

stations, or more if there is a local demand. Computations probably
in spherical coordinates to 0"-0001 of latitude and longitude.

•j"
In Bengal, longitude stations 10 or 15 miles apart give deviations amply regular

enough for interpolation.
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2.26. Secondary traverses. The accuracy aimed at is an average
over-all accuracy of 1 in 70,000 to 100,000. Usual specification:

(a) Legs measured with 100- or 300-foot tape, either in catenary

with intermediate supports, or on the flat on a rail or good road

surface. Tension at one end only. Standardization every three days.

Deviations of alignment freely employed.

(6) Azimuths after 10 or 20 legs. Laplace corrections seldom

applied.

(c) Angles by 3f inch Wild or equivalent.

See [64] and [6] pp. 199-215. Also see [6] pp. 265-73, and [65] for

the adjustment of a network. This system is much used in the United

States and British African Colonies, where it is known as '1st order'.

It is economical and well suited to the purpose for which it is used,

but the accuracy aimed at corresponds more to secondary than to

primary triangulation, and it is here called secondary.

General references for Chapter II
Standardization and invar. [37], [40], [56], [57], [66], [67].

Base measurement in the field. [10], [59], [68] pp. 5-18.

5125
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TRIANGULATION (COMPUTATION)
Section 1. Computation of a Single Chain

3.00. Notation. The following symbols are used in this section

and in Appendix 1. So far as possible the more common such as

a, b, e,f, <j), A, p, v, t], ^ are used in the same sense elsewhere.

a, h, e,f = Spheroid's semi-axes, eccentricity {\la)^{a^
—

h^) and flattening

{a—h)la.

V(i 1/150. Also e = triangular error.

Suffix 1 refers to point

Pjetc. Suffix w refers

to a mid-point or

mean value.

(j>
= Latitude. North positive.

A = Longitude, east of Greenwich.

u = Reduced latitude.t Also = l/w.

o) = Longitude measured east from origin.

p = Radius of curvature in. meridian.

V = Radius of curvature iQ prime vertical.

R^ = Radius of curvature in azimuth a.

K =
l/pv

=
l/r2.

r = ^J(pv).

l/r^ = (1/V3)V(1M+ l/rl+1/rl) = ^K,,.
R = Earth's radius lq small terms where exact definition is im

material.

A9^, AA = (^2-<^i), (A2-A1).

Measured clockwise from

north. Suffix 12 often

omitted when no con-

fusion is possible.

Differs

^12 = Azimuth at P^ of normal section

containing Pg.

0L12,
= Azimuth at Pj of geodesic P1P2.

A21 = Azimuth at P2 of normal section

containing P^.

AA = ^2i-180°-^i2-
L = Distance P^ P2 in linear units, along geodesic.

Lj^ = Distance P^ P2 in linear units along normal section

negligibly from L, and suffix is usually omitted.

a = L/R, in small terms.

h = Height above spheroid. Suffix 1 refers to pj etc.

^ = Observed angle of elevation above horizontal. Positive eleva-

tion: negative depression.
E = Spherical excess of spheroidal or spherical triangle.

w,u = Weight of an observation, and its reciprocal, u is also reduced

latitude,

e = Triangular error, or error in other condition equation. Also

f u and
-q
have special meanings in Appendix 1, § 8.15.
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7]
= Deviation of vertical in meridian. 1 -j-,

. o o rv^
L -^ . . . . . - } For signs see § 3.04.
^ = Deviation in prime vertical. J

^ = Component of deviation in azimuth A+ 90°.

Pi» P2 = Points on the surface of the ground.

J\,T2 = Points on the surface of the spheroid.

I, II, III = Angles of a spheroidal triangle, in clockwise order.

Ig, Ilg, III3 = Angles of spherical triangle, with same sides Li, L^, L^.

I„, Up, IIIp
—

Angles of plane triangle, with same sides.

yi' 72> 73
= Azimuths of sides of triangle, measured clockwise round

triangle, in small terms where variation along the side is

immaterial.

p.e. = Probable error.

3.01. Accuracy to be aimed at. To conserve the accuracy of

field observations, computation formulae should be correct to 1 in 10^

in distances, and to 0"'2 in azimuth. Log distances are therefore

usually computed to 7 decimals: angles are recorded to 0"-01 with a

view to avoiding errors of 0"-l : and latitudes and longitudes are com-

puted to 0"-001, which is about 0-1 feet.

The complexity of the necessary formulae depends on the distances

involved. Until recently 100 miles, or very occasionally 200, has been

the limit of observation, but radar methods may extend this to 500

miles, and in what follows this possibility has been kept in mind.

3.02. Geoid and spheroid. There are three surfaces :t

(a) The surface ofthe solid earth. This is roughly an oblate spheroid
with axes of 7,926 and 7,900 miles, but it may locally depart from the

spheroidal shape by some miles, and at slopes of all angles.

(b) The mean sea-level surface or geoid. This is much more nearly

spheroidal. The geoid may be described as a surface coinciding with

mean sea-level in the oceans, and lying under the land at the level to

which the sea would reach if admitted by small frictionless channels.

More precisely it is that equipotential surface ofthe earth's gravitation
and rotation which on average coincides with the mean sea-level in

the open ocean. If the soUd earth was itself a perfect spheroid without

internal anomalies of density, the geoid would be very nearly exactly

spheroidal, but irregularities in shape and density cause the geoid to

depart from the spheroidal form by amounts of possibly a few hundred

feet, at inclinations which may be as much as one minute.

The geoid is a physical reality. At sea-level the direction of gravity
and the axis of a level theodolite are perpendicular to it, and the

t Others will be defined later, namely the Co-geoid and Isostatic geoid, in § 7.24.

I
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process of spirit levelling measures heights above it.f Astronomical

observations made with instruments whose axes are normal to the

geoid define 'meridians' and 'parallels' upon it, but these are not a

suitable basis for computing triangulation, because the irregular form

of the geoid causes them to be irregularly spaced. For instance, two

geoidal 'parallels' 100,000 feet apart in one longitude may be only

99,000 feet apart a few miles away.

(c) The reference spheroid. The geoid being unsuitable, the position

of points on the earth's surface must be expressed by reference to

coordinates on an arbitrarily defined geometrical figure. This could

be a plane or a sphere, but except as in Chapter III, Section 6, it is

usual and best to use the meridians and parallels of some spheroid

which closely approximates to the geoid. It is important to under-

stand that the definition of this spheroid is arbitrary: subject only to

convenience, any spheroid may be adopted.

3.03. Definition of the spheroid. The definition of a spheroid

involves seven constants as follows:

(a) The minor axis is always defined to be parallel to the earth's

axis of rotation. Two constants.

(6) Lengths are assigned to the major and minor axes, or to the

major axis and the flattening. Two more constants. Many different

values have been used, some of which are given in Chapter VII,

Table 1. International values have been agreed on, which are as good
as any and better than most, but past history may locally dictate the

adoption of others.

(c) It remains to define the centre of the spheroid and the other

three constants. Ideally it might be at the earth's centre of gravity,

but this is not yet possible, for the surveyor standing on his triangula-

tion station has no precise knowledge of the direction of the centre of

gravity, and he cannot relate his measures to it. He therefore has

to adopt the following procedure, which allows him to compute

accurately in his own terms, but which places all disconnected survey

systems on different spheroids. J

At one station known as the origin, the surveyor arbitrarily defines

the height of the spheroid above or below the geoid, and also the

spheroidal or geodetic latitude and longitude.§ Star observations give

t There are some minor complications. See §§ 4.00 and 7.41.

% See §§ 7.16 and 7.17 for a possible alternative.

§ Or latitude, and the azimuth of an adjacent station. See § 3.04.
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him the astronomical latitude and longitude, and from the difference

between these astronomical and geodetic values he can get the angle

between the spheroidal normal and the vertical-\ or direction ofgravity

at the station, as in § 3.04. Spirit levelling gives the height of the

station above the geoid, and hence its height above the spheroid. At

his origin he has thus defined the distance between ground-level and

the spheroid, and also the direction ofthe spheroidal normal, and these

in turn define the position of the centre.

The practical application of this definition is that the geodetic

latitude and longitude of the origin constitute coordinates from which

computations can start off, while the defined separation of the two

surfaces enables a base in the immediate neighbourhood to be reduced

to sea-level correctly, see § 2.20.

At the origin the geodetic and astronomical coordinates are often

defined to be equal, so that spheroid and geoid are parallel there, but

this need not be so, and geodetic values may sometimes be selected

so as to secure the closest fit between the two surfaces over the greatest

area, or so as to put the new survey on to the same spheroid as some

adjacent triangulation system.

The meridians and parallels ofthe spheroid define the position ofany

point actually lying on it, but it remains to define what point on the

spheroid is to correspond to a point on the earth's surface some

distance above it. The definition usually adopted, if only implicitly,

is that if p is a point on the ground and P is the corresponding point

on the spheroid, p lies on the normal to the spheroid at P. This defini-

tion provides the simplest formulae for computation, and is adopted
here. J The exact definition of height above sea-level is given in § 4.00.

3.04. Deviation of the vertical and Laplace's equation. The

deviation of the vertical at any point is defined as the angle between

t The normal is at right-angles to the spheroid, while the vertical is the direction

of gravity, at right-angles to the geoid. The word 'horizontal' is applied only to the

geoid's tangent plane,

J In § 7.19 it is shown that the verticals of the solid reference spheroid used for the

study of gravity anomalies are curved concave to the polar axis with a radius of

curvature of i?/0-0053 sin
2(f>.

There is something to be said for defining p to lie on
such a curved line normal to the spheroid at P. The result of such a definition would
be to reduce the latitude of all stations by 0-0035/i^ sin

2<f) feet, where h is the height
in miles. The maximimi shift would thus be 0-1 feet, which is insignificant from the

point of view of harmonizing observations of the direction and intensity of gravity.
For computing on this basis if required, all observed directions need correction by
-f (0*-14/X/)(/i2

—
^i)sin ^ sin 2<^, where h^ and Ag ^r® ^he heights in miles of the

station of observation and the point observed respectively, and L is the distance in

miles. [5] p, 44.
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the geoid and the spheroid, or between the vertical and the normal
as defined in § 3.03. It is usually thought of in terms of its two com-

ponents, 7)
in meridian and | at right angles to it, with signs as below.

The deviation depends on both the arbitrary definition of the spheroid
and on the actual form of the geoid as brought about by the earth's

irregularities of form and density. Thus a deviation to the south-west

(e.g.) may be due to some excess of mass in that direction, but it may
also arise from the arbitrary definition of the deviations at the origin
or from a general misfit between geoid and spheroid.

YfN.Po/e)
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Refer now to Fig. 24, which represents the celestial sphere. O is the

earth, or any point on it since the celestial sphere is of infinite radius.

NS is the plane of the horizon, or the geoidal tangent plane at P. OZ
is the geoidal normal or vertical at P, and OZ' is the spheroidal normal

(QP in Fig. 23). ZZ' is thus the deviation of the vertical at P which

may be resolved into its two components rj
and $, which are con-

ventionally reckoned positive when the downward vertical is deviated

to the south or west of the inward spheroidal normal.

OX = Spheroidal normal

K = Ori6Jn of survey

GsLond/tude datum

Y S.Pole

Fig. 24. The celestial sphere.

Similarly OK and OK' are the vertical and normal at the origin of

the survey, and OG is the vertical at Greenwich or whatever point is

defined to have zero astronomical longitude.

Deviation in meridian. In Fig. 24 the astronomical latitude of P is

90°—YZ, and the geodetic latitude as in Fig. 23 is 90°—YZ'. Z'X is

drawn perpendicular to YZ, and since
r]
and ^ are small quantities,

practically never > 60", YZ' = YZ-j-t^. Whence

Astro latitude—Geod latitude. (3.1)
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Deviation in prime vertical. CA, the astronomical longitude of K,
minus QA' its geodetic longitude, equals the arc AA',f and

AA' = KYK' = fosec</.o

(from the triangle KYK'), the suffix referring to K. This enables

the deviation in the prime vertical at the origin to be deduced

from the definition of its geodetic longitude, combined with the

observation of its astronomical longitude. Then at P, geodetic

longitude = A'B'-j-A'C, and astronomical longitude = CB, whence

Astro— Geod = BB' = ^seccf) (from the triangle XYZ'), or

$ = (Astro long— Geod long)cos<^. (3.2)

Azimuth. Let the straight line joining P to some point on its

horizon whose azimuth is astronomically observed cut the celestial

sphere at T. Then the astro azimuth of T is NT, and the geod azimuth

is N'T. The difference NN' = NYN'sin^ = BB'sin^ = ^tan<^, or

$ = (Astro azimuth—Geod azimuth)cot (^. (3.3)

Laplace's equation. (3.2) and (3.3) show that ^ can be deduced from

the difference of either astro and geod longitude, or of astro and geod
azimuth. The two values must be the same,

.*. (Astro— Geod longitude )
cos

<^
= (Astro— Geod azimuth)cot<^.

Whence Geod azimuth = Astro azimuth— ftan ^. (3.4)

This is a most important result. It enables the geodetic azimuth at

any station to be determined from a combination of astronomical

azimuth and longitude observations, since the latter being compared
with the geodetic longitude gives f . Stations at which this equation
can be formed are known as Laplace stations. They control the

azimuths of a system in the same way as bases control its scale. {

t The zero of geodetic longitudes is arbitrarily selected as G, the astronomical

vertical at Greenwich. This does not imply that, if the Greenwich transit circle was
connected to K by triangulation, its geodetic longitude would be zero. In general
there would be some deviation, and the geodetic longitude would differ from zero

accordingly, iinless it had been possible to choose the deviations at K so as to make
astro and geod longitudes agree at Greenwich.

% [330] views the Laplace correction from a different angle. Consider the celestial

triangle PZ'S, where S is any star and Z' is the spheroidal zenith. Then if the hour

angle Z'PS is obtained from (say) a Greenwich time signal corrected by the geodetic

longitude, and if Z'P is the geodetic co-latitude, the deduced angle SZ'P is the geo-
detic azimuth of the star. Apply the correction — ^ tan j3, as in § 3.06 (b) to the ob-

served horizontal angle between S and a referring mark (at zero elevation), and the

geodetic azimuth of the latter results. Then if the star is near the horizon, within

(say) 1 J° for primary triangulation, the correction is likely to be less than |" and may
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It must be noted that the geodetic longitude and the geodetic azi-

muth at the origin cannot both be arbitrarily defined. One must be

defined and the other deduced from astronomical observations and

Laplace's equation. Similarly, if modern longitude observations in-

dicate that an old value of longitude needs change, the changes made
in the astronomical and geodetic longitudes must be such as will

preserve the identity of Laplace's equation, without changing ^.

For a new deviation would involve a new geodetic azimuth, and hence

the entire recomputation of the system.

One further point remains. Laplace's equation only determines the

geodetic azimuth at a point other than the origin if the geodetic

longitude is known. But azimuth error may induce longitude error,

and it must be shown that the latter does not invalidate the azimuth

control. Appendix 3 shows that there is no serious trouble below about

latitude 70°, and § 3.12 (c) outlines an alternative procedure in very

high latitudes.

3.05. Outline of system of computation. The basis of the

computation of a chain of triangles emanating from the origin is the

assumed geodetic latitude and longitude at the origin, the length of a

base (reduced to spheroid level), and an astronomical azimuth duly
corrected to geodetic as in (3.4). The computations are then carried

out in the following stages:

(a) The observed directions should ideally receive certain small

corrections to convert them to angles on the spheroid. § 3.06.

(6) There are generally certain identities or conditions, such as the

known sum of the three angles of a triangle, which would be satisfied

if the observed angles were errorless. Their correction to procure the

satisfaction of these conditions is known as the figural adjustment.

§ 3.07.

(c) Solution of triangles. § 3.08.

(d) Computation of coordinates and reverse azimuths. § 3.09.

3.06. Reduction of observed directions, (a) If at a station

Pi, hj^ feet above the corresponding spheroidal point P^, observations

are made to another station Pg at height h2, the direction actually
observed is that of the plane containing the vertical at p^ and the

be neglected, and the geodetic azimuth will have been obtained without knowledge
of ^. Stars may seldom be visible at an elevation of 1^°, and refraction may have an
appreciable horizontal component if they are, but the paper describes a method of

getting over the difficulty.
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point P2. This direction must then be corrected to that of the plane

containing the normal p^Pj and the spheroidal point Pg. It is to be

noted that the normals at P^ and Pg will not generally be coplanar.

Corrections arise from two causes, namely this skewness of the

normals, and the fact that the vertical at p^ is inclined to the normal

Pi-^i ^y ^^® deviation of the vertical.

\(N.Pole)

M (North)

Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

(6) Correction for deviation. In Fig. 25 p^P^ is the normal, and

Pj^P'i the vertical. PjPi resolves the deviation into two components,

? (= Tj'smA—^Qo^A) being that at right angles to PiPg. Let pof'Pg
and p2t'P2 be drawn parallel to p^Pi and piPi respectively, t' and t"

are on the horizon plane of p^, PaPit' (= j8) being the vertical angle
from Pi to P2. Then Vi" = ^ xpj t' tan^, and the required correction

t'pif'is
—

^tan/3. (3.5)

This correction can be important. In an extreme case J can be

60" and ^ 5°. The correction would then be 5J". More often ^ may
be 20" and ^ 1°, giving a correction of 0"-3. In the primary tri-

angulation of India an angle does actually exist whose correction

is 4J", [19], p. 69. The correction cannot be appHed unless the devia-

tion has been observed, and it follows that it may be necessary to

observe astronomical latitude and longitude (or azimuth) at all

primary stations in mountainous country.

(c) Correction for skew normals. In Fig. 26 pg, Pj, and Pg are as be-

fore, the normals cutting the polar axis at Q and R. QP2 is joined and
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produced to pa so that Pg p2 = ^2- Pi C is a parallel of latitude, so that

CP2 = A(^. Then the required correction to the observed direction

P1P2 is P2P2(sinv42i)/iy, the sin J.21 being due to the fact that p2 lies

in the meridian of Pg. Let QP2R = 0. Join QC and let it meet PgR
at D. Then DPg = p^, since D is the centre of curvature of CPg, being

the intersection of the normals at C and Pg. Whence DQ = ^i—pm'
Then from the triangle DQP2,

^ = A<f,{v,-pJ/B

= Ac^.ecos^^, from formula (8.44),

and ignoring the difference between A and A21, the required correc-

tion is T

^sin2^cos2^ (3.6)

or 0"-033(/i2/1000)sin 2A cos^^, if
/^g is in feet. Positive if P2 is south-

west or north-east of pj^.

This is a small correction, not more than 0"-3 if Ag
= 10,000 feet.

Except in mountainous country it can reasonably be ignored, and

smaller terms are always negligible.

(d) Correction for geodesic. In Fig. 26 the plane containing P2 and

the normal pj^P^ (or P^ Q) cuts the spheroid in the normal section P^Pg

which is shown in Fig. 27 as PiCxPg. For

observations at Pg the plane containing

P2P2 and Pj will cut the spheroid in

another such normal section P2 yP^, which

does not coincide with P^ q;P2. The separa-

tion between them is very slight, but the

six curves in Fig. 27 cannot be described

as a triangle. One unique line between

each pair of stations must therefore be

defined, which shaU be the side of the f^- ^^^
^^f §"^^^^7 *"t^^^^-Arrows mark normal sections.

spheroidal triangle. The natural line to Curves with reversed curvature

choose is the geodesic or shortest line on ^^® geodesies.

the spheroid joining the two points. It is shown as Pi^Pg, and it

generally lies between the two normal sections as shown.

The correction to the normal section P^ Pg is jSP^ oc, and is

-
(e/12)(i./i?)2 sin 2^12 gos^^-^ {€/4:S){LIRf sinA^^ sin

2cf>^ (3.7)

or — 0"-07(L/100)2sin2^ cos^,^, where L is in miles. Positive if Pg is
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north-west or south-east of P^. See Appendix 1, § 8.10, [1] pp. 124-30,

and [69] pp. 21-2. This correction is minute. It can be ignored when
lines are shorter than 70 or 100 miles, and the second term is neghgible
at 500 miles (< 0"-06).

(e) Corrections to an angle. If angles, rather than directions, have

been abstracted (§ 1.30) the correction to an angle is that of the

direction with greater azimuth minus that of the direction with

smaller azimuth. (Except when azimuth 0° intervenes between the

two arms of the angle.) If directions have been abstracted, they can

be corrected as above, and corrected directions can then be subtracted

from each other to give corrected values of the angles.

3.07. Figural adjustments, (a) The object is to secure self-

consistency, and to improve the unadjusted values of the angles.

There are five types of condition which may have to be satisfied.

(i) Station adjustment. Dealt with in § 1.30 (c).

(ii) Triangular conditions. The angles of a spherical or spheroidal

triangle should total 180° plus the spherical excess E, which Appendix

1, § 8.14 gives as ^ _ (^Jrl)(\+m^|8R\ (3.8)

where A^ is the area of a plane triangle with sides L^, L^, L^ the same as

those of the spheroidal triangle, 1/r^ = 3(1/^1^1+1/^2^2+1/^3^3)5

3m2 = jLf+L|4-i>3, and R is any reasonable value of the earth's

radius.

For a triangle with 100-mile sides E is 60" and the term in m^jSR^
is only 0"-005. The formula E = A/p^v^ is then adequate, and the

area can often be taken from a map. On the other hand in a triangle

with 500-mile sides E is about 1500", and the small term is 3". A rough

preliminary solution of the triangle will then be needed, and (3.8)

must be used in full.

(iii) Side conditions. In figures more complex than simple triangles,

there are relations between the side lengths. Thus in ABODE of

Fig. 28, starting with OA one can compute round the polygon, and

deduce OA again. Whence sin 1 . sin 3 . sin 5 . sin 7 . sin 9 should equal

sin 2 . sin 4 . sin 6 . sin 8 . sin 10. Similarly inEFGD sin(2-|- 3) . sin 5 . sin 7

should equal sin4.sin(6-[-7).sin2, or computing round the inter-

section of the diagonals, as is proper even though no station exists

there, sin 1 . sin 3 . sin 5 . sin 7 should equal sin 2 . sin 4 . sin 6 . sin 8. But

ifone ofthese conditions is satisfied, so will be the other, and both must

not be written down.
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(iv) Central conditions. Where angles comprising the whole horizon

nter the computations, their sum must be held to 360°. Thus in

IBCDE 11+ 12+13+144-15 should be 360°, and the fact that

tation adjustment may have satisfied this condition does not make a

entral equation unnecessary, since the condition must be maintained.

This is not necessary at stations such as A, however, in the form that

1+ 10+ (External BAE) = 360°, because corrections to 1 and 10 will

be got from the adjustment, and BAE, which does not enter into any
other equation, can only be deduced from them.f

Fig. 28.

(v) Measured side ratio. If AB and BC are measured lengths, such

as the two halves of a base, their ratio must be preserved by an

equation such as that AB . sin 1 . sin 12 should equal BC . sin 4 . sin 1 1.

(h) The form and number of condition equations. Every condition

equation is a relation between the unknown errors of the observed

angles4 If ^n i^ ^^® error of the angle n, the triangle equation of

AOB gives

x^-^x^-\-x^^
= l+2+ll-(180°+^) = 6A0B,

^AOB being the triangular error.

Similarly the central equation gives

a;ii+a;i2+a:i3+Xi4+a;i5 = (ll+ 12+13+14+15)-360°,
a known quantity.

t If BAE had been separately measured, not as a round but independently, allow-"

ance for its weight would be included in the weights allotted to the values of 1 and
10 resulting from the station adjustment.

X i.e. the observed angles reduced to the spheroidal geodesic as in § 3.06. For side

equations El'i need not be subtracted from each angle as in § 3.08, since condition

equations take the same form whether they are deduced from the spherical formulae
sin Alsirx a = sin J5/sin h, or from the plane formula sin Aja = sin Efh. Except that

when sides exceed 300 or 400 miles, the differences between the angles of the

spheroidal triangle and the corresponding plane triangle (§ 3.08) are not equal, and
the corrections given by (3.12) should then be applied to the observed angles before

the side equations (but not the others) are formed.
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For a side equation we have

logsin(l—a:i)-flogsin(3— 0:3)+... = logsin(2—a;2)+logsin(4— 0^4)4-...

where 1, 2, 3, etc., are the observed angles,

or (logsinl— a^j^cot 1)+ ... = (logsin2—a:2Cot2)-f ... .

We have

logsinl-|-logsin3+... = logsin2-flogsin4-[-...+eg,

where e^ is the error of the side closure. Whence, subtracting

O^iCOt l-[-^3COt3-|-...
= iC2^0^2+ ^4^0t4-[-...-[-€g.

All the condition equations thus give rise to equations of the form

b^x^-^h^x^^... biXi
=

€j
(3.9)

The coefficients a-^a^.-.b-^^b^... are mostly zero: others are unity, if

weights are equal, see below : and in side equations they are cotangents.

The errors x and the closing errors e will be in seconds, except that

in the side equations as they stand the a;'s are in radians and the c's

are pure fractions. To put the side equations in the same units as the

others, substitute for the cots the change per I" in the 6th decimal of

the log sine, and record the e's with the 6th decimal of the log as unit,

keeping one or two decimals in it.f

Sufficient relevant equations must be formed, but no redundant

ones. The conditions for common figures are Hsted below, but for

more complex figures see Appendix 4.

Simple triangle : One triangular.

Braced quadrilateral: Three triangular and one side. J

Centred n-sided polygon : n triangular, one side, and one central.

The above is if all angles have been observed. For any one missing

reduce the number of triangular conditions by one. If a redundant

equation is included, or if one equation is identically obtainable from

one or more of the others, the fault will become apparent in the

solution of the normal equations, where sooner or later two of the

equations will become identical, and one of the A's in (3.10) will be

indeterminate.

t The 6th decimal is preferable to the 7th or 8th as the e's in the side equations
will then be of the same order of magnitude as those in the angle equations.

X There are four triangles, but satisfying three automatically satisfies the fourth.
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(c) Before going further, weights must be assigned to the observed

angles. The weight can be defined as equal to, or proportional to, the

inverse square of the probable error, and the mean oftwo independent
and equally reliable measures has twice the weight of a single one.

Let w^ be the weight of an angle a, and let u^^
= llw^ = the square of

the p.e.t

When all the angles of a figure derive from the same observer,

instrument, and season, something can be said for making all wj's

equal. But small angles should be better than large, and as a rule it is

recommended that where there is no reason to the contrary u'^ should

be made proportional to the size of the angle, § 3.30(e) and [52]

Appendix 5, with that of a 20° angle as the minimum. Of course if

some angles have had only half the usual programme their weight can

be reduced. Or if angles have been observed in different seasons, the

relative weights of equal angles can be judged from the average

triangular errors or side closures ofthe two seasons. See § 3.30 (6) or (c).

The deducing of weights from the scatter of measures made on

different zeros is not advised. Internal evidence is unreliable, and

with modern instruments change of zero does not change the worst

sources of error, § 1.30(e). But if the zero means of an angle are

noticeably (say 50 per cent.) more scattered than is usual, the weight

may reasonably be reduced in proportion to the square of the scatter-

ing. In allotting weights common sense is better than any firm rule.

(d) Solving condition equations. In a simple triangle the error is

distributed between the angles in proportion to their u 's, the correction

to an angle a being u^€l(u^-\-u^-^Uy).
In other figures (3.9) consists oin equations for t unknowns, where

t > n, and their solution has to make xl/ui-^xl/u^-i-... a minimum.
The routine procedure is to form n normal equations for n correlates

Ai...A^ as below. See Appendix 2 §8.24, [6] pp. 241-5, and [4]

pp. 364-9, of which the last two give simple examples.

[aa'2^]A„ -f- [abu]Xf^ -\-...[anu]X^ = e„
^

[bau]X^^[bbu]Xf^-^ ...[bnu]X^
=

e^

(3.10)

[nau]X^-\-[nbu]Xfj-\- ...[nnu]X^
=

e^,

t At this stage the p.e.'s of angles may be unknown, but it will suffice if the allotted

weights are made proportional to the inverse squares of the p.e.'s. The relative

reUability of angles can be assessed comparatively easily.
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where [aau] means aiai?^i-|-a2a2^2+---^<^/^<

and [bau]
=

[abu] means a^ 612^1+ ag ^2^2+- ••^f^^'^/-

The a's, 6's, etc., will be or 1, or in side equations numbers such as

(e.g.) 3-21 or 0-56. Two significant figures suffice for the -z^'s, and it is

convenient to have them vary between about 0-10 and 5-0, as can

generally be got by multiplying all by some power of 10 if necessary.
The totals [aau], etc., should then be formed exactly. Note that those

below a diagonal drawn from top left to bottom right are identical

with those above, and so need not be recorded. Check arithmetic as

follows: In (3.9) let a^-\-b-^-\-...n-^
=

o^, etc., and compute [aau], [bau],

etc., where
[^^j _ a^cj^u^-{-...ataiUt,

Then in (3.10) the sum of the coefficients in the first equation

[aau]-\-...[anu]

should equal [aau], and so on. Also [aau] should equal

[aau]+ [bau]+ . . .[nau] .

To solve the normal equations (3.10), the classic routine is: multiply
the first by [abu]/[aau], and subtract the result from the second. Then

multiply the first by [acu]/[aau] and subtract from the third, and so on.

This gives a set of (n— 1) equations from which A„ has been eliminated.

The symmetry about the diagonal is maintained. Proceeding as

above with this set then eliminates A^, and so on until there remains a

single one-term equation for A^. Substituting it in the equation for

A^ and A^ then gives A^, and so on back to A^.t See [6], pp. 236-7 for

an example illustrating numerical checks.

The labour of this routine, and of forming the normal equations, can

be much reduced by using a computing machine, and by a suitable

arrangement of the work the solution is largely obtained while the

t No firm rule can be given for the number of figures to keep when solving (3.10).
If a's, 6's, etc., and u's are as advised above, 5 decimals ought to be ample, but more

may be needed if the equations are very numerous or unstable.

When the A's have been found, substitute in (3.10), and if each equation is not
satisfied within about 0"-03 a second approximation may be made. For let the true

A„ be A^+AAg, etc., where A^ is the value got from the first solution, and let the

substitution of A^, etc., in (3.10) give e^^— Ae^j, etc. Then (3.10) re-written with
A A's for A's and Ae's for e's constitutes a set of equations for the A A's, which can be
solved with little new arithmetic. A further approximation can be made if necessary.
In this way normal equations can sometimes be solved by slide -rule, except that the

substitution of the A"s and A A's in (3.10) must be done correctly.
In complicated cases instability can be lessened if the equations are rearranged

(both laterally and vertically, so as to preserve symmetry about the diagonal) in

such order that the diagonal terms increase from top to bottom. [73], pp. 126-8.
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normals are being formed, [70]. When equations are numerous, a

further reduction in labour is given by the method of Cholevski, [71]

and [72]. Southwell's method ofrelaxation is another method of solving

normal equations, by successive approximation, which may save much

time in the hands of a computer who is able to show some judgement.

See [128], [129], and [130]. The last gives a simple example.

The normal equations having been solved, the x's are given by

^2
=

'?^2(^a«2+'^6^2+-\^2) (3.11)t

etc. J

And the final values of the angles are the observed angles corrected

as in § 3.06 minus the appropriate x's. For final check these should be

seen to satisfy the original conditions.

The work in solving the normals varies as the cube of their number,

and except in base extensions a figure with more than ten or twelve

conditions is seldom worth it. The remedy is to ignore the longest or

least reliable redundant lines, or those otherwise contributing least

to the figure's strength. Ignoring one fine will sometimes divide a very

complex figure into two easy ones.

(e) Directions or angles. In the method outhned above, the un-

known errors are those of the observed angles. Alternatively it is

possible to solve for the errors of the observed directions. The

procedure is then very similar, every unknown angular error x in

(3.9) being replaced by the difference between the errors of the two

directions concerned.

The essential differences between the two methods are:

(i) In the direction method, if all directions are of equal weight,

large angles which are the sum of two or three others will have the

same weights as the smaller, whUe in the method of angles they will

have reduced weight. For the reasons given in § 3.30 (e) the latter is

thought preferable in this respect.

(ii) In the angle method adjacent angles are considered indepen-

dent, while in the other there is a tendency towards negative correla-

tion between the errors of adjacent angles. For simple errors of

pointing the latter is of course correct, but there is room for doubt

with other and generally more serious sources of error. Thus axis

drag may cause all angles to be too small, with positive correlation

t Check by the rule that a;f/wi+a;|/w2+ ...a;f/t*f
should equal egAg+c^ Aj,+ ...€„ A„.

5125 r*
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between adjacent angles, while neglect of deviation corrections will

probably, and lateral refraction quite possibly, produce positive

correlation between the errors of adjacent small angles, although it is

more likely to be negative with large ones.

On the whole it is thought that adjustment by angles produces
a slightly more probable result than adjustment by directions, and

that it is slightly simpler. It may also be noted that adjustment by
directions, if pushed to its logical conclusion, makes it impossible to

split a chain into independent figures, and at least the whole of one

season's work must be adjusted simultaneously,f with perhaps thirty

or forty, or more, conditions and normal equations.

The above refers only to adjustment. It does not imply that angles

should be measured or abstracted independently, for which see §§1.26

and 1.30(a).

(/ )
Method of variation of coordinates . This is an alternative method

of adjustment, which is especially suitable for trilateration, although
it can be used for triangulation too. See §§ 3.16 and 3.26.

3.08. Solution of triangles. Let P^ Pg Pg be a spheroidal geo-

desic triangle with sides L^, jLg, and L^, the angles I, II, and III being

the observed angles corrected as in §§ 3.06 and 3.07. Let Pi Pg P3 be a

plane triangle with sides of the same length, and angles 1^, 11^, Hip.
Then Appendix 1, §§ 8.13 and 8.14, shows that

l-lp - EI^^{EimR^)(m^-L\)^(ER^I\2)(K^-KJ,et(i.

(3.12)

where E, R, and m are as in (3.8), K^ = l/piv^, etc., and

Then, given one side, the others can be calculated by the plane for-

mula LJsinlp = L2Isinllp. The second and third terms of (3.12) are

less than 0"-05 if sides are less than 300 miles, and for all ordinary

purposes I—Ip
= E/3. Further, as in § 3.07 (a) (ii), when sides are

less than 100 miles, E can be taken as A/p^ v^ which is easily tabulated.

In its simple form the fact that spherical triangles can be computed
as plane triangles, if the angles are first reduced by EjS, is known

as Legendre's theorem.

Note that if the known side is a base which has been reduced to

spheroid level (§2.20), all deduced sides will also be spheroidal pro-

vided the angles have been fully corrected.

t Because in Fig. 28 there will be (negative) correlation between the errors of

(e.g.) angles 7 and 2.
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3.09. Computation of coordinates. For notation see § 3.00.

(a) Theforward azimuth. Ifaiois^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^f^^^g^^d^si^
from Pj to Pq, the forward azimuth a^a from P^ to Po is got by adding or

subtracting the observed angle Pq P^ Pg corrected as in §§3.06 and 3.07,

but not decreased b}^ E/S. Of the formulae for computing the co-

ordinates of P2 given in (c) to (i) below, (c) to (/) and (i) involve the

azimuth and length of the normal section, and when they are used the

angle IJ)PiP2 should not include the correction to geodesic given in

§3.06(c?).t

The length of the normal section differs from that of the geodesic

by under 1 in 150,000,000 in a side of 2,000 miles, and the difference

can always be ignored. See § 8.11.

(6) Latitudes and longitudes. Given
</>i, A^, A^^ (^r ocu) ^^^ L, many

formulae exist for finding (/>2, A2, and the reverse azimuth A^-^, and if

visibility limits L to 100 miles or so, most formulae in common use are

amply accurate. The possibility of measuring 500-mile lines by radar,

however, has necessitated more critical examination, and the selection

quoted below includes not only the most common but also others

(necessarily complex) which are accurate for much greater distances.

These formulae are of two kinds, (i) Those such as (d), (h), and (^)

which give the difference 4>2~^v ^^^ whose results are consequently
correct to 1 in 10^ of X or better (within the distance to which the

formula will give it) if 7-figure logs or natural trig functions are used.

An 8th figure may possibly be advised for safety, but they are referred

to below as
'

7-figure'. And (ii) Those which give sin or tan</>2, so that

an error of 0"-001, which is about 1 inch, arises from an error of 2

or less in the 9th decimal of the log. Then 8-figure tables are not good

enough in short lines or when the answer comes in a part of the table

w^here differences are small, and they are referred to below as
'

9-figure
'

.

There is obvious advantage in using the former type. Fewer figures

may of course always be used in the smaller terms, and in practice

8-figure (natural) tables suffice in lines over 100 miles long, where an

error of 0"-01 in ^ has little significance.

The accuracy ascribed to these formulae in the following sub-

paragraphs has been checkedj by the computation of lines 270, 540,

and 810 km. long, in azimuths 30°, 50°, and 70° in each of latitudes

t The geodesic correction is strictly speaking required for §§ 3.07, 3.08, and 3.09 (gr)

and {h), but not for 3.09 (c) to (/) and (^). This is a complicated situation, but the
whole matter can be ignored when L < 70 or 100 miles, as it normally is.

% By the Computing Section of the Directorate of Colonial Surveys.
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20° and 60°. In higher latitudes accuracy is hkely to be less, see § 3.12.

Accuracy of 1 in 10^ in latitude 60° is here described as perfect.

(c) Rudoe's formula. 9-figure. [292]. Correct at 500 miles and

probably at any distance, since the only expansion is in terms of e,

about 1/150, and terms in e^ with small coefficients are included. The

principle is to compute the axes and eccentricity of the ellipse in which

the normal section cuts the spheroid: to get the 'reduced latitude' of

Pg in this ellipse: and thence to return to the spheroid. It is laborious

and not intended for general use.

(i) 02 = cos2^i cosM+ sin2(^i.

(ii) €q
= C^€. €q is € of ellipse of normal section.

(iii) 6o
=

{^I'sli
1+ e cos2</.j cosM )} -r- (

1+ ep) . b^ is minor axis

of above.

(iv) tan u\ = , ,

^^
. u\ is reduced lat. ofR in above.

cos^V(l+^o)

(v) U2—u[ = (cj2— (Ti)+ 2y2sin(a2— CTi)COS(o-2+C7i)+

+ 2y4 sin 2(0-2— (7i)cos 2(o-2+c7i)+

+ 2ygsin 3(0-2— cri)cos 3(c724-o'i),

where (ct2— o-j)
= LyJbQ,

70
— ^ 4^0 1^64^0 256^0'

72
—

8^0 16^0 I 2048^0'

74
—

256^0 256^0'

., _29_^3
76
—

6144^0'

^l+ <^2
==

2ori+(CT2
—

CJi).

(vi) sin Uo = -^ sin U2 — I
-——

]
sin

u-^^.
Back to the spheroid

where sinu^ = tan^j^-^.^(l-l-e+tan2<^i).
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Lat. (vii) sin ^2 ==
sinu2^'yJ(l—e^cos^U2).

)ng. (vm) cos(a+AA)t = -^
a cos u^

where tan
jit
= sin (^^ tan^

and ao = W(l+^o)-
For the reverse azimuth use Dalby's theorem, [75], pp. 235-6,

'hich states

^12-^21 = 5i2-^2i+i6'(^2-Ai)(<^2-0i)'cosViSin(^i, (3.13)

'^here B^^ ^^^ ^21 ^^^ ^^ reciprocal azimuths of points j>x\ and

/2A2 on a sphere. With L = 500 miles the small term < 0"-0005 and

is negligible. For {Bj^2~^2i) ^^^ formula is:

cot 4(^12— -^21)
= tani(A2—Ai)sini(<^2+<^i)seci((j62— <^i)- (3-14)

See [76], p. 196 formula (154).

Alternatively, given a^g, 0:21 is given by

sin^ai
= —

{(viCOS<^i)-^(v2COS^2)}sinai2

from § 8.06 (6).

(d ) Rainsford '5 extension of Clarke 's approximateformula . 7-figure .

Correct to over 500 miles. { This formula was given by A. R. Clarke,

[1], p. 273, for L < 100 miles, but Rainsford [77] has added smaller

terms. The small terms are very numerous, although they are indi-

vidually easy to compute and the adequacy of 7-figure tables for the

principal terms is a convenience. When 1 in 10^ at 500 miles is required

with 7-figure tables there is no alternative. In Clarke's original form

as given here, it is a good formula for normal work, although the

U.S.C. & G.S. formula of sub-para. (^) may be preferred if the tables

are available.

iy^sin^cos^ , ., ,

Lat.(ii) ^,-^,=
^''°«(^-*?') ^

Pj^sinl'

Lsm(A—^p)
Long, (iii) X^—K = . J sec(<^2+k)-

Vjp" sm 1

Az. (iv) ^21 = 180+^i2+(^2-^i)sin(^2+f^)-:P'

t If /x is small, use

sin(/A+AA) = A12 sin /a

tan M2 2
cos Ml

where A12 ,, ,
>.

(
1 + e)tan u^ cos Wg

X Rainsford's and Clarke's best formulae are correct to 1 in 25 X 10^ at 500 miles

in lat. 60°.
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Suffix X refers to cb^ = (h.A
-.

-.^^ ^^
psinl"

Suffix Y refers to <J)y
= K^i+^x)-

For the smaller terms required with long lines see [77].

(e) Clarke's best formula. 9-figure. [1], pp. 268-70 and 275.

Correct to over 500 miles.f

(i) rg
= —

ecos^^iCOsM.

(ii) rg
= 3e(l— 7-2)008 (/>!

sin (^1 cos ^.

(iii) e = ^ r,{l^r,)
/LY

r,(l^3r,) (LY

(iv) ^=3 l_?^^2_?i^3.
^ ^

r 2 6

(v) sin
ifs
= sin ^^ cos 6+ cos

</> j^
cosA sin 6.

Long, (vi) sinAA = sin^ sin ^ sec
?/f

.

Lat. (vii) tan^o = (l+€)(l -e^/^^ ?H^|tani/r.
\ \rl sini/jj

For the reverse azimuth use Dalby's theorem as in (c).

(/) Clarke's formula as used by the U.S.C. d; G.S. for long lines.

9-figure in (iii) and (iv). Correct to 200 or 250 miles. This is sub-

stantially the same as (e), omitting one or two small terms, in the form

in which it has been widely used for lines of 100 to 200 miles, for which

it is convenient and adequate.

(i) CT =—|--e(— I cos^^^cosM.
vi 6 \vj

(ii) ^ = - cr^ cos^^i sin 2A .

..... ^ .,.. .
, ^, COS^((74-</>T

—
90°) 4-^

(m) tani(AA--^,,+0^
^^^-;^;;;^^^o;

cot-.

(iv) tani(AA+^,,-C) = sin|(cx+^,-90°)^^^^^^ ^ 2V -r 21 b;
sini(c7-</>i+90°) 2

Long, and Az.

(v) Get AA and ^21 from (iii) and (iv).

where p^ = pa.t K^i+^2)-

f See note {, page 85.
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(g) de Graaff-Hunter's formula. 9-figure in (i), but [5], p. 37, gives

[a
means of using 7-figures if iy < 100 miles. Correct to 300 miles.

[See Appendix 1, § 8.15. For use with geodesic azimuth ol.

(i)

(ii)

^t. (iii)

Compute \(j)
=

<^2~"<^i

A,a == a,,—a— 180'^21

As computed
and L on a

of radius v^.

G= L/l

i<t>2-<f>l)-^s^ = cos^a sin 2(^1+iir

Long, (iv) (A2-Ai)-A,A = M G^

for a

sphere

Az. (v) {(X2i-oL-l80°)-A, — sin 2(x cos^c^i 4-^—
4

^^^
6

where K — cosa:{4sin2a— cos2<^;^(3-|-2sin2Q;)},

M — sin 2a cos a cos (^i,

iV = J sin a cos 2a sin
2(f) j^.

The terms in K, M, and N can be neglected if L < 100 miles. If

}hey and the fourth-order terms given in Appendix 1, § 8.15 are

[included, the formula is correct at 500 miles. In its various forms this

a convenient (except beyond 300 miles) and accurate formula.

(h) TardVs formula. 7-figure. Correct to about 150 miles. This

formula is given by P. Tardi in [4], pp. 257-9. With a few special

tables which are there given, it is a convenient formula.

(i) PuissanVs (U.&.C. <&; G.S.) formula. 7-figure. [78] and [79].

Correct to 50 or 60 miles, beyond which it rapidly goes wrong. (1 in

25,000 at 170 miles in lat. 60°.) But within its limits, which suffice

for most purposes, and in conjunction with the special tables for B
to F, it is a most convenient formula. Log tables for the Clarke 1866

spheroid are in [78], and for the International in [79]. Natural tables

for Clarke 1858 and 1880, International, Bessel, Helmert, Struve,

Andreae, Airy, and Plessis spheroids (including also p and v, and

meridian arcs) were pubhshed by the United States Army Map Ser-

vice in 1944, [80]. All for metre units.

Lat. (i) (f>l-ct>l
= LB cosA-L^C sm^A-{Acl>yD-

— (LB cos A)L^Esia^A.

Take A0" = sum of the other three terms.
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Long, (ii) sin(A2— Ai)
=

sin(iy/v2)sin^sec^2-

Az. (iii) ^21-^-180° = (A2-A'i)sini((/.i+02)sec J((/.2-<^i)+
+ (A^-A;)3^.

C = (tan</>i)/(2piVisinr'),

^ _ Se^ sin ^^^ cos ^^ sin 1
"

2(l-e2sin2,^i)
'

E = (l+ 3tan2^i)/6vf,

F = isinK^i+<^2)cosH(<^i+^2)sm2l^

(j) Summary. A survey department which is satisfied with its own

formula, whatever it is, will seldom gain by changing to another,

but if there is any doubt, let a few extreme cases be computed by any
of the more rigorous of the above formulae, and the position will

be clear.

For a new undertaking the Puissant (U.S.C. & G.S.) formula (i)

is probably the most convenient for lines up to 70 miles long, provided
tables are available. Otherwise Clarke's short formula {d) is as con-

venient as any. For occasional longer lines there is little to choose

between the other formulae within the limits given, except that {h),

(g), and (/) are shorter than (e), {d) with small terms, and (c).

For a very occasional long line, such as a radar connexion across

the sea, the use of a strange formula can be avoided by the reiteration

of whatever formula is in common use. If the latter is correct at 100

miles, a 300-mile line can be divided into three sections, each of which

can be successively computed with a forward azimuth of 180° plus the

computed reverse azimuth. The over-all accuracy, expressed as a

fraction of total length, will then be whatever is usual at 100 miles.

Also see § 3.16 for the method of computing by variation of co-

ordinates.

For work in latitudes of over 60° see § 3.12.

For topographical work shorter formulae suffice, e.g. Appendix 1,

(8.41).

3.10. The reverse problem. The mutual distance and azimuths

of two known points are sometimes required. Selection may be made
from the following formulae according to the distance involved.

(a) Rudoe'sformula. 9-figure. [292]. This is the reverse of §3.09(c),

and gives normal section distances correct to 1 in 10^ at any distance.
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12
must first be got from (3.15), whence the geodesic azimuth, if

quired, comes from (3.7). Unnecessarily complex for general use.

L = 6o{co(w2—%)+C2(si^ 2^2~~sin2%)+C4(sin 4^2— sin 4^^1)4-...},

^^^^^
60
=

K/(l-f€o)}V(l+ €COs2<^lCOsMi2),

€0
=

e(cos2(^iCosMi2+sin2(/.i),

^0
= 1+ 4^0 Si^O+ 256^0'

Co — q€ 1 ^2 15 Ji
8'=0^^32'=0 1024'=0'

^4
—

256^0 n^ 1024^1

tan u\

1024^0'

tan<^i

COS^12V(l+^o)^

tan^; = ^i^m<^i+(lH-€o)(.,-.i )

^

(:r2 cos ^12—2/2 sin</.iSm^i2)v(l+ ^o)

X2
=

Vg cos </>2
cos AA,

2/2
=

1^2
COS

(^2 Si^ ^'^J

^2
= ^2(1— e2)sin(^2'

^1
= Vi(l— e2)sin</>i.

For A ^2 ^^^ ^^^ following exact formula, [81],

cot ^12 = (A12— cosAA)sin^iCosecAA,

where A,, = ^^'^^ + e^ /(2±^}+^^

(l-|-e)tan^i v2Cos(/>2

And A 21 may be got from the same formula by transposing suffixes

1 and 2, or from (3.13) or from vcos^sina = constant.

(6) Cole's formula. 9-figure in (iii), [82]. Correct at 500 miles and

suitable for 70 < L < 500 miles.f

(i) sin 8^2 = e^cos</>2(sin(/>i ^sin(^2)-

(ii) i/j
=

«^2+8<^2-

t The proof given in [82] does not indicate what accuracy is to be expected, but
check computations over the 810-km. Hnes mentioned in § 3.09 (6), and a few others,
have given a worst error of 1 in 2 x 10®.
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(iii) Solve the spherical triangle NPQ on a sphere of radius v^,

whose sides are NP = 90°— ^j, NQ = 90°—
j/f,

and PQ = ^jv^,

and whose angle at N is AA .
"j*

Hence p.

wTh„
..,-l(£)(iJ5^-4

For mutual azimuths [83],

^12 = QPN-esinM+ (0sinM)2cot^,

, ^ sin 8(^9 cos 6^ l cos ib \ 1
where Q = .

^^
. 7\, h^i f -^2—cos <^2 COS ijj
sm AA \ cos cp^ ] ^2.

Hence ^21 by (3.13). When iv = 500 miles and
(^
= 60°

QsinM < 0"-02 and ordinarily A^^ = QPN.

(c) U.S.C. db G.S, formula. Gauss's mid-latitude, 7-figure. See

[79] for routine working, using 'arc to sine' corrections. Correct to

about 70 miles.

sin-—
j-^-
— (U being at present unknown).

A'(j>
= Af x(siniA(/»)^iA0,

A'A = AA"x(siniAA)^iAA.

The quotient terms (sin^A</>)-^|A^, etc., are near unity, vary slowly,

and are easily tabulated, [79] and [80], or can be computed from:

log sin ^ = log ^"+4-6855749-1 log sec ^

or sin^ = 6'(1-J6>2), correct to 1 in 60x 10^ if ^ < 2°.

(ii) Then AA" = AA^sin^^sec JA^+i^(AA'')3,

X'sin(^+|A^) =: (A'Acos^J/^'^

i:'cos(^+ iA^) = (A'^cosiAA)/^^.

(iii) Hence ta.n{A-\-^AA), A and L'. And thence L from (i).

(iv) ^21 = ^+A^+ 180°.

Here A' = l/(vsinl"), and B and F are as in §3.09(^), all for

lat. i(</>i+(/>2)-

t A convenient formula is cot QPN = (cos ^^ tan 0— sin 0^ cos AA)cosec AA, and

sin(j3/vi)
= sin AA cos

ip
cosec QPN. When QPN is near 0° or 180° use

cosec 9 = cot 9 sec 9

to get cosec QPN, and if available tables do not give enough significant figures

get sin AA from (8.3). Solve for QPN in preference to PQN, as QPN = Ai^ but

PQN # 180^- .4ji.
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This is a good formula if iy < 70 miles, especially if tables of ^', B,

and F are available, as in § 3.09 (^). It is a form of what is generally

known as Gauss's mid-latitude formula (inverse problem). It is given

much more fully, including 5th-order terms, in [77], p. 28, in which

form it is correct to 500 miles.

3.11. Miscellaneous advice to computers, (a) In §§ 3.09 and

3.10 formulae are given in basic form, and devices for simplifying

computation may sometimes be found in the sources quoted. Watch

must always be kept for instability such as occurs when a small angle

is deduced from its cosine, and also for the necessity for using second

differences, or some alternative, as when taking the log sine of a small

angle.

(6) Functions of p and v must be taken from tables of the correct

spheroid.

(c) Coordinates should always be computed from two known points.

Agreement then checks all work done under §§3.08 and 3.09, but not

the field abstract, § 3.06, nor the final compilation of results, where

mistakes can only be avoided by working in duplicate, and then only if

computers are experienced and agree without frequent comparison.

Where work is self-checking duplicate computations are not essential,

although they may be economical as the cause of failure to check may
take long to trace. Work should be done on standard printed forms if

possible. [19], pp. 94-100 gives further advice about detecting

mistakes.

(d) For notes on mechanical computing see [6], Appendix 1, by
L. J. Comrie.

3.12. Triangulation in high latitudes. Near the poles there are

special difficulties as below, although in view of the scarcity of land

north of lat. 70°, and the improbability of the geodetic triangulation

of Antarctica being undertaken in the near future, the problems are

not yet pressing.

(a) The reference system. A minor inconvenience is the exceptional

inequality of the degrees of latitude and longitude. It is necessary to

remember that in (say) lat. 84° a foot on the ground is represented by
0"- 1 of long instead of the usual 0"-01 . This is a small matter, but a more

serious inconvenience of the usual reference system is illustrated in

Fig. 29, where N is the pole, P5 is a triangulation station (say) 10,000

feet from it, and P5 Pg is a line of 200,000 feet. It is clear that the short

distance NP5 is an unsatisfactory datum from which to measure the
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direction of the much longer PgPg, since if the coordinates of P5 are

changed by 1 inch Pg will move by 2 feet. From this point of view

there seems to be no fundamental difficulty in computing a tri-

angulation or traverse which runs past the pole, but no station

should be nearer the pole than (say) one-third of the length of the hues

to adjacent stations.

.-r>

Fig. 29. Fig. 30.

(6) Comjputation of coordinates. Several of the formulae of § 3.09

become inaccurate in latitudes much greater than 60°. For instance

any factor tan^, other than a single power of tan</> in an expression
for longitude, is likely to cause trouble. Inspection and test computa-

tions, [83], show that all become unstable except Clarke's, § 3.09 (e)

and (/). Subject to the last line of § 3.12 (a) above, these can be used

right up to the pole, but instead of (v) and (vi) in 3.09 (e) use:

cotAA = (cos</>iCot^— sin(/)j^cos^)/sin^,

cos
j/f
= sin ^ sinA cosec AA,

and instead of (iii) and (iv) in 3.09 (/) use:

cot(^2i~0 = (sino-tan</>j^— cos(TCOs^)/sin^,

cotAA = (coS(/)iCota— sin(/)iCOs J.)/sin^.

Ofthe remaining formulae de Graaff-Hunter's appears to go farthest

m
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north with the least instability.f Formulae given for the reverse

iroblem in § 3,10 are stable in all latitudes, except that the formula of

3.10(c) gives inaccurate values of azimuth when AA" becomes very

large near the pole. A remedy is to get AA" from (3.13) and (3.14).

(c) Azimuth observations. The difficulties of the preceding sub-

paragraphs arise only from the coordinate system and could be com-

pletely overcome (if it was worth while) by the adoption of some other

system. At first sight a more serious difficulty is that in high latitudes

the methods of observing astronomical azimuth which are given in

§§5.41-5.44 all break down. Thus (i) close circumpolar stars are so

near the zenith that their direction cannot be accurately cut down to

the horizon
; (ii) meridian transits are inaccurate because the meridian,

defined as the great circle containing the pole and the zenith (which
are close together), is not thereby rigidly defined ;

and (iii) the azimuth

of an east or west star is not determinate from its altitude, because it

moves horizontally, nor by its hour angle because local time is not

precisely determinate.

Nevertheless there is a way out of the difficulty. In Fig. 30 let O
be the origin of a high-latitude survey, P a point at which it is desired

to form a Laplace station, and let P^Pg ... P^ be triangulation stations

between P and O, the geodesic angles OPiPg, P^PaPg, etc., having
been measured. Let a star X' be intersected from P or O at a known
GST = t. Then at that instant the star is in the spheroidal normal

of a point X whose spheroidal latitude equals the star's decHnation 8

and whose spheroidal longitude is (RA— ^). If X' is of fairly low

declination, it will be at a conveniently low altitude for intersection

and cutting down to the horizon. Its observed horizontal direction

will of course have to be corrected for the deviation of the vertical at

P or by (3.5),{ to reduce it to what it would have been if the instru-

ment had been set up with its axis in the spheroidal normal.

Now consider the azimuth condition in the adjustment of a traverse

or triangulation chain. Ordinarily when the angles NPI^ and NOP^
are observed, this amounts to ensuring that the angles of the figure

N0PiP2...P„PN add up to the correct total, and in high latitudes

t A 70 mile line starting inlat. 89° 15' at azimuth 35° computed correct to 1 in

2x10^ without fourth-order terms.

X In high latitudes the deviation of the vertical is determinate by normal methods.
The meridional component rj clearly presents no difficulty. The other, |, equals

(Astro long
— geod long)cos (f>,

in which the abnormal fallibility of polar longitudes is

balanced by the low value of cos
(f), leaving ^ as determinate near the pole as it is

anywhere else.
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the trouble is that the pole is too near the zenith for accurate observa-

tion of its horizontal direction, and that a small error in the position

of P introduces an abnormally large error in the angle PNO. In the

procedure now proposed the observed angle at P, after correction by

(3.5), is that between (a) the plane containing the normal at P and the

point P,^ and (6) the plane containing the normal at P and the point

X', i.e. that which lies parallel to the spheroidal normal at X. The

angle between the latter plane and that containing the point X is

given by

h = e^Gosec AX{k sin (j)p
—

sin^j^^)cos</)psec<^j^ J

where A^' and A^ are the azimuths of X' and X from P, AA = longi-

tude of X minus that of P, and k = Vpjv-^. See [83].

So we obtain the angle at P between the normal sections, and hence

the geodesies, to P^ and X. Observations at O similarly give PjOX,
and given the latitudes and longitudes of P, O, and X the angle PXO
is computable by (3.15). The angles of the figure XOPiP^.-.P^PX
can then be adjusted to their correct total. Note that since neither

PX nor OX are small the angle PXO is not particularly sensitive to

error in the positions of P, X, and 0, so that the instability of the

Laplace condition, which Appendix 3 shows to exist in high latitudes,

is disposed of.

Section 2. Computation of Radar Trilateration

3.13. Refraction. See Fig. 31. Chapter I, Section 5, describes

how radar may be used to measure the travel time of a radar pulse

over the shghtly curved paths S^F^A and SgFgA when the aircraft

at A is so placed that the plane S^ ASg contains the common perpen-

dicular to Si Sg and the line of flight. The latter aims at being hori-

zontal, so this plane is approximately that containing S^, Sg, and the

vertical at A. See also § 3.14. Sj Sg may be of the order 500 miles, and

AC = hj^ may be 30,000 feet. For the conversion of travel time to

distance see § 3.17. For the difference between S^A and the curved

path SjFjA, we have S^F^A— S^A = J
versine

ijj ds, where
xfj

is the

inclination of S^F^A to S^A at a distance s from S^. Then proceed as

below :

(a) In dry air the refractive index for radar waves is given by

^-1 = 79(P/T)XlO-6 (3.17)
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[84], p. 2, where P is the pressure in millibars and T is the absolute

temperature. This is substantially the same as /x— 1 for light as used

in Chapter IV, (4.8). Then provisionally assuming that radar refrac-

tion is the same as that of light, the midday 'angle of refraction'
ifj
at

Si will be given by (4.17) and § 4.07. These give about 0-07 for the co-

^(AircraU)

Fig. 31.

efficient of refraction at S^, or about 15' for
ijj
at S^ if S^A =, 250 miles,

and versine
ijj
= 10 in 10^. Similarly at A the coefficient will be about

0-05, i/f
= 10', and versine

j/r
= 4 in 10^. At or near F^ the versine will

be zero, and numerical integration of any reasonable curve drawn

through these three values gives S^A = SiFiA(l
—2ix lO'^). This

correction is only just appreciable, and in dry air simple treatment

as above, with appropriate figures, is clearly good enough. If observa-

tions are not made between noon and 16.00 hours, (4.26) omitting
the term in l/mbH^/2, as H is large, gives a formula for the increase

in the refraction at S^. For instance if the temperature is 10° C. less

than at the afternoon maximum the refraction may be increased

by 2" cot(elevation), and if the elevation is J° this wiU be 4'. This

increases the versine at S^ appreciably, although it will hardly change
at A, and the total difference will not be great.

(6) In damp air. Normal case. Allowing for humidity, /x the refrac-

tive index of radar is given in [84], p. 2 by

,-l = (79j-nl
+
?:^/-^^)xlO-e

(3.18)
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where P is the total atmospheric pressure and e is the partial pressure
of water vapour, both in millibars. Whence, differentiating and using

dPjdh = —pg = —PgjcT from § 4.05, where gjc
= 0-0104 in Centi-

grade/foot units

106^= 79-P g dTl 19P lie 7'6exl05\

dh~ T^ c^ dh\ T^'^ T^ T^ I
"^

+(-^^^)S- <».»>

Then with typical sea-level values such as P = 1,000, T = 290°,

c = 15, dT/dh = —0-0017, and de/dh (by chance)t = —0-0017 too,

we get I0^(dfji/dh)
= -0-0150 as compared with —0-0082 if e and

de/dh = 0. So the curvature of the ray as given by l/o-
= —dfi/dh

(§ 4.05) is increased by humidity in the ratio 1-8 to 1 . Similarly, typical

figures for h = 10,000 feet show the increase there to be in the ratio

1-4 to 1, and at 20,000 it is about 1-2 to 1, etc. Then (4.15) shows that

the angle of refraction at S^ will have to be multiphed by about 1-4

(i.e. the factor at one-third of the distance along the line), and that at

A by about 1-2, which will increase the average versine from 2| x 10-^

to 41x10-6.

The correction thus remains manageably small, and in any par-

ticular case it can be adequately assessed on the above lines with quite

slight information about the actual humidity.

(c) Abnormal refraction. It is necessary to give special attention to

temperature inversions and to changes in humidity, which in some

conditions are known to cause radar to follow abnormal paths. There

is for instance the phenomenon known as super-refraction where the

curvature of a radar wave becomes equal to that of the earth, so that

a horizontal wave becomes 'trapped' at a certain level along which

it proceeds far beyond the normal optical range, but from which it does

not emerge upwards so long as the conditions persist. This is exactly
similar to the abnormal curvature of light which occurs over flat

ground on cold nights, except that radar is more affected by humidity.
At sea-level (3.19) shows that the radius of curvature of the ray,

IKdyLJdh), equals the earth's radius when dT/dh = +0-030, a tem-

perature inversion of 3° C. per 100 feet, or where de/dh = -0-01, a

lapse of 1 mb. of vapour pressure per 100 feet. [84], p. 2.

t TypicaUy eje^ = IQ-^^/^o^oo^ ^^ere h = altitude in feet, [84], p. 63. So

deidh = —
e;j/9000.
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Now (Fig. 32) consider a layer of air 6 feet thick (perhaps 300 feet)

in which humidity falls abnormally rapidly by a total of 5 mb., a

large figure, and from which the ray which is to reach the aircraft has

to emerge at a slope of a. Then the deviation of the path within the

layer will be independent of b, namely b cot oL^idfi/dh) which equals

Fig. 32.

5" cot oc^, where a^ is the mean slope of the ray within the layer, and if

the ray is to emerge at a slope of ^° it must enter the layer at one of

30'4-5"cot J°
= 40'. If this deviation takes place close to S^, it is

clear that the length of the path will not be appreciably changed.

If it happens nearer the centre of the path the effect will be greater,

but not disastrous, and it must be noted (a) that sudden humidity

drops of 5 mb. are not likely to occur at high altitudes, and (6) that at

some distance from S^ the slope ex is larger (because of curvature),

and cot oc correspondingly less.

Similarly a temperature inversion of 5° C. will have an effect one-

third as great, and since inversions of 10° C. are uncommon except

near flat ground on still and frosty nights, appreciable lengthening of

the path is easily avoided. It is therefore to be expected! that the

difference between the actual path length and the chords S^A and

S2A may be adequately obtained as in sub-paragraph (6) above,

provided the conditions of § 1.39 are observed, namely that the

straight-line elevations AS^T and ASgT are at least J°, and that S^

and 83 are weU clear of fiat ground. It may also be desirable and

possibly necessary to confine observations to between noon and

16.00 hours, and to avoid occasions when there is no wind at S^ and Sg.

3.14. Reduction to chord. Given AS^ and ASg {Dj and D^) and

the heights of A, S^, and Sg (h^, hi, and ^2)? ^^^ require PjCPg (L). In

Fig. 31 let CE = Pi Sp and produce S^E to E' so that AE'S^ = 90°.

Then S,E :=

{Dl-{h^-hir}^xi^l-^ fe-/^i)j,
(3.20)

t This conclusion has not been subjected to practical test, and although it is

believed to be correct, it should be accepted with caution.

5125 rr
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where B^ is the radius of curvature of P^C as given by (8.33). The

term involving R^ can hardly exceed 1/1500, so the error in accepting

3,960 miles for B^ will be only a few parts in 10^, but it is easy to use a

better value, as is in any case required for (3.21).

Then P^C (direct line)
= S^^{l-hJB^) = K^.

And Pj^C on the spheroid is given by Clarke's formula, [l],p. 109, as

where B^ = ^(B^^^xB^j), suffixes 1 and A indicating B^ in the

latitudes and azimuths at S^ and A, the azimuth of the line at A being

got to the nearest degree by any approximate method.

Similarly for PgC, and the arc V^V^ = PiC+PgC.
This last step needs justification, and it may be asked whether this

distance is the length of the geodesic or normal section or what ? To
this question the answer is that the lengths of the normal section and

geodesic at 500 miles are equal to within 1 in 3 X 10^^, see (8.59), which

is nothing ;
but that provided the aircraft flies level. Fig. 31 is drawn

in the plane of the normal section at A, see § 1.37. Now suppose that

the line of flight is tilted at 1 in 100 (50 feet per mile), then the point C
will be off the normal section by i\ mile if /y = 40,000 feet, and if

SiA = SgA = 250 miles the error in L will be of the order

2 \13X250/

or one part in 20x 10^, which is also comfortably negligible. *f

3.15. Error in height of aircraft. If h^ is wrong by Sh, the

error in P^Pg will be Sh{8mp^-{-sm^2)^ where ^^ and ^2 ^^^ ^^^ angles

of depression at A of S^ and Sg. These angles ^ will normally about

equal ^L/B, and may be more if the aircraft is flying higher than is

unavoidably necessary. With /S
= 4°, a typical value for a 500-mile

line, the error in Lj^-\-L2 will be Sh/7, or 5 in 10^ for an error of 100 feet

in height.

At 30,000 feet, aneroid heights may be wrong by some hundreds of

feet, so work of geodetic accuracy can only be expected if A^ is got by

t Alternatively, in Fig. 31 recognize that the plane S^ASg is perpendicular to the

line of flight, and that CA = (height above sea-level) X sec(slope of flight). Solution

of triangles then gives Sj E and ESg, whence the chord P^ P2 is easily derived, and from

it (3.21) gives the length of either normal section or of the geodesic. Numerical results

will be unchanged until the sec(slope) has appreciable effect on CA, such as 20 or

50 feet; see §3.15.
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radar from the aircraft to the sea surface, or to flat ground of known

height, or vice versa, at some point not far from that at which the

aircraft crosses S^Sg-t If this or some photogrammetric or ordinary

optical determination is not possible, it will be essential to reduce
^^^

and ^2> ^^^ to make the best of the aneroid by flying as low as possible,

but the situation will not be promising, and trouble with curvature of

the path of radar will in turn be aggravated.
3.16. Computation of position. Given the spheroidal lengths

P1P2, etc., of the sides of a trilateration, the angles of plane triangles

of equal side-length may be computed by plane trigonometry, and

the spheroidal angles between geodesies then got from (3.12), whence

computations may proceed exactly as for triangulation, selecting a

formula from § 3.09 which will be accurate at the distances involved.

The objection to this is that in any figural or other adjustment, it will

be difficult to assign weights to the angles, as they are not directly

observed quantities. Adjustment on the usual lines will be effective

harmonization, but will not add anything to accuracy. To remedy
this, with probably some simplification of the work as well, the system
of variation of coordinates (§3.26) may be adapted as below.

For all unfixed points of the trilateration obtain approximate

positions by any method, and accepting them accurately compute the

lengths of all measured lines by (e.g.) Cole's formula of § 3.10 (6). {

Then if 8^^ and SA^ are the unknown errors of the trial position of the

point 15^, and if a^^ is the (approximate) azimuth of V^ at I^, each

measured line I^ I^ gives an observation equation of the form

= Measured P^P^-Computed P^P^. Weight w^^ (3.22)

where

K = Pn cos oc^^ sin 1 ", A-;
= v^ sin ^^ sin oc^^ sin 1 ",

K = -Pm cos q:^^ sin 1", k;^
= -v^ sin <^^ sin oc^^ sin 1".

If calibration, § 1.38, is in doubt and if the net contains a sufficient

number of fixed points, the measured I^I^ in the right-hand side

may be multiplied by {l-{-8vlv), where Sv is an unknown correction

t [85] suggests a probable error of ±35 feet in height at 10,000-15,000 feet if a
radar height is used to calibrate the altimeter within 100 miles. At greater heights
more care will be necessary.

X Current Canadian practice, using a different formula, is fully described in [320].
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to the velocity of transmission or to the period of oscillation of the

instrument, and if the known lines are of varying length, the right-

hand side may also contain an additional term -^v St, for a constant

unknown time-lag, but these should be included with caution and the

results should be looked at critically. It is generally better that

cahbration should be accurately done independently.

The observation equations are then solved by least squares to give

8^^, b(f)jn,
etc. Corrected positions for all points having been obtained,

a second solution can easily be, and should be, carried out to confirm

that the assumption that 8</)^, etc., are small has not been unduly
strained.

3.17. Velocity of transmission. The velocity of radar trans-

mission is given by ^ _ ^^^^ ^3^3)

where c is the velocity of light of any wave-length in vacuo
,
and

fju
is

the refractive index appropriate to the wave-length and medium con-

cerned. The value of c which has hitherto generally been accepted
ds Michelson's 299,774±11 km./sec, or 299,776±4, [86]. Recently
radar measurements of known distances have suggested 299,792 with

fair consistency [92], and work at the National Physical Laboratory
has given the same result, [328]. This is probably the best figure to

work with. An accurate value is of course most necessary, although
error can to some extent be eliminated by including hues of known

length in any programme, with an unknown Sv in the least-square

solution as in § 3.16. The variations of v with pressure, temperature,

and humidity are therefore more important than the basic value in

vacuo.

Used with (3.18), (3.23) will give the velocity along any path pro-

vided P, T, and e are known aU along it. If P = 1000 mh., T = 290°

Abs., and e = 10 mb., typical sea-level values, errors of 1 in 200,000

in V will result from errors of 18-5 mb. (== | inch of mercury) in P,
4° C. in T, 1 mb. in e and 1-4, 140, and 0-4 in the constants 79, 11, and

3-8. While ifP = 580, T = 275,ande = 2 as is typical at 15,000feet,

the errors corresponding to 1 in 200,000 in v are 17-5 mb., 7|° C,
1 mb., 2-4, 800, and 2-1.

Analysing these figures it is seen that provided the ray follows the

ordinary curved path as in § 3. 13, so that its height at any point can be

estimated within a few hundred feet, there can be no difficulty in

estimating P with sufficient accuracy. Over the length of a long fine
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T can also be adequately estimated, given the air temperatures at

ground and aircraft levels, provided reasonable allowance is mkde for

abnormal temperature gradients near the ground. The humidity may
be more difficult, but if serious doubt is felt about it (or the tempera-

ture) special records can be made either by the radar aircraft on its

ascent and descent, or by another. The accuracy of the constants in

(3.18) is believed to be adequate; see [84], p. 229, which quotes the

dielectric constant of water vapour as known with a p.e. of 1 or 2 per

cent, for wave-lengths of 9 to 3 cm., and the effect of this doubt is

negligible. The constant 80 is sometimes quoted as 79, but in a line

rising to 30,000 feet the resulting change would not exceed 1 in 500,000.

It thus seems probable that provided abnormal refraction is avoided

by the precautions advised in § 3.13, and provided meteorological

conditions are reasonably carefuUy considered, the velocity of trans-

mission should not introduce errors of 1 in 200,000 except perhaps for

a constant error due to possibly inadequate knowledge of c. The

routine might be to divide each line AS^ etc. into ten equal sections,

estimate the height at the centre of each section and hence the average,

P, T, and e in each section, and then take the mean of the ten deduced

values ofv. Results of geodetic accuracy are not likely to be got from

an empirical 'straight line' or other formula for the variation of P, T,

e, or
jLt
with height.

, Section 3. The Adjustment of a System of Geodetic

Triangulation

3.18. Introductory. The object is to secure self-consistency, in

such manner as will produce the most probable values of length,

azimuth, and position. Self-consistency is important, since a chain of

triangulation forming a circuit of perhaps 1,000 miles is likely to close

w^th significant error of position, and this must be dispersed without

undue departure from the measured values of angle, azimuth, or

length.

The best method to adopt will depend on the system concerned—
whether a network or system of chains, its size, the homogeneity of

its quality, the distribution of its bases and Laplace stations, and so

on. The adjustment of a large system is a complex matter, not often

repeated, and the most suitable method is not likely to be found

ready made. Those responsible, having studied what has been done
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elsewhere, will probably devise more or less considerable changes to

produce the method best suited to their own circumstances.

§§ 3.19-3.23 describe methods which have been used for the adjust-

ment of a system of chains, § 3.25 refers to a network, and § 3.27

describes methods of fitting a single chain or other small piece of

triangulation into position between terminal points which are already

fixed.

3.19. Rigorous solution by least squares. It is possible to

adjust a small system by least squares, exactly as described for single

figures in § 3.07. The unknowns, x, are the errors of every angle or

direction observed. The conditions are all those contained in each

figure, as in § 3.07, with additional equations to secure closure on

bases (in number one less than the number of bases), on Laplace

stations,t and in scale, azimuth, and position at circuit closing points

(four conditions per circuit).

In any but the simplest system this method involves very numerous

conditions, possibly several thousand, and the solution of an equal
number of simultaneous normal equations. It is only practicable for a

small piece of work.

It is of course permissible to adjust all separate figures first, and then

to find the additional corrections necessary to satisfy the circuit etc.

conditions, but when imposing these latter the figural adjustments
must be held fixed, and the number ofnormal equations is not reduced.

3.20. The Indian method of 1880. Chains are broken up into

figures which are adjusted as in § 3.07. For the adjustment of circuit

etc. errors each chain is replaced by a chain of its simple triangles in

which only two angles of each triangle are treated as having been

observed. The base, Laplace, and circuit misclosures are then accur-

ately computed with 7- or 8-figure logs, using for the selected angles

the values given by the figural adjustments, and the unknowns to be

solved for are the errors of these values. The condition equations are

now less numerous, namely two less than the combined number of

bases and Laplace stations plus four per closed circuit. Having carried

out the solution in the usual way, and having found the errors of two

angles of each of the triangles selected as typifying the chain, each

figure is then readjusted holding these angles fixed. { Since the number

f See last sub-paragraph of Appendix 3 before setting up Laplace equations.

X i.e. in (3.9) the a^'s of these angles are as given by the general adjustment. The
X of the third angle of each of these triangles is then immediately determinate, and
the readjustment of most figures becomes a simple matter. See [8], Appendix X.
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ofunknowns in the general adjustment is very many times the number

of conditions, the corrections applicable to the selected angles are

generally small, and the subsequent adjustment of the figures with

these angles held fixed does little damage.
The formation of the condition equations involves considerable

. work. Thus the equation expressing the closing error in latitude of a

^^circuit takes the form

W/^- aia:i+a2^2+-+«n^n^ ^' (3.24)
^' where € is the closing error in (e.g.) feet, x-^...x^ are the errors in

seconds of the selected angles, perhaps 100 in number, and the co-

efficient a^ is the change (in feet) of the latitude of the circuit closing

point which results from a change of 1
"
in the angle n. Each coefficient

thus demands some considerable computation even though required

to few significant figures.

This method is fully described in [8], Chapter XVII. The weights

of the selected angles are best determined from the figural adjust-

ments as in § 3.30 (c), and apart from occasional exceptions all angles

observed under similar conditions can be given either equal weights,

or weights inversely proportional to their size. The method of direc-

tions, § 3.07 (e), can be used if preferred.

If the triangulation has been computed in plane coordinates, the

formation of the condition equations may be simphfied, although
there is no reduction in the number of conditions or normal equations.

The method of directions is then sometimes referred to as the method

of gisements (bearings). A full example is given in [88].

3.21. Division into sections. The number of conditions may still

be unmanageably large. Thus in 1880 the Indian triangulation would

have involved 133 conditions among 3,750 unknowns, which numbers

have since been about doubled. With a view to avoiding so many
equations, and also to getting started before all the field observations

were complete, the triangulation was adjusted in five separate sec-

tions, and in each section after the first the lengths and azimuths of

all sides, and the positions of all points, common to a section previously

adjusted were held fixed. The number of simultaneous equations in

any one section was thus kept below 50.

Division into sections is more or less harmful according to circum-

stances. If two sections are separated by a very narrow waist, as

might be the triangulation systems of North and South America,

their separate adjustment is quite harmless. Or if the section first
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adjusted is very strong, the adjustment to it of weaker sections will

do them no harm. But if a section has to be fitted into agreement
with previously adjusted, but no stronger, sections surrounding it on

three sides, it may suffer serious damage in the process. When a system
has to be divided into sections, guiding rules should be: (a) adjust the

strongest section first; (b) select sections so that the lines dividing
them are as short as possible; and (c) let the chains lying along dividing
lines be strongly observed, and well supplied with bases and Laplace
stations.

3.22. The Bowie method. In this method each chain, or side

of a circuit, is treated as a unit. It is most applicable to a system of

intersecting chains which has a base and Laplace station at or close

to every junction point where chains intersect.

The length and azimuth of one side at each junction point is first

decided on, either by reason of its being itself a base, or from the con-

sideration of tw^o or more adjacent bases and Laplace stations, if

none are actually at the junction. A complex figure containing this

side and its connexion to a side of each chain emanating from the

junction is then adjusted as in § 3.07, and the lengths and azimuths

of the sides of this figure are thereafter held fixed. The angles or

directions of each chain are then separately adjusted between these

controls, taking account of the accepted side length and azimuth at

each end, of any intermediate bases or Laplace stations, and of all

the usual figural conditions, but ignoring circuit closures in latitude

or longitude. Each chain is then accurately computed with these

adjusted values, and misclosures in position are found at junction

points. Two separate least-square solutions are then made: one for

the latitudes of one end of the selected side at each junction, and the

other for the longitudes. In these solutions the unknowns x are the

errors in the computed difference of latitude (or longitude) in each

chain, while the conditions express the fact that the circuit closures

are to be zero. In each of the two solutions there will be as many
conditions as there are junction points, less one, and it will be a large

system that involves more than 50 simultaneous equations.

Before the normal equations are formed, each chain has to be

weighted. Subject to special considerations, such as intermediate

bases or Laplace stations, the weight of a chain between two points

can well be taken as l/Ef or 1/^| from (3.38), where in the latitude

adjustment Ej^ is appropriate to a north-south chain, and E2 to an
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east-west one: and the opposite in the longitude adjustment.t Or if

the system is reasonably homogeneous, weights may be inversely

proportional to length of chain as in [89].

The latitude and longitude, side-length, and azimuth having been

decided at each junction, each chain is then finally adjusted between

its terminals by one of the methods described in § 3.27.

This is an excellent method of adjustment provided the necessary

base and Laplace control exists close to where main chains intersect,

and this fact by itself is a good reason for providing such control, and

for laying out chains so as to form a fairly regular system of rectangles.

Details and an example are given in [89].

The adjustment of Western and Central Europe is now (1949)

being carried out by an adaptation of the Bowie method, involving

the simultaneous solution of many hundreds of normal equations. A
full report will no doubt be pubhshed. In the meantime, see [319].

3.23. The Indian method of 1938. This resembles the preceding

in treating each chain as a unit, but it is not dependent on the exis-

tence of controls near all intersections of chains. Least squares is

avoided and the adjustment is done by slide rule.

It is first necessary to have the triangulation accurately computed
with 7-figure logs (or equivalent natural) in terms of one central base

and Laplace station, each point in the system being reached from this

origin by one single continuous chain of triangles or other figures,

except at certain circuit points where two routes meet and misclosures

occur. Figs. 33 and 34 show^ a portion of the Indian triangulation in

which the chains are typified by straight lines hQtweenjunction points.
Circuit points are indicated by arrows, and the initial computations

proceed to each arrow from the origin in the south-east corner, ignoring

circuit misclosures and all other bases and Laplace stations, using the

observed values of the angles modified only by § 3.06 and the figural

adjustments of § 3. 07. J

Fig. 33 shows the error of log side (in units of the 7th decimal) as

t For an oblique chain inclined at a to the meridian take weight = \jE\, where

E^ = 00355V>S'^(iVf cos^a4-443A^|sin2a) for the latitude adjustment, and interchange
sin a and cos a for the longitude,

X Special 7-figure computations are not likely to be necessary. Provided each chain

between junction points has at some time been accurately computed with observed

angles corrected only for § 3.06 and figural adjustment, but not for circuit adjustment,
in some terms or other not differing unduly from the values now brought up from the

origin, the required log side, azimuth, and position at the far end can often be easily

computed by differences. See § 3.24.
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given by bases, the closing error in log side at each circuit point, and

the corrections at each circuit and junction point which will satisfy

these misclosures, and which (taking account of the strength of

different chains) will so far as possible avoid large changes of scale in

short distances. The distribution of these corrections is determined

only by common sense.

+ 10

Fig. 35. The figures are misclosures (right minus left) in latitude, followed

by longitude, in feet.

Fig. 34 similarly shows misclosures in azimuth, and their provisional

distribution. The latitude and longitude of each junction point and

circuit point are then recomputed by differences as in § 3.24 with these

values of log side and azimuth, to produce the fresh misclosures in

latitude and longitude shown in Fig. 35, where they are plotted at the

scale of 250 feet to the inch.

It is then necessary to modify the distribution of the log side and

azimuth corrections of Figs. 33 and 34 so as to close the circuits in

latitude and longitude. This is done by trial and error with an eye on

Fig. 35, entering on another skeleton figure such additional log side

and azimuth corrections as will close the circuits but which will not

introduce avoidably abrupt changes of log side or azimuth correction,

especially in strong chains. Corrections to log side and azimuth are

of course avoided at bases and Laplace stations respectively, except
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that a correction of up to (say) twice the probable error of the control

may be applied where circuits are difficult to close without it.

Initially these corrections are best placed at junction points, with

the understanding that total correction varies linearly between them,
but for the final closing of the circuits it may be necessary to impose
additional corrections half-way between junctions, which diminish

linearly to zero at the adjacent junctions. The effect of all these

corrections on the circuit closures is computed as in § 3.24.

When misclosures are reduced to 0"-02 or less in latitude and

longitude, the log side, azimuth, and position of each junction point

is that given by summing up the imposed corrections and computing
the changes of position resulting from them, mean positions being

given to junction points where small misclosures may be outstanding.

The final adjustment of each chain between junctions is then done,

as in the Bowie method, by one of the ways described in § 3.27.

This method lacks the formal 'rigour' of least squares, but has the

advantage that the whole process, apart from the initial routine

computations with 7-figure logs, and the final adjustment of chains

between fixed junction points, can be done by slide rule and can con-

sequently be undertaken by some one person who knows the w^hole

history of the work and understands the business of adjusting it. A
serious error in the data or misjudgement in the weighting becomes

apparent in the process of trying to close the circuits and can be

investigated, whereas once such mistakes have passed into the

massive computation of a least-square solution, a wrong result may
emerge without noticeable protest.

A full description of the method is in [52], Chapter I and Appen-
dix III.

3.24. Effect of change of scale and azimuth. Let a straight

chain oftriangulation be computed with i^, J.
, ^, A as its opening values

of log side, azimuth, latitude, and longitude. Let the distance between

the terminal points be lOOS miles at a mean azimuth of A^^^ (in the

direction start to terminus). Then if the opening data are changed by
SL, SA, Scf>,

and 8A, the changes in the terminal values will be approxi-

mately :

in log side SL

in azimuth SA .

in latitude S^+^i BL+K^ SA

in longitude SA-fiTg SL^K^ SA-
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where

Kj^
= 4-0-122/Sfcos^,„ Zg = —2'5Q8smA^

8L is in units of 0-0000001, SA in seconds, and
8(f>

and 8A in feet.

These formulae are only approximate, but below about latitude 30°

errors will not exceed 0"-2 in azimuth or 1 foot in position provided

SL < 100, SA < 10", 8(t>
and 8A < 40 feet, and lOOiS < 200 miles.

Before using them it is necessary to verify that they are adequate in

the actual circumstances, differentiating (8.39) if there is any doubt.

Similarly, if additional corrections S^L and 8^^, Sa^C and 83^ ^re

imposed at the beginning and end of a chain, the resulting terminal

changes in ^ and A are given by (3.25) with ^(8^ L-l-82 L) for 8L and

J(8i ^ +82^ )
for 8^ . And if changes of 83 L and 83A are imposed at

the centre of a chain, falling off to zero at each end, ^S^L and ^83^
should be used for SL and 8A in (3.25). In high latitudes (3.25) is

not good enough, but the dispersal of circuit errors of position can be

carried out by resolving the original misclosures into plane coordinates

on any convenient projection. The expressions for changes of latitude

and longitude in (3.25) then correctly give changes in plane co-

ordinates, provided A^^ is taken as the bearing of the chain (clockwise

from grid north) on the projection. And the changes of log side and

azimuth which wiU close circuits in plane coordinates are of course

the same as those that will close them in latitude and longitude. From
this point of view there is no need to carry out the whole process of

computation on the plane, as in Chapter III, Section 6.

3.25. Adjustment of a network. A small network can be simul

taneously adjusted by the method of angles or of directions as in

§ 3.19, or sometimes more easily by the method of variation of co-

ordinates, as in § 3.26. If these methods involve too many simul-

taneous equations, the net is generally broken into manageable
sections as in § 3.21. To avoid or minimize such division, the number
of equations can possibly be reduced by ignoring some redundant

lines: either long lines, so as to form a net of fairly small triangles

without redundant diagonals; or all lines observed at selected stations,

so as to leave only the triangles formed by the longest lines observed.

The point should of course have been considered before the field work
was done, but extra lines may have been observed as insurance against

bad weather.

Alternatively, lines of triangles in the network may be selected to
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form good chains of simple figures, thereby resolving it into a system
of intersecting chains which can first be adjusted as in §§ 3.19-3.23.

The rest is then adjusted to them, for which § 3.26 is probably the

best method.

3.26. Method of variation of coordinates. The triangulation is

first computed by any strong route with 5-figure logs, so as to give

unique but approximate positions to all the points concerned. Accept-

ing these positions, the mutual azimuths of all lines observed are then

accurately computed with 7 or 8 figures by one of the formulae of

§ 3.10, such as (3.15). Then if the trial positions were correct these

azimuths should accord exactly with the observed angles (corrected

as in § 3.06). Actually they will not do so, and the problem is to find

corrections S(f>
and SX to the provisional coordinates of each station,

such as will cause the weighted sum of the squares of the differences

between the observed angles and those deduced from the corrected

coordinates to be a minimum.

This is a case of unconditioned observations as described in § 8.22.

In (8.80) the x's are the S^ and 8A at each station, the ^'s are the differ-

ences between the observed angles and those computed as above,

and the coefficients a, b, etc., are the effect on the computed mutual

azimuth of unit change in
(/>
or A at one end of a line. For full formulae

and an example see [90], pp. 91-195. Also see [4], pp. 338-52.

The number of simultaneous equations is 2 per unfixed station.

In a chain of simple figures this will be greater than that involved by
the method of angles, but in a compHcated net it may be less. For

instance the base net of Fig, 39 requires 17 equations if adjusted by

angles, or 21 if CG and GB are added, but only 10 by this method.

To hold fixed the positions ofa number ofpreviously adjusted points

causes no difficulty,f nor does the incorporation of bases and Laplace
azimuths between pairs offixed stations, but controls between stations

whose positions are not held fixed are dealt with less obviously. The

procedure is to arrange that the base or Laplace azimuth shall be

exactly satisfied by the provisional values. Then if for example PQ
is a base there can be formed an equation

a S(f)p-\-b SXp-\-c S(j)Q-\-d SXq
= 0,

where a,b,c, and d are the changes in the distance PQ resulting from

f A station is held fixed by accepting the predetermined position in the trial

computations, and then simply omitting the two relevant unknowns in the least-

square solution.
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unit changes 8(f)p, etc. One of the unknowns, say S<j)p, is then elimi-

nated and replaced by (—6 SXp—c h(f)Q—d hXQ)la wherever it occurs,

and similarly for an azimuth control.

The method can be adapted to trilateration as in § 3.16.

3.27. The adjustment of a chain between fixed terminals.

When the two ends ofa chain have been fixed in position, log side, and

azimuth by the adjustments of §§ 3.22 or 3.23, or when a new chain is

to be fitted into a previously adjusted system, it can be adjusted as a

whole by the method of angles, or of directions, or of variation of

coordinates, if they are not too complicated. (See [91], pp. 50-146 for

examples of adjustment of a chain by angles or directions.) But the

following may be more simple.

First compute the chain in terms of the log side, azimuth, and

position which is to be accepted at one end. Then select a line of

stations through the chain which may be referred to as forming a

'traverse', and divide this traverse into two halves. To close the

chain in side, azimuth, and position (four conditions) let corrections

rj-^^,2rjj^,...,nr]j^ be applicable to the azimuths of successive sides in

the first half, and nr]^-{-7]2, nr]j^-\-2r]2..., etc., to those in the second.

Similarly let log sides be corrected by e^, 2ei,..., Tie^, n€i-\-€2, n€^-\-2€2,

etc. The four conditions thus provide four equations for
t^^, 7]^, e^, and

Co. These are solved, and the traverse stations can then be computed,
and appropriate small corrections are applied to the provisional co-

ordinates of the remaining stations. See [73], pp. 95-8, and for an

example [19], pp. 88-93.

3.28. The incorporation of traverses. Primary traverses can

be incorporated in the adjustment by §§ 3.22 and 3.23 in exactly the

same way as triangulation chains, except that they transmit no error

of log side, nor of azimuth if they are adequately provided with

Laplace stations. The difficulty lies in deciding the relative weights
of primary traverses and triangulation chains, in judging which the

most relevant factors will probably be the misclosures of the traverse

on its Laplace stations, the accuracy with which the deviation of the

vertical has been determined at the latter, and the errors in the lengths

of the measuring wires.

Traverses are less easily incorporated into a full least-square solution

on the fines of § 3.19.

A complete network of traverses can be adjusted by least squares,

the unknowns being the coordinates of junction points, and the

L
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conditions the circuit closures in latitude and longitude, exactly as in

the later stages of the Bowie method for triangulation. For an example
see [65]. Each traverse has then to be adjusted between the terminal

points given by the solution. If a traverse is fairly straight, of uniform

quality, and provided with a number ofintermediate Laplace stations,

this can be done by simply stretching or shrinking it to take up mis-

closure in the direction of its length, and swinging it to close the

remaining error. Other cases are not so simple, and a much bent

traverse needs careful consideration of its relative strength in distance

and angle. Common sense will probably be better than least squares.

See [6], pp. 265-74.

Section 4. Estimation of Pkobable Errors

3.29. Summary and notation. The probable errors generated
in a system of triangulation depend on:

(a) The accuracy of the observed angles.

(b) The size, type, and symmetry of the figures comprising each

chain.

(c) The frequency and accuracy of the base and Laplace controls.

(d) The layout of the system of chains.

(e) The methods of computation and adjustment.

When estimating probable errors there is no need to aim at great

precision. An estimate which is correct to 10 per cent, is quite perfect,

but many uncertainties are involved, and to get between 50 and 150

per cent, of the true value of the probable error is as good as can

reasonably be expected.

The following symbols are used in this section:

p.e.
= Probable error.

e = p.e. of an observed, typically 60°, angle.

JVj
= p.e. of scale after 100 miles, in 7th decimal of the log.

N2 = p.e. of azimuth after 100 miles, in seconds.

N =
V(iVf+ 443iV|). Note: 443 = (4-34 X lO^ sin 1'')^

e = Triangular error.

/ = Number of figures in 100 miles of chain.

s = p.e. of base measurement and extension, in 7th decimal of the log.

t = p.e. of Laplace azimuth, in seconds.

O = Origin from which errors are measured.

A = Terminal point at which p.e. is required.

Q = Centre of gravity of line representing triangulation OA.
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100>S' = Direct distance OA
^

lOOZr = Length of any straight section of the triangulation OA I .

100R = Distance from A to middle point of any section
[

100G = Distance from Q to middle point of any section J

El = p.e. of position at A in direction OA.

E2 = p.e. of position at A in direction perpendicular to OA.
E = ^{El+ El). Total p.e. of position at A is ^x (a factor of about 1-3),

see end of § 3.31 (c?).

3.30. The accuracy of the observed angles can be assessed in

various ways:

(a) By the accordance of the zero means m^,m2,...,m^. If M is the

general mean its probable error may be assessed as

0-845 2 \M-m\^n^(n-\),
but this is unreliable as all zero means are equally affected by most of

the worst sources of error, §1.30(6), and also by the omission of

deviation corrections, § 3.06 (6). The result will generally be too small,

although it may occasionally be too large, as when a theodolite has

large periodic errors of graduation, or when lateral refraction is large

but equal and opposite at different times of day.

(6) From the triangular errors. If e^ is the average triangular error

(without regard to sign), e the probable error of an observed angle is

0-48€^. A similar criterion is General Ferrero's m, given by

^ = V(2 ^73^),

where n is the number of triangles, and e = 0-674m. This is much
better than (a) above, although certain types oferror escape unnoticed,

such as neglect of deviation corrections ifthe deviation is similar at all

three angles of a triangle.|

(c) From the adjustment of figures more complex than simple

triangles.

e = 0-674^(2 wx^/w^c), [8], p. 344$ (3.26)

= 0-674^(2 x^/c), if all w's are more or less equal, (3.27)

where w is the weight of each angle, § 3.07 (c), x the correction which

each angle derives from the adjustment, w^ the mean of all the w's

concerned, and c the number of conditions. The summation may be

t A more serious possibility is that the observer may have allowed his laiowledge
of the correct sum of the three angles to influence the rejection of discrepant zeros,
or that he may have continued the re-observation of some zeros until a small triangu-
lar error has been obtained. Such misjudgement ought not to occur, but cases are

on record where the triangular error has been no guide to actual accuracy.

X In this reference [wx]^ in one place is a misprint for [wx^].

5125 T
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taken over each figure separately, and the resulting values of e meaned,
or the summation may be taken over all the figures other than simple

triangles in any homogeneous piece of work. This method can only
be used if a chain contains a reasonably large number of figures other

than simple triangles,

(d) From closures on bases and Laplace stations. § 3.31 (c) gives
formulae for the probable misclosures on bases and Laplace stations

or round closed circuits, given the quality of the intervening chains.

Comparison between a number of actual and estimated closing errors,

in the form of a table showing the frequency distribution of their

ratios, will show whether the accepted p.e.'s of the observed angles
are on the whole correct or not. The following example is taken from

India. [52], p. 32.
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means, in an Indian sample, [52], p. 74, suggested that the e of a 180°

angle was 1-25 that of a 60° one, but internal evidence neglects many
serious factors, and the distribution of azimuth closing errors given

above is a better guide. The formula which was there used for the

accumulation of azimuth error in a chain depended on the estimated

e of 180° angles, and in the absence of better evidence this had been

taken (as above) to be 1-25 times the e given by figural adjustment.

But the fact that scale closures followed the normal distribution,

while azimuths only did so after adding 50 per cent, to 1-25 the e of a

60° angle, suggests that a 180° angle is really 1-87 times as bad as a

60° one. By chance this is similar to the eV3 which is what would have

resulted if three 60° angles had all been separately measured and

summed . If it is true
,
there results the rulethat evaries as V(magnitude) ,

which is very convenient for some purposes, as in § 3.31 (a) footnote,

but it needs confirmation by analysis of results elsewhere before it

can be generally accepted.

(/) Estimates .of e, however obtained, must be controlled by
common sense. Thus first-order results cannot be expected from

second-order instruments and programmes, and a small piece ofwork

cannot give a reliable value for its e: it is better jointly assessed with

some larger sample observed in similar conditions. Allowance is also

sometimes necessary for unusual sources of error such as inexact

recovery of mark-stones from one year to the next, as for instance in

[52], p. 77, § 4(c).

3.31. The accumulation of error in an uncontrolled chain.

(a) Scale error in a single figure. Formulae exist, §§ 8.25-8.27,

giving the probable error after figural adjustment of the scale and

azimuth of the terminal side of any figure (defined as in § 1.07) relative

to the opening side, given the probable error of each angle, and

assuming that the observed angles are independent. "j*
These formulae

are complicated, involving a determinant of order one greater than the

number of conditions in the figure, and something simpler is needed.

t Angles measured in rounds are not independent, and the formulae can con-

sequently claim little accuracy. At the same time, § 3.30 (e) suggests that the weight
of large angles is in fact the same as if their components had been separately measured,
and this removes one source of inaccuracy. Another consequence of interdependence
is that error in a measured direction introduces negative correlation between errors

in the adjacent angles. On the other hand, such a source of error as a stiff axis makes
for positive correlation, and on balance the assimaption of independence may not be
far wrong. Final justification lies in the comparison between actual and estimated
control and circuit closing errors, as in § 3.30 (d).
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In geodetic work figures are often very nearly regular, and for

regular figures the formulae give the following for the p.e. of the log

side of exit in units of 0-000 0001, assuming the side of entry to be

correct. [8], p. 199.

For a pair of equilateral triangles . . 24-4e \

a regular braced quadrilateral . . 21-Oe

,, centred quadrilateral . . 24- 2e

,, ,, pentagon . . 25'4e

,, ,, hexagon . . 27- le

,, ,, heptagon . . 29-6e^

For simplicity, centred quadrilaterals may be treated as a pair of

triangles, other single-centred figures as hexagons, and double-

centred figures like Fig. 5 (d) as 1 J hexagons.
The most usual departure from regularity is a tendency to elongate

in the direction of the chain. If a braced quadrilateral takes the form

of a rectangle of length I (along the chain) and breadth 6, the p.e. of

the exit scale is increased in the ratio Ijb, and the effect of elongating

simple isosceles triangles is the same. Appendix 2, §§ 8.26-8.27, and

[93]. This convenient rule is therefore applied to all other figures

with some confidence, although the result will be too small if there is

serious asymmetry as well as elongation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 36. Fig. 37.

(6) Azimuth error in a single figure. The rigorous formula, w^hich

assumes all angles to be independently measured, gives the p.e. of

azimuth in the side of exit of regular figures as :

For a pair of equilateral triangles (and for

centred quadrilaterals) . . . . l-16e

For a regular braced quadrilateral . . 1-OOe

For a regular hexagon, etc. .... l-29c

A possibly more plausible way oflooking at this is to consider a chain

as consisting of three or four traverses, as in Figs. 36 and 37, whose

(3.29)
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angles are independently measured, and which independently carry

forward the azimuth. Thus a chain of simple triangles comprises two

traverses whose 180° angles have p.e.'s of eV3 and one leg per figure

(of two triangles), and one traverse with angular probable error e and

two legs per figure. The p.e. of the mean emergent azimuth is then

0-93e. A chain of regular braced quadrilaterals comprises two tra-

verses with 180° angles and two with 90° angles, with p.e.'s of (say)

eV3 and eVf respectively, all with one leg per figure, and the p.e. of

the emergent azimuth is 0-7 le. Similarly a hexagon gives a p.e. of

l'12e. These results average 81 per cent, of (3.29). On the whole

(3.29) may be preferred, but the approximate confirmation increases

confidence in it.

(c) Scale and azimuth error in a chain. Consider the accumulation of

error in 100 miles of triangulation. In this 100 miles let N^ be the

accumulated p.e. of scale (in the 7th decimal of the log), and let N<^

seconds be the p.e. of azimuth. Let the chain be of uniform accuracy
as regards p.e. of observed angle, and let there be /figures in the 100

miles. Then
^^ _ ABe^f, and N^ = Ce^lf, (3.30)

where ^ is a weighted mean of 24-4, 21-0, or 27-1 for different figures

as in (3.28).

5 is a mean value of Ijh for the figures concerned.

C is a weighted mean of 1-16, 1-00, or 1-29, as in (3.29).

Then in a chain of length lOOS miles, the p.e.'s are:

In scale iV^^V^S^ in the 7th decimal of the log.l

In azimuth N^^IS seconds. i

And after several consecutive chains of varying quality the p.e.'s are:

In scale V{2(^i S)}- In azimuth ^{2 (M S)}. (3.32)

And if the opening side has a p.e. of 5 in the 7th decimal in scale, and

of t" in azimuth, the terminal p.e.'s are:

In scale
^{s'^-\- J (iV| S)}. In azimuth ^{f^^ J (^1 ^)}- (3.33)

The probable misclosures round an uncontrolled circuit are given by
(3.32), and those on base or Laplace controls by (3.33) with 2^2 and

2^2 substituted for s'^ and f^.

It is useful to tabulate N-^ and N2 for all the chains of a national

triangulation, and also N =
^(iV|+443iV|),t which combines N-^

t V(443) =^ 4-34 X 10^ sin 1", connecting seconds ofarc with the 7th decimal ofthe log.
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and N2 into a single criterion. f In primary triangulation N varies

between about 10 and 40, and in secondary it may go up to 150 or 200.

Examination of (3.30) shows that elongated figures are best for

azimuth, provided flank sides are not so long as to increase e (§ 1.08),

nor the chain so narrow as to suffer from centring error. For scale a

squat figure (Z/6 < 1
) gives the least error per figure, and in a chain this

is not entirely offset by increase in /, which only enters the formula

as V/. On the other hand, the formula assumes angles to be of equal

weight, and if the increased accuracy of small angles suggested in

§ 3.07 (c) could be accepted as a fact, Nj^ would be practically indepen-
dent of the ratio l/b. It may be concluded that the ideally strongest

chain will consist of figures whose l/b varies between 1 and IJ or

perhaps 2, but which are otherwise symmetrical.

Of different types of figure, quadrilaterals and pairs of triangles

make equal progress, given equal side-length, while hexagons decrease

/ in the ratio 1 : 1-73, whose square root roughly balances differences

in the factors A and C. The formulae thus give about equal accuracy
for all types of regular figure, and the choice may be governed by the

considerations of § 1.07.

(d) Error of position. Let a straight chain start at O, where there

are an errorless base and Laplace station, and proceed to A, a distance

of 100S miles. Let E^ be the p.e. of position of A in the direction OA
and E2 the component at right angles. See § 3.29 for notation, and

Fig. 38(a). Then, see [52], Appendix VII for proof:

E^ = O'OION^S^JS, E2 = l-4.m2S^/S,

and E = 0'O^ONS^/S feet. (3.34)

If the base and Laplace station have p.e.'s of 5 (in 7th decimal) and f,

the resulting errors of 0-122aS^5 and 2-56aS'^ feet must be combined

with E^ and E^ respectively to give

E^ = 0-070S^(NlS+3s^), E^ = 1-^^S^(NIS^U%
and E = 0-0108^(N^8-^3s^-^l330t^) feet. (3.35)

If the triangulation between and A consists of several sections of

lengths 100^1, IOOL2, etc. miles, Fig. 38 (6), not in the straight fine OA
nor with equal N's, the total p.e. of position of A is

E = 0-12242; {A^'iv(i?2+i^V12)}+/S2(s2+443^2)]

= 0-122V{2 (N^LR^)^S^{s^^U3t^)} feet, (3.36)

t If any chain comprises sections of notably different accuracy, it may of course

be subdivided. See, for example, a list of the Indian geodetic series in [52], pp. 80-2.
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with a possible multiplying factor of 1-3, as at the end of this sub-

paragraph {d). Here lOOi^i, etc., miles is the distance from A to the

centre of each section, and 100S is the direct distance OA as before.

O
100 S

(c)

0^

~A inn <:-. ^looSi

\ - Base 3nd Laplace station

Fig. 38.

If the different sections depart only sUghtly from the straight, the

two components are

and ^2 = 2-56V{2 {NILR^)-^SH^} feet. (3.37)

If the chain OA follows three sides of a square, as in Fig. 38 (c),

(3.36) gives a p.e. 0-58 times that given by (3.34) for a straight chain

of the same total length {s and t being zero), and 3-0 times that of a

straight chain directly joining and A. Similarly if the chain com-

prises two sides of a square, these ratios are 0-80 and 1-34. In general
a practical rule is that the p.e. of a curved chain is given by (3.34),
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using for S the mean of the direct and curved distances between

the ends.

Proofs of these formulae and of (3.38) to (3.45) are given in [52],

Appendix VII.

In (3.34) and all the following formulae for E, E is taken to be

^(E\-^E\), but this is not quite the correct expression for the total

probable error of position. See § 8.21. It is only correct if ^^ and E^
are very unequal, and when E^ = E^ as is probably most usual,

especially when chains are not straight, the resulting E should be

multiplied by 1-24 to give the total p.e. of position. For simplicity

this augmenting factor has been ignored throughout §§ 3.32 (c) and

3.33 {a) and (6), where E has been given as ^{E\^El).
In [52] this factor of 1-24 was overlooked, and examination of the

frequency distribution of the ratio between actual and estimated

circuit closures in position (in [52], p. 32), on the lines quoted for scale

and azimuth in § 3.30 (d), showed that in India a correct distribution

was only obtained after multiplying estimated misclosures by 1-33.

It is now clear that this discrepancy mostly arose from neglect of the

factor 1-24, and that if it had been included the result would have been

very satisfactory, leaving only an additional 8 per cent, to be attri-

buted to the usual optimism of estimates based on internal evidence.

As a general rule, therefore, all formulae given for E (not E^ or E^),

namely (3.34) to (3.36), (3.38) to (3.41), (3.43) and (3.44), should be

multiplied by (say) 1-3 to give the total probable error of position.

3.32. Base and Laplace controls, {a) Accuracy of base measure-

ment. This is affected by the error of standard common to a number
of bases, the random error of base measurement, and the error in the

extension.

In modern bases the common error of standard should be less than

1 in 10^, but in old work it may be serious. The result is a simple
error of scale in the whole system.

In modern bases the random error of measurement, including

errors ofwire length not common to other bases, shouldnot exceed 1 or 2

in 10^ as a maximum, not probable, error. See § 2.21.f This is less

than the error to be expected in the extension, and so is unimportant.

Old pre-invar bases are possibly good enough to be used, but need

more careful inspection. [94], pp. 92-7 gives ±2-6 in 10^ as the p.e.

t There is also likely to be error in the reduction to spheroid level, which is to

some extent shared by adjacent bases. See § 2.20. This may need careful consideration.
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of bases measured in India with bimetallic bars between 1835

and 1870.

The extension is generally the serious item. Its p.e. may be got

laboriously from § 8.25, and [8] p. 243 calculates that of Fig. 39 to be

3-6 in 10^ accepting 0"-25 as the average p.e. of an observed angle.

More simply, a reasonable result can often be got as follows. Get the

p.e. of an observed angle from (3.26), and multiply it by ^j{(t—n)lt} to

G

Fig. 39.

get the p.e. ofan adjusted angle (8.96), where t is the number of angles

and n is the number of conditions in the figure. Then select the

strongest chain of simple triangles from the base to the extended side,

and calculate the scale error generated by successive applications of

(8. 98).I In some cases the result will obviously not do justice to the

figure, but where the best route is markedly better than any other,

it should give a fair approximation.
On these Unes [52], Appendix VIII deduces 2 in 10^ as the average

p.e. of Indian primary base extensions, or 0-000 0009 in the log side,

adding nothing for random error of modern base measurement, but

increasing it on that account to 0-000 0014 for old bases, and accepting
0-000 0012 as a mean p.e. for all the extended base lines.

f In an extension such as Fig. 40, where the short diagonal of a diamond-shaped
figure is known, and the long diagonal is to be deduced, the latter should be con-

sidered in two parts, the p.e. of each should be separately computed, and the two then
combined as follows. Suppose triangles give the p.e. ofDX as 1 : 650,000 = 0-07 feet,
and that of EX as 1 : 450,000 = 0-15 feet. Then the p.e. of DE is

V(0-072+ 0-152) == 0-165 feet = 1: 660,000.
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(6) Accuracy of Laplace azimuth. The p.e. of the astronomical

azimuth is unhkely to be less than that of an ordinary horizontal

angle observed on the same number ofzeros with the same instrument,

but provided the transverse bubble correction is varied and kept

small, § 5.40 (6), it should not be much greater except in high latitudes.

An independent estimate is got if half the zeros are observed on a west

RM and half on an east one, or if Laplace azimuths are sometimes

observed at both ends of a single line, such as a base."}"

When the azimuth and longitude stations are identical, error in ^

is likely to have negligible effect except in high latitudes, but some

allowance may be needed when non-identical stations are admitted

as in § 5.40 {a). On these lines [52], pp. 94-5 deduces 0"-5 as,the p.e.

of a Laplace control from both sources combined, but afterwards

increases the estimate to 0"-75 after comparing actual and estimated

misclosures as in § 3.30 (d) above.

Appendix 3 investigates the effect of error in geodetic longitude.

It will seldom be of consequence, but if it is the effect will be cumula-

tive and it will need careful attention.

(c) Error in position in a chain between base and Laplace controls.

Continuing from § 3.31 (d), in the straight chain let there also be an

errorless base and Laplace station at A. Then

E^ = 0'035Ni S^/S, E^ = 0'74N^ S^/S,

and E = 0'0^5NS^ISieet. (3.38)

The two controls have thus halved the p.e. Note that at B, the mid-

point of OA, the p.e. is 0-56 of the p.e. at A, and 0-79 of what it would

be ifOB stood alone without connexion to the controls at A. Between

and B p.e.'s are thus approximately given by (3.34).

And for an indirect chain, Fig. 38 (d),

E = 0-122V{5; N^L{G^-{-L^/l2)}, (3.39)

where lOOG^ miles is the distance from the mid-point of each section

to the centre of gravity Q of the whole chain OA, each section being

regarded as a rod whose linear density is proportionate to its N^.

Here the control has approximately halved the p.e. If the chain is

nearly straight, E can be resolved into E^^ and E^ as in (3.37). As with

(3.36) a good result can generally be got by using (3.38) with an S
which is the mean of the direct and curved distances OA.

t See [43] for a full accoiint of an unexpected 2" discrepancy between different

observers in work of apparently high accuracy. This is not unusual.
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If the extended bases and Laplace azimuths themselves have p.e.'s

of «!, ^2 and t'l, tl, they introduce additional p.e.'s of ^(0- 122) Syl(sl-\-si)

and ^(2-56)iS'^(^|+^|) for combination with the above, and if

s-^^= 82
= s and t^

=
t2
=

t,

(3.38) becomes

E^ = 0'035S^{NlS^6s^), E^ = 0-74:S^(NlS-^6t^),

E = 0-035AS'V(iV^2^+ 652+ 2660^2) feet (3.40)

md (3.39) becomes

E = 0'l22^[2{N^L(G^-^L^Il2)}-^iS^s^+USt^] feet. (3.41)

3.33. Errors of position in a national system, (a) Combina-

tion of two chains, (i) In parallel. If controls at and A are joined

by two chains C and D as in Fig. 38 (e), compute ^ at A by (3.38) or

(3.39) for each chain separately with 5 = ^ = 0, and combine them

to give E=II^(\IEIca+ VEIda)- (3.42)

Two chains of equal strength thus give a p.e. of 1/V2 that of one chain.

Ifthe controls are not errorless \{0' 122)S^(s\^ si) and \{2'bQ)8^(t\-^tl)

must be combined (root sum of squares) with the above.

(ii) In series. Two chains OB (to which N^^ and N^x apply) and BA
of lengths 100/S^i ^^d 100^^2 he in hne, Fig. 38 (/). There are controls

at 0, B, and A, with p.e.'s of
s-^, s^, s^ and t^, t^, t^. Then at A,

E, = 0'035^{NlxSl+Nl2Sl+3sl8l+Ssl{S^+S2)^+3slSl} feet,

^2 = 0'14^{Nlx8l+Nl2Sl+3tlSli-Stl(Sx+S2)^+3tlSl} feet,

(3.43)
or if all /S's, Ai's, N^'s, s's, and ^'s are equal

E^ = 0'0S5S^{2Nl aS'+ 18^2), E^ = 0-14:S^I(2Nl ^8^+ 18^2j^

E = 0-035/S'V{2A^2^+18(52-f-443^2j feet. (3.44)

If s's and ^'s are smaU or iV's and S's large, this approximates to the

root sum of the squares of two cases of (3.40), but if N^S is small

compared with 6s^ or 6^2 ft gives results 1-22 times (3.40), since the

errors of the central base are shared by both chains.

Similarly for three chains in line:

El = 4El^+El,+El^+ X

+ (0-061)2{s?Sf+4(Si+ 5^2)2+4(52+ 'S3)'+«l -Si}] feet

E2 = ^[El,+El^+El^+

where E^^ is the E^ of the second chain, as given by (3.38), etc.
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(iii) Two chains at right-angles, as in Fig. 38 (^), with controls at

0, B, and A. In this case the errors of scale and azimuth at B can be

treated as having independent effects on OB and BA, since the effect

onBA of scale error at B is aligned with the effect on OB of the azimuth

error at B, which is independent. E^ is then given by

Ea = ^J(EhB+E%A (3.46)

where Eqj^ and E^j^ are given by (3.40).

4ooMiles \^,

. zi Contours of ecjual p.e. infeet

• -Base and Laplace station v5

Fig. 41. Hypothetical triangulation system.

(6) Error of position in a system of chains. Every national system
needs separate consideration, depending among other things on

whether it has been adjusted as a whole or in sections (§3.21). The

following is given as a somewhat simplified application of the fore-

going formulae to a hypothetical system. As another example [52],

Appendix IX, assesses the p.e. of the Indian triangulation on these

lines .

Fig. 41 illustrates a hypothetical system, assumed to have been

satisfactorily adjusted as a whole. To simplify the illustration, let all
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bases and Laplace stations have p.e.'s of 0-000 0010 and 0"-7 respec-

tively, and let N^ = 25 and N^ = l"-00 (whence N = 32-7) in all

chains except RS where they are 75 and 3"-00. Then proceed as

follows, scaling all distances from Fig. 41, multiplying E by 1-3,

and obtaining all p.e.'s in feet.

(i) To get the p.e. at C. For OABC by itself (3.45) gives

l'3Ec = I'SyliEl+El) = 15-2

and (3.40) gives 4-1 for OD or GC, so via ODGC

l-SEc = V(15-22+4-l24-4-l2) = 16-2,

from (3.46). Similarly (3.45) gives 8-2 for OK, and (3.46) then gives

I'SEq via OKLC as 19-2, but this is not quite independent of ODGC,
since OD and GC are common to both routes. OHJC will also contri-

bute a value, but it uses OH and JC again, and a fair value of the p.e.

at C will be got by ignoring OHJC and using (3.42) to combine the

first three routes as if they were independent, giving 9-5 as the final

value.

(ii) Similarly a combination of OK, OAFK, and OCLK gives 6-6

atK.

(iii) For 1-3^^ a fair value will clearly be l-3V(^?.4-^£) = 11-5.

(iv) For I'SE^, (3.40) by the direct route gives 7-7, and (3.46) via

ODEA gives 9-6. Combination by (3.42) gives 6-0, and the slight con-

tribution of other routes may reduce this to 5-2. Similarly at D the

p.e.
= 3-2, and at E it is 6-1.

(v) For the chain ON, (3.38) gives ISEj^^
= 9-5, and (3.44) gives

1-3^^ = 150.

(vi) For P. Relative to A, (3.40) by the direct route gives

l-3Ep = 9-7

and (3.46) via ABQP gives 14-3. Combination by (3.42) gives 7-8,

and combining this (root sum of squares) with 5-2 already found for

A gives a final p.e. at P of 9-3.

(vii) For S. At R (3.35) gives 10-1 for the p.e. generated in PR, and

combining this with the p.e. at P gives 13-8 at R. AtR(3.33) gives the

p.e.'s of scale and azimuth as 37 and l"-6, and the p.e. of position

generated in RS is then given by (3.35) using these figures for s and t.

The result is 12-3, which combines| with the p.e. at R to give 18-4 at S.

t The root sum of squares-combination is a little too low, since the scale and
azimuth errors at R are common to both RP and RS, but as RS has a large N the

error is slight.
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Contours of equal values of p.e. can then be drawn as shown in

Fig. 41. If in addition there was reason to fear a possible| error of

(say) 1 in 500,000 in the standard of length common to all bases,

contours of equal liability to error on this account would be circles

with centre O and radius 95 miles per foot of error.

(c) Errors of position in a continuous net. The method of sub-

paragraph (h) can be applied to a continuous net by disregarding a

proportion of the observed angles, so as to split up the net into a

dense system of chains. If the net has really been simultaneously

adjusted, the resulting p.e.'s should then perhaps be multipHed by
the square root of the ratio (number of angles used in the chains) -i-

(
total number of angles observed in the net).

If the net has been divided into sections as in § 3.21, the p.e.'s

generated in each section must be computed separately. The p.e.'s

of adjacent sections can then be combined by root sum of squares,

but the sections first adjusted can derive no extra strength from the

angles of sections subsequently adjusted to them.

3.34. More rigorous methods. The p.e. of scale, azimuth, or

position generated in any piece of work which has been adjusted as a

whole by least squares can be obtained by evaluating (among other

expressions) a determinant of order (c+1), where c is the number of

conditions involved in the adjustment, see [94], pp. 158-64, and [73],

pp. 109-61. This has an appearance of mathematical rigour, but the

value ofthe result is dependent on the accuracy ofthe weights allotted,

and these are generally very uncertain. On the other hand, the

methods outlined in §§ 3.31-3.33 will give a reasonable result with

very little labour. Their use can perhaps best be justified as follows.

Suppose the p.e.'s of a national system were computed by them and

also by 'rigorous' least squares, and suppose the results differed in

the ratio 2 to 3. One would then feel that a difficult question had

been well answered, with satisfactory agreement between two differ-

ent methods. But suppose one result was several times the other.

Then after spending a few hours checking the arithmetic of the short

method, one would set about finding the error of arithmetic or system
in the long method, and would not be content until it was found.

3.35. Interval between controls. Formulae (3.40), (3.44), or

(3.45) can be used to show the effect of different intervals between

f In a case like this it is often easier to quote a possible or reasonably maximum
error, rather than a probable error.
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base and Laplace controls. Thus with the figures used in § 3.33 (6),

the p.e. in a chain such as OK, 450 miles long, with controls at the

ends only would be 12-9 feet, while two intermediate pairs of controls

reduce it to 6-3. In general, closer spacing of controls will always

increase accuracy, whether the greater weakness is a large N in the

triangulation or large s's or ^'s in the controls, provided only that

these p.e.'s are reasonably accurately assessed so that strong tri-

angulation emanating from a good base is not forced into agreement
with another base weaker than the triangulation's own determination

of scale. A large s, however, normally results from a weak base exten-

sion, and the remedy for that may be to lay out the chain with smaller

triangles, thereby possibly increasing N, but decreasing s, or to have

fewer bases in better sites. When a chain is being designed, the

expected values of N, s, and t can be substituted in (3.40), (3.44), or

(3.45), and the results will show how much error arises in the triangula-

tion itself, and how much in the controls. This will make it compara-

tively easy to decide the cheapest way to improve the result, or where

labour can best be saved if the result is unnecessarily good. § 1.05

gives a general recommendation.

Section 5. Change of Spheroid

3.36. Change w^hen triangulation has been rigorously com-

puted. If triangulation has been computed on a certain spheroid,

positions relative to a new spheroid may presently be required, as

when connexion with adjacent countries or the completion of a world

gravity survey (§§7.16-7.17) may make it possible to put the tri-

angulation into truly international terms. It would of course be

possible to recompute the whole triangulation and its adjustment

using new tables ofp and v, new deviations of the vertical, new Laplace

equations, and new reductions of bases to spheroid level, but this

would be very laborious, and it can be done more easily as below.

In Fig. 42 let p be a station of height h, and let P^ and Pg be the

corresponding points on S^ the old spheroid, and Sg the new spheroid
which is to be adopted. Then pP^ and pPa are the spheroidal normals

(end of § 3.03). Note that h is likely to be less than 10,000 feet, and

PipPg less than 20", so P^^^ can hardly be as much as a foot, and will

generally not exceed an inch or two.

Let the semi major axis and flattening of Sg minus those of S^ be
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Sa feet and S/.f Let both minor axes be parallel to the earth's axis of

rotation, and at the origin let Sg be Nq feet above S^. Let the latitude

of the origin on 83 minus that on S^ be S(^o' ^^^ 1^^ ^^^ longitudes

differ by SXq, so that S-q^ and S$q, the meridional and PV components
of the deviation at the origin relative to Sg minus those relative to

Sj^,

are —S^o ^^^ — SAoCos</>o respectively.
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where P = cos -za cos a;,

Q = acosusinoj,

R = sinu,

T = a^in^u,

U = —a Sr]Q—a 8/sin 2^*0,

V = NQ—8a-\-a Sfsin^UQ,

u = reduced latitude, tan^^ = (1—/)tan^, and Uq corre-

sponds to ^Q.

St^o ^^^ Sfo ^i"® i^ radians. N, Nq, a, and Sa in feet.

(a) Latitude. The angle between the tangent to 83 at Pg and the

tangent to S^ at P^ is {\lp){dNjdcj)), and 8<^, the latitude ofp on Sg minus

that on Si, is

IdN V'^ P2 or
p d(j)

and
1

1 --TT' or (l+/cos2(/>) 1 —-,
\ a] p d<j>

a^ ^'^
^\ a] du

'*-H. [1+/C0S2^] sin u cos co( f7 sin^0+ ^ "os Mo)+

+sin 2^ sin co Sfq cos
'2^(V sin 'z^q— C7 cos Uq)+

ft

4-sin2?^S/ cosecl" seconds. (3.48)

(6) Longitude. Similarly

8A = 1 sec^ -sina>(C7sin'z^Q+Fcos'M^o)~~

—cos CO 8^0 cosec 1" seconds. (3.49)

(c) Deviation. The changes of the deviation of the vertical at p are

St^
=

—h<j) and 8f = —
8Acos^. (3.50)

(d) Scale. In a horizontal side PQ
8 (Side) = (P^Qs/PiQi)-! = (iV/«)

or = 0-207i\^ in the 7th decimal of the log, if N is in feet.

(3.51)

If p and q are at unequal heights, an additional term is needed to

allow for the difference of the two small arcs P2P2 and Q2Q2, and

the formula is

8 (Scale)

=
0'201[N—(alL)(hp—hQ){h7] cos ^pgH-8f sin ^PQ)sin 1"] in the log,

(3.52)
where h-q and 8f are in seconds, and N, a, h, and I in feet.

5125 K
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(c) Azimuth. Similarly

8 (Azimuth) = Az of Qg at Pg minus Az of Q^ at P^

=
SXsin(f)-\-{hp—hQ){Sr]sinApQ—Sl cos Apq)IL, (3.53)

the result being in seconds if SX, Sr], and S| are in seconds.

(/) Summary. In the above formulae the changes consist of two

terms. The first depend only on ^ and A, they vary slowly from place

to place, and are generally the important terms. For many purposes

they can be plotted on a chart from which values can be taken as

required. The other terms depend on the height of the point con-

cerned. For scientific records of the deviation of the vertical these

height terms, which are less than 0"-01, can always be ignored, and

for topographical records of latitude and longitude almost alw^ays.

For scale and azimuth they may occasionally be significant in moun-

tainous country. Also, see the next paragraph, they should sometimes

be left out even when not negligible.

3.37. Change when deviation corrections and separation
between geoid and spheroid have been ignored. Hitherto,

ignorance of the deviation has prevented the rigorous computation of

any large triangulation system. The deviation corrections of § 3.06 (6)

have had to be ignored, and bases have generally been reduced to

geoid level instead of to spheroid. In non-mountainous country the

deviation corrections may be small, but if the old spheroid Sj is any-
where much separated from the geoidf these small corrections have a

cumulative effect on scale and azimuth, and the error in the reduction

of bases is also serious. With a new spheroid S2, on the other hand,

which presumably fits the geoid better, these systematic errors of

scale and azimuth wiU be smaller, and good results will sometimes be

obtainable even though the deviation remains largely unknown.

In Figs. 43 {a) and (b) the full fines represent chains of equilateral

triangles as computed without Account being taken of the deviations

7)
and f ,

assumed constant throughout the chain. The stations are all

assumed to be at sea-level, so that all vertical angles are depressions

of (side length)/2a. In Fig. 43 (a) the components of
t]
and ^ are

assumed to be
i/j along the length of the chain and zero across it, while

in 43 (6) they are ^ across the chain and zero along it. Then detailed

examination of the effects of the deviation corrections (3.5) shows

f In India and Burma, where Everest's spheroid was adopted in 1830, the geoid
and spheroid separate in one place by as much as 350 feet. Another choice of spheroid
could reduce this to 100 feet or less.
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that the result of including them would be to modify the chain as

shown in broken lines, the effect ofip (radians) in a chain of length L
being to change scale by Xi/f/a, while f

"
causes it to turn in azimuth

by LC"la. Figs. 43 {a) and (6) show the signs.

Fig. 43 (c).

Fig. 43 (c) shows the result of a single station Ag being at a height h

above sea-level. Detailed examination of (3.5) shows that changes
additional to Figs. 43 (a) and (6) result as shown, namely that Ag (but

no other station) is moved by hr]"la in latitude, and {h^"la)^GQ^ in

longitude.

It is thus seen that constant deviations along a chain, such as

approximately arise from a general misfit between Sj and geoid, cause

(a) uniform accumulation of scale and azimuth error, which will be

substantially eliminated by adjustment on to bases (if reduced to

spheroid level)"]* and Laplace stations, and (6) very small random

errors of position depending on the height of each station. In so far

as these constant deviations result from the misfit of S^ and become

zero on Sg, we have
tj
= —Srj and ^ = —

8f of the last paragraph, and

the random errors of position are —h S-q/a and —(hja) 8^sec<^, which

are precisely the same as the terms depending on height in (3.48)

and (3.49).

It follows that if the deviation corrections have been ignored in

the computations on S^, the height terms in (3.48), (3.49), (3.52), and

(3..53) should be ignored when converting to Sg, and the result will

then be substantially the same as would have been obtained by full

t If the new spheroid fits the geoid really well, the ordinary reduction of bases to

sea-level will approximately be to spheroid level.
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recomputation on Sgf (without the generally systematically smaller

but still unknown deviation corrections). Whether this is satisfactory

or not depends on the elevation of the stations and the size of the

deviations relative to 83, but if deviations are unknown it is the best

that can be done, and improvement can only be got by observing them

at stations where large corrections are to be expected4 Similarly if

Sg fits the geoid so well that reduction of bases to geoid instead of to

spheroid causes no serious error, the application of (3.52) will eliminate

Si's systematic errors of scale, but if Sg is not sufficiently perfect in

this respect, the only remedy is the observation of geoidal sections as

in Chapter V, Section 5, or a world gravity survey as in § 7.16, coupled
with a readjustment of the triangulation.

[52] Chapter III and Appendixes XI, XIII, and XIV provide an

example of converting a national triangulation from one spheroid to

another.

Section 6. Computation in Rectangular Coordinates

3.38. Definitions and notation. A Projection is defined as any

orderly system whereby the meridians and parallels of the spheroid

may be represented on a plane, and every surveyor knows the funda-

mental difficulty that except over an elementary area this cannot be

done without some distortion or change of scale. As is also well known,
certain projections are orthomorphic, by which is implied that at any

point the scale, whatever it may be, is the same in all directions so

that there is no local distortion, although over large areas there is

distortion due to the change of scale from place to place.

On the plane let there also be a system of rectangular coordinates

N and E, which is often referred to as a grid. Then on the plane the

grid bearing of pg from pj^ is given by :

tan^ = {E^-E^)^(N^-N^), \

and PjP2 = Z = {N^— N-i^)sec ^ = {E^—Ei)GOsecp, \ (3.54)

or -^2—^1 = ^cos/S and E^—E^ = I sin p. j

f On the assumption that 83 conforms to the geoid, the theodohte which was set

up with its axis normal to the geoid also had its axis normal to Sg. If corrections had
been applied to the original computations to reduce the angles to S^ these corrections

would have to be removed on conversion to Sg, which is what the height terms of

(3.48), etc., do. But if they have never been applied, there is no need to remove them.

X Change of spheroid will do nothing to eliminate the random errors such as are

sometimes caused by large deviations in mountainous country. The only remedy for

such errors as that of 4|" quoted in § 3.06 (6) is to observe the deviation.
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The study of projections from the cartographical point of view is

not here considered as a branch of geodesy, but (especially where

small areas are concerned) the simplicity of (3.54) often makes it

convenient to compute and record triangulation and traverse directly

in terms of rectangular coordinates. This is generally a topographical

matter, since the permanent record of geodetic work is best kept in

geographical coordinates and it might as well be computed in them,

but it is one on which the local geodesist will be expected to advise.

A particular projection may be defined in various ways, (a) It

may be, but generally is not, definable as the result of perspective

projection of the meridians and parallels of the spheroid from a

specified point on to a specified plane. Or (6), more usually, it is

defined by a set of rules by which it can be geometrically constructed

by ruler, compass, and scale. Whatever the definition, it must be

possible to deduce from it a pair of formulae

N=Mcf>,X) and E=Mcf>,X) (3.55)

whereby a point ofgiven lat
(/>
and long A can be plotted on the plane by

its rectangular coordinates, and once these formulae are brought into

use they constitute the effective definition of the projection.

The notation used in this section is as follows :

(f),
X — Latitude and longitude. The latter positive east from origin of

the projection, rather than from Greenwich.

a = Azimuth of geodesic on spheroid. Clockwise from north.

j8
= Bearing on projection of straight line pq. Clockwise from iV or

a; -axis.

L = Distance PQ on spheroid.

I — Distance pq on projection.

Nf E = Plane coordinates. N roughly north, and E (positive) roughly
east.

x,y = Plane coordinates on an oblique projection. If a? =N,y = —E.
See Fig. 48.

y = Convergence, measured clockwise from meridian to N or a; -axis.

p = Length of perpendicular from P on spheroid to axis of rotation.

M = Meridian distance from origiQ on spheroid or other surface of

revolution, positive north,

m = Scale of projection = l/L when both are small.

8 = 'Arc to chord' correction. Sign defined byj8 = a—y+S.
Suffix refers to the origin of the projection, centrally situated in the

area to be covered.

a = Radius of curvature of the plane projection of a geodesic.

t,n = Distances along, and normal tb, a curve.

R = Radius of a sphere.
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a — Semi major axis of spheroid.

p, V
— Principal radii of curvature of spheroid or other surface.

e = eccentricity of spheroid, e = 6^(1— e^) 4= 1/150.

Tq
=

mQVQCot<f)Q, on Lambert projection.

s = Modified meridian distance on Lambert projection.

^ = logioe = 0-4342945.

i/f
= Isometric latitude,

di/j
— dM/p.

^g, Ag, i/jg, Ps
= Latitude, longitude, isometric latitude, and perpendicular to

axis on a sphere.

See Fig. 48 for some symbols in §§ 3.45-7.

Note: [97] measures longitude positive west: and its S is here —8.

The subject is one in which different authors' sign conventions differ,

and care is needed when using formulae.

3.39. Convergence. At any point the convergence is the angle

between the meridian as represented on the plane and the N grid line

(or the X hne if x and y are in use). It is positive when grid north lies

east of true north, so j8
= oc—y, but see § 3.42 (6).

In (3.55) putting A constant for any particular meridian gives the

plane equation of the meridian in terms of the one variable
</>,

and

although, as in the Lambert projection, the value of y is sometimes

got more simply from the original definition.

3.40. Scale, t At any point the scale in meridian, i.e. the ratio of

a short meridional distance on the plane to the distance between the

corresponding points on the spheroid, is given by
1 dNm = - sec y—-

1 '\e'> ^'-''^

and in parallel m = - sec
</>
sec y—-

,

V 8a

If the projection is orthomorphic these two will be equal, and either

then gives the local scale of the projection. For computing directly

on the plane only orthomorphic projections can usefuUy be used, and

henceforward m represents the local scale, identical in all directions,

and obtained either from (3.57) or perhaps more simply from the

original definition. J

t When a projection is used cartographically, the scale m will be such a fraction

as 1/100,000, but for the present purpose a projection is generally so defined by (3.55)

that m departs from unity only by such amounts as its inevitable inconstancy
necessitates.

J The non-orthomorphic Cassini projection has been widely used for small areas

or work of low accuracy, but it is not recommended.
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3.41. Computation in rectangular coordinates. Let P^ and

Pg be two points on the spheroid, and let p^ and pg be the corresponding

points on the plane. Let ^^ and A^ (of P^) be given, whence (3.55)

gives Ni and E^. Let the spheroidal distance P^Pg (= L) be given and

also the geodesic azimuth a, and let it be required to compute N2
and E2. There are two ways of proceeding:

(a) Compute </»2
and A2 as in Chapter III, Section 1, and then get N2

and Eo from (3.55). This is the natural method, but the present object

is to explain a shorter one.

(6) Get I (= P1P2) from L and the scale of the projection: get j8 the

bearing of pg from pj^, by applying to a the convergence and a small

correction S, for which see the next paragraph: and then compute N2
and E2 from (3.54). Provided P^Pg is not too large nor too remote

from the central area of the projection, I and 8 can often be got

very easily, or can even be equated to L and zero for low-grade work,

in which case the simplicity of (3.54) secures a great saving of

labour.

Note: When a projection is being designed for a certain area, an

excellent check of the formulae and tables which are to be used is to

compute a number of test lines by both these methods.

3.42. Scale and bearing over finite distances, (a) Scale. IfL
is small w^e have I = mL, while over a finite distance

P2 P2

1= [ mdL or L = ( dl/m, (3.58)

Pi Pi

where L is distance from P^ measured along Pj^ Pg, and I is along p^ pg.

(6) Bearing. If L is small /812
= (^i2~yv ^^^ ^^^^ ^ finite distance

this does not exactly hold, since in the presence of varying scale the

geodesic (shortest line on the spheroid) does not project into a straight

line (shortest on the plane), but curves away somewhat so as to pass

through a region of greater scale, as follows
:")"

See Fig. 44. Let ab (= I) on the plane represent a short section of a

geodesic of true length L. Let the radius of curvature of ab be cr, and

let the angles cab and cba be ^6, ac and be being tangents to ab. At a

and b, near points, let the scale be m, a variable. Let the gradient ofm

t A well-known example is that of 'great circle sailing' across the Atlantic, where
the great circle, or geodesic, or shortest route, curves away to the north of the straight
line on Mercator's projection. Note the resemblance between this problem and that
of refraction, § 4.05, where a ray of light follows a path of minimum '

optical length'.
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across ab, or dmjdn where n is measured at right angles to ab, be equal

to km, so that at a point distant n to one side of ab the scale is

m(l±kn). (3.59)

Fig. 44. Fig. 45.

On the plane,

arc ab minus chord ab = l—V = o-^— 2(Tsin^/2 = g6^I24:.

Then using (3.59) in conjunction with this and the fact that the mean

value of n over the arc ab is Jed or jgcr^^, we have

AB on the spheroid = L =
m{l+kGd^-ll2)

' 24m

= -
(
1 -12 kid)+-^ ,

since a = 1/6.^\ 12 ^^24m

For this to be a minimum dL/dd = = —^JdVjm^^J.dlm,

so d = kV = kl, andll(j = k = -^ = 4- (log m). (3.60)

Then over a finite distance p^ pg, Fig. 45, w^e have ^^2
= '^i2~yi~^^i2^

where 8 is known as the arc-to-chord or angle correction, -f
and is given by

S" = cosec 1" C l—tC l—t
dt, iJ being in the direction pi P2. (3.61)

t Sometimes called the 'T— t' correction.
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And if^ varies linearly along p^ P2, so that l/o-
=

k^i l-\-ct), substitution

in (3.61) gives ,

S" = -^cosecr', (3.62)
2(T3

where 0-3 is the value of g at the point on p^ pg distant Z/3 from p^. For

many purposes this is an adequate approximation.

The correction required to convert a spheroidal angle to the

corresponding plane angle is of course the difference of the 8 's of its

two arms.

§§ 3.43-3.45 give, without proof, the form of (3.55) to (3.58) and

(3.61) for the three projections most often used.

Fig. 46. Lambert projection.

3.43. Lambert's conical orthomorphic projection, (a) Defini-

tion. (Fig. 46.) Draw RO to represent a central meridian. With centre

R and radius r^
—

m^ vq cot </»o
draw an arc through O to represent a

central parallel. Then is known as the origin. All other meridians

are straight lines through R making the angle PRO = (A^— Ao)sin<^o.

All other parallels are arcs with centre R and radius Tq—s, where s is

the spheroidal meridian distance PPq so modified that the scale in

meridian is everywhere equal to the slightly variable scale in parallel,

thereby securing orthomorphism. At the origin the scale tUq, such a
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figure as 0-999, is generally so chosen that the scale over the area

concerned varies between tyIq and 2—mQ.f
Then

s
^j^^^

M^
^

ifHan</>o(l+4€COs^(^o) ,

ilf5(54-3tan2(^o— 3e— €cos^(^o) Jfnan(/.o(7+4tan2(^o)

120p^^
+

240^^1

, ^^^(eOtanVo+lSOtan^^o+ei) ,+
5040^^3

+•••' (3.63)

where M is the length of the spheroidal meridian PI},, and

€ = e2/(l-e2).

For any one projection, i.e. for any values of (^q ^^^ ^O' ^ i^ tabulated

against <^.
The projection is orthomorphic. The scale is constant

along any parallel, but increases to the north or south of
</>o.

It is

suitable for areas of large extent from east to west, but of limited

extent from north to south.

(6) Conversion. Formulae (3.55) take the simple form

E = (rQ—5)siny, and N =
<5-|--'^tan^y. y from (3.65) below.

(3.64)
For the reverse process

tany = EKvq—N), A— Aq
= ycosec^o? ^ = iV— ^tan Jy.

Hence
<^
from the table.

(c) Convergence. From the definition, y is constant along any meri-

dian, and /^ ^ \
•

/ /o cc\'

y = (A—AoJsm^Q. (3.65)

(d) Point scale. The scale in any latitude is clearly ds/dM, which

gives

I 2poVo Qpo4 24p^v^ j

which also follows from the first of (3.57) if y = 0.

(e) Finite distance. Scale. A highly accurate formula for average

scale over a long distance is complicated on this projection, since

lines of constant scale are parallels, not approximately lines of con-

t If Mq = 1 it is the projection known as the 'Conical orthomorphic with one

standard parallel'. Otherwise it has two.
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stant N or E, and although (3.58) is simple in form it is not possible

to express m simply in terms of either L or I. [96], p. 252t gives

+

3 po^^o
^

24^0 »^?

(3.67)

where
ju,
= 0-4342945 is the modulus ofcommon logs, and M^ and Ifg are

the spheroidal meridian distances of P^ and Pg from (f)Q. Except in high

latitudes, only the first and second terms are of topographical signi-

ficance (> 0-00002) provided L < 100 miles and iiM^-^-M^) < 280,

but all (or more) are needed for geodetic accuracy. [97], p. 161 gives

an alternative formula.

(/) Finite distance. Direction. The same difficulty occurs in using

(3.61) to give an accurate formula for 8. For topographical accuracy

with
(f)
and A taken from any reasonable map [97] p. 158 givesf

8" = i(sin^3-sin0o)(A2-AI), (3.68)

where t^g is i(2</.i+(/>2).

An accurate formula, but one that is difficult to apply without

accurate knowledge of
</>, oc, and A, is ([97], p. 158)

8" ^—^^^^^^
, (sin(^3-sin4)cosec 1". (3.69)

2m3 V3 cos 03

The following expression from [97], p. 160, in terms of rectangu-

lar coordinates gives geodetic accuracy, and with some tabulation

is easy to use, but while the Lambert projection is suitable enough
for the direct computation of topographical triangulation, trouble

will generally be saved by computing geodetic triangulation on the

spheroid, and then converting to rectangular if required.

3. _ N,E,-N,E,+r,{E,-E,)
27-2 sin 1"

^ogeir] +

+
c|log,^J%i)(log,^J'],

(3.70)

t In the last term [96] gives (2+ 3 tan^^,,), which is a misprint.

X In [97] (24.2), where co is positive for west longitude, the sign of 8 (here —8)
should be + .
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where r^ = {vQ—N^f^El, suffix 3 being for J ofthe distance along p^ pg,

A = —COt^(l)Q{l-\-€GOS^(l)Q),

B = —
cot2<^o(l+3ecos2^o+2€2cosVo).

C = icot4</,o(l
—

2tan2(^o+4€cos2(^o— 14esin2<^o)»

D = icot4(^o(2—tan2,^o+156cos2^o— 15esin2^o)-

3.44. Mercator's projection. This is a Lambert projection in

which the origin is on the equator, so
(/>o
= 0. Formulae (3.55) and

(3.64) can be put into the form

TVT / fli l+sin(^ e, I4-esin(i»]N = ninadf = ninal-loQi——^-^ log— ^1or
^2 ^l-sin«;6 2 ^l-esint^j

= moa{logtan(7r/4+^/2)— e2sin(/»— (e4/3)sin3^+...}

^ = moa(A"-Ao)sinl",

(3.71)

where e is the eccentricity, logs are natural, and ip is known as the

isometric latitude defined by the equation dip
= dM/p, where

p = vcos^,

from which the form of the first line of (3.71) follows.

The convergence is everywhere zero, and the local scale takes the

simple form m =
m,al(ucos,f>). (3.72)

Except near the equator, as a special case of Lambert, this pro-

jection is of no general use to surveyors, but it is the basis of other

more useful projections, see §§ 3.45, 3.46, and 3.47 (/).

3.45. Transverse Mercator projection.! (a) The definition of

the transverse Mercator projection of the sphere (not spheroid) is

easily visuahzed as follows. The projection is intended to cover an

area of considerable extent in meridian, but little in parallel. Take a

pole of coordinates Q on the equator in longitude 90° less than that

of the central meridian of the area to be projected, use Mercator 's

projection to plot the resulting 'meridians' and 'parallels' on the

plane, and then plot the true geographical meridians and parallels

by reference to them, as below. The projection will be orthomorphic,
of constant scale along the central meridian, and along small circles

parallel to it, but the scale will increase with distance from the central

•f
This projection is also known as the Gauss confonnal, or as the Gauss-Kruger.

The obUque or skew Mercator described in § 3.46 (a) and 3.47 (c) has recently been seen

described as a 'transverse Mercator', but it is to be hoped that this will not spread.
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meridian. The projection is a very useful one, and tables once made for

any meridian are of course applicable to the whole world.

See Fig. 48. Formulae for plotting the coordinates x and 1/ of a point

P when Q is in any latitude, as is required for the general case of

the oblique Mercator projection in § 3.46 (a), are as below. For the

transverse Mercator put (^^
= 0.

cos^ = sin(/>sin<^Q4-cos</>cos</>QCosa>,

sin d = COS
(j)
sin oj cosec ^,

cos^ = (sin<^— cos Jsin<^Q)cosec^sec<^Q,if ^ = 90°,

X

or

—mQRO,

y = moi?log^tan
ij-^d-^))

(3.73)

= Moi^loggCotK

^= niQR tanh-^(cos J),

where
</>q

is the latitude of the 'pole' Q, which is zero for the transverse

Mercator, oj is the east longitude of P minus that of Q, ^ is the arc PQ,

d = NQP with the same sign as sinco, N being the geographical pole,

and R is the earth's radius. Here the origin of coordinates is latitude

90°—
</)Q

and longitude Aq+ 1 80°, O in Fig. 48. For origin R add Jmo ttR

to X, and if A^^
= 0, o) = 90°+A.

The scale error at a point is given by

m = moSec(90°— ^)
= mg cosec ^ = m^ cosh(i//mo i?) (3.74)

since cos^ = tanh(2//mo i?) from (3.73), whence sin^ = sech(?//mo i2)

from the properties of hyperbolic functions.

Returning to the transverse Mercator. On the spheroid the strict

definition is less clear, but it suffices to say that the projection is to be

orthomorphic, and that the ^-axis is to represent a meridian and to

be ofconstant (minimum) scale. From this specification it is possible to

deduce the conversion formulae ([98], p. 144, and [97], No. 63, p. 31).

N/niQ = Jf+i(A"-Ao)2vcos</.sin^sin2l"+

^(A"-AS)Vcos(^sinn",'

24

El{moucoscl>) = (A"-AJ)sinl"-f
|(A"-A;)3sin3l"-f-

120
(A"-A;)5sinM",

(3.75)

I
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where
G = cos^(l){l—ta,n^(l)-{-€COs^(f)),

H = sin(/>cos2</>(5— tan2</>+9ecos2</>+ 4e2oos*^),

J = cosV(5— 18tan2^+tan4^+14ecos2^— 58esin2,^),

where M is the length of the spheroidal meridian from the equator to

latitude
(f\,

less any constant which it may be convenient to subtract,

and € = e^/(l—e^). G, H, J, and K (below) can once and for all be

tabulated for different values of
<j>.

Reverse formulae for
(j>
and A, given N and E, are in [98], p. 149,

and [97], p. 33.

(6) Convergence and scale at a point are given by

^cosv = 1+-(A"-A:7sin2r'+— (A"-A;')4sinn"
"^

— siny = (A"-A'^)sin^sinr'+ -(A"-A;)3sin3l"+
nftn D

+
j^(A'-A;Tsin^r

(3.76)

m =

where

K = sin^cosY(61
—

58tan2«5^+tan4<^+270€cos2</.— 330€sin2^).

(c) Finite distance. Scale. The scale at a point can be expressed in

rectangular coordinates as ([97], pp. 120 and 123):-

= mJl^l
^'

, +— ^^ ^ (l+ 5€C0s^^i)].

This enters comfortably into (3.58), and ignoring the E^ term the

result is

^^l ,_EI+E,E,+EIY

With E < about 250 miles this is generally correct to 2 in 10^, with

any approximate value for ^j, but the next term is easily included. f

(d) Finite distance. Direction. [97], p. 121 gives

8"sin 1" = -i{N,-N,)EJp,v,ml- ,
\

—€{E2—E^)Elsin(j>^Goscf>Jpsvlml-^ I

^g.

+m2-N,)EUl-eGos^,)lp,vWo+
+i(^2-^i)^3^sin^3Cos^3//)|vlm5.>'

-{Et+E\E,+ElEl-\-E,El+ Et)l24p^vlmt],

where p^
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In this the second and fourth terms and the e part of the third term are

hardly ever of even geodetic significance. Suffix 3 indicates values at

one-third of the way from p;^ along p^pg- For p^, Vg, sin ^3 and cos<^3

use the value of
<f> corresponding to ilf = J(2ikrj^+^4)-

3.46. The oblique and decumenal Mercator, and zenithal

orthomorphic projections of the sphere, (a) Oblique Mercator.

In § 3.45 let the new pole Q be so placed that its 'equator' passes

obliquely along the centre line of the area to be projected, instead of

down the meridian. Calculate coordinates as in (3.73), and the result

is an oblique Mercator projection, orthomorphic, with constant

minimum scale error along a great circle passing obliquely through the

area, and with scale increasing with distance from this great circle.

It is thus a suitable projection for an area like Italy or Malaya.

(6) Decumenal Mercator. If Q is in latitude 90—
(f>Q, longitude

ISO+Aq, where </»qAo is in the centre of the area to be projected, the

resulting 'equator' will pass through ^qXq on an azimuth of 90°, and

the resulting projection is known as the decumenal Mercator. It

resembles Lambert in being suited to an area lying east and west, but

the line of minimum scale instead of being a parallel is a great circle

perpendicular to the meridian. From most points of view this offers

no advantage, and Lambert's formulae for conversion and con-

vergence are the simpler. The decumenal has consequently seldom if

ever been used, but it has been thought possible that on the spheroid

it may be simpler than the Lambert in its corrections for arc-to-chord

and finite distance, and that it might consequently be of use.

(c) Zenithal orthomorphic. Taking the new pole Q in the centre of

the area, compute t, and d as in (3.73), and then plot by polar co-

ordinates r and d, where r = 2mq B tan ^^. The point scale error is then

mo(sec2i^— 1). The projection is suited to a circular area, but covers

a square no better than Lambert or transverse Mercator.

(d) On the spheroid. As with the transverse Mercator, it is not at

first sight obvious how these projections are to be defined with

reference to the spheroid. The best means of approach is as in § 3.47,

where it is shown that any plane projection of a sphere can be related

to an identical projection of a figure known as the aposphere, and

thence to a very similar projection of the spheroid.

3.47. Projection through an intermediate surface, (a) Pro-

jection of a spheroid on to a sphere. Just as the meridians and parallels

of a sphere can be represented on a plane, so can those of a spheroid
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Fig. 47. The aposphere.

be represented on a sphere in accordance with any selected system.
Such projections may or may not be orthomorphic, and all involve

some changes of scale or local distortion, or both, but a spheroid
can obviously be projected on to a sphere with much less distortion

than is inevitable in a projection from sphere to plane. Formulae can

be found for the resultant changes of scale and angles, on the same

lines as those for plane projections found in §§ 3.42, 3.43, and 3.45.

The projection can then be used for two purposes:

(i) The simple formulae of spherical trigonometry, being rigorously

applicable to the sphere, can be used to compute triangulation pro-

vided the opening coordinates and all measured distances and angles

are first converted from spheroid to sphere as above
;

or (ii) The meridians and parallels of the sphere can be projected

on to a plane, as in § 3.46 or by any other system, and those of the

spheroid can be projected with them. A plane projection of the

spheroid results whose projection formulae and formulae for scale

and angle corrections follow from combining those of the successive
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projections spheroid to sphere and sphere to plane. If both stages

are orthomorphic, the plane projection of the spheroid will be ortho-

morphic too, while the formulae for scale and angle error will numeri-

cally differ very slightly from those for sphere to plane.

(6) Isometric latitude. See § 3.44. In connexion with orthomorphic

projections the isometric latitude ^ is of great value. On any surface

of revolution
j/r

is defined by difj
= dM/p, where M is meridional

distance and p is perpendicular distance from the axis of revolution to

the point concerned. It then follows that in any part of the surface

equal increments of longitude and of isometric latitude are linearly

equal, for d (meridian) = p dtp, while d (parallel)
= p dX, which will

be equal if dip
= ^A. Put otherwise, a figure bounded by meridians

A and A-|-8A and by isometric parallels ip and ip-\-Sip will be a square if

8A = Sip.

From this it follows that if the rule of projection from one surface

to another, such as (it might be) from spheroid to sphere or from

spheroid to aposphere (see below), is that at corresponding points ip

and A on one equal ip and A on the other, the resulting projection will be

orthomorphic. t And consideration of the length of any small arc of

meridian and the relation dM = p dip, in which dip is constant, shows

that at corresponding points on two surfaces 1 and 2

(m^Pi) = (m^Pi) = P2,,% since m^ is everywhere unity
| ^

or dropping a suffix, m = pJPv J

Also pdip = dM = p d(P. (3.80)

(c) Classical treatment. The projection of the spheroid on to the

sphere has long been studied. For example [331], pp. 226-30, following

C. F. Gauss, has shown that an orthomorphic projection of the

spheroid upon a sphere of radius A/B is given by the rules

4^2
= B{ip^^C\ A^

= 5Ai,

and that the scale ofthe projection will be such thatm = 1, dmld(p = 0,

t This is not the only correspondence which will give an orthomorphic projection.

02 = B{if)x-\-C) and Ag — 5(Ai+ C"), where B, C, and C are constants, will clearly be

orthomorphic also. And in general the projection will be orthomorphic if

aAg/aiAi
= -502/SAi and dXJdX^ = difj^ldifj^.

See [97], p. 308 for a demonstration when the second surface is a plane. These

equations are sometimes referred to as the Cauchy-Riemann equations.

X In [97] this is expressed as (m^ p^) = {mp), since m is there defined as the

factor (length on 2) -h (length on 1), which ratio is here designated m^.
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and d^m/d(f)^
1= on any selected parallel (f)Q, provided A, B, and C

are given by formulae which are equivalent to (3.82). f The treatment

is usually set out in terms of complex variables. Recently M. Hotine,

[97], has avoided complex variables and introduced a treatment via a

surface called the aposphere, which provides a geometrical illustration

of the process.

(d) The aposphere. The aposphere is a surface of revolution about

the same axis as the spheroid, whose meridional section (Fig. 47) is

defined by the equation

p = AsechB{iP^C), (3.81)

where p is the perpendicular distance from the axis to a point on the

surface, ifj
is the isometric latitude, and A, B, and C are constants

which are advantageously so chosen that the aposphere will osculate

the spheroid along some parallel passing centrally through the area

for which the projection is required. { This surface derives its utility

from three propositions:

(i) Its 'Gaussian measure of curvature', defined as l/pv, is constant

and equal to B^/A^ all over the surface, from which it follows that just

as a cone or cylinder can be developed into a plane without distortion

or change of scale or of angles between geodesies within its surface,

so can the aposphere be 'deformed' into a sphere of radius A/B,

[99], p. 358.§ Note that the equation of such a sphere can be written

in the form
p^ = (^/B)sech^,, (3.83)

•]"
For the projection of an area whose extent is not predominantly in longitude,

more perfect agreement can be got by a more complicated transformation, but since

the differences of scale involved in a projection from spheroid to sphere are in any
case minute compared with those subsequently involved in the transformation from

sphere to plane, this is not in practice worth doing.

J i.e. at this latitude, (i) p is made the same for both spheroid and aposphere,

securing identity of the two parallels: (ii) geographical latitude ^, given by

sin^ = —dpJdM,

is made identical, thereby securing a common meridional tangent, and so in con-

junction with (i) a common v: and (iii) the curvature of the meridian, given by 1/p or

{lip) d<f)ldip, is also made identical, securing osculation in meridian as well as in

parallel. Three conditions to determine A, B, and C. A is approximately equal to

the earth's radius, B differs slightly from 1-000, and C is a small angle. Formulae are

J52 = l + ecosVo» A^IB"" =^ p^vo, and jB tanh S(0o+ C')
= sin <^o- (3.82)

§ The word 'deform' is here used to indicate a change in the three-dimensional

form of a surface without changes in the lengths of geodesies in it or in the angles at

their intersections, i.e. without 'distortion' within the surface. As a physical example,
a surface made of thin tin can be deformed, but not easily distorted, while one made
of rubber can be either deformed or distorted. Throughout a process of deformation

geodesies remain geodesies.
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i/jg being isometric latitude on the sphere. The meridians and parallels

of the aposphere become meridians and parallels of the sphere, but

after deformation there will have to be a small overlap (if jB > 1)

along one meridian, and a small area near the pole will not be covered.

(ii) Deforming the aposphere into a sphere naturally changes «/f,

^ (slope of the normal), and A at any point. But it is easy to see that a

point i/f,
A on the aposphere becomes ip^

= B(i/j^C), Xg
= BX on the

sphere.! Also (3.81) and (3.83) show that at corresponding points,

p (aposphere) = Bp (sphere), and since the scale m is unchanged

(mpj) must equal (Bmpg).
It follows that any formulae in terms of A^ and i/j^

which define a

plane projection of the meridians and parallels of a sphere of radius

A/B, and the resulting formulae for convergence, scale, and angle

errors, apply exactly to a plane projection of the meridians A and

isometric parallels ip
of the aposphere pj^

= A sech B{ip-\- C), provided
BX is substituted for A^, and B{i/j-\- C) for

ifj^
in the spherical projection

formulae. And in particular an orthomorphic projection will remain

orthomorphic with scale unchanged.

(iii) Since p and v are in general unequal at any point on an apo-

sphere, choice of ^, B, and C so as to secure osculation in meridian all

along one parallel enables an aposphere to be geometrically fitted to

a spheroid (except near the poles) extremely closely, so that over a

large area^ (aposphere) and^ (spheroid) at points of equal j^ are very

nearly equal.

(e) Projection of a spheroid on to a plane. The spheroid can now be

projected on to a plane in three stages:

(i) First project it on to the aposphere whose ^, B, and C are given

by (3.82), corresponding points being defined to have equal j/f
's and A's

on the two surfaces. The projection will be orthomorphic, and the

scale at any point will be p (aposphere) -f-p (spheroid), which will be

unity along the parallel selected for osculation and very nearly, but

not quite, so elsewhere.

(ii) Now deform the aposphere into a sphere, changing ifj, A, and

t After deformation the apospheric equator of radius A becomes the spherical

equator of radius AfB, without change of length between corresponding points, so

Xg
= BX. And on every parallel lengths are similarly unchanged by deformation,

so Vs \ = V^ or Ps "^ pI^'
Hence, from (3.81) and (3.83),

sech
ij/g
= sech B{ip-\-C),

or 03
= 5(0+ C). (3.84)
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p as in (d) (ii). The projection will remain orthomorphic and there

will be no further changes in scale.

(iii) Then project the sphere on to a plane, using whichever ortho-

morphic system best suits the area concerned. The result will be an

orthomorphic projection of the spheroid, whose scale at any point

Fig. 48 . R is shown as the origin of x and A, as in § 3.47.

In § 3.45 the origin is O.

will differ very slightly indeed from that of the selected plane pro-

jection of the sphere. The angle corrections will consequently also

be very slightly different. A conical orthomorphic projection of the

sphere with origin on the aposphere's osculating parallel then gives a

conical orthomorphic projection of the spheroid, as obtained in § 3.43.

A transverse Mercator projection of the sphere gives a truly ortho-

morphic projection of the spheroid, although not exactly the same as

that given in § 3.45, as the scale along the central meridian will not be

absolutely constant: but the projection will be no less useful on that

account, as the variation along the meridian will be trivial compared
with changes of scale in the plane projection at any distance from it.

And an oblique Mercator will similarly be exactly orthomorphic, but

the scale along the central axis (not quite exactly a geodesic on the

spheroid) will also minutely vary.

(/) The oblique Mercator projection. The above process can now be

used to derive an oblique Mercator projection for the spheroid. Take
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(3.73) which gives the projection for the sphere, and convert
<^

to
j/r

by the relation
i/f
= loggtan(7r/4-f <^/2), from (3.71) in which e = for

the sphere, whence

siiKJ)
=

tanhe/f, and cos<^
=

sechj/r (3.85)

from the common properties of hyperbolic functions.

Then for R write A/B, and for
i/i
and A write B(i/j-{-C) and BX.

For
(/>Q

write y^, and for longitude zero take the point R in Fig. 48

where the
*

equator' of the projection cuts the geographical equator
at an azimuth y^^, and take this point as a; = 0, ^ = 0. Then sub-

stituting in (3.73) and simplifying gives the definition of the projection

of the aposphere as

Bx \
tan = [cos yji

sinh. B(iIj-\-C)-{- sin yji sin BXjseGBX
^0^

1(3.86)

tanh—^ = [sinyj^sinh B{ifj-\- C)— cosyjiSinBX]seGh.B(ip-\-C).\

The scale at corresponding points on sphere and aposphere is

identical, and is

Bym = mo cosh—^ as in (3.74). (3.87)

Then there follow:

For m and y in terms of x and yf

mp Bx , By^ cos y = cos y^ cos -cosh- ^

rriQA rriQA itIqA

mp . . . Bx . , By—^siny = smvp— cosvpsm -smh—^
niQA

^ ^^ ^^
m^A rriQA

For m and y in terms of A and ip

—-— cos y = cos yji cos ^A cosh B(iff-\- C)

til A I—^— siny = sin y^j+ cosy 7? sin ^Asinh 5(0+0).
mp J

And for the conversion of rectangular to geographical

Bx

(3.88)

(3.89)

tan BX =
I
cos y x? sinh—^ — sin y i? sin 1

\
^^

m^^A
^^

m^Aj
sec

m^A

By_
m^A

tanhjB(0+C) = I sin vp sinh—^+ cosyT?sin -isech—'^ ^

\

^^
mo^ m^AI mo

t To prove, take m, p, and sin y for the sphere from

m = 1/sin^, p = Rcos(f> — Rseehip, and cosy = cosyjij sincucosec^

from Fig. 48. And (mp) on aposphere = (Bmp) on sphere, from (d) (ii).

(3.90)
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Now, applying the conclusions of sub-paragraph (6), formulae

(3.86) and (3.88) to (3.90) are also rigorously applicable to an ortho-

morphic projection of the spheroid. Note, however, that (3.87) does

not apply, and that the scale plane/spheroid at any point will differ

from the scale plane/aposphere in the same coordinates in the ratio

jp (aposphere) to p (spheroid) ,
which is very nearly but not quite unity.

And the plane projections of apospheric geodesies are not therefore

in general exactly projections of spheroidal geodesies.

The following formulae, [97], give this oblique Mercator projection

of the spheroid in a form ready for computation.
Let A and B be two points j/f^A^ and 4^b^b (

Greenwich longitudes)

on an axis running centrally through the area to be covered, and let

^0' Po' ^0 b® ^^® latitude, etc., at a mid-latitude in the area, the latitude

of the origin of the projection. Then at R
(</
= 0) in Fig. 48, which may

be called the origin of coordinates, y^? ^^^ ^r ^^^ given by

tan[i5(A4+A^)-5A^]
= tan 45(A^-A5)tanh iJ5(0^-f^^-f 2C)coth iB{^^-^B)

^ si^^-S(A.4— Ajg) ^ sinBiXB—Xji )

^^
sinh5(e/r^+C) sinh5(^5-fC)'

where A, B, and C are the constants of the aposphere, from (3.82).

Then compute the following projection constants

P = 2e(poK)sin^o'

= t^(PoK)'(l+^+5^sin2^o)>

^= -W/°oK)'sec<^otan^o. 1(^-^2)

For Geographical to rectangular and the reverse. Formulae (3.86)

and (3.90) apply, A being measured eastward from R as zero.

Finite distance scale

1 J52

(3.91)

logio(^Mo^) = /^

^

^\2yt+yly,+y,yl^2y\)\, (3.93)
72m* A^

where V = sin<^jjj— sin</)o, and suffix M refers to latitude i(</>i4-<^2)-

Note that ^j^^, and ^^ and (Ag— A^) in (3.94), are only wanted approxi-

mately for small terms. The term in B^/A^ is from [83].
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Arc-to-chord correction

8'' sin I" = 1 -^ (x.-x,)ta,nh^^-

-\(Xl-X[)[PW^^QW^-^RW^]^m I", (3.94)

where W = sin(^Y— sin^o» ^^^ suffix N refers to latitude J(2<^i+<^2)-

Point scale and convergence in terms of x and ?/ or of A and
«/f.

Formulae (3.88) and (3.89) apply.

At latitude 90— y^^ and longitude 90° east ofR in Fig. 48 the rr-axis

of this projection cuts the meridian at right angles, and the projection

there becomes a Decumenal projection (modified by a very slight

change of scale along the a;-axis). In this situation y becomes N and

X becomes E, while the conventional convergence is then y— 90°.

Similarly if
<^g

== y^ = the projection is a slightly modified, but still

strictly orthomorphic, transverse Mercator, in which a; is N and

2/ is —E.
The orthomorphism of these projections and the accuracy of the

formulae for 8 and scale have been proved by test computations, [83],

and found correct to 1 in 10^ in scale and 0"-04 in bearing, in fines

100 km. long over areas of about 1,000 km. by 2,000 km. in latitude

60°. Current work in the Directorate of Colonial Surveys suggests

that even higher accuracy may be obtainable, with extra terms, in

latitudes up to 75°.

General references for Chapter III

Section 1. [1], [2] vol. i, [3], [5], [8], [69].

Section 2. [32], [84].

Section 3. [8], [89], [52], [90], [88].

Section 4. [8], [73], [52],

Section 5. [73], [52].

Section 6. [331], [97], [100], [3].



IV

HEIGHTS ABOVE SEA-LEVEL
Section 1. Fundamental Principles

4.00. Definitions. There are two systems of height measurement,

triangulation and spirit levelling. Details are given in Sections 3 and

4 below, but an exact definition ofwhat is wanted and what is actually

measured must first be stated.

^Position being defined by reference to the spheroid (§3.02), it

would be natural to define the height of a point as the vertical distance

between it and the spheroid, but this will not do because in a large

survey the spheroid may depart from mean sea-level by 50 feet or

even many times as much, and a system which is liable to bring the

50-foot contour below sea-level is not an acceptable basis for mapping.
It follows that the height datum must be the geoid. i

/It remains to define the unit in which heights ar^o be measured.

The obvious unit is the metre or foot, but the difficulty in that is that

while it is natural to describe points on the same equipotential"f

surface as being at the same height, the vertical separation between

any two of the earth's equipotential surfaces is not everywhere equal.

There are thus two possible systems :

(a) Orthometric. O, the orthometric height of a point, is its distance

above the geoid in natural units, such as feet. § 4.03 shows the diffi-

culty in accepting it without closer inspection.

(6) Dynamic. Let the earth's equipotential surfaces be numbered

0, 1, 2, etc., with decimal subdivisions 1-001, 1-002, etc., according to

their true distance in (say) feet above the geoid at some one selected

place,J such as A in Fig. 49. Then D, the dynamic height of a point,

is the number of the equipotential surface on which it lies.§

Thfi-^jCtualseparation between any two equipotentialsm different

•f
An equipotential or level surface is one to which the direction of gravity is every-

where normal, such as the xuidisturbed surface of a sea or lake. The geoid is the

equipotential which coincides with mean sea-level in the open ocean.

J Or at any hypothetical place where gravity would accord with some selected

formula such as (4.2).

§ A third possible system would be to number the equipotential surfaces in pro-

portion to the work done in raising a certain mass from the geoid to the surface

concerned. If surfaces 1 and 2 were then separated by 1 foot on Aa in Fig. 49, more
elevated equipotentials would be separated by more than 1 foot. This system
is logical, but a little inconvenient in practice, and it is not employed.
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place^^s^ inversely jproportional taJJie.JoiiaL mteiisitiy__£>f--gra3dty

(§7.03). In Fig. 49 let g^ be gravity at a height h above the selected

point A, and at the same height above B let it be
gr.

Then on Bb the

separation of any two equipotentials which are separated by 1 foot

on Aa will be
i_(^_^^)/^feet. (4.1)

Nortfi
/i^^^^:;>-~^ Level and 2 sUves

(jround level.

Ecfuipotential CLh.

Ss

Creoid

Fig. 49.

The value of O—D is only exactly determinate if g is known at

every point on Aa and Bb, but in practice simplification is possible

since O—D is not very great. Gravity mostly depends on height

and latitude, and as in § 2.19 a fair approximation is given by

g = 978(1+ 0-0053 sin2^—2%) g^jg^ -(4 2)

If A is in latitude
(f)Q, (4.1) becomes

h

O = D—
J {g—gs) dh/g = D— 0-00o3(sin2^—sin^^o)^. (4.3)

the integration being along the vertical Bb.

In a world-wide levelling system, for which <^q might be 45°, the

difference between O and D would then be 2-65 per 1,000 at the

equator and poles.

4.01. Triangulation. Single observation. See Fig. 50. A
theodolite at p, h feet (orthometric) above the geoid, measures

jS
the

vertical angle to a point q. Ignoring refraction, the angle measured

is qpx, where px is tangent iiotheLeqmpotentialthrQiigk^), since the

theodolite bubble lies parallel to px. The orthometric height of q is

qQ' = hi, and the elementary procedure is to write

h^—h = (Distance X tan jS)f+ curvature correction, (4.4)

t (Distance X tan j3) is only correct if the distance is small. (4.32) gives the
correct formula.
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where the curvature correction is TQ, the depression of the spheroid
below its tangent PT.

More accurately, in Fig. 50 let pt be parallel to PT. Then

xpt = i/j
= —

(^sin^-f7ycos^)t
and

h^-h = qt+TQ'+P'P
= {Distance xtan(^+?/f)}{-[-TQ+(PP' QQ'). (4.5)

pt is psrallel to PT
Q Spheroid

Fig. 50.

This can be computed if
j/r

is given by astronomical observations at

p, § 3.04, and if PP'— QQ' is given by a geoidal section as in Chapter V,

Section 5, or can be calculated from gravity data as in § 7.16, but the

necessary information is generally lacking.fln general, vertical angles

to an unvisited point usually give the orthometric difference of height

above a spheroid whose axes are those of the reference spheroid, but

which is tangent to the level surface at the point of observation. This

is only a satisfactory approximation to the true orthometric difference

over a short distance, such as 10 miles.

4.02. Triangulation. Reciprocal observations. It is generally

possible to observe vertical angles at both ends of a line, and this

greatly improves the position. If the deviation is the same at both

ends of the line, and if the geoidal section can be represented by a

circle of any (unknown) radius, /the mean of the height differences

t Note that the deviations of the vertical
t\
and | refer to the level surface at p.

They do not have to be reduced to geoid level as in § 7.19 or 7.41. ^ is the azimuth of

Q at P.

X Distance Xtan()3-ri/<) is only correct if the distance is small. (4.32) gives
the correct formula.
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ven by observations at both ends of the line is in fact the difference

of orthometric height above the geoid, as can be seen from (4.5), in

which
i/j
and other small terms tend to cancel in the mean of reciprocal

bservati^ns.^ These two conditions are seldom accurately fulfilled,

ut experience shows that the probable error of geoidal height differ-

ence in primary reciprocal observations of a 30-mile line does not

exceed 1 foot in ordinary country, or 2 feet in high hills (5,000-

10,000 feet), and the error is random, accumulating as the square root

of the number of lines involved. See §4.13. Shorter lines are obviously
more accurate than long ones, and height is better carried along a

chain of given length by many short lines than by fewer long ones.

It is thus concluded that ordinary triangulation gives (fairly accurate)

orthometric heights above the geoid.

4.03. Spirit levelling. Fig. 49 shows that the difference of each

pair of staff readings is almost exactly an orthometric difference of

height, the error being the minute difference in the separation of ab

and AB at the two staff positions. But as the levelling continues

from a to b or b to a, these small differences accumulate, and spirit

levelling does not give true orthometric heights. Consider further the

circuit BbaA, supposing that the levelling zigzags up a steep hill Bb,

proceeds along the level surface ba, zigzags dow^n aA, and returns

along the level AB. Then if no error of observation is made, Bb and

aA will be measured orthometrically, while the measured height

differences in ba and AB will each be zero, and there will consequently
be a circuit closing error of Bb—aA. If AB is 200 miles, B lying due

north of A, and if Aa = 5,000 feet, this closing error may be 1-4 feet,

not a very serious error in such a circuit, but one that is not insignifi-

cant.

Error and ambiguity on this account are avoided as follows : First

correct all measured height differences from orthometric to dynamic

differences.! Then having summed them and distributed the remain-

ing circuit errors, which are due to error of observation, (4.3) is used to

t Not each separate shot of 50 yards or so, but the differences between adjacent
bench-marks at distances of up to 5 miles. If M is the height above sea-level of a

point as given by spirit levelling without any dynamic correction or distribution of

circuit closing error ^

D = M-f j {g-gs)dhlg. (4.6)

This is of the same form as (4.3), but the integration is along the line of levelling from
the MSL datum to the point concerned, with

(f>
and h both varying.
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convert the sea-level heights of bench-marks back from dynamic to

orthometric. So the final result is orthometric height above the geoid.

4.04. Conclusion. For the publication of results orthometric

heights above the geoid are preferable to djniamic since: #

(a) Simple triangulation gives orthometric heights with some

accuracy over short distances, and topographers and cadastral

surveyors would be inconvenienced by a system of dynamic heights
in which the unit of height differed from the foot or metre by up to

0-2 per cent.,

and (b) uncorrected spirit levelling also gives orthometric heights
with great accuracy in small circuits, and can be corrected to do so

in large circuits with little more work than is required to produce
accurate dynamic heights.

§ 7.41 investigates the possibility and consequences of using true

values of gravity instead of (4.2). It concludes that Uttle benefit

results, and that the labour is impossibly great.

Section 2. Atmospheric Refraction

4.05. The curvature of a ray of light. In Fig. 52 let PXQ be

the course of a ray of light from P at height h-^^
to Q at height ^2- Let ^

be the observed angle of elevation of Q at P above PT, the tangent to

the earth's level surface, and let^—QPT = Q, the angle of refraction.

The form of PXQ is then governed by the four formulae (4.7)

to (4.10).

(a) (i?+/^)jLt cos a = constant, (4.7)f

where /x is the refractive index of the air, and a is the angle between

t Proof. Li Fig. 51 let aa'...dd' be the limits of concentric layers of air of equal

density, and let QdcbaP be the path of a ray of light from Q to P. At (say) c the law
of refraction gives sin Z^cd/sin bcC = /x'//^, where /it'

and n are the refractive indices

above and below cc'.

Also sin Z^bc/sin bcC = sin cbC/sin bcC = cC/bC from the triangle bcC.

Whence cC/x sin Z^cd = bC/i' sin Z^bc = constant all along the ray.
Now let the density and /i vary continuously, instead of by finite increments, and

{R-i-h)fi cos a = constant,

where R is the radius of the earth at sea-level, h is the height above sea-level, and
a = 90°— Zenith distance.

Alternatively. Accept the fundamental law that light follows the shortest
'

optical
'

path, i.e. that J c dl/v or J /x dZ is to be a minimum, where v is the velocity of light as

in (3.23). Then precisely following the argument of § 3.42 (6), we have

1 1 dfi Kdp .

curvature of path = - = = —cos a — as in (4.11),
o- /x d{h sec a) /x.

dh
1 d/x

since a is small and cos a is sensibly constant. And approximately
- =^ ——

.

a ah,
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PXQ and the surfaces of equal refractive index, the latter being

Ickoned

as spheres of radius (R-\-h) = (3,9Q0-\-h) miles.

Earth's ^^,^^^^:=^^^^^-^^" ^
centre^^^^^^^^^''''^^

— " "

Fig. 51.

(6) fM-l = Kp, (4-8)

where p is the air density and iC is a constant. K varies according to

the humidity, but see (c), footnote.

(c) P = cTp, the 'Perfect gas' law, (4.9)

where P is the atmospheric pressure, c is a constant, and T is tempera-
ture measured from the absolute zero, —273° C.f

(d) From the vertical equilibrium of a particle

dP = —pgdh, (4.10)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, which can be treated as

constant.

Logarithmically differentiating (4.7) gives

, dh cot oc da
,

da = -^=-—;
—h -^ cot a.

And the curvature of the path

>-a)

!q: dl

1 dp.

, , diO—(x)X cos a doL cosq: doc .

\ G = — r^T = —— -COS a = ——-—r-sma
sec a dl R-\-h dl R-{-h dh

— cos oc, from doc above,
/x dh

K do= —cos a— ~, by differentiating (4.8). (4.11)
p, dh

t In damp air this is slightly modified as in § 8.45, but § 8.46 shows that the differ-

ence between the refractive indexes of dry air and water vapour almost exactly com-

pensates the difference between their c's in (4.9), and that the fi of damp air at a
certain temperature and total pressure is substantially identical with that of dry air

at the same total pressure.

X 1/(T
=

difjjds, where dip is change in the direction of the tangent to the path, and
s is distance along the path, so ds = sec ex dl. Q is angle at centre: dd = dll[R-\-h).
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Then, differentiating (4.9),

dP = cT dp-^cp dT = —pg dh from (4.10)

rpdp ,

dT

whence, using (4.9),t |^_Z_(?+g)
j^ /. nx 1 K COS oc P Ig dT\ ,, ,^,and from (4.11)

- =__
^.(f

+
^).

(4-12)

Substituting figures in pound, foot, second, centigrade units (P in

poundals/ft.2), /x-1 = 0-0002929 when p = (1/12-4) Ib./ft.^, so

Z= 3-63x10-3.

Also c = 3,100 and g/c
= 0-0104.

Then
^ = 0-241^1^ (^'^^^^

+^) s^^on^s P^r foot (4.13)u rp2

or ifP is in inches ofmercury, and cos a = 1 as it is within 0-4 per cent.

if a < 5°

1 PI dT\
- = 550— 0-0104+^ seconds per foot. (4.14)

When oc is small we have also

L
I

"41^ dl, (4.15)
a

where L = PQ and ? = PX.
Then (4.14) and (4.15) are the fundamental formulae, and if P, T,

and dT/dh are known at every point on PXQ, Q is determinate.

Actually P is generally known to 1 per cent, or better. T can be

measured at P, and the average value of T along PXT (reckoned

from —273° C.) can probably be estimated within about 1 per cent,

too. The doubtful item is dT/dh. The adiabatic gradient for dry air,

which might be expected to be the actual gradient in the afternoon,

§ 4.09 {d), is —0-003 or 3° C. per 1,000 feet, but apart from abnormal

values near the ground —0-0017 is more usually observed. There is

thus apt to be an uncertainty of about 0-001 in dT/dh, even in favour-

able circumstances, with a resulting uncertainty of 10 per cent, in Q.

. -x-r 1 ^P 1 ^H- 1 ^os a diM

t Note that —- = — —-, so - = —, the gradient of log u across the ray.
ah Kan a

fj,
dh
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Note the factor (L~l)IL in (4.15). Values of 1/ct at the far end of a

line have Httle effect on Q..

4.06. Horizontal lines. If PQ is sufficiently horizontal for P and

T to be treated as constant, as when \ and ^2 ^-re the same within a

few hundred feet, and ii dTjdh is treated as constant, (4.15) gives

a = LI2g. (4.16)

Then if H = kO, where 6 or LjR is the angle subtended by PQ at the

earth's centre,

k = R&in\"l2(j

= 27,000 ^ /o-0104+^j in Centigrade Abs. (4.17 a)

= 50,000 ^ /o-0187+^] in Fahrenheit Abs., (4.176)

P being in inches of mercury. The factor k which expresses H as a

fraction of the arc length is the well-known coefficient of refraction.

In (4.17 a) put P = 30^ T = 300° (80° F.), and dT/dh = -0-0017° C.

or — 0-003° F. per foot, and k then equals 0-081, while at an altitude

of 10,000 feet where P may be 21" and T 280°, k = 0-065. These

examples confirm the values 0-075 or 0-07 which are commonly used,

but the best value is of course got by substituting estimated average
values of P and T with —0-0017 for dT/dh in (4.17 a).

In so far as dT/dh can be assumed constant, its actual value is

immaterial if reciprocal angles are observed at P and Q, for an error

in the accepted value will produce identically opposite errors in the

height differences computed from the two ends of the line, which will

cancel in the mean. This fact, taken with § 4.02, makes it essential to

observe reciprocal angles. One-way observations are of little value.

Observed reciprocal angles provide a means of estimating k and

hence dT/dh, which may then be used for computing the heights of

unvisited intersected points. The formula is

Pp-^PQ-{-{l-2k)d
= 0. (4.18)

This ignores differences in the deviations of the vertical at P and Q,

but the mean given by a number of lines may give significant results.

4.07. Inclined lines. If h^ and h^ are so different that P and T
cannot be treated as constant, P/T^ and consequently l/o- (since

dT/dh is still being treated as constant) may be considered to vary
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Knearly with height, and a good value of k will be obtained by sub-

stituting in (4.17) the estimated values of P and T at one-third of the

distance along the line, i.e. at height ^(2li-^^h^) for observations at P
and J(/^i+2A2) for Q.

In practice a table is made, [102], p. 8, giving k for the normal values

of P and T at different heights, with the differences resulting from

departures from the normal of 1" in P and 10° in T, to enable the

tabular values to be corrected by actual observations. Then k is

computed for the appropriate height as above. This will give satis-

factory results provided lines are from one steep-sided hill to another,

not grazing the ground in between, and provided observations are

made at both P and Q at the times of minimum refraction, noon to

16.00 hours.

4.08. Variations in temperature gradient. Diurnal change in

refraction is mostly due to change in dTjdh, the usual source of which

is the varying temperature of the ground, and the consequent periodic

upward transfer of heat. In the theory of heat, if the temperature of

the lower side of a solid plate is made to vary periodically, so that its

temperature is ^^^{l+J Uj.{(io^rnt^Ur)}, "the temperature at a point

distant y above the bottom of the plate is given by

dt dy^

where t is the time, and k is the conductivity.

The appropriate solution of (4.19) is

T = TJl^XyjT^^^ U,e-by^rcos{rnt-^u-by^r)},

which may be written

T = TJl -^Xy/T^+fiy)}, defining f{y). (4.20)

Or, if the ground temperature is represented by a single harmonic

T^Ucos{nt+u),

T = T^+Xy+T^Ue-^ycos{nt-^u-by). (4.21)

In (4.21) A is the mean temperature lapse rate, —0-0017° C. per foot

or whatever it may be, n = 277-/24 hours, t is the time in hours from

midnight, —24^^/277 is the hour of maximum T, 2T^ U is the daily

temperature range, and b — yl{n/2K). In plain language, (4.21) shows

that at a height y above the heated surface the mean temperature is

less than that at the surface by —Xy, that the amplitude of the daily

temperature variation is reduced in the ratio 1 : e-^^, and that the time
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of maximum temperature lags (246y)/27r hours behind the surface

maximum.
G. I. Taylor [103] and [104] showed that the transfer of heat up-

wards from the ground does to some extent follow this formula, the

transfer taking place by means of atmospheric eddies. The constant k

is called the eddy conductivity (dimensions Pt-^), and 1/6 is the height
above the ground at which the variation is reduced to 1/2-718 of its

surface value. His data gave the following values for 1/6:

Over the sea. Newfoundland Banks . .297 feet

Over grass. Salisbury Plain . . . 1,210 ,,

Over houses. Eiffel Tower, January . . 1,120 „
Over houses. Eiffel Tower, August . . 2,310 „

The order of magnitude is clearly about 1,000 feet. Little else can

be said, except that 1/6 is Hkely to be small over a smooth surface,

with Uttle wind, and at low temperatures (all tending towards little

eddy conductivity), as the figures confirm. It is also of course Hkely
to vary with height, in which case 1/6 should be smaller near the ground
than higher up, where larger eddies can develop. A value as low as

180 feet can be deduced from refraction changes in low grazing lines

in the Punjab plains in winter, see §4.09 (6).

It is seldom possible to assess a value of 6, and thence to calculate

the diurnal refraction changes, and it is impracticable to measure it

whenever required, but (4.20) does provide a qualitative explanation
of many refraction phenomena. Harmonic analysis of diurnal tem-

perature changes is also seldom practicable, but [105], which gives the

first four harmonics at a wide range of stations, shows that it is reason-

ably weU represented by two harmonics, in which the amplitude of the

second is J to J that of the first. This makes possible the approxima-
tions given as (4.26), (4.28), and (4.29).

4.09. Diurnal change in refraction. From (4.20), at height h

1/T2H'-S^
within 1 per cent, if Q is very high; or within 5 per cent, if PQ grazes

the ground throughout, in which case the refraction wiU in any case

be very unpredictable. Substituting this in (4. 14) outside the bracket,

and taking dT/dh from (4.20), gives:

- =^ {l+X(de-2hlTJ+9(iT^f'{y)} seconds per foot. (4.22)

Note that h, difference of height above sea-level, occurs in the term
6125 M
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involving the lapse rate A, while the harmonic variation depends on

y the height above the ground. The two are not the same, ifthe ground
is not level.

Whence from (4.15)

5-7PZr,,- , _., L\ts,np\ ,

550P
n" =

[j(l+96A)-^}
+
!gJJ(i:-V'(,)i./772

-*^ m , .,. . ... -
«

(4.23)

Or, putting A = —0-0017, and T^ = 294 (70° F.) in the small terms,
L

^" = ^^(l-4-6i^X 10-«)+^ r (L-l)f'{y)dl (4.24)

where H^ is a constant term independent of the time of day, and Q.^ is

periodic. Note that the units in formulae (4.22) to (4.30) and §4.10

are inches of mercury, centigrade (absolute), and feet. H = h^—h^,

y is height above the ground, and Q." is the angle of refraction in

seconds.

Before Q.^ can be integrated y must be expressed in terms of I, the

distance from P. In general this cannot be done, but three special

cases can be studied as in (a), (6), and (c) below.

{a) Linefrom flat ground to a distant high mountain or aircraft. This

case is illustrated in Fig. 52. If the ground in front of P is not flat,

let its slope be typified by a Kne PL. When drawing PL remember

that curvature of PXQ near Q has little effect on H, and that in any
case comparatively little diurnal change of curvature occurs at more

than 1,000 or 2,000 feet above ground level. Then in the part of the

ray where diurnal change of curvature occurs and matters

Z = 2/cot(^-y),

where y is the upward slope of PL, and

_ 550Pcot(i3-y)

'-e-'^^''^ &m{rnt-\-Uj.-^-—rrihH^r\ \

where m = (^-yWA ^^'^^^

t Here H is height above the horizontal tangent at P, ignoring curvature, rather

than h^—h^, but the difference is only large in very long lines, and the terms involving
mhH are then very small.
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And if mhH > 2, i.e. if Q is more than about 2,000 feet above PL,

the term in e-^^^ can be ignored, and

o" O" 550Pcot(^-y) U m _JL_m ^-Tn ^)\

(4.26)

where suffixes t^ and ^2 refer to any two times, and ^1— 3 means 3

hours before ^^.f

Fig. 52.

In this situation refraction changes can be obtained from rqeasured

temperatures without harmonic analysis, and Fig. 53 shows the rela-

tion between Q. and T for different values of mbH. When mbH
exceeds unity, the curve resembles an elongated ellipse, and when it is

very large the term in llmbHy/2 may be neglected, and the relation

is linear.} This accords with the well-known fact that minimum

refraction occurs at the hottest time of day, although see (6) and (c)

below. The almost exact linear relationship is also clearly shown by

long series of observations to Himalayan peaks made between sunrise

and 16.00 hours in the afternoon, see [101] p. 69, and [108].

Formulae (4.25) and (4.26) only approximate to the truth if y is

t The second term of (4.26) assumes U^ fairly small compared with U-j^, but the

resulting error is of little account.

t Numerical example: if P = 30", T^ = 300° (80° F.) and H is very large so

that llmbH^/2 is negligible, AQ" will be 0-18 cot(/3-y)Ar, or 100" if j3-y = 1° and
AT = 10° C.
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small, for the mechanism of eddy conductivity will break down on

steep slopes, but it does agree with fact in giving a small Q^ if y is a

large negative, so that cot(^—y) is comparatively small. There is little

P = 30"

Tm=294{6o''.F)

Cot(jS-y)=4-7

Hour Temperature "C
O 9
3 8
6 7
9 II

12 19
IS 21
12 IG
21 n

mbH =00

mbH ^ 4-

mbH ^2

Fig. 53. Diurnal variation of refraction. Formula (4.26).

diurnal variation in a line where the ground falls steeply away in

front of a high hill. Note also that Qg varies as cot(j8—y), not as the

distance PQ. But the line considered is by hypothesis one that pro-

ceeds to some considerable height, such as at least 2/6, and the factor

cot(j8—y) is therefore a measure ofthe distance it travels in the periodi-

cally disturbed levels of the atmosphere. Note also that when Q is
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very high, the term in l/mbH^2 is very small, and the value ofthe eddy

conductivity is immaterial, but when Q is lower so that the line does

not proceed entirely beyond the disturbed levels, the value of b

becomes more important. See (6) below, where the variation in a

horizontal line is proportional to 6, and to the length of the line.

(b) Low horizontal lines. Formula (4.26) fails when the hne is

parallel to the ground, as cot(j8—y) is then infinite, and the other factor

indeterminate. Then putting e-^^^ = l—mbH, as is justifiable ifH
is only a few hundred feet, Qg can be put into the form:

„_ 550PLb

-' m

X 2 ^m ^rVr
j;^ COsfm^+^,+^j +^^-^COs/^^^^

(4.27)
from which approximately follows:

"?-"?, = ^5^ (?'fe+3)-rfe+3))- (4.28)

This shows that in a nearly horizontal line O.^ varies as the length,

as the change of temperature, and as 6, and that the minimum re-

fraction should occur 3 hours before maximum temperature. This

last point is confirmed by observations in the flat plains of the Punjab,

[8], Appendix S.f From these observations also the deduced value

of 1/6 is 180 feet, an appropriate value for very low lines over flat

ground in cold weather.

(c) Fronfi a steep hill to a plain, such as from Q to P in Fig. 52. If

the ground near Q is steep, little variation in the curvature of the ray
occurs there. Bending near P occurs as in (a) above, but has less

effect on n at Q than on Q. at P. Then in (4.24) put y = m(h—H),
where m = (fi—y)IP at the distant station P. In this case h is height
above the level of Q, and H is the value of h at P, both negative.

Then if —mbH > 2, an approximate formula is:

550Pcot(^--y) ^
''^—^^h — 7f2

X

X
[:^^ihS^

(2^fc-3)-^«.-3))
+«"'*^(?'«.+»M)-yfe+M6«)}-

(4-29)

t The early rainimum is not very apparent from the tables of figures, but in [8].

Appendix 3, p. 89, it is stated that the objects observed were generally below the
horizon between 10 and 13 hours, indicating minimiun refraction at about 11.30.
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Note that P, T^, T^, etc., j8
and y refer to P at the far end of the line,

and that mbH is negative.

Or, more roughly,

Qff O" 550Pcot(^-y) ^^ .

In this case the diurnal change is about llmbH^/2 times that in the

line from P to Q, and minimum occurs 3 hours after maximum tem-

perature at P. The reduced range is in accord with observation, and

the late minimum is weakly confirmed by available data, so far as

they go, [101], p. 49, item 'Nolji, Oct. 1908'.

Thus far theory has agreed well with experience, but where it fails

is that as temperature increases on a hot day, the low density of the

air near the ground results in convection and the break up of more

regular eddy conductivity. This presumably tends to start when the

adiabatic gradient is reached, but convection does not operate suffi-

ciently vigorously to prevent the formation of much higher lapse

rates, as below. At any one site, however, the hmiting value ofdT/dh
is apparently somewhat constant, witness the observed considerable

constancy in minimum refraction, although it must obviously vary
with the wind speed if with nothing else.

There is no corresponding constancy in the maximum refraction at

night, for the chilling of the lower air produces no unstable equi-

librium, and increases steadily with the clearness of the sky and the

stillness of the air. Over water the diurnal change in refraction is

likely to be small : or it may be reversed if at midday the water is

cooler than air which has blown off the land, and the opposite at

night.

The following are some recorded values of temperature gradient

near the ground in °C. per 1,000 feet, negative indicating the normal

decrease with height.

(i) Dehra Dun, India. [109], p. 28. March, between 11 and 16

hours. At heights of 13, 31, 48, 65, and 83 feet above the ground—43, —9, —5, —4, and —7 respectively. A normal state in sunny
weather apart from the apparent small increase at 83 feet.

(ii) Ganges Bridge. [109], p. 29. Over water. March, between 10

and 15 hours. At heights of 7|^, 16|, and 25J feet above the water

-[-60, 0, and —6 respectively. At 5 feet above the water refraction

observations gave an average of +40 and a maximum of +110.
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This shows the inversion over cold water, which in this case persists

only to a small height, because the extent of water is small.

(iii) Punjab plains. [8], Appendix 3. Winter. Deduced from re-

fraction at heights of 20 to 40 feet above the ground. At midday up
to —20 was recorded, but higher negative values had occurred an

hour earlier when marks were below the horizon. At sunrise and at

night typically +40 to +70, but +120 recorded. Illustrates inversion

at night.

(iv) See also [84], pp. 37-79 and [106] for modern meteorological
work.

Meteorology has made much progress in recent years and numerous

observations have been made of the temperature gradient and its

variations. Values of k and b have been deduced, showing great

variations and confirming the impossibility of assessing useful values

for them. [107] suggests that k may tend to vary as the 1-6 or 2-0

power of the height above ground, and the formulae of this paragraph
could be restated accordingly, but it is unUkely that refraction would

thereby be more accurately calculable, since unless there is no wind

the temperature and its gradient at any point in the atmosphere

depend not only on heat transfers from the ground immediately below,

but on what the wind brings from many miles away, and there is no

point in pushing the formulae too far. The surveyor's ordinary pre-

cautions are generally adequate to give the accuracy required, with

the method given in § 4.07, but where they are not, as possibly for radar

trilateration, the only practicable course is to send an aircraft to make
direct measures of the temperature conditions along the line.

4.10. Lateral refraction. From formulae (4.7) to (4.9), taking P
as constant, the curvature of a ray of light in a horizontal plane can be

deduced as 550{PIT^){dTldx) seconds per foot, where x is measured

horizontally at right angles to the line. Computation and correction

will hardly be practicable, but the -X)rder of magnitude of possible

lateral refraction can be illustrated as follows: [19], p. 102.

(a) For a distance of 10,000 feet let a line graze along a sloping hill-

side, so that the ground is 3,000 feet from the line horizontally and

1,000 vertically. If the hill is 5° C. hotter than the air through which

the Une passes, the average horizontal gradient will be 5° C. per

3,000 feet. On the line itself dTjdx will be less, but perhaps as much
as 0-0005 per foot, and the total curvature in 10,000 feet will be
1" of arc.
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(6) Seven feet above the ground the vertical gradient may be

0-1° C. per foot, and the horizontal gradient might be the same 7 feet

to the side of a vertical rock in bright sunshine. A graze 50 feet long

through such a gradient would produce a curvature of 1".

See references in § 1.28 for some recorded examples.

Fig. 54.

Section 3. Triangulated Heights

4.11. Computation of height differences. § 1.35 describes the

observation of vertical angles and their correction for bubble readings

to give ^, and § 4.07 describes the normal method of obtaining the

angle of refraction Q. In Fig. 54 let
jS'
= QPQ' = ^-0.-^^6. Then

h^-h^ = QQ' = PQ'sinj8'sec()8'+i^)

= L(l-^hJR)sin{^-Q,-{-id)sec(^—Q-\-e), (4.31)

=
i:tan^'(l+^|

(4.32)

involving the approximations that chord PQ' = L(l-{-hJR) and

Ltan^ = h^—h-^ in the second term of (4.32), but the resulting errors

are far smaller than those of refraction. The factor 14-(^2+^i)/2-^

is only material in Hues rising to over 5,000 feet. For computing 9

we have 6 = L/E^, where i?^ is the radius of curvature of the spheroid

in the azimuth and latitude concerned, and R^ or a suitable log can be

tabulated for every 5° of latitude and azimuth. [102], p. 9.
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It is best to compute the reciprocal observations at P and Q separ-

ately. A little labour can be saved by a formula which combines the

two, but the double computation provides a useful check, and gives

>me insight into the accuracy of the work.

The deduced height of Q must of course be increased by the height

Hof the theodolite axis above the station mark at P, and decreased by
the height of the signal at Q. To avoid gross error it is a convenient

rule that when a station has more than one mark, §1.18 (a), the

accepted height should always refer to the one which is approximately
at ground level. This height can then be printed on maps.

4.12. Adjustment of heights. The height differences obtained

from observations at each end of every line should be entered in place

on a diagram of the triangulation, with the mean at the centre of each

line. If the refraction has been systematically abnormal on account

ofthe temperature gradient systematically differing from —0-0017° C.

per foot, the difference entered at the higher end of each line will tend

to be greater or less than that at the other. Otherwise reciprocal angles

should agree. "j*
With this in mind, any abnormal figures can be noted

and checked.

Starting with given heights at one end of the chain, the mean height

differences can then be used to compute the heights of all stations.

Each forward station will generally be fixed by two or three lines, and

these should be weighted inversely as their lengths, or even as the

square of their lengths, unless abnormal discrepancy between recipro-

cal observations suggests otherwise. A little 'give and take' will be

needed, but least squares need not be called in to help. [110], pp.

87-90, illustrates the treatment of a chain where care was needed

on account of midday observations not always having been

possible.

The long lines of geodetic triangulation do not make for accurate

heights, and the shorter sides of topographical work would give

better results if always observed in the afternoon and with the

accuracy of which modern small theodolites are capable, but the

adjustment of geodetic heights to topographical is not recommended
as a general rule. Spirit levelling, on the other hand, is many times

more accurate than triangulation, and the latter should always be

adjusted to it, provided that the levelling is continuous from a tidal

t Changes in the deviation of the vertical are an ahnost unavoidable source of

discrepancy, which may be large in mountainous country.
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datum, and is known to be free from gross blunders. No least squares
is called for in this adjustment, and the discrepancies can simply be

distributed through the geodetic chains between the stations where

levelled heights are available. Such control is desirable at about every
200 miles as a maximum.

4.13. Accuracy of triangulated heights. The sum of the

height differences in the three sides of a triangle should be zero. As
observed let it be V. Then in any chain let

V = V(2 V73n), (4.33)

where n is the number of triangles involved, and 0-67 xp is then the

p.e. of the observed height difference in an average line, and 0-55p

{= 0-67^ X -^(2/3)} is the p.e. after adjustment of triangular mis-

closure. When forming p ignore any redundant lines of exceptional

length both in ^ V^ and in n. Then in a chain of triangles, quadri-

laterals, etc., which provide three or four independent routes by which

heights can be carried forward, let P be the p.e. of height after 100

miles, and a good value of P will be 0-67^V/-i- V3 = 0'4tXp^/f, where

/ is the average number of hnes on each flank of the chain per 100

miles. And the p.e. after 100^ miles will be PV^S.f In India, [87], {

1-0 has been found to be a typical value of ^ in favourable circum-

stances, rising to about 3-0 in chains with very large triangles. In flat

country with (say) ^ — IJ and/ — 8, P works out at 1-7, while in

large mountains with ^ = 3 and / = 2J, P = 1-9. So 2 feet is a

reasonable maximum for the p.e. after 100 miles in ordinary circum-

stances, and 1 foot can often be hoped for.

4.14. Heights of intersected points. Formula (4.32) is applicable,

but unless the distance is short it is necessary to verify from the

chart mentioned in § 4. 12 that the table used for k is giving accordant

results for comparable reciprocal observations. If the distance is very

great, and the point important, such as Mount Everest, the best

procedure is to observe the deviation of the vertical, correct j8
accord-

ingly, and to estimate the difference between the separation of geoid

and spheroid at P and at Q, as in (4.5).

t If the heights of a chain are adjusted between two errorless spirit-levelled values,

at distances of lOO^S and lOOiC^S miles from a point, the p.e. of the adjusted height
at the point will be P^JS^{KI{K -{-!)} feet. If iC > 1, i.e. if lOOS miles is the distance

to the nearest connexion, ^{KI{K-\-l)} is between 1-0 and 0-7 and is easily esti-

mated.

J P in [87] is not the same as P here.
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Section 4. Spirit Levelling

171

IL

4.15. Objects. The objects of geodetic spirit levelling are (a) to

^ovide a main framework to control triangulated heights and the

ower order spirit levelling required for engineering projects; (6) to

etect and measure changes of level due either to tectonic causes or to

• = Tidal Datum

200 4-00 Miles

o Calcutta

Bombay •]

Fig. 55. Part of the primary level net of India, 1947.

de-watering and shrinkage of alluvium, etc. ;
and (c) to record depar-

tures of mean sea-level from a true equipotential surface.

The primary framework should take the form of a net of high pre-

cision lines forming rough triangles or rectangles with sides of from

100 to 200 miles, or perhaps less in highly developed areas and more in

sparsely inhabited ones. The lines should follow easy communications,

but preferably not railways nor roads with super-heavy traffic. Great

changes of height should if possible be avoided, unless heights are

specifically required at the top. The layout should take account of the

need to connect triangulation stations, and (other things being equal)

should pass through areas where engineers are most likely to use

the B.M.'s.

Tidal stations should be established every few hundred miles along
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the coast, not up estuaries but facing the open sea, and connected to

the net.

Fig. 55 shows the level net of part of India in 1947.

4.16. Field procedure. The general procedure is very similar to

ordinary engineering levelling, which need not be described. The usual

specification for geodetic levelling, with an outline of the special

'{?

p^

P.2*i

^ B

•1

^ M

^ ^^
Fig. 56. Zeiss type level. Diagrammatic.

M = micrometer tilting screw. B = bubble adjustment. A = lateral

movement of prisms for fine adjustment, p = pivots. P = parallel plate.

Bubble eyepiece

Bubble
tube

Fig. 57.

precautions sometimes, or usually, ignored in lower order work, is

given below:

{a) The instrument should be such as the Zeiss No. Ill, the C.T.S.

'Geodetic level', or the U.S.C. & G.S. binocular level, whose special

features are:

(i) Focal length 13'-16", aperture li'-2i", magnification 30-40.

Internal focusing.

(ii) Sensitive bubble, about 0-1 inches to 6 or 12 seconds of arc,

which is read from the eye end of the telescope, generally by the well-

known Zeiss coincidence system. Fig. 57.

(iii) The telescope is pivoted as in Fig. 56, so that the bubble is
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centred for each sightf by a fine micrometer tilting screw M, thus

Avoiding the necessity for careful levelling of the tribrach.

I (iv) The telescope tube and bubble holder are made of nickel-steel

with, a low temperature coefficient, but the instrument should be

Hiaded by an umbrella.
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such a distance as 120 feet. The telescope together with the bubble is

then rotated 180° about its longitudinal axis, and the staff is read

again. If the readings are not identical the cross-wire is made to

intersect the mean, using the micrometer screw M, and the bubble is

re-centred by A or B. This removes coUimation provided the bubble

is perfectly constructed, so that in Fig. 58 the lines A^ A^ and Ag Ag
are parallel, A^Aa being perpendicular to the telescope axis. To

eliminate imperfection in this respect, the ordinary Zeiss type level

is suppUed with a cap which enables the eye-piece to be placed over

the object glass, and two more readings of the staff (bubble left and

bubble right) are made with the eye-piece in this position. The mean
of all four readings is then free from coUimation error, and the level

should be adjusted to give this reading in the ordinary working

position. In the C.T.S geodetic level rehance is placed on adequate

perfection of the bubble grinding, and provision for these two extra

readings is not made. The observer is given the choice of either

adjusting as above, so that readings made with the bubble to the left

of the telescope are correct, or of making all readings in both positions

of the telescope. In the latter case no coUimation adjustment is

required, but the makers advise that the images of two small reference

marks on the bubble vial should be made to coincide. The single

reading with bubble left is advised for ordinary work. With aU types

of level the maker's instructions should be consulted.

(c) Parallel plate. A thick glass plate, P in Fig. 56, can be placed in

front of the object glass and rotated so as to raise or lower the Hne

of sight, without deflecting it, by up to half the staff's graduation

interval. Instead of tenths of the graduation interval being estimated

by eye, the plate is used to secure exact bisection of a graduation line,

and tenths and hundredths (for what the latter are worth) are read off

the screw which rotates the plate.

This device may give increased accuracy in short lines, but does

nothing to ehminate the systematic errors which are the chief source

of trouble in long Hues.

(d) Staves. Invar staves are the best, i.e. invar graduated strips,

mounted on wood but firmly attached to it at the bottom only. Wood
is adequately free from temperature coefficient, but is sensitive to

damp, and also does not permanently maintain equality of its gradu-

ated intervals in different parts of the staff. The overaU length of the

staff should be periodicaUy checked, frequently if it is wooden, and
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[if
it differs from its reputed length, recorded height differences between

B.M.'s should receive the correction appropriate to the mean length

[of the two staves.t Staves should also be tested for straightness

md rejected if any part is more than ^ inch from the straight line

[joining the ends. With invar staves the temperature coefficient must

be known, and the working temperature must be periodically re-

[corded.

The staff is plumbed by either a plummet or a small circular level,

either of which must be periodically adjusted. Reliable assistants

may hold the staff vertical with the help of a pair of steadying poles,

or cheaper labour may be used to plumb and guy the staff, so that the

leveller can check its verticality (to within about | inch in 10 feet)

as he passes. Unless the distance from the zero graduation to the

;

bottom of the staff is known to be the same on each, one particular

[staff should be used on all B.M.'s. Elsewhere the staff should be

placed on some clean, hard, rounded, slightly protruding and im-

movable object, such as a spike or peg or a special three-cornered

plate with turned down pointed corners for use on soft ground.
If a parallel plate is used, the staff graduations should be plain

lines at intervals of about 0-02 feet, only thick enough to be seen at

maximum working distance, but otherwise they should follow one of

the various patterns of alternate black and white spaces about 0-01

feet wide.

(e) Programme. Readings are made on the central horizontal wire

and on the two stadia wires at equal distances above and below. If

the mean of the stadia wires does not agree with the centre wire within

0-002 feet, a repetition should be made. J As a precaution against

blunders, which will only be detected after the line has been re-

levelled in the opposite direction, when verification will be trouble-

some, it is often found economical to raise or lower the instrument a

few inches and read a second set of three wires at each station. The

two sets should agree within 0-003 feet.§ To cancel possible pro-

gressive change in refraction, the fore staff and back staff should be

read first at alternate set-ups. Normally the whole line is levelled

twice, once in each direction.

t Correction for the mean length is correct provided the two staves are equal
within about 0-004 feet in 10. [109], pp. 38-9.

J Unless on any particular instrument there may be a constant difference.

§ Stricter standards may be prescribed if the maximum length of sight is restricted

to 150 feet or less.
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On this system, in good conditions, and without steep slopes, out-

turn can be 3 miles of single levelling per day.

(/) Length of sight. The two staves should be equidistant within

a few feet, to eliminate colHmation error, change of focus, earth's

curvature, and normal refraction. With cheap labour this is secured by

rapid chaining. Alternatively, distances can be paced, checked by the

stadia wires, and the running sum of fore and back sights kept equal.

The maximum sight, instrument to staff, considered permissible is

150 m. in the U.S.C. & G.S., 330 feet in India, and 120 to 150 feet in

Great Britain. However high the permissible limit, the observer must

of course shorten his sights in the heat of the day if 'boihng' of the air

makes accurate reading difficult. The ideal is to use the longest sights

at which it is comfortably possible to secure the agreement of the

three wires and the two set-ups within the prescribed limits nine times

out often. See also [HI].

(g) Check levelling. The season's work must be started from a B.M.

ofproved stability. Even when a B.M. cut on solid rock is available, it

should be checked (if only to prove correct recognition) by connexion

to two or three other old B.M.'s. In general 3 or 4 miles of old hne,

wdth as many B.M.'s, should be re-levelled whenever connexion with

old work is required, and if discrepancies are found, more may be

necessary.

Each day's work should be closed and started on a single good mark

cut on some sohd structure, although connexion to a second mark of

some kind is a useful check. If nothing solid is available, work can be

closed and started on three pegs. When more than one mark is used,

care must be taken to avoid the inclusion of their height difference

twice over (or not at all) in the running total of the Hne.

(h) Coloured filters. In bright sunshine some kind of red or yellow,

or polaroid filter on the eye-piece may reduce dazzle and make reading

easier.-j- It has also been claimed that 'boihng' is thereby minimized.

It is difficult to see how the latter can be the case, but even if the

improvement is illusory, the illusion will have been due to the leveller's

increased comfort, and may be worth having.

4.17. Accuracy. Levelling can be observed with very great

accuracy. Over short distances the procedure of §4.16 gives about

0-004VL feet for the probable error of the mean of two leveUings (fore

and back) over a distance of L miles, without the parallel plate, and

t Kodak Wratten No. 26, stereo red, has been used. [6], p. 361.
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with 330-foot sights permitted. In longer distances, however, there

is a tendency for error to accumulate as L rather than as Vi^. This

systematic error may be of the order 0-0003 to 0-0010 feet per mUe,
and so is not appreciable when L is small, although it is the principal

error in longer lines. The total p.e. after L miles may then be expressed

"^
p.e.

= ^{rj^L-^a^L% (4.34)

where
rj
and a are the probable random and systematic errors respec-

tively.

A resolution of the International Geodetic Association in 1912 [112]

estabhshed a category of levelling known as Levelling ofhigh precision,

comprising lines which have been levelled once in each direction, and

in which
t]
does not exceed 1 mm. per Vkm. (0-004 feet per Vmile),

nor a exceed 0-2 mm. per km. (0-001 feet per mile). The following,

known as Lallemand's formulae, were specified for their calculation:

(a) Systematic error, from a group of lines not forming a network.

Let a' = 2g be the probable difference per mile between two leveilings,

fore and back. In a Hne of length L let 8 be the actual terminal

difference between fore and back.-f Then weighting all lines in pro-

portion to their lengths gives

-lyirilfcT-l

(6 ) Random error. Let A be the difference between the two leveUings
in a short distance r between consecutive B.M.'s. Then if A' is the

part of A due to random error, A = A'-\-Sr/L = A'+3crr and

2A2 = 2^''+9^'2^''

2 6A'(Tr being negUgible compared with the square terms, since the

sign of individual values of A' is random.

Then if each section is weighted in proportion to r, 2ri the probable
difference between fore and back per Vmile is given by

and
rj^
=
9Yl^^

A2~9c72 ^ r^). (4.36)

t For S, instead of taking the actual difference at the terminal B.M., the dis-

crepancies at all B.M.'s may better be plotted against distance, and S may then be
taken from a straight line of best fit.

5125 N
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(c) Systematic error deducedfrom a network of at least ten circuits. Let

/ be the closing error of a circuit of lines L^, etc., of total length P.

Then if there was no systematic error

where ^Lis the sum ofthe lengths of all the Hnes considered, counting
each line once only. Note that ^ P =¥ ^^ L, since each line except
the bounding circuit, which may be sea, enters into two circuits.

But if systematic error is present its probable contribution to 2/^
wiU be 2x|c72 2 L^, so that instead of (4.37)

v'==^jj^ilP-l^'lL'h
(4.38)

whence a^ =
^^(i 2P-v' 1 L\ (4.39)

77 being given by (4.36), in which the value of o-, which is of compara-

tively little consequence, will have been got from (4.35).

These formulae for
-q
and cr are for the mean of two leveUings. The

probable values of the discrepancies between them will be twice as

great, and the international standard thus corresponds to ±0-008
feet per Vmile for the difference between fore and back in a short

section.

The expression (9/2)ct2 ^ L"^ in the derivation of (4.38) impUes that

the error which is systematic throughout each line between junction

points of the network has random values in different hnes. There is

no particular reason why this should be so, although there is equally

no reason why the 'systematic error' should remain constant in-

definitely, particularly in the mean of fore and back levelhng, and the

theory behind these formulae is not satisfactory.

Alternative proposals have been made by J. Vignal [113] based on

an ordinary random error as in (6) above, together with another error

replacing Lallemand's systematic error, which is random in relation

to different sections each exceeding a certain minimum length, such

as some tens of kilometres, but which accumulates systematically

over shorter distances. Analysis determines the critical distance.

The system recommended for computing probable errors is clearly

described in [116], pp. 150-5.
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4.18, Sources of systematic error. If methods are correct,

systematic errors should not occur. The following are possible causes,

but they may not include the actual cause in all cases.

(a) Change of refraction with rising temperature. With 300-foot

sights refraction may change 0-004 feet between dawn and noon. If

the fore staff is always read first (or vice versa), ifwork is mostly done-

before 15.00 hours, and if (say) one-third of the working time elapses

between fore-staff and back-staff readings, the terminal B.M. may
systematically be given too low a height to the extent of 0-0013 feet

a day. This error is ehminated by the rule that fore and back staves

are alternately read first, and also by levelling twice in opposite

directions provided conditions are similar.

(6) Refraction when levelling uphill. The fore sight, being always
nearer the ground than the back sight, passes through air where

dTjdh is numerically greater and refraction less. The higher B.M.

thus tends to get too low a height. [109], pp. 32-7 gives a numerical

investigation, and concludes that the error is of no consequence on

steep hills where the sights are necessarily reduced to 100 feet or less,

nor of course in very flat country, while in undulating country the

error is soon reversed by the line going downhill. Significant error

only occurs in a long easy gradient, such as when a railway climbs to a

height of a few thousand feet, in which case it might be of the order

0-2 feet per 1,000 foot rise. The remedy is to shorten sights (level to

staff) to 100 feet in such cases, even though the gradient may admit

more. Sights on the bottom 6 inches of the fore staff should always be

avoided. There is no cancellation between fore and back levelling.

(c) The length of staves must of course be especially accurately

measured in lines involving great changes of height. Invar staves are

advised for lines with rises of more than 1,000 feet. The accuracy of

intermediate graduations must also be verified.

(d) In alluvial areas where a hard surface may be underlaid by wet

sand or peat, the weight of the staff-man may result in a slow depres-

sion of the ground. If this averages as little as 0-00005 feet between

the time when a stationary staff is read as fore staff and later as back

staff, the systematic error may be between 0-0005 and 0-001 feet per
mile in the sense that the terminal B.M. gets too great a height. The
error thus tends to make all points too high relative to the starting

point, but this should be cancelled in the mean of fore and back

leveUing.
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A similar movement of the instrument is cancelled by alternately

reading fore and back staves first.

(c) Conversely to {d). If the staff rests on a peg which has been

forcibly driven into a hard surface with a soft sub-stratum, it may be

elastically rising while the leveller moves forward, causing an opposite

error.

(/) Unequal heating of the instrument, according to whether it is

pointing forward or backward, may cause systematic difference of

coUimation in fore and back sights. Remedy: invar, an umbrella,

and the keeping of hot hands off the instrument. This type of error

is likely to be related to the azimuth of the line.

(g) It is possible that an observer's systematic 'bisection' error

when reading the staff may vary according as the staff is shaded or

brightly lit, and this would cause systematic error in hues running
north and south, or in others if work was mostly done in the morning.

Of the above, (a) is easily avoided, and (b) and (c) apply only in

mountainous country. It is thought that (d) or (e) may be the cause

of some of the worst systematic errors that have been recorded, such

as 0-005 feet per mile in Sind [114], and the frequent experience that

systematic error in a single fine makes forward heights too great, [115].

The former suggests (e) and the latter (d). In so far as error may cancel

in the mean of fore and back, something can be said for doing the

two levelhngs in similar conditions instead of trying to vary con-

ditions as advised in the 1912 resolution. Analysis of the cause of

systematic error in the relevant circumstances is the only guide to

which is best.

4.19. River crossings. Unbridged rivers more than 200 or 300

yards wide present difficulties in reading the staff, in eliminating

colhmation, and in refraction.

(a) Reading. When the staff is too distant to be read directly, a

simple target can be attached to it, and moved up or down in response
to signals until it is on the cross-wire. Several readings are made,
halfwith the target moving up and halfwith it moving down. Alterna-

tively the target may be fixed, and a geodetic theodoHte may be used.

The sight being almost horizontal, the vertical angle is practically

zero and is measurable by micrometer without inaccuracy from

graduation error. For a wide river and an unsteady mark, this is

hkely to be better than the moving target.
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In the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain and the U.S.C. & G.S.,

[116], p. 33, two fixed targets are attached to the staff, one a few inches

above the level line and the other below it. Then using the micrometer

screwM in Fig. 56, the centre wire is first brought on to the top target

andM read. M is then read with the bubble central, and finally with

the centre wire on the lower target. The staff reading corresponding

to a level target is then determinate. For a river a mile wide about

100 sets of readings are advised. This is a good and convenient

method.

(6) Collimation. The back sight can seldom be as long as the cross-

ing. Even if it were possible to make it so, refraction conditions in

the back sight and over the river would be so dissimilar as to make it

undesirable. Reciprocal observations should therefore be made from

both sides of the river, with back sights of the usual lengths, thereby

cancelling curvature and normal refraction as well as coUimation.

Care must be taken not to jolt the level and change collimation while

changing sides. A theodolite should of course change face, and a

Zeiss type level should be read in both its working positions.

(c) Refraction. In wide crossings this is the serious item. The line

should of course be level, and the reciprocal observations should pre-

ferably be made simultaneously with two instruments, but there is no

guarantee that dTjdh is the same on both sides of the river, and its

value near the instrument is what the refraction at each end mostly

depends on. If one end is over dry sand and the other over water, the

refraction at the two ends will be entirely different, but differences of

water temperature, such as occur below a river junction or in water

of different depths, may be serious. This has been investigated in

[109], pp. 3-11, where the formula given for the refraction error to be

expected in the mean of long series of reciprocal sights in sunny
weather in a line which is partly over dry sand and partly over water

is given as:

Error = 5e-oo65/t he X lO-s feet (4.40)

with a p.e. of

± l-7a2e-oo657i ^ io-V{(6/a)2(c/a)2+200/a} feet, (4.41)

where a is the total width, 6 is the width of sand on one side, c = a—b
the width of water, h the height of the sight above water-level, all in

feet, and e is the base of natural logs. If the crossing is all water,

6 = and a = c and (4.40) equals zero. The sign of the error in (4.40)
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is such that the sandy side will be given too great a height. Example:
in a line over 2,000 feet of sand followed by 3,000 feet of water, 10

feet above water-level, expect an error of 0-16±0-07 feet.

These formulae have been obtained empirically from observations

controlled by ordinary levelling across an adjacent bridge, and by
direct measures ofdTldh. They cannot be precise, but are some guide
to what may be expected. They are apphcable to crossings between

J and 2 miles wide at heights of 4 to 35 feet above water.

Other things being equal the sight should be as far above water-

level as possible, but this may bring in a long stretch of sand on one

side. As a rough rule, the instrument should be at the water's edge
unless at least 1 foot of height is gained for every 20 yards of extra

length on the side with the least steep gradient. Cloudy skies and

wind will minimize refraction error.

Deep slow-running rivers may be crossed by levelling to the water's

edge on each side and assuming equahty of height. This will be very
inaccurate if there are central shallows, or a strong wind across the

river, but good results can sometimes be obtained. See [109], pp.

11-13.

4.20. Bench marks. The number of B.M. 's required for public

purposes depends on the development of the country, and may vary
from five per mile in towns to one per 5 miles or less. From the point

of view of the surveyor and geophysicist, requirements are:

(a) It is convenient to close the day's work (3 to 4 miles) on a soHd

mark, and to connect the same mark when re-levelling in the opposite

direction, see §§4.16 (g^), and 4.17(6).

(b) A greater spacing is extremely inconvenient where there is any
chance of another line being started or closed, as check levelling to

prove stabihty and right identification will then be laborious. From

this and other points of view, one B.M. per mile is a good target.

Allowance must be made for future losses.

(c) To avoid the complete loss of the levelling, such as may result

from the reconstruction of a road, permanent protected B.M.'s should

be made every 25 or 50 miles, and handed over to some local authority

for care. It is desirable that these and other B.M.'s (and triangulation

stations) should have some legal protection.

(d) It is seldom possible to be sure about suspected tectonic move-

ments, §7.52, unless the B.M.'s concerned have been cut on solid

rock, or even then if they are at the top of a cliff or on steeply sloping
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ground. If possible, rock-cut B.M.'s should be made and permanently
marked at least at every 50 miles, and much more frequently in earth-

quake areas, and on either side of faults where recent movement is

suspected.

(e) Triangulation stations should be connected where control of

their heights is required, see §4.12. It is important to record very

clearly which of the (possibly several) station marks have been

connected.

Permanent protected B.M.'s such as in (c) above, if not cut on

solid rock should be based on about 3 cubic yards of concrete below

ground, with a hard stone monument projecting. Two or three smaller

witness marks should be set in the concrete, so distributed as to reveal

tilting of the block, and a low wall should mark and protect the site.

Eecent alluvium, mining areas, steep slopes, massive buildings, rail-

ways, and heavy road traffic should aU be avoided. These B.M.'s should

be built a year or more before connexion.

Ordinary inscribed B.M.'s, as in (a) and (6) above, can be on road

(but preferably not railway) bridges. Milestones are bad, being liable

to be relaid rather often, and the copings of wells are especially liable

to subsidence. Marks cut deeply into large trees are surprisingly

stable, see [117], but a single tree B.M. cannot be relied on. The
record must contain fuU and clear descriptions of B.M.'s to enable

them to be found, and also to avoid confusion with witness marks,
if any.

4.21. Computations. The record and computations only materi-

ally differ from ordinary rough levelling in the correction for staff

length, §4.16((Z), and in the conversion to dynamic height before

adjusting circuits and afterwards back to orthometric heights, as in

§4.03.

4.22. Simultaneous adjustment of a level net. (a) A chart is

first drawn. Fig. 59, showing all the lines to be adjusted, and any tidal

stations or other points whose heights are to be held fixed. Against
each line, defined as the levelling between two junction points, is

shown its serial number 1, 2, etc., its length, and the observed differ-

ence of dynamic height with an arrow to show the direction of com-

putation. The closing error of each circuit in the clockwise direction

is entered within it.

The errors of each line are to be solved for by least squares as in
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Appendix 2. Let these errors be 0:^, X2,... . The observation equations

are then a^i
= 0, 0^2

=
0,... etc., and the condition equations are:

(i) The circuit closures, such as —Xj^-\-x^-\-Xq—x^ = €j, the closing

error of circuit I; and (ii) additional conditions between points which

are to be held fixed, such as a;i8+^2+^i = ^vii' i^ ^^^ tidal stations

Ti and Tg are both accepted as giving true mean sea-level (MSL).

The number of such equations is one less than the number of points

held fixed.

Ti / , /^/8

Fig. 59. Level net. Arrows show direction of computa-
tion. Nos. 1-19 are serial numbers of lines, and I-VI are

circuit numbers. T1-T4 are tidal stations.

Weights are allotted as in (6) below, and the ic's are got as in Appen-
dix 2, formulae (8.88)-(8.92). A worked example is given in [116],

No. 240, Appendix B. Adjustment may alternatively be done by the

Relaxation method, see § 3.07 {d) and [118] for a numerical example.

(6) Weights. If systematic error is the most serious form of error,

fines should be weighted as l/X^, where L is the length of each, but

actually this would not be correct. Error may to some extent tend to

accumulate as the first power of the distance rather than as its square

root, but especially when the mean of fore and back levelling is con-

cerned, this does not go on for ever, see end of § 4.17. Some change of

conditions sooner or later causes change in the systematic error, and

there is no reason to suppose that these changes occur especially at

circuit junctions. For instance, consider the circuit ABCDA in
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Fig. 60. If lines were weighted as l/X^, the weight ofABCD would be

three times that of the direct hne AD, solely by reason of the existence

iof the branch lines BK and CL, which is absurd. Weights must

[therefore be as IjL rather than as IjL^.

Fig. 60.

An alternative is to weight inversely as the number of level set-ups.

This properly makes allowance for the inaccuracy of hill sections, but

would give a high weight if a line was rapidly levelled with 150-yard

sights, and a lower weight to a probably more accurate levelling with

40 yards as the limit. But weighting inversely as the number of set-

ups is quite proper if the last lines of §4.16 (/) have been followed.

Suitably reduced weight may be given to lines with exceptionally

large rises or falls, or with wide river crossings or other difficulties.

Consideration may also be given to the p.e.'s got from the accordance

of fore and back differences between B.M.'s, formula (4.36).

(c) Tidal stations. It is a question whether to hold tidal stations

fixed or not. At stations on an open coast on the same side of a con-

tinent MSL is likely to be at the same level with an accuracy exceeding
that of spirit levelling, and for the best practical results they should

be held equal. On the other hand, stations on (say) opposite sides of

the Isthmus of Panama might clearly be at significantly different

levels, and in such a case the difference between^the oceans should be

left as an unknown, even though the several stations on the same

ocean might all be held at the same level. Tidal stations sited far up
an estuary or tidal river, such as Calcutta, cannot of course be expected
to give true MSL.

For scientific purposes it may be worth making a special solution in

which only one tidal station is held fixed, and thence to obtain values

(and their p.e.'s) for the height ofMSL at all others. This solution wiR

then be a useful guide to which tidal stations should be held fixed in

the final solution on which the pubHshed values of the B.M.'s wiU be

based.
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(d) Final distribution of errors. When the heights of all junction

points have been obtained as above, the errors must be distributed

along the B.M.'s ofeach line, in accordance with distance or number of

set-ups or other considerations, as may seem best. The d3mamic

heights of B.M.'s are then converted back to orthometric.

(e) Acceptance of old work. Once an adjustment has been completed
another cannot be carried out whenever a new line is observed, and

new lines have to be adjusted to the old, accepting all old B.M.'s

except any which have clearly been disturbed. After some decades

there will probably be trouble from new lines having to accept signifi-

cant errors for which they are not responsible, and a complete readjust-

ment may then be considered. The question whether differences

between old and new adjustments are due to real changes of ground-

level, local movements of B.M.'s, or errors in the levelling, will then

be a problem calling for careful consideration.

Section 5. Mean Sea-level and the Tides

4.23. Tidal theory. Fig. 61 represents the earth and moon, both

revolving in the plane of the paper with angular velocity oj (4= 277-/28

radians per day) about C their common C.G., which is about 3,000

miles from the earth's centre. Let the mass of the earth, assumed

spherical, beM and its radius R. Let the mass of the moon be m, and

let the distance between its centre and the earth's be d, assumed

constant. Let AC = kR, and if P is a point on the earth's surface

let CP = r, and PAG = A.

Then MkR = m(d—kR), r^ = R^{l-2kcosX-i-k^), and

a>2 = M/d^il-Rk/d)
since the moon's acceleration ofco^d—kR) is due to a force ofMm/d^.
At P the potential of the earth's attraction (§ 7.03) is M/R, and that

of the moon is

mld{l-2{Rld)cosX-^R^Id^}^

And at P the potential of the centrifugal force of the rotation

about C is

IojV = lw^R\l-2kcosX^k^)

£)(-),.-.co....,.(.-f).
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Summing the above three items gives the total potential at P as

A +
(l^oo.^x)^{l-^)

= A'+Boos2X, (4.42)

[where A, A', and B do not involve A.

Moon

Fig. 6L The earth's axis of rotation is perpendicular to the paper.

The section of the equipotential surface in Fig. 61 will then depart
from the circle of radius Rhj a. small quantity (B/gJcos 2A, where g is

the acceleration due to gravity, see § 7.03, and it consequently approxi-
mates to an ellipse with major axis along AB, as shown in broken lines

in Fig. 61 . If the earth did not rotate on its axis, and if it was covered

with water, this elUpse would be a section of its water surface.

Now let the earth rotate slowly on its axis, assumed to be at right

angles to the paper. Then if the water was deep and oontinuousf there

would be high tides under the moon and opposite it, with low tides at

longitudes 90° different, so that every point on the earth would get

two high and two low tides every lunar day. J

The above is all on the assumptions that : (a) The earth is uniformly
covered with deep water. (6) The sun causes no disturbance, (c) The

moon moves in the plane of the equator, at constant speed and

t With a rotating earth, more elaborate theory shows that the high tide would

only be xmder and opposite the moon if the ocean was everywhere over 13 miles deep,
as in shallower water the speed of propagation of a surface wave is slower than the

earth's equatorial speed of rotation, and in low latitudes the tide will therefore tend
to lag 90° behind the moon.

X Another answer to the question 'Why two tides a day. Why not high water
under the moon and low water opposite it ?

'

is that that might be the case if the earth
was firmly fixed in space, but in fact both earth and moon are constantly accelerating
under gravity towards their joint CG, and the tides are caused by the small differences

between the gravitational force on the earth's surface nearest the moon, at the

earth's centre, and on its surface remote from the moon.
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distance. And (d) There is no meteorological disturbance. These

conditions are not satisfied, and there are complications as below.

The existence of land and shallow water does not prevent every-

place getting two high and low waters per lunar day, but it does make
it impossible for pure theory to give the tidal range or the time

elapsing between the moon's transit and high tide. If the other con-

ditions were satisfied the height of the tide in the open sea at time t

would be given by

h = 5o+^icos(2rii^-^i), (4.43)

where 277/?^^
= the lunar day, Hq is the height of mean sea-level, and

H^ and ^^ are constants for the place, which with Hq could be deter-

mined by single observations of the height of high and low tides, and
of the time of one of them.

Overtides. Apart from the non-satisfaction of the other conditions

(4.43) needs modification in shallow water, where the tidal variation

cannot be represented by a simple cosine curve, but becomes asjTH-

metrical as in Fig. 161, the rise being more rapid than the fall. Such a

curve can be represented by a series of cosine terms, §8.41, thus

h = ^o+^ncos(27ii^— ^ii)+^i2COs(47ii^— ^12)+
-fiyi3COs(6ni^-Ci3)+... . (4.44)

The terms containing 4^1, Qn-^^, etc., are known as overtides or 2nd,

3rd, etc., harmonics.

The sun. If the sun moved uniformly round the earth's equator, it

would similarly tend to produce two high and two low tides per solar

day, the height of its tide being representable by

. h = jy2lCOS(27i2^— ^2l)+^22COS(4n2^— ^22)+ -> (4-45)

where 277/^3
— the solar day. And since the ^'s are generally small

compared with the depth of the sea, the joint effect of the sun and

moon can be represented by the sum of (4.44) and (4.45).

In spite of the sun's greater size its distance causes its J^'s to be

smaller than those of the moon, and their combined tide resembles

the lunar tide, but has increased range when the sun and moon are in

line at full and new moon, and reduced range at the moon's first and

third quarters. These are the well-known spring and neap tides, each

occurring once a fortnight.

Other astronomical tides. The sun and moon do not actually move at

constant distances nor remain in the plane ofthe equator, nor are their
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Speeds of angular movement round the earth constant. Other cosine

terms must therefore be included whose n's depend on the periods of

these astronomical disturbances, and are given by rather complex

Semi-diurnal
tide

\ Time 3x/'s

Fig. 62. (a) Diurnal inequality. (6) Diurnal inequality when the diurnal tide is

very large.

Fig. 63. Resolution of a tide with periodically varying amplitude (c), into

two tides of slightly differing periods, (a) and (6).

theory. See [119] or [120]. Several have periods of approximately,
but not exactly, half a day.f Others are approximately diurnal, and

there are also fortnightly and monthly terms.

t Just as the small difference between the solar and lunar day gives rise to a single
tide with fairly constant period but varying amplitude, so does the change of ampli-
tude in (say) the lunar semi-diurnal tide, caused by the moon's varying distance

through the month, call for representation by two terms of slightly different, but

approximately semi-diurnal, period. See Fig. 63.
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Diurnal inequality. Generally the most important of these extra

terms are due to the sun and moon's declinations not in general being
zero. Except on the equator this causes the zenith distances of their

upper transits at any place to differ from their nadir distances at

lower transit, and since their effect on the tide depends on their zenith

or nadir distances, this is apt to cause considerable inequality in the

range of the two tides in any one day. See Fig. 62. In an extreme case

one of the two high and low tides may, for a day or two at about neap
tide, become so small as to vanish, leaving only one high and one low

tide per day, with a long period of slack water at the times of the

others.

Compound tides. In shallow water the interaction of two simple
harmonic tides is not accurately represented by summing the height
of the water due to each, and other terms are needed whose speeds
are the sum or difference of those of the two terms concerned. These

are called compound tides. Their amplitudes are smaller than those

of the original cosine terms, so it is only necessary to consider a few

such combinations.

Meteorological effects. There are appreciable diurnal and annual

variations of water-level, the latter with a 6-monthly 2nd harmonic,

caused by periodic changes of wind and atmospheric pressure and the

discharge of rivers.

4.24. Harmonic analysis and tidal prediction. The result of

the above is that the tide at any place is given by the sum of 20 to 30

cosine terms whose speeds are given by theory, but whose amplitudes
and phase angles are given by an analysis of observed water heights at

the place concerned.

For a satisfactory analysis, observations must be made for a year,

or better, several. The tide gauge used for this consists of a float con-

trolling the movement of a pencil over a revolving drum, which gives

a continuous record at a suitably reduced scale. Hourly heights are

then measured off, and a routine form of computation produces the

^'s and the J 's. Ordinarily these are true constants,! and if their

values are substituted in the formula the height of the tide at the place

of observation is quite accurately predictable even 50 years ahead.

The analysis also gives Hq the height of mean sea-level.

t Except that in the lunar tides the values of H vary slowly by a predictable
amount depending on the angle between the plane of the lunar orbit and that of the

earth's equator.
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With the analysis complete, the routine of tidal prediction is much

simplified by the tide predicting machine, an instrument consisting of a

number of pulley wheels each moving up and down under the action

of an eccentric whose throw and phase is set to correspond with the H
and ^ ofa component tide at the port concerned, while suitable gearing

rotates the eccentric at the correct speed. A 'flexible inelastic string'

which is fixed at one end and attached to a pen at the other, passes

over all the pulleys and sums their motion, so that the pen gives a

record of the predicted tide on a rotating drum.

At different places the ^'s (semi-ranges) of the different tides vary

greatly. In the open ocean that of the lunar semi-diurnal tide known
as M2 is about 1 foot, while those of the overtides M^, Mq, etc., are

0-01 feet or less. In estuaries on the other hand the H of ikfg may be

over 10 feet and that of 31^ 1 or 2 feet, although the other over-

tides are always much smaller. The solar semi-diurnal tide S2 tends

to be about one-third of Jfg, while the H's of its overtides are even

smaller in proportion. Of the diurnal tides the two largest, known
as and K^, arise from the combination of the moon and sun's changes
of declination, and their H's may amount to 1 or 2 feet. Of the

long period tides the largest is generally the annual Sa, whose H may
be a few feet at riverain ports like Calcutta, although it is ordinarily

unhkely to exceed 1 foot. When Sa is large, its overtide Saa with a

6-monthly period is often considerable too.

Except in stormy weather, and in riverain ports, harmonic analysis

may be expected to give predictions correct to 15 or 30 minutes in

time and to 5 or 10 per cent, of the range in height.

4.25. Approximate methods of tidal prediction. Full har-

monic analysis is laborious, and has only been carried out at a few

hundred places. Results are given in [121]. Elsewhere, predictions

can be made as below:

(a) Harmonic analysis of only the most important terms, such as

M2, S2, K^, and 0. The annual Admiralty tide tables. Parts I and II,

give constants for a large number of ports, and Part III gives a routine

and tables for computing the height of the tide from them. It also

gives a routine for analysing 2 or 4 weeks' observations to produce
the constants. The more elaborate methods used for analysing a fuU

year's observations are described in [119] and [120].

(6) Tidal differences. Experience may show that the times of high
and low water at a port differ fairly constantly from the times at some
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other port for which full predictions are made, and that the ranges of

the tides at the two places also bear a fairly constant ratio to each

other. These differences and ratios, which should preferably be given

separately for high and low water and for neaps and springs, can be

roughly ascertained by a month's observations of the times and

heights of high and low tide.

(c) Non-harmonic constants. At any port there is generally some

degree of constancy in the interval between the moon's transit and the

times of high and low water, which a few weeks' observations can

measure, preferably with different figures for springs and neaps.
The heights of high and low water at these times can also be recorded.

An elaboration of this method, in conjunction with the harmonic

analysis of some component tides, has been used in preference to full

harmonic analysis for predictions at some riverain ports, where

compound tides and high harmonics are apt to be serious. [120]."|*

Ordinarily these approximate methods will give the times of the

tides correctly within a couple of hours, and the rise and fall within

perhaps 30 per cent, of its true value.

4.26. Mean sea -level. The height of mean sea-level is required

as a basis for spirit levelhng. The best method is to record the hourly

height of the water for a year or more with a tide gauge as in § 4.24,

and this should be done. The gauge is of course so adjusted that its

zero is a known distance below a sohdly built reference B.M., and this

adjustment is periodically checked, as also is the stability of the

reference B.M. by comparison with others. The accepted MSL is

then the mean of the hourly heights over a period (about a year)

which should start and finish at (say) a spring tide superiorf high

water, so that it includes an exact whole number of the principal

lunar and solar semi-diurnal and diurnal tides, whose mean values

will then be zero.

A year's observations should give a value ofMSL which agrees with

any other year within an inch or two, except in riverain ports much
affected by flood water, or where the range is exceptionally large,

but such places are not suitable for a levelling datum, anyway. An

approximate value can be got from a month's observations, but the

result will ignore the effect of the annual tide, and may be even more

seriously affected by the chance of abnormal weather conditions, and

t This method has now been superseded by a new system described in [74].

X 'Superior', with reference to the diurnal inequality.
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nothing less than one or preferably several years' work provides

a sound datum for geodetic spirit levelling.

The MSL above which heights on land are generally expressed

must not be confused with the datum of soundings. The latter is

selected to be a little below the lowest low water, and marine charts

show depths below it, while tables of tidal predictions give heights

above it. The actual depth of water at any time is then the depth

given on the chart plus the figure given in the tide tables. This is

convenient for mariners, but submarine contours based on it are out

of terms with land contours by an amount rather greater than half

the tidal range.

General references for Chapter IV

Levelling. [4], pp. 201-20, [6], pp. 358-92, [115], [116], [122], [123].

Tidal, (a) Non-mathematical. [124], [125]. (6) Mathematical. [119],

[120], [126], [127], [216] pp. 250-362.
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V

GEODETIC ASTRONOMY
Section 1. Introductory

5.00. Notation. The following symbols are used in this chapter.

(f>,
X — Latitude positive north, and longitude positive east.

t = Hour angle = LST-RA.
RA or a = Right ascension.

8 = Declination.

^, ^'
— Apparent zenith distance, and true zenith distance = ^+0, but

the '

may be omitted where refraction is not in. question. Always
positive except in (5.23).

h = Altitude.

A = Azimuth clockwise from north. Or azimuth error of an instrument

which is intended to be set in the meridian. But in (5.23) a is

azimuth error in seconds of time, and A = sin ^ sec 8.

^ = Celestial refraction.

y = First point of Aries.

^ = Deviation of the downward vertical towards azimuth A.

B — To^al atmospheric pressure. 1

e = Pressiu'e of water vapour. > In inches of mercury.
B' = B-0-l2e.

J

T = Centigrade (absolute) temperature. (In §5.05.)

jLt
= Refractive index.

T = Local clock time.

e = Error of clock, positive fast.

LST = Local sidereal time.

LMT = Local mean time.

GST = Greenwich sidereal time.

GMT = Greenwich mean time. Midnight = 0.

NA = Nautical almanac.

PV = Prime vertical.

LE, LW = Level east and level west. Two positions of the zenith telescope.

Note: Transit (capital T) = meridian Transit instrument, while

transit (small t)
== passage of a star across the meridian. Note that the

word is not used here to designate a theodolite, as it does in America.

5.01. Objects. The objects of geodetic astronomy are:

(a) To observe latitude, longitude, and azimuth at the origins of

independent surveys, or for the demarcation of astronomically defined

international boundaries.

(b) To observe azimuth and longitude at Laplace stations, for

controlling the azimuths of geodetic triangulation or traverse. § 3.04.
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(c) To measure the deviation of the vertical by observations of

latitude and longitude or (less suitably) azimuth, for:

(i) Determining the general figure of the earth. §§7.42-7.43.

(ii) Determining the local figure of the earth, for the correct reduc-

tion of bases. §2.20.

(iii) The correction of horizontal angles. §3.06(6).

(iv) Securing the best agreement between astronomic and geodetic

latitudes and longitudes over an area, instead of simply accept-

ing astronomic values at the origin. §3.03.

(v) The study of variations of density in the earth's crust : isostasy ,

etc. Chapter VII.

{d) To observe changes of latitude, and less accurately of longitude,

with time. Such as may arise from:

(i) The regular periodic variation of latitude. §7.55.

(ii) Continental drift (if any), and tectonic movements. §§7.53-

7.54.

These processes demand an accuracy of 1 second of arc or better,

much better for item (d), and details are only given here of methods

which can give a probable error of 1" or less. The reader is expected
to know simple topographical field astronomy, and sun observations

are not considered.

5.02. The celestial sphere. It is convenient to describe the stars

as lying on the surface of a sphere of such large radius that it does not

matter what point on the earth is considered to be the centre. The

poles of this sphere are the points where it is cut by the prolongation
of the earth's axis, and the sphere may be described as rotating about

this axis once every 24 sidereal hours, but see § 5.04. The ecliptic is

the path followed by the sun in its apparent annual motion round the

earth, which intersects the plane of the equator at two points y and y'.

The former, occupied by the sun at the vernal equinox, is known as

the First Point of Aries. The position of a star on the sphere is defined

by its Right Ascension, a or RA, and its Declination 8. The former

(analogous to longitude) is measured from y, see Fig. 64, and the

latter (analogous to latitude) is measured from the equator. The RA
and declination of a star are approximately but not exactly constant.

They are published as described in §5.03.

The sidereal time is defined to be 00^ OO'^ 00^ at the upper transit

of y, and the RA of a star, which is usually measured in hours rather

I
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than in degrees, is consequently the time elapsing between the transit

ofy and the transit of the star. In other words the RA of a star is the

local sidereal time of its transit. The hour angle ^ of a star at any
moment is the sidereal interval which has elapsed since its upper
transit, and is consequently the LST minus its RA.

Z (Zemth)

P(Po/e)

'-^;

LST = 2^^-yPT
Houran^le = 24^-ZPS

^ RA(c^)=yPS'
A / ^i\ Declination U) - SS'
(^''^^)

A.^muth{A). PZS
Latitude (^) = N P

Zenith Distance (^) = Z S

Fig. 64. The celestial sphere.

In Fig. 64 Z is the zenith, P the north pole of the celestial sphere

N the north point in the horizon of the station of observation, and S

is a star. Then in the spherical triangle ZPS, if three of its six elements

(three sides and three angles) are known, the other three can generally

be determined.! In this triangle:

(a) ZS is the zenith distance, which can be measured.

(6) ZP is the co-latitude, which may be approximately known, or

may be one of the unknowns,

(c) PS, the north polar distance = 90°— 8, and is known.

{d) ZPS is either the hour angle or (24 hours— ^), where

t = LST-RA.
The RA is known, while the LST may be approximately known
or unknown,

(e) PZS = azimuth or 360°— azimuth. Generally unknown.

t There are, of course, unfavourable circumstances in which a small change or

error in a known element corresponds to a large change in an unknown one, but the

various practical systems of observation are designed to avoid such conditions.
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For geodetic work it is possible so to combine the observations of

two or more stars that the direct measurement of ZS can be avoided.

5.03. Star places. Changes in the dechnation and RA of all

stars occur continually, due to various causes as follows:

(a) Proper motion. The sun and other stars are not fixed in space,

but move in more or less disorderly fashion, although the movement

is so small that it is only perceptible in the nearer stars, while the rest

provide a background against which the proper motions of the near

stars can be recorded. Proper motions are very small, 10" a year

being the largest known, and V unusual. They are practically con-

stant from year to year, although a few stars have perceptible periodic

orbital motion imposed on their regular movement, on account of

rotation within their own systems. See (e.g.) NA 1949, p. 587.

(6) Precession. During the course of a single year the earth's axis

points in a more or less constant direction, at present to near the star

Polaris, but over a longer period its direction (and with it the position

of the celestial pole) changes, and in a period of 25,800 years it de-

scribes a complete cone with semi-apex angle — 23J°. Put otherwise,

y moves round the ecliptic with a period of 25,800 years. Slow

changes also occur in the (23J°) inclination between the planes of the

ecliptic and the equator, and the former itself is not quite fixed.

These irregularities in the earth's motion cause slow changes in the

S and RA of all stars, which are collectively known as precession, and

have this in common that over a period of several years the changes
are fairly accurately proportional to the time.

(c) Nutation. Superimposed on the 25,800-year movement of the

earth's axis are: (i) a smaller periodic motion with an amplitude of

< 10" and a period of about 19 years, and (ii) an even smaller fort-

nightly variation with an amplitude ofgenerally < 0"-5. The resulting

changes in the positions of the stars are respectively known as long
and short period nutation.f

(d) Annual parallax. The earth's annual rotation round the sun

causes a small annual periodic change with amplitude < 1" in the S

and RA of the nearest stars, but parallax due to the earth's radius

is negligible when dealing with objects outside the solar system.

(e) Aberration. Since the speed of light is not quite infinite, the

earth's annual movement round the sun, and its daily rotation on its

f Precession and nutation involve the earth's bodily substance as well as the axis
of rotation, and so cause no variation of latitude. Compare § 7.55.
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axis, make the apparent direction of a star differ slightly from its true

position. These effects are known as annual and diurnal aberration

respectively. Aberration due to the sun's general motion through

space has a constant effect on the EA and 8 ofany star at all times and

places, and can therefore be ignored.

Star places are given in two types of publication :

(i) Annual ephemerides, such as the Nautical Almanac (London),
American Ephemeris (Washington), Connaissance des temps (Paris),

Berliner Jahrbuch, and Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars

(London), which are published annually and give the places of a

limited number of stars, generally for every tenth day.f The places

given allow for all items (a) to (e) above except short period nutation

and diurnal aberration, so that the only necessary corrections are:J

For short period nutation. When using Apparent Places . . . add

dS(ip)di/j-\-dS(e)d€ to S, and da{i/j)di/j-\-da(€)d6 to RA, where
dif;

and d€

depend only on the date and are given in the ephemeris with the

'Besselian day numbers', while the other constants depend on the

star and are given below its 10-day places. Other ephemerides use

different symbols, such as A'a and B'b in the NA.
For diurnal aberration. Add to the values given in the ephemeris:

+ 0^-02 13 cos
<^
cos ^ sec 8 to RA

I

+0"-320cos(^sin^sinS to8. /

^'^

But for the best practical method of correcting different observations

see §§ 5.12(c), 5.20(d), 5.35, and 5.40(e).

(ii) Catalogues. These give the Mean places^ of a large number of

stars at some epoch such as 1950-0, and to obtain a and 8 at any

required instant corrections must be applied for items (a) to (c) and

(e) above. 1 1

The best catalogues are Boss's Preliminary General Cata-

t The NA (complete edition) gives the places of 207 stars at every 10th day, and of

two circumpolar stars for every day, to O'^-l of 8 and 0^-01 of RA. After 1951 it will

contain no star places. Apparent Places... similarly gives 1,535 stars to 0"-01 and

O^-OOl, including nearly all of the stars given in the other four ephemerides.

J This should be verified from the Explanation or Introduction. The places of

such circumpolar stars as are tabulated daily generally include short period nutation.

§ The Mean place excludes nutation and aberration. The True place includes

nutation. And the Apparent place should properly include both, although short

period nutation and diurnal aberration are apt to be considered separately.
1

1

Correction for parallax is only necessary for variation of latitude work, § 5.14.

Parallaxes are given in [133], but all stars brighter than magnitude 6 with parallaxes
known to be greater than 0''-25 are in Apparent Places..., and so call for no computa-
tion.
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logue of 6,188 Stars for 1900, [131], or Boss's General Catalogue of

33,342 Stars for 1950, [132], which give oc^^^q and 81950, the mean places

for 1950-0, or 1900-0 in [131]: AV, the annual variation of oc and 8:

SV, the secular variation, or change in AV per century: SH, the 'third

term', for the change in SV: fi^ and /xg, the proper motions : and in some

cases the changes of
/jl per century.

Then to get a and 8 from [132] at time (1950+^o-1-t), where Iq is a

whole number of years (negative before 1950) and r is a fraction,

proceed in two stages. First get the mean place for (1950-0+^o) from

^0 = c.i95o+^oAV+i/§SV/100+(^o'/10^)3^^ (5.2)

with a similar expression for 8. The last term is likely to be zero.

Then the apparent a and 8, except for diurnal aberration and pos-

sibly for short period nutation, for (1950-0+^o+t) are given by
(X =: ocQ^Aa-^Bb^Cc-^Dd^E-i-TfjL^
8 = S^+Aa'-^Bb'-^Cc'-i-Dd'-^TiJis

' ^^'^^

where A, B, C, D, and E are Besselian Day Numbers as given in the

ephemeris for the year (1950-}-^o)' constants which depend only on the

date, while a, b, etc., depend on the a and 8 of the star concerned, as in

(5.4) below: yu^ and /xg are from the catalogue, allowing for the change

per century if appreciable : and r is the Fraction of the year given in the

ephemeris, e.g. NA 1949, pp. 2-5.f

a = m-l-(7i/15)sinatan8 a' = 71 cos a V

b = (l/15)cosQ:tan8 b' = —sina I .

c = (l/15)cosa:sec8 c' ^ tan c cos8— sin a sin 8
|

d = (1/I5)sina;sec8 d' = cos a sin 8 J

where ^q and 80 may be used for a and S:m,n, and e are Precessional

Constants, approximately 3^-0732, 20"-043, and 23° 26' 45" as given in,

e.g., NA 1949, p. 46.

In [134] pp. 128-33 (5.3) and (5.4) are put into more convenient

form for machine computation. Another system is to use the Indepen-
dent Day Numbers which follow the Besselian day numbers in the

ephemeris, whose Explanation or [134] pp. 128-33 will illustrate

their use.

Corrections for short period nutation and diurnal aberration are

stiU required, as with places got from an ephemeris, except that the

Besselian day numbers may (as in the American Ephemeris) be found

t In the NA, A, B, and E allow for precession and long-period nutation, and C and
D for annual aberration.
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to include the former. With a strange ephemeris the Explanation
must be consulted.

Catalogues involve much computation. Fortunately an ephemeris

generally suffices for ordinary work.

5.04. Time. The (true or apparent) sidereal time is defined to be

zero at the upper transit of y, and since precession gives y a retrograde

motion along the ecliptic of about 50" a year, the sidereal day is on

average 0^-009 shorter than the earth's actual period of rotation. As a

result of nutation, y oscillates a little as it moves, and successive

sidereal days are consequently not of exactly equal length. Uniform
or mean sidereal time, analogous to mean solar time, is measured by a

fictitious mean y which moves uniformly. The difference apparent
minus uniform ST is the Nutation in RA and is given daily in the sun

tables in the NA. It may amount to 1^, but changes slowly and no

apparent day differs from the mean by more than 0^*01.

Conversion figures are:

Period of earth's rotation . . 23^ 56™ 048-100 mean solar time

One uniform sidereal day . . 23^ 5Q^ 04S-091 „

One mean solar day . . . 24^ 03™ 56S-555 uniform sidereal time.

Apparent sidereal time is generally what is given in ephemerides,

and is used for computations. Its lack of precise uniformity is so small

that it seldom causes any trouble, although the best clocks are now
able to reveal it.

The length ofthe Tropical year-\ is the interval between two passages

of the sun's centre through y, while the Sidereal year is the interval

between two passages of the sun through a fixed point in the sky,

such as may be measured in relation to distant stars devoid of proper

motion. The two differ by the 50" annual motion of y, and

One tropical year
= 366-2422 mean sidereal days = 365-2422 mean solar days.

One sidereal year
= 366-2564 mean sidereal days = 365-2564 mean solar days.

The calendar year is designed to keep in step with the tropical year,

the vernal equinox being held by the appropriate Leap years at or

about 21 March.

t The length of the tropical year is as defined, but for convenience Besselian day
numbers are reckoned in terms of a tropical year beginning when the mean sun's

apparent RA is 18^ 40™, as happens on or about 1 Jan. in every year. The year so

defined is called the Fictitious year.
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Although geodetic computations are kept in sidereal time, mean
solar timet is of interest (a) when making programmes, to relate them

to times of sunset, meals, etc., and (6) because the reputed times of

emission of wireless signals are generally given in GMT. The relation

between local sidereal time and local mean time is

LST = LMT4-(GST of preceding GMT zero or civil midnight)+

where the GST ofGMT zero is given daily in the sun tables of the NA
under the heading 'Apparent sidereal time', and A is the longitude

east of Greenwich in hours, so that LMT—A = GMT, deducting 24

hours if necessary. For the highest accuracy the constant 3^ 56^-555

should be replaced by the actual difference between consecutive

values of 'Apparent ST'. The formula depends on the facts that

LST—LMT is the same all over the world at any instant, and that the

difference increases by 3^ 56^-555 every mean solar day. Text-books

give a routine form of computation, e.g. [6], pp. 35-6.

5.05. Celestial refraction. Refraction causes observed altitudes

to be too great. On the assumption that the air is arranged in plane

layers of equal density, the refraction ip is given by

sin(^-f?/f)
=

jLtsin^, (5.6)

where f is apparent zenith distance, and /i is the refractive index ofthe

air at the station of observation. See (4.7)-(4,9).

Whence t>,

^ = 54S"— t8inC, (5.7)

where B' is pressure in inches, corrected for humidity, and T is the

absolute centigrade temperature. B' = B—0'l2e, where B is the

barometric reading, and e is the vapour pressure of water appropriate
to the observed humidity, in the same units as B and B\ see § 8.46.

The difference between B and B' can hardly ever be significant.

WhenJ5' = 29"-9 (760 mm.) and T -= 283(10° C), == 57"-9tan£

decreasing approximately by 3-3 per cent, for a decrease of V in B',

or 0-13 per cent, per mm., and by 0-35 per cent, for an increase of

1° C.inT. This formula makes no assumptions about variations of air

t Since 1925 the ephemerides have reckoned the day from midnight to midnight
instead of from noon to noon as formerly. Mean time so reckoned has been desig-
nated Civil time or Universal time, but the expression Greenwich Mean time (in the
new sense) is in very general use.
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density with height, and is independent of them. It ignores the

curvature of layers of equal air density, but the resulting error < 0"-l

if C < 40°.

Allowance for the spherical form of the layers can be made by intro-

ducing an extra term, [134], p. 145, and [101], p. 84, so that

i/j
=

548":^tan^-0"-07tan^sec2J. (5.8)

This formula also makes practically no assumptions about the

atmospheric structure. The second term amounts to only 0"-5 when

^ = 60°, and if layers of equal density are concentric spheres or

spheroids further terms should amount to < 0"-l at ^ = 60°, and

< 0"-5 at S = 75°.

When ^ > 75° further terms are necessary, and these involve

assumptions about the variations of density with height. The theory
becomes complicated, [135], vol. i, pp. 127-71, [101], pp. 80-95, and

[136], and atmospheric anomalies are apt to cause inaccuracy. Such

large zenith distances should not be measured in geodetic astronomy.
For ordinary zenith distances, refraction tables consist of a basic

table giving the refraction for standard values of B and T, with

correction tables to introduce observed values. [134], Tables V, VI,

and VII, and [102], pp. xiii and 32. If J > 75° more elaborate tables

are required.

If the layers of equal density, instead of being horizontal, are

uniformly inclined at an angle 6, the refraction tables will give correct

results if entered with ^ measured from the normal to these layers

instead of from the zenith. In practice this cannot be done, and the

resulting error at ^ < 30° is 1" if ^ = 1°. Such a tilt can hardly be

expected to persist for long except very locally, and no very great

error is to be feared from this cause with such values of ^, although
astronomical station sites should as far as possible be chosen so that

ground radiation will be symmetrical about them. This can only be a

serious source of error in the very high quality work required for the

variation of latitude.

The 'balancing' of stars is usually advocated, so that to every

star in a programme there corresponds another at a similar altitude

in an opposite azimuth. This will not eliminate error due to uniform

tilting of the layers of equal density, while if the layers are horizontal,

carefully computed refraction can hardly be wrong by 1" if ^ < 30°.
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horizontal angles, § 5.01 (c) (iii), and is often much better than nothing
as a guide to density anomahes and the form of the geoid. Methods

(d) (equal altitudes) and (e) can give a p.e. of 0"-2 or less in a few hours,

and are the standard methods of geodetic astronomy. The former,

which also gives time (for longitude), is described in Section 4, and the

rest of the present section refers only to (e).

5.07. Talcott method and Zenith telescope. If two stars of

dechnations S^ and Sg transit at zenith distances of fi and l'-\-S^'

north and south of the zenith respectively, (5.9) gives

<f>
= KSi+S2)+Pr. (5.10)

So ^' need not be measured. A theodolite with an eye-piece micrometer

working in a vertical plane may be used to record the micrometer

reading of the altitude of transit of the north star, and then with the

vertical circle still clamped it may be swung to the south to await

the transit of some south star which will pass within range of the

micrometer. 8f is thereby measured: S^ and §2 ^re known: and with

suitable corrections for level, coUimation, refraction, etc., ^ is deduced

without any inaccuracy due to the graduation error of the theodolite's

circle.

While a theodolite may be used as above, it is more usual to employ
a Zenith telescope which is specially designed for the purpose.

The Zenith telescope is a telescope, usually of 2^ to 3 inch aperture

and 30-42 inches focal length, mounted on horizontal and vertical

axes as in Fig. 65. Stops are provided on the horizontal setting circle,

so that the telescope can be turned into the meridian plane in either

position 'level east' or 'level west', LE and LW for short, and pro-

vision is made for levelUng the horizontal axis so that the telescope

can turn in that plane. Two very sensitive levels are provided (1" or 2"

per 0*1 inch), which can be rigidly clamped to the telescope at any
desired angle, as regulated by a vertical setting circle and the clamp
and slow-motion screw marked A, while a second slow motion B can

bodily rotate telescope and levels about the horizontal axis so as to

centre the levels without disturbing the angle between them and the

telescope. An eye-piece micrometer with its drum marked in 100

divisions of (say) J" or 1" (second of arc) each, traverses the horizontal

wires vertically across the field. Fig. 66 shows the usual arrangement
of the diaphragm, a^, ag, and o.^ being fixed vertical wires, b a fixed

horizontal wire, and c^, Cg, and Cg moving horizontal wires. A diagonal

eye-piece is used, turned so that the observer sits to the east or west
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of the instrument, which makes the vertical wires appear more or

less horizontal.

The instrument is mounted on a firm base of brick or angle-iron,

rhich is so far as possible isolated from the weight of the observer's

Azimuth stop

Vertical setting circle

"S Mam levels

Slo^ motion^
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star into the plane of the moving wires, and the eye-piece is adjusted

to suit the eye. The vertical wires are made vertical, and the horizon-

tal wires horizontal, giving preference to the horizontality of Cg if

detectable imperfection is unavoidable. The micrometer drum and

full-turn counter are made to read zero when wire Cg is on a long

division of the comb, and the setting circle is adjusted to give true

altitudes within 15" when the two main levels are central. The main

bubbles should be adjusted to a length of 3 or 4 inches, by means of

the reservoirs provided, and if necessary the tubes should be rotated

about their long axes to bring the bubbles under the Une of gradua-

tions, or into the line of two engraved dots provided for the purpose.f

Thus far, except for special care over the levels, the adjustment is the

same as that ofany good theodolite, but there remain the adjustments
for coUimation and azimuth.

Collimation. If a sharp distant object is available, wire ag is easily

brought on to the line of collimation by intersecting the object in both

positions LE and LW, using the horizontal circle as with a theodolite,

but unless the object is very distant, allowance must be made for the

telescope being off the central axis, or else a double target may be

provided. Polaris at elongation can also be used.

Alternatively, the adjustment may be made with two collimators.

A collimator is simply a horizontal telescope mounted on foot-screws

and a firm base, whose cross-wires can be illuminated and adjusted

horizontally and vertically. The two collimators are first adjusted to

infinite focus, and the vertical wires of one are then adjusted to inter-

sect those of the other, as in Fig. 67 (a), the two being so positioned

that almost the full pencil of rays enters each object glass. The zenith

telescope is then set up as in Fig. 67 (6), so that when on (say) LE its

object glass will be centrally covered by the rays between the colli-

mators. The antagonizing screws on the diaphragm and the slow

motion of the horizontal circle are then so manipulated that when the

telescope is swung over to either north or south, wire ag falls into

exact intersection with the vertical wires of both collimators, without

any movement of the horizontal circle. This is a convenient method

of coUimating in a fixed observatory, but troublesome to set up in

the first instance.

The collimation error of ag should be less than 5".

t A bubble tube is only ground to guaranteed accuracy along a fairly narrow

longitudinal strip, in which the bubble must be made to move.
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Azimuth. The stops on the horizontal circle must be so adjusted

that in both positions the wire ag lies in the meridian within 5", see

§5.12 (e). As for collimation, a distant meridian mark is most con-

venient. Its azimuth may initially be found by topographical methods,

but it is perpetually verified by the latitude observations themselves,

3:

(b)
South collimator forazimuth

(.) Vertical Axis

N OS
Fig. 67 (a). N and S collimators mutually adjusted ; (6) Zenith telescope in

position LE intersecting wire ofN collimator. IfNOL = 90°, rotation about
OL will result in the intersection of S's wire.

as in §5.12 (/). Alternatively, collimators may be provided, one for

LE and one for LW, as in Fig. 67 (6). Note that the apparent azimuth

of a collimator is not affected by moving it laterally without rotation,

but only by rotation about a vertical axis.

5.09. Determination of constants. The value of one revolution

ofthe micrometer is determined by the star observations as in § 5. 12 (a),

but a preliminary value is easily got by timing the vertical movement
of a star at elongation. (Allowing for change in refraction with alti-

tude by subtracting about 1 part in 3,500 from the resulting value of

one turn of the screw.)

The bubbles may be calibrated (at their correct lengths, and for the

range of readings over which they will be used) in the bubble tester,

§ 1.21, or against the eye-piece micrometer by intersecting a collimator

or distant mark.

The interval, in terms of micro divisions, between the three hori-

zontal wires at their intersections with the three vertical wires can

similarly be got by comparison with the micrometer, and that between

the three vertical wires by timing the transit of meridian stars across

them.

These various constants are all reasonably invariable, and their
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values are best decided on after a fair volume of observations have

been made. A record of their observed values should be maintained,

and a watch kept for sudden or gradual changes, or for any periodic

variations such as, for example, with the temperature. The micrometer

value is apt to change if focus is altered, a thing to be avoided.f The

system of observation is of course designed to minimize the effect of

any uncertainty in the constants.

5.10. Programme. A carefully prepared programme is essential,

comprising pairs of stars which satisfy the following conditions :

(a) Zenith distances, one north and one south, equal within the

range of the micrometer, (say) 20', and not exceeding 45° or pre-

ferably 30°.

(6) RA's differing by not less than 2^ or 3°^, J nor preferably by
more than 20^, since no work can be done between the transits of the

two members of a pair.

(c) RA of the first of a pair at least 3^ or 4^{ more than that of the

second of the preceding pair.

(d) In a night's work the algebraic sum of the difference 8 J (south

minus north) should be less than one micro turn per pair. This is to

reduce the effect of error in the screw value.

(e) Magnitude brighter than (say) 6-5 (depending on the instrument

and conditions), but the largest stars are preferably avoided.

The fulfilling of these conditions is quite troublesome. The ephe-
meris is not likely to have enough stars, and a catalogue must be used

to supplement it. Even for making the programme, account must be

taken of the main precession terms tQ(AV) in (5.2). To make the pro-

gramme, take each star of possibly suitable RA, 8, and magnitude in

succession, and look for another within the next 20^ of RA, whose

declination is within 20' of 2<^— S.§ All suitable pairs should be noted,

so that the selected programme can easily be changed ifcloud or other

accident should cause a star to be missed.

For a field programme in different latitudes it is convenient to plot

suitable stars by RA and 8, in rectangular coordinates, on a long strip

t But note that this should not affect the interval between horizontal wires as

recorded in micrometer divisions.

J This depends on the intervals between wires ai, a^, and ag, if the outer wires are

used, and also on the polar distances of the stars.

§ In high (say) north latitudes it is convenient always to take north stars first,

and to seek pairs for them whose RA's are within 20°^ before or after. If the first

star transits below the pole, look for another whose declination is close to 2^+ 8—180°,
and whose RA differs by between 11^ 40™ and 12^ 20™.
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of transparent cloth. At any station the cloth is folded along the

declination line corresponding to stars which pass through the zenith,

and pairs can immediately be selected. The U.S.C. & G.S. have

printed such a diagram, suitable for most northern latitudes, for

epoch 1940, but precession is now carrying it out of date.

A programme should then be made showing for selected pairs:

star numbers; magnitudes; RA's to P; S's to 1'; 8^ in micro turns;

N or S; LE or LW (the first star of successive pairs should be taken

E, W, W, E, E, W, etc.); micro readings of the stars' transits when the

setting circle is set to read mean ^ (i.e. micro readings at which wire

C2 gives true altitudes ±^8^). When selecting possible pairs to make

the programme, conditions (6), (c), and (d) must be kept in mind, and

especial care must be taken to keep the running sum of 8 J within due

limits.

5.11. Observations. A reasonable night's programme is seven

to fifteen pairs, which should be got in 3 to 5 hours. For each pair

the setting circle is set to the mean J, LE or LW as shown in the

programme, and the bubble is then carefully centred by slow-motion

B. The star should then appear close to the micro setting given in the

programme, the interval before transit depending on 8. A sidereal

clock is of course kept at hand, which gives the time of transit (RA).

As the star crosses the central wire ag, it is intersected by either

Ci, Cg, or Cg, these three wires being provided to avoid excessive turning
of the screw. The moment of transit is (conveniently but not essen-

tially) recorded to the nearest second by stop watch, or by chronograph
and tappet (see § 5.25), or by calling out to an assistant,f and the micro

reading is booked (whole turns from the comb: divisions and tenths

from the drum), with a note of which wire has been used. Both main

levels are read before the observation and immediately after with

the least possible movement of the body from the observing position,

care being taken not to breathe on them or otherwise cause tempera-
ture irregularities. The telescope is then swung round to the other

position ready for the other member of the pair, the levels are re-

centred by slow-motion B (A must on no account be touched), and the

process is repeated. This completes the pair, and the setting circle is

reset for the next.

The use ofthe outer vertical wires a^ and ag is toallow ofintersections

t An assistant is eminently desirable to book results, to keep an eye on the pro-
gramme and read it out, and to record times.

5125 p
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being made with the moving wire as the star passes each of the three

vertical wires, and so to divide random error by V3. But this reduces

the permissible tolerance in the adjustments for azimuth, collimation,

and inclination. Observations on a^ and ag may well be included in a

short programme, but they are possibly best omitted in a long pro-

gramme where random error is less to be feared than systematic.

They cannot in any case be used with slow-moving stars of high 3.

If, for any reason, it is impossible to intersect a star as it passes over

^2, it may be taken as soon as possible after, within (say) 25^, provided
the time is recorded within (say) J^. Correction from (5.13).

Additional points to be recorded are:

(a) In low latitudes the time of transit of some close circumpolar

star, as a strong check on azimuth error. In both positions, wire a^ or

ag being used for one of them.

(6) Readings on a collimator or distant mark, as in § 5.08. Also of

the cross-level for inclination. Twice a night should suffice, unless

there is special fear of disturbance.

(c) The barometer. Temperature hourly. Weather notes.

(d) Radio check on chronometer. Not essential, as the star observa-

tions give the time provided the cross-levelling is correct. §5.12 (/).

(e) Note of any star observed off meridian. Doubts about identity,

with notes about which of any pair of very close stars have been

observed. Record of any change of focus or other adjustment.

The points in which accuracy is imperative are the intersections

with the moving wire; the reading of the main levels; the absence of

any movement of the instrument between the above; and the con-

stancy ofthe angle between the levels and the line ofcolUmation during
the observation of a pair.

5.12. Computations, (a) Basic formula. If there is no error in

colUmation, azimuth, or inclination, the formula is

-{n+n'+s^s')j^]±i{r^-r2), (5.11)

where 8^ and 83 ^^re the declinations of the stars ofa pair; m is the value

in seconds of arc of one micro division; suffixes E and W refer to

positions LE and LW; M^ and ilfp^ are micro readings, in divisions of

the drum, the interval between wire Cg and the upper or lower c^ or Cg

being included in M^—Mj^ if either of those wires are used; d and d'

are the values in seconds of arc of one division of each of the main
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levels, the level readings being 71^,8^, etc. (numbered from one end

of the level to the other), unprimed and primed for the two levels;

and
7*1

and ^2 are the astronomical refractions of the two stars. The

signs of the micro and level terms in the formula depend on the

direction of graduation of the scales concerned, and must be deter-

mined once and for all for any instrument.! The refraction term will

always have the same sign as the micro term (actually, not neces-

sarily in the formula), since the tendency of refraction is to make un-

corrected zenith distances a little too equal, see (b) below.

If m is known, each pair then gives a value of the latitude, and

systematic comparisons between pairs with positive and negative

values of M^—Mjy show whether the accepted value ofm is correct.

But the best routine is to determine both
(f)
and m by least squares,

for which the observation equations take the simple form

cl>±im(M^-Mj^) = K etc., (5.12)

K being the sum of the remaining terms in (5. 1 1
).

All known.

The resulting values of ^ and m may be accepted, or if changes of

adjustment are not being made, values of m may be recorded in a

register from w hich a final value is eventually decided on, with which to

recompute (f). § 5.10 (d) ensures that ^ is fairly insensitive to changes
in m.

(h) Refraction. Since the f 's of a pair are equal within 20',

and is proportional to M^—Mj^ for all values of I up to 30°. The

refraction term can then be omitted from (5.11) with the only result

that a slightly fallacious value ofm is obtained, without change in ^.

No harm results, but values ofm obtained by direct measurement as

in §5.09 must be increased by 1 in about 3,500 to conform, which

amounts to saying that the correction there mentioned should be

omitted, provided the star used for calibrating the micrometer is

within 30° of the zenith. Otherwise the appropriate correction should

be applied, and 1 in 3,500 then added.

(c) Diurnal aberration involves no correction to 8 or ^, since ^ =
in (5.1).

(d) Collimation. If there is no error of azimuth or inclination, the

t The rules in U.S.C. & G.S. [134], p. 72, and Survey of India [137], p. 21, both

give signs for the micro and level terms of (5.11), as appropriate to their own
instruments, but not necessarily of general application.
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correction in seconds of arc to zenith distance observed before or after

the star crosses the line of collimation is:

^cHanSsinl" or i( 15)2^2 gin 28 sin 1", (5.13)

where c" is the collimation error, and t which equals (c/15)secS is the

hour angle at the instant of observation. The correction to ^ is positive

for stars which transit between the zenith and the equator, or below

the elevated pole: otherwise negative.

Differentiating (5.13) gives the error in the correction to ^" as

( l/1800)^^(^^^)sin 28, so that ifMs correctly recorded to P, the correction

wiU be right to 0"-01 provided (^ sin 28) < 18^

If observations are regularly made on wires a^ and ag, the necessary

corrections for different 8's can be tabulated in units of one division of

the micro drum. Readings made on these wires are then at once

reduced to centre, and all three readings are comparable.

(e) Azimuth and inclination. Fig. 68 shows the position when there

is inclination i"
,
azimuth error A" of the hne of colhmation,"!" and

collimation error (c+A;)", c" being the error of wire 2i^, and k" the

interval between (say) a2 and ag. Solving the various spherical

triangles involved gives the correction to ^, ZS— Z2S2, as

sin \"\—\{c-\-'lcf' tan8—J^2 gj^ J cos ^ sec 8— Ji^ cos ^ sin ^ sec S-|-

+ (c4-A;)(^ 4-^ tan ^)cos <^ sec h—iA cos ^ cos (^
sec 8]". (5. 14) J

The only term in (5.14) which it is ever desirable to apply to J is the

first, as in {d) above, but the other terms show the maximum values of

A and i permissible if they are to be negligible. If A: = 400", a typical

value for the interval between wires ag and a^ or ag, errors of 0"-01

will occur if^ = 5" sec ^ cos 8 or if i = 5" cosec
(f>
cos 8. Errors smaller

than 5" are easy to avoid, at any rate in a fixed observatory, and

observations on a^ and ag can consequently be made with correction

for collimation only, except for stars of small polar distance whose

cos 8 is small. But such stars cannot in any case be conveniently

observed on the outer wires, as they take so long to cover the field of

t In Fig. 68 the azimuth error A is reckoned from the true north or south point
on the horizon, not from the great circle Zg P. The latter would only give correct

results if the inclination i was a permanent feature of the station, so that the apparent
north point on the horizon was always off true by i tan

<f>.
In practice, however, the

north point is generally either deduced independently, or from many nights' work
with the zenith telescope, during which i is likely to vary.

X The signs given are appropriate to north stars, above the pole in the northern

hemisphere. [138], p. 71.
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view. As a rough rule, only the centre wire should be used when S

exceeds 60° or 70°.

T (Zenith)

A- =Ri^ht angles
= Creat circles

. — :=. Small circles

^ Radii

AU I
d'jz.

Azimuth error

i (< /0")= Inclination

Ci-k (< 40(fj=.
Collimation

W
H(North)

Horizon

Fig. 68. The celestial sphere. Adjustment errors of the Zenith telescope.

In (5.14) note the importance of the term {c-\-k){A-\-itQ,n(j)). If

wires a^ and ag are in use, the necessary precision of^ and i cannot be

deduced from the A"^ and i^ terms, which are then much smaller than

those in (c-\-k)A and (c-{-k)i. But note also that, provided both outer

wires are used, and that they are equally spaced, the coUimation

error of ag is (c-^k), that of a^ will be (c—k), and the large terms in kA
and ki will cancel in the mean of a^ and ag, so that greater tolerance

will then be allowable after all.
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(/) Checks on adjustment. The timing of each transit across ag

checks adjustments. Azimuth error causes times of transits to be

wrong by (1/15)^" sin ^ sec 8 seconds with different signs for north

and south stars. CoUimation, on the other hand, introduces errors

(l/15)c" sec 8 which are of constant sign in zenith stars, and these two

adjustment errors can thereby be detected and separated. The effect

ofinchnation, (l/15)i" cos ^ sec 8 seconds, is difficult to disentangle from

that of coUimation in the comparatively narrow range of declinations

involved, but inclination is directly recorded by the readings of the

cross-level, and can hardly occur unsuspected.

(g) Probable error. The value given by (8.73) from the values of
<j)

given by each separate pair is likely to be a fair measure of accuracy,

although it will be a little too low if the accepted value of m is that

derived solely from the same night's observations.

Qi) Height above sea-level. It is not to be expected that the level

surface at an elevated station will be exactly parallel to the geoid below

it, whose inclination to the polar axis is defined to be the astronomical

latitude. In an ideal earth the inclination between the geoid and a

level surface h feet above is given by (§ 7.19)

A(/»
= -0"-000052^sin2<^, (5.15)

and it is usual to apply this as a correction to observed latitudes, as

a numerical reduction in both hemispheres, although no great accuracy
can be claimed for it. See § 7.41.

5.13. Alternative instruments. A theodolite with an eye-piece

micrometer moving in altitude can be used instead of a zenith tele-

scope. Results are likely to be less accurate, but a single night's work

should generally suffice for aU purposes except the study of variation

of latitude.

A Transit instrument, §5.17, designed for time observations, is

easily adapted for latitude by the rotation of the eye-piece through
90° and the provision of two sensitive bubbles lying in the meridian.

A bent Transit has been adopted as the standard latitude instrument

in the U.S.C. & G.S., [134], p. 65. This has obvious advantages if both

latitude and longitude are being observed, and is otherwise convenient.

Accuracy is about the same as with a portable zenith telescope.

5.14. Variation of latitude. The earth's axis of rotation is not

quite fixed in relation to the body of the earth, and the poles move
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about mean positions with an approximately 14-month period in

rough circles whose radii vary from about 5 to 25 feet. The latitude

of any fixed point then varies through a range of between 0"-l and

0"-5 with about a 14-month period. This movement of the pole can

be, and is, determined by a continuous series of latitude observations

at stations in suitably spaced meridians. See §7.55. The present

paragraph describes the method of observing.

The polar movement being so small, monthly means should if

possible be correct to 0"-01. A larger instrument than the usual

geodetic zenith telescope is thus desirable,f but the main difference

of procedure is necessitated by the reputed declinations not being

sufficiently accurate, and a special observing programme is required.

If in a series of n pairs the total declination error of all the stars

observed is
e-^,

the deduced mean latitude will be wrong by e^j^n,

say E^. Now let two series be observed in one night, one before and

one after midnight, with such errors E^ and E^. Then, since there is no

sensible variation oflatitude in a few hours the difference of the results

would be (E-^—E^) if there were no other sources of error. In the mean
of four weeks' work each of (say) three nights, other errors may be

expected to cancel out to nearly zero, and (E^—E^) (if constant) is thus

determinate. As the month passes, the solar time of the two series,

using always the same stars, will get earlier until it gets too light to

observe the first. The lengths of the selected series must be such that

it is then possible to take up a third series, with declination error E^
between the end of the second series and dawn, and the next few

weeks' observations give (E<2^—E^), until a change is again necessary.

Eventually after a year's work with six to ten changes (the necessary

number depends on the latitude) the last period gives {E^—Eq) or

(E^—E-^^q), and if one of the ^'s is assumed zero, as is harmless from

the point of view of the study of variation, all the others are determi-

nate. J The annual variation of latitude is thus correctly recorded in

spite of possible errors in the accepted declinations of the stars used.§

t See [139] for a description of the Cookson floating telescope used at Greenwich,
and Reports of the Royal Observatory Greenwich for its use during 1911-18, 1918-

27, and 1927-36.

% The sum (E'a
—

-EJi)+ (-E'3
— ^2)+ "-+ (-E^i— ^lo) should be zero. Any closing error

of the chain may be distributed among the observed values.

§ But variations during the year or years of observation must be accurately known,
and for stars not given in Apparent Places. . . the corrections for (a) to (e) of §5.03
must be correctly made. Absence of annual parallax should be confirmed from (e.g.)

[133], especially if proper motion is large.
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The system demands fixed programmes from night to night in each

period. An occasional pair inevitably gets missed, but this causes

no great difficulty provided programmes are 90 per cent, complete.

Systematic recording of the latitude given by each separate pair

minus that given on the same night by the mean of the series contain-

ing it, makes it possible to record a 'dummy' value of the latitude for

any pair missed, and this is included in the series mean for the night.

The largest source of error is probably refraction caused by a tilting

of the layers of equal air density, which is apparently related to wind

direction. See [140], [141], and [142]. The first of these references

finds errors averaging ±0"-05 according to the direction of the wind,

while the other two show an annual variation of about ±0"-3 more

than it should be, which can be qualitatively but not quantitatively
correlated with recorded changes in the slope of the surfaces of equal

atmospheric density. Unequal ground temperatures to north or south

would produce a similar result, and [143], p. 615 shows that a hori-

zontal temperature gradient of 1° C. per 100 feet would tilt surfaces

of equal density through 45°, and would change refraction by 0"-l

if the gradient persisted to a height of only 50 feet. [144] also records

correlation between wind and apparent changes of longitude.

By international co-operation the most probable course of the

polar movement is computed and published some years in arrears

(see §7.55), and from this it is easy to correct a latitude observed in

any meridian at any time into terms of the pole's mean position, but

the correction (amounting to less than 0"-25) is of doubtful accuracy,

and not of much significance for most purposes. The formula for the

correction is a, .. -^^ ^^^„\ /nici\
/\(j)
= ysinA— a: cos A, (5.16)

where A is east longitude, and x and y are the instantaneous coordinates

of the pole with reference to its mean position, x being positive south-

wards along the meridian of Greenwich, and y along meridian 90° W.,
both in seconds of arc.

Section 3. Longitude. The Transit Telescope

5.15. General principles. The difference of astronomical longi-

tude between two places is given by

A1-A2 = LST1-LST2, (5.17)

where Aj and Ag are east longitudes, and LST^ and LSTg are the local

sidereal times at the two places at any one instant. Astronomical
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observations of local time are thus needed at each place, and also by
some means the determination of a common simultaneous instant.

Until the invention of telegraphy the latter was a serious difficulty.

The occultation of a star by the moon provided an occasional and not

very precise opportunity, to which the only practicable alternative

was to carry Greenwich time, or that of any other meridian, between

the two places by chronometer, and to hope that the chronometer

error would be constant or at least vary at a constant rate. Later the

electric telegraph made accurate longitude determination possible,

but the passing of special signals through transcontinental cables

demanded careful organization which restricted the choice of sites.

With the introduction of wireless time signals the determination of a

common instant has become easy, and the observation of local time is

now the main source of trouble and error.

Time signals are regularly sent out by many transmitting stations in

all parts of the world. The reputed times of emission are generally

instants of GMT to which the actual times adhere closely, and the

more important signals are received at observatories such as Green-

wich, Paris, and theNaval Observatory, Washington, so that the actual

errors are recorded and published. See §5.23. It is then only necessary
to record the local time of reception of a signal, and the longitudef is

given by

A = (LST of reception)— (Reputed GST of emission)
—

— (Published correction)— (Correction for speed of wireless),

and LST of reception = (Local clock time of reception)— e,

(5.18)

where e is the LST error of the local clock, positive fast.

5.16. Methods for local time. Local time is best measured by a

Transit telescope, see Fig. 69, an instrument designed to record the

clock time at which stars cross the local meridian. Subject to small

corrections (§§ 5.20 and 5.22) the LST error of the clock is then given by

e = (clock time of transit) minus (RA of star). (5.19){

Alternatively LST may be determined with the latitude by the

prismatic astrolabe which is described in Section 4.

An ordinary theodolite may be used instead of a special transit

instrument, but probably with some considerable loss of accuracy,

t Of the instrument by which LST is observed, not that of the wireless set.

J Add 12 hours for transits below the elevated pole.
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Main level (attached)
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Fig. 69. Meridian Transit telescope.

due mostly to insensitivity of the cross-level, and to lack of stability

in its base and stand. A theodolite will probably give better results if

used for the equal (or unequal) altitude method as in §5.36 than if
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used for meridian transits. The rest of the present section deals only
with the Transit telescope.

5.17. The Transit telescope (Fixed wire). At its simplest, the

Transit consists ofa telescope, generally offrom 20" to 50" focal length,

and 2^" to 4" aperture, mounted in the meridian on a horizontal axis

about which its line of collimation can rotate through the zenith.

Fig. 70. Graticule of fixed-wire Transit.

Provision is made for the easy lifting of the telescope from its Y-

bearings, turning it 180° about a vertical axis, and returning it to its

Y's, so that observations can be made on both faces. Azimuth is

adjustable through a degree or two to enable the line of collimation

to be brought accurately into the meridian. The inclination of the

horizontal axis is also adjustable, and is ascertained by means of a

highly sensitive attached or striding level.

In the old fixed-wire type of Transit the eye-piece is provided with a

pair of horizontal wires and a large number of fixed vertical wires as in

Fig. 70, the whole diaphragm being mounted, with the eye-piece, on a

micrometer screw by which the centre wire can readily be adjusted

on to the line of collimation. Two small setting circles are provided,

by means ofwhich the telescope can be so inclined that a star ofknown
declination will transit in the field of view on either face.
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The routine of observation is then that the telescope is set at the

correct altitude, and approximately in the meridian, and the east-

west level is recorded. When the star appears it is brought between

the horizontal wires, and its time of passage over successive vertical

wires is recorded by tappet and chronograph, see § 5.25. Before the

star reaches the centre wire the telescope is lifted and turned 1 80° in

azimuth as above and reset in altitude so that the star passes again
between the horizontal wires and back over the same vertical wires,

its times of passage being again recorded. The bubble is then read

again, and this completes the observation of one time star. Some
observers [146] consider that changing face shakes the instrument

and so disturbs the level and azimuth adjustments. They therefore

divide the programme into three series, (say) four stars on FL followed

by eight on FR, and then four on FL. They keep the level permanently
attached to the telescope, so that it is reversed with the latter and at

no other time. They then (anticipating a little) solve by least squares

for six unknowns, namely the clock error, the three azimuth errors

of the three series, one coUimation error (assumed constant), and one

bubble adjustment error (including inequality of pivots).

Like the Zenith telescope, the Transit must be firmly mounted,

preferably on an isolated brick pillar, in the hope that errors ofazimuth

and level will remain constant unless adjusted.

An alternative form of telescope is that known as the Bent Transit,

in which a mirror reflects the light down the hollow horizontal axis

to an eye-piece at one side. See Fig. 71. This makes a more portable

instrument, avoids the use of a diagonal eye-piece, and makes the

observer more comfortable.

5.18. Adjustments, (a) Main east-west level. The correct record-

ing of the inclination of the transit axis is most important, and

assuming that the two pivots are equal co-axial cylinders it is im-

mediately given by the readings of the main level (on both faces).

This level may either be attached to the telescope, or may be a separate

striding level. The latter is of course reversed end-for-end at each

reading, while the former reverses only with the telescope. The

striding level is used with the telescope as nearly as possible pointing

at the elevation of the relevant star, but for reading the fixed level

it must be pointing to the zenith.

The level itself can of course be adjusted, by a screw under one end,

Z in Fig. 72, so as to lie close to the centre of its run when the axis is
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truly level. A small north-south bubble SN is attached to the main

bubble, which must always be centred before the latter is read, and

provision is also made (as in Fig. 72 for the striding level) to secure

parallelism between bubble and transit axis as seen from above, so

that when one support (of the striding level) is vertical, the other will

Impersonal
micrometer Sett

Main level

Suspended -from

telescope

o
Li-ftin<^ cradle

earini

I D

Footscrew
Fig. 71. Bent Transit. Diagrammatic.

be too. The test of this adjustment is that the bubble reading should

not change when the whole striding level, or the whole telescope if the

level is attached, is slightly tilted from north to south.

The bubble should be adjusted by the reservoir at one end to a length
of 3 or 4 inches, and the tube should if necessary be rotated so as to

bring the bubble under the centres of the graduations of the tube when
the north-south bubble is central; see § 5.08.

The effect of inequality of pivots is cancelled by change of face,

and so is of little consequence: [147], p. 22, describes a method of

determining it. Lack of true circularity, or the effect of rust or dirt,

can be minimized by a suitable choice of programme, §5.19, but
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cannot be positively cancelled. Modern machine precision is such that

a clean new bearing should not be appreciably imperfect, but in

practice serious error is not impossible.

Pivot

Pi^ot

Pivot

z^ Mercury

Fig. 72. Striding level. AB must be

parallel to A'B'. Adjust screws XY
until bubble EW does not move when
the whole level is slightly rotated

about AA'.

Fig. 73. Nadir observation. If AA' is

perpendicular to EO, it is horizontal

when E coincides with its image in the

mercm"y surface.

As an alternative to the use of a bubble, the telescope may be

turned into the vertical, with the object glass over a pool of mercury
as in Fig. 73, and the centre wire (assumed for the moment to lie on the

line of colhmation) may be brought by the adjusting screw under one

pivot into coincidence with its own image. If this nadir observation is

repeated on the other face, simultaneous adjustment of level and

colhmation will clearly correct both. In practice the adjustment is

not of course made quite perfect, and the residual error is measured by
the micrometer screw which traverses the eye-piece diaphragm. The

ordinary bubble, however, is more convenient and is generally thought
to give better results.

(6) Azimuth. The Une of colhmation can be set in the meridian by a

screw which rotates the base plate about one support. In a permanent

observatory the meridian is best marked by a distant sighting mark

if the view allows it, or less well by a colhmator, whose azimuth

is initially determined by independent observations, and thereafter

continuously recorded by the time programmes; see §5.19. In the

field, knowing the approximate latitude and local time, the azimuth of
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Polaris or a Octantis is known, and in suitable latitudes knowledge
of the wire intervals and value of the micrometer screw enables a

sufficiently accurate setting to be made on one of them at any hour

angle.

(c) Collimation is entirely cancelled by change of face, but it is

convenient to keep it small, or to know the micrometer reading at

which it is zero, to facilitate azimuth setting.

(d) Altitude setting circles. The small attached bubbles are easily

adjusted to lie central when the circles record altitudes correctly, by

centring them when any star is between the horizontal cross-wires,

and the circle reading is correct.

(e) The value ofone division ofthe main bubble must be periodically

found in the bubble tester, as in § 1.21.

(/) The usual adjustments for focus, clear vision of the cross-wires,

and verticality of the vertical wire are occasionally required.

5.19. Programme. A normal programme of 2 to 4 hours' work

comprises 8 to 12 time stars within 10° to 15° of the zenith and evenly
balanced on either side of it,t and a pair of high declination azimuth

stars. An approximate value ofthe clock error then enables azimuth to

be fairly accurately computed, and the mean result given by the time

stars is insensitive to azimuth error. Alternatively a least square
solution can be made for clock and azimuth error, in which case no

hard-and-fast division into time and azimuth stars is necessary, and

stars of any declination between pole and equator, or beyond, can be

admitted, provided high declination stars and equatorial stars distant

from the zenith are fairly balanced against each other. The grouping
of time stars near the zenith has the advantage that it minimizes the

effect of imperfect pivots, since non-circular pivots and azimuth error

would have no effect on the deduced time if all time stars could pass

exactly through the zenith. J

In high latitudes, stars between the pole and zenith move slowly,

and the majority of the time stars will have to be on the farther side

of the zenith, and at a ZD of more than 15°. In these circumstances,

and also near the equator where very high declination stars will not

t The U.S.C. & G.S. rule is that the algebraic sum of the ^'s, where

A = sin ^ sec 8

for a set of about eight time stars should not exceed unity.

J In a long programme longitude can be deduced using only time stars within (say)
3° of the zenith. If the result agrees with the general mean using all time stars,

serious imperfection of pivots is unlikely to be present, [148], p. 107.
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be visible, the least-square form of solution will be preferable, and the

programme should be made to suit it.

Azimuth stars are observed in exactly the same way as time stars,

except that their slow motion makes it impracticable to intersect

them on the outer vertical wires.

Before work is started, a programme should be made out giving star

name, magnitude, declination, ZD north or south to T, RA = LST
of transit to 1^, and a note of which face is to be observed first. Con-

secutive equatorial stars should be separated by not less than 4

minutes, which must be extended to 7 or 10 minutes for stars close

to the pole. Stars of up to 6 or 6-5 magnitude can generally be used,

and sufficient can be got from Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars

without help from a catalogue. It is a good rule to observe half the

stars on one face first, and half the other way, but see reference to [146]

in §5.17.

If only one time signal is being received, the time stars should be

evenly divided on either side of it, but if two or more signals can be

received, as is desirable and generally possible, the star observations

should lie between them and as close to one signal as may be con-

venient.

5.20. Computation of local time. Before (5.18) can be applied,

the recorded clock time of transit must receive various corrections as

below.

(a) Collimation. The mean of two recorded times on any one wire,

before and after transit, is free from collimation error. Each such

mean gives a value for the clock time oftransit, and their general mean
constitutes the preliminary value for further correction as in (6) to (d)

below. If a wire has been missed on one face it can be ignored on the

other, or ifobservations are scanty a knowledge ofthe interval between

wires wiU enable a substitute for the missing reading to be deduced

from its two neighbours, using the equation

(Time interval between two wires)

= (Equatorial interval) X sec 8. (5.20)

If observations are made on one face only, the correction is

-|-(c7l5)secS seconds for upper transits, or — (c7l5)secS for lower

(5.21)

where c" is the colKmation error, positive if the line of sight points east

of the line of collimation.
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(b) Level. The correction to the recorded clock time of a star

on account of dislevelment of the east-west axis is

i6 cos J sec 8 or bB sees., -f for upper and — for lower transits,

(5.22)

where J is the zenith distance, and b = (w^-{-W2—ej^—e2)dl60, w-^ etc.

being scale readings outward from the centre, w west and e east,

and d" the value of one division of the scale. The inclination of the

axis is thus 156 seconds of arc, considered positive if the west end is

too high.

(c) Azimuth. The correction is

a sin ^ sec 8 or aA, (5.23)

where 15a seconds of arc is the azimuth of the line of collimation when
the telescope is horizontal, positive if east of the elevated pole, and

t,

is the zenith distance as usual except that in this context it is con-

sidered positive between elevated pole and zenith and otherwise

negative.

(d) Diurnal aberration. From (5.1) the correction to RA is

K = ±0^-021 cos</»sec8, (5.24)

but it is usually apphed to the recorded time with opposite sign,

namely negative for upper transits N or S, the usual case, and positive

for transits below the pole.

(e) To summarize.

(Local clock time of transit)

= (Mean recorded time)±6^4-^^ T«^5 (5.25)

to which add ± (c'715)sec S if observations have been on one face only.

In the case of azimuth stars a is the unknown, and this formula deter-

mines it, the LST clock error being assumed known. Convenient

tables for A, B, and k are given in [134].

Hence is obtained the LST error of the clock from (5.19), and a

second approximation for the azimuth correction can be made if

necessary.

5.21. Accuracy of adjustments. The dislevelment b should be

kept as small as possible, as it enters into (5.22) with a factor B which

is seldom < 1, and whose sign does not ordinarily vary. With very

sensitive bubbles it is always possible that the reputed value of one

division may be wrong by as much as 30 per cent, and the mean 6 of a
5125 Q
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night's work should therefore be kept down to 0^-10 or 0^-20. But

adjustment of the foot-screws probably changes azimuth, so that if

the latter cannot be checked on a collimator or distant mark, an

azimuth star must be included between all changes of level.

Azimuth. The assumption that change of face cancels collimation

error depends on the star's average rate of movement along the

horizontal wire being the same on both faces. This is strictly true if

the line of collimation lies in the meridian, and is satisfied with ample

accuracy if the azimuth error does not exceed 10" or 20", as is easily

secured.

Collimation. Observations are deliberately made between about

J minute and 2 minutes of time to one side of the line of colUmation,

and face is then changed.
5.22. Personal equation. §5.17 describes the old system of

recording the times of transit over fixed wires, the accuracy of which

is much lessened hj personal equation, a more or less constant tendency
of any observer to press his tappet too early or too late. If this ten-

dency was truly constant its effect could be eliminated by occasional

comparative observations at Greenwich, or at a local base station

where longitude had been accurately determined by exchange with

Greenwich in this way.| But in fact personal equation is apt to be

one of those awkward errors which, while they are probably constant

or at least of constant sign over a night or a week or more, vary slowly

over a period of weeks or months. So, while the accuracy deduced

from the good mutual agreement of a series of stars may be quite

illusory, the results of comparative observations are sometimes dis-

appointingly variable. In magnitude it is generally less than 0^-20.

Its constancy is likely to increase with experience, but its magnitude

may increase with age. Devices which have been introduced to

measure or eliminate it are described in (a) to {d) below.

(a) The impersonal or self-registering micrometer. Instead ofnumer-

ous vertical wires, there is a single wire which can be traversed across

the field by a micrometer screw. A couple of minutes before transit

this wire is moved so as to intersect the star, and thereafter kept on it

by slowly turning the screw until about 30 sees, before transit. As

the screw turns, three small metal contact strips let into the rim of a

t Before the days of wireless, when time was observed simultaneously at the two
ends of a telegraph line, it was customary for observers to change ends and then

repeat the whole observation. A laborious business, but one that often gave good
results.
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non-conducting wheel on the micro's axis (Fig. 74) close the chrono-

graph pen circuit for 0^-1 or so.")* The positions of the moving wire

at the beginning of each of these contacts correspond to the positions

of the fixed wires in the old type of transit, and §§5.17 to 5.21

duly apply.

Contact

Be\/el dear

To chrono6raph

Impersonal
micrometer

Lifting cradle

Fig. 74. Impersonal micrometer
contact wheel.

Fig. 75. Motor drive for impersonal
micrometer.

Shortly before transit, face is changed, and the star passes back

over the same contacts. CoUimation is thereby cancelled, and no

determinations need be made of the distance from the line of collima-

tion at which contacts occur, but on opposite faces contact is made on

opposite sides of the metal strips, and their width must be determined

and allowed for. To do this, turn the micro very slowly until a click

is heard from the chronograph, and then read the micro head. Turn

on past the contact, and then slowly turn back and read the micro

as before when a click is heard. This gives the width of the contact in

terms of micro revolutions. The value of one revolution is got by

timing the movement of any star at transit, for one turn in equatorial

seconds equals the time taken by the star to traverse one turn X cos S.

Then the correction to the recorded time of transit of any other star

(mean of all contacts on both faces) is

-|- J sec 8 (Average width of micro contacts) X

X (Equatorial value of one turn), (5.26)

where 8 is now the declination of the star concerned. The correction

is positive.

The impersonal micrometer considerably reduces personal equation,

but does not entirely eliminate it, as an observer may still have a

f Or alternatively non-conductors may cause a short break.
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tendency to keep the wire ahead of or behind the star. But with good
observers it should not exceed 0^-03. Preferably modified as in (6)

below, it is at present the generally accepted method ofobserving time.

Record thus:-

Tn

(12)

(15)

(18)

(Zl)

(24)

(27)

etc

Scale

172
15-6

13 3

(l2-6) Interpolated
11-3

3 7

etc.

Times in brackets need not all be entered

Fig. 76. Hunter shutter eye-piece.

(6) Impersonal micrometer. Motor drive. Keeping the moving wire

right on the star demands great concentration, and the bhnking of an

eye causes bad intersection for some seconds, during which a contact

may occur. Comfort and accuracy are consequently increased if the

micrometer is turned by an electric motor mounted as in Fig. 75.

The speed of the motor is regulated according to the declination of the

star, and the action ofthe observer is to retard or accelerate the motor

by pressing suitable electric contacts, or mechanically, as in [138],

p. 44. Momentary lack of attention then has comparatively httle

effect. Rather unexpectedly, vibration can be eliminated and the

apparatus does work.

(c) The Hunter shutter. See [149]. A divided scale is introduced

into the field of view as in Fig. 76. The star is adjusted to run along

the centre of the scale, but as it does so it is normally obscured by a

thin metal bar SS. At every third second the clock closes a circuit

which draws SS to one side, so that the star is visible for a few hun-

dredths of a second. Its position on the scale is then estimated and

recorded. As in other methods, records are made from about 2

minutes to J minute before transit, the line of colHmation in Fig. 76

being near the left-hand edge of the circle. Face is then changed
and the star returns over the same part of the scale. Subject to the
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usual corrections for level, azimuth, and aberration the clock time of

transit is then

J(2\4-T2)+i(/Si->Sf2)s secS+i(Time of shutter opening), (5.27)

where T^ is the mean of the clock times (all exact multiples of 3

seconds) at which scale readings are made before transit, and T^ is the

mean after transit :
S-^^

and 8^ are the mean scale readings before and

after; s is the value of one division of the scale in equatorial seconds

and 8 is the declination, so <ssecS is the time taken through one

I

division. Note thatiS^i and/Sg ^^^ ^^^ ^'^ must as nearly as possible

cover exactly the same part of the scale, so that l/S^—^Sgl < f -r-ssecS,

and that there must be no gaps in the record. If readings are missed,

fill gaps by interpolation or omit corresponding readings on the other

face, s is got from the observations themselves, a general mean being

accepted.

It is convenient to define the clock second as the beginning of the

movement of the shutter, as in § 5.25, and to let the movement of the

shutter silence the wireless when receiving time signals as in §5.23, "f

but the position ofthe star is recorded at the middle of the short period

during which the shutter is open. It is therefore necessary to measure

this period and to add half of it to the whole-second T's in (5.27),

i.e. half the period is there added as an extra term. It can be measured

on a chronograph, provided all springs and contacts are carefully set

in good adjustment with equal lags on make and break.

This instrument was used at Dehra Dun, India, for the international

longitude project of 1933, on the same meridian as one Transit with

hand-driven impersonal micrometer and another with motor drive.

The shutter Transit gave the smoothest values for the rate of the

observatory Shortt clock, and gave a mean value of the longitude

intermediate between the other two. It was thus the best of the three

for random error, and probably the best for systematic. The mean

longitudes given by it with four different observers (six to twelve

nights each) ranged through 0^-05, comparing with 0^-05 and 0^-06

with the other instruments. See §5.26 and [148].

A shutter eye-piece has also been fitted to a geodetic Tavistock

theodolite.

(d) Artificial moving star. In principle it is easy to arrange a small

artificial 'star' whose image can be passed across the field of view at

t For which the shutter must be switched over to operating every second, time

lags remaining unchanged.
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the same speed as a real star. It can be halted on a vertical wire, and

so adjusted as to close the chronograph pen circuit when it is exactly in

that position. It is then moved across the field again at normal speed,

and the observer records its passage by tappet. The difference between

the tappet and the automatic contact then gives his personal

equation. A similar procedure can be used to test or correct an

impersonal micrometer.

Such an apparatus was used in India in 1880 [150], p. 35, and another

was used with the prismatic astrolabe in 1927-9 [151], but neither was

entirely satisfactory. Possibly the principle was sound, but the

mechanism imperfect. Recently R. WooUey (of the Commonwealth

Observatory, Canberra) has made an apparatus on similar lines, which

is reported to be satisfactory in the observatory, although possibly not

easily portable. Full reports have not yet been pubhshed.
5.23. Wireless signals. Rhythmic time signals are emitted by the

principal wireless stations. These are specially designed for accurate

time reception, and normally consist of 306 dots, of which the 1st,

62nd . . . 306th are lengthened to dashes, evenly spaced over 5 mean
time minutes, and consequently at intervals of 60/61 mean sees. The

dots will then coincide with the seconds of a mean time clock every
60 sees., and with a sidereal clock every 72 sees. The beginning of

each dot or dash is the instant to which reputed and actual times

always refer. The dashes are generally reputed to begin on exact

minutes of GMT.
All such signals are described in the annual Admiralty List of Radio

Signals, vol. ii. Their actual times of emission are generally within

0^- 1 of the reputed time. This is not a negligible error, but many are

received at the principal observatories, and corrections to the reputed
times are regularly published in the Admiralty Notices to Mariners

(London) and in the Bulletin horaire (Paris). Corrections to American

signals are obtainable from the U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington.
Clock rates are obtainable with very high accuracy from the WWV
signals, which are dots at intervals of 1 mean second continuously
emitted by Annapolis on short wave. These are primarily intended

to be a frequency standard, but the absolute errors of the times of

emission are published. The coincidence interval of six minutes with

a sidereal clock is rather longer than is convenient.

The best system of reception is to connect the clock or chronometer

pen or Hunter shutter to the wireless receiver, in such a way that the
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latter is silenced by the clock break for about 0^-25 or more every

second.! This results in a few of the wireless dots being inaudible

every 60 or (with a sidereal clock) 72 seconds. The procedure is then

to record on the chronograph by tappet, (a) the approximate instant

at which each long dash begins, or more conveniently the third dot

following it, which gives an approximate value of GMT, and (6) the

first, or better the third, dot heard after each period of silence, giving

Pa vernier comparison in which an error of 1^ corresponds to an error

of l/60« in the GMT error of the local clock.

Then if the first dot heard after the first silence is the nth. dot of the

series (the first dash counting as zero), and if it occurs at local clock

time T, necessarily a whole second, the local clock time at the begin-

ning of the first dash will be

(T-|sec)-[(7i-i)(60/61) mean seconds]. (5.28)$

Each silence gives an independent value of the local clock time of

the first signal, which should agree with the direct record from the

dashes within 0^-2 or so. The mean got from all recorded silences

should be accepted. See Fig. 80 or [156] for an example.
Wireless transmission, other than ultra-short wave, is believed to

proceed by a series of reflections between the ground and ionized

layers in the upper air. The speed can hardly be far from 300,000

km. /sec, but the reflections lengthen the path, so that the apparent

speed is less. [153] gives 250,000 km. /sec. for the average effective

speed oflong waves (15,000 m.) and 280,OOOforshortwaves (15-lOOm.).

With short waves, when the direct great circle route is in daylight,

especially in summer, the wave received may be that which has come

round the earth the longer way (through a winter night), and an error

of 0^-05 or possibly more may be introduced. Long-wave transmission

is thus generally preferred, although now less strongly than formerly.

See [154] and [155].

Receiving sets are available which run on dry cells, and which in

t Experience will show which part of the wireless circuit is best interrupted or

shorted by the clock. The object is to secure silence without a loud click at its start

or finish. See [152], pp. 199-200. Condensers are required across all break-circuit

points, and relay and chronograph coils must not be too close to the wireless.

X The ^ in. (T— ^) and (n
—

^) is due to the actual mean coincidence being on

average ^ sec. before the first dot to be heard. A knowledge of the MT rate of the

clock reduces the term in square brackets to clock seconds, this being important
if the clock is sidereal, n is got from the recorded time of the first dash. In prac-
tice the term in square brackets (for a mean or sidereal clock) is tabulated for all

values of n.
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fair weather conditions will receive either European or American

signals in most parts of the world, although reception is often difficult

in the hot weather in tropical countries, especially by day.
5.24. Clocks. Mean and sidereal clocks, correct to a few seconds,

are essential aids to any considerable star programme, but a higher
class clock is required for connecting the times of star transits with

wireless signals which may be received some hours before or after.

In general, the steadiness of the clock must be such that if the GST
error is known at two times of wireless reception, such as 16.00 hours

and midnight, interpolation to the middle time of star transits at (say)

21.00 hours will be correct to 0^-05, or whatever accuracy is required.

For the best stationary longitude work a much higher standard than

0^-05 is desirable, to cover failures in wireless reception and to assess

the accuracy of different instruments and observers by direct com-

parison of their results on different nights.

Suitable clocks are of three kinds :

(a) Portable box chronometers controlled by balance wheels and

hair-springs. These are suitable for field work, and a good chrono-

meter of about 5 inches diameter is generally accurate enough if

well treated, but it is best to carry three and so avoid trouble from the

irregularities which sometimes occur. When travelling, chronometers

need not be stopped, but they should be clamped in their gimbals,

and freed again when in position for time-keeping. Regular winding
is essential, and they should be given the best possible protection from

temperature change. They should never be exposed to the direct rays

of the sun.

(6) Pendulum docks for observatory use. The Shortt clock [157]

has reached a high degree of perfection, and its error can be inter-

polated correct to 0^-01 or 0^-02 over a period of some days. Its

features are:

(i) Invar pendulum, suspended by a thin strip of elinvar.

(ii) The pendulum swings in a vacuum (about 35 mm.), thereby

minimizing damping, and avoiding changes of pressure, and

consequent changes in damping and in floatation by the air.

(iii) The clock room should be thermostatically controlled.

(iv) The amplitude of swing is recorded, and changes can be allowed

for.

(v) The necessary periodical impulse, which is very small and only

required every 30 sees., is given strictly as the pendulum passes
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through the vertical. The constancy of this impulse is assured,

since it comes from a small weight falling through a fixed

distance,

(vi) The turning of the hands, the external distribution of 1 -second

electrical breaks, and the releasing and resetting of the impulse

weight is done by a slave clock without disturbance to the free

master pendulum.

w
Roller\ '=0= :

foW J ^
—U

Pivot

/

Coil

Free master pendulum Slave pendulum

Fig. 77. The Shortt clock. When W falls off the slope S, the contact C
closes and depresses L. If the slave is slow L engages the flexible spring Sp
and throws the slave back a little early : otherwise the two do not engage and
there is no interference. The circuits for resetting and releasing W, for

moving the hands, and for maintaining the movement of the slave, all

operated by the latter, are not shown.

Item (vi) is the novel feature. The impulse weight W (Fig. 77) is

released by the slave clock when the free pendulum is a little to the

left of the vertical. At first it rests on the flat top of the block B and

imparts no drive, but as the free pendulum passes through the vertical

it rolls down the slope S and gives the impulse. It then falls off S
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and is automatically reset a little above the level of B, whence it is

released on to B again by the slave 30 sees, later. As it falls off S,

which it necessarily does in accordance with the phase of the master

pendulum, it actuates a hit-and-miss mechanism, L and Sp, w^hich

brings the slave into phase with the master. When the weight falls,

Frequency
fine adjustment

Crystal T ^
1 Resonant circuit

Fig. 78. Crystal clock.

if the slave (which is regulated to lose 0^-002 every 30^) is more than

0^-002 behind the master, the hit-and-miss operates to throw the

slave pendulum back before the end of its swing, and thereby advances

it 0^-004: but if otherwise, no interference occurs. On average this

acceleration is then given every alternate 30 seconds, and the error

of the slave relative to the master varies by not more than 0^-004.

(c) Quartz crystal clocks. The crystal clock depends on the natural

mechanical period of vibration of a quartz crystal. It is a property
of such a crystal that compression induces positive and negative

electrical charges on its two ends, and conversely that the inducing
of such a charge by an outside agency compresses or expands it. If

then a crystal, of period about 100,000 cycles per second, is placed
between the plates of a condenser which is used with a thermionic

valve to feed energy into a resonating electrical circuit whose natural

period is approximately that of the crystal, the period of oscillation

of the whole system will be held exactly to that of the crystal. Further

valves amphfy the oscillation, and select certain impulses so that the

frequency is reduced in stages to (say) 25,000, 5,000, etc., cycles per

second, and so on until seconds impulses are finally emitted. See

Fig. 78.

Suitable cutting of the crystal makes its period insensitive to tem-

perature change, but thermostatic control is required. Over a few

days the period can be expected to be constant within 1 in 10^ or even

10'^, and for the measurement of intervals such as an hour it is
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[altogether superior to the Shortt clock. It is also more portable than

[the Shortt, but it is a laboratory, rather than a field, instrument.

See [158] and [159] for a general description, and [160] for its use

field longitude work over 100 miles of telephone line. See also

6.12 for the use of a crystal oscillator in a gravimeter at sea.

Tv\io lines should coincide
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Fig. 79. Two-pen chronograph.

All the above types of clock contain an electric break circuit by
which the pen circuit of a chronograph can be broken for about

0^-25 (or \ sec.) every second. A longer break to mark every minute is a

convenience if it can be arranged. They can of course be made for, or

regulated to, either mean or sidereal time, the latter being generally

more convenient.

5.25. Chronographs and relays. Chronographs are instruments

which produce a graphic record of the beats of a clock, on which

records of the times of other events may be superposed by tappet.

(Fig. 79.) They are oftwo types, tape or drum. In the former the record

is made on a long strip of paper about |" wide, while in the latter it

spirals round a drum about 12" long and 6" to 8" in diameter, giving

a record as in Fig. 80. The former type is more portable, and can be

designed to run at high speed if exceptional accuracy is required, but

the latter gives the more convenient and more permanent record, and

is advised. A convenient speed is J inch per second, which can be

read to 0^-01.

Chronographs may have one pen, or two, or more. Work can be done

with a single pen, but something is apt to be lost through clock beats

and tappet marks coinciding, and two pens are advised. It is con-

venient to have one pen following the other in the same line, breaking
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line in opposite directions, and it is therefore necessary to measure

their separation or jpen equation, by which all tappet marks must be

;
corrected to bring them into terms of the clock pen. This is best done

by switching both pens on to the clock for a minute, and measuring
fthe separation of the beats in a few places. (Fig. 80.) The time of a

tappet mark, corrected for pen equation, can then read off by a small

celluloid scale (Fig. 81), by which seconds of different linear lengths

vided into tenths, with estimation to 0^-01.

c\
Adjustable

tens/on spn'nd^

Tbn6ue Js adai'nst fl

this s.top for 0-2 sec^

IbnSue

Pivot

Coil

Permanent magnet

To dock

^
n Tongue is against this stop -for

V 0-8 sec while clock circuit is madtmade.

To chronodraph
02sec breaks

Fig. 81. Transparent

chronograph reader.

Fig. 82. Relay.

Field chronographs are driven by electricity, clockwork, or driving

weight, with speed control by centrifugal governor. The various

springs and adjustments of the pen must be so set that the movement
of the pen is really sharp, especially on whichever of make or break it

is proposed to regard as the instant of clock time, but too heavy a

chronograph current may interfere with wireless reception of time

signals.

Clock comparison. To compare two clocks, one may be made to

actuate each pen simultaneously for a minute. Allowance being made
for pen equation, a few comparisons are then easily made. A clock

with no break circuit can be compared by tappet with one that has,

with very fair accuracy, especially as regards its rate or interpolation

between times of known clock error. See Fig. 80.

Relays. The small current which can be passed through the clock or
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other instruments must generally be amplified to work the chrono-

graph. The necessary relays may be magnetic, Fig. 82, or of the elec-

tronic (wireless valve) type. The latter are likely to supersede the

former, but are not yet (1949) in general use. See [161].

Reby B

To tappet

Coils

ii/-\ = Tension sprinds—> = Make and break contacts

Wireless

Breaks circuit Relay f^

for 0-2 sec.

Fig. 83. Circuits for time observations.

Relay A. Secondary circuit is closed for 0-8 sec. while clock circuit is

closed. It breaks when clock circuit breaks, and the first (upward) move-
ment of the pen is defined to be the clock second. This breaks the earphone
circuit of the wireless.

Relay B. Secondary breaks when tappet breaks, and instant of transit is

the first (downward) movement of pen. For pen equation connect primaries
of both relays to the same clock. For clock comparison connect the second
clock to relay B.

Relay lags. No relay or similar mechanism can be quite free from

delay between the break of the clock or tappet which actuates it

and the first movement of the chronograph pen, although constant

voltage and good and invariable adjustment can keep the delays

small and possibly constant within 0^-01.f Fig. 83 shows a system of

electrical connexions which minimizes error. The clock second is

defined to be the break of the clock pen on the chronograph, and

reliance is placed on the constancy of the lag of the tappet pen
both when recording stars and when beating clock seconds to record

pen equation. Any lag in the wireless set and the connexions between

it and the clock pen is assumed to be constant as between field stations

and the base station.

5.26. Accuracy attainable. The consistency of the clock errors

given by a series of ten to twelve time stars should give an apparent

t The time taken by a chronograph pen or the tongue of a relay to move across

from one stop to the other will be appreciable and variable. Measurements must

always be made from the beginning of movement of a pen, and the secondary circuit

of a relay must operate on the break caused by the beginning of movement of the

tongue.
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probable error of about 0^-01 or 0^-015 for the mean, and the p.e. of a

month's work deduced on similar lines may be as low as 0^-002. But

such a figure is deceptive, since personal equation (even with the

devices mentioned in § 5.22), instrument lags, and other obscure causes
- introduce much larger errors, as can be seen if several instruments

with different observers work simultaneously on the same meridian.

The following table from [148] illustrates this.

I
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azimuth error, and for wide values which may need examination and

possibly rejection. With a good quahty clock the general mean of

the mean e given by north stars with that given by south can then be

ascribed to the mid-time of star transits, but allowance for clock rate

can be made if necessary, to reduce all stars to any central epoch, the

rate being got from two wireless signals.

The clock time of the start of each wireless signal, compared with

the reputed GMT of emission (later with the definitive time as given
in the Bulletin horaire, etc.), at once gives the GMT error of the local

clock (and hence the GST error) at the times of wireless reception,

allowance for speed of transmission being made as in §5.23. Inter-

polation then gives the GST error at the time of star observation,f

but ifseveral clocks are used in the field as in § 5.24 (a), intercomparison
of all clocks at times of wireless reception and during the star pro-

gramme enables each clock to give an independent interpolation for

the GST error at star time, and a mean can be accepted.

Then from (5.17) the longitude is given by

East longitude = (GST error)-(LST error). (5.29)

Section 4. The Prismatic Astrolabe. Time and Latitude

BY Equal Altitudes

5.28. Position lines. If in latitude
</>
=

(^o+8(/>, where
<J)q

is an

approximate value and 8^ is an unknown correction, a star of known

declination is observed to cross a known altitude h at clock time T,

the spherical triangle ZPS gives a relation between 8^ and e, the

unknown LST error of the clock, in the form

e-cot^ sec(^ 80 = T-(LST computed for lat^o)- (5.30){

•f
If only one wireless signal is received the stars should be grouped about it and

local clock errors should be reduced to wireless time as epoch. If the clock rate is

insufficiently well known, it can be got from a few time stars observed for the purpose
a few hours before or after.

% Proof. In any spherical triangle

cos a — cos h cos c+ sin h sin c cos A,

whence ha = cos C S6+ cos B 8c+ sin 6 sin C SA. [76], p. 240. (5.31)

So in ZPS 8t = —cot A sec
<^ S(f>-\-cosec A sec

<f> 8h,

declination being known and invariable,

where 8t
—

(Hour angle for lat
(f)
and altitude h)

—
— (Hour angle for

(f>Q
and Hq)

= (LST for
(f>
and h)-T+ T-(LBT for <^o and ho)

= -e+ T-(LST for .^o and ^^o)-

Then if altitude is known, so that h = Kq and hh = 0, (5.30) follows.
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The second term of the right-hand side is immediately computable,

although it is quite laborious, see (5.34). The whole right-hand side

>eing known, the equation (5.30) may then be plotted on a diagram
in Fig. 84, where the two axes represent e (positive or fast to the

jft) and sec ^ h(f).
The position line M^ N^ is then plotted from the data

cy-^t.

f^^^Ml v-2* L L^-tis \M3 M,

Fig. 84. Position lines.

OMi = T-(LST computed for lat^o) and OMiNi = 180°—^, both

of which are known, A only being needed to the nearest degree, or

perhaps lO'.f Mj^ N^ is perpendicular to the line through representing

the azimuth of the star.

The observation of a second star will give a second line M2N2, and

the intersection of two lines, if riot too acute, gives the latitude and

clock error from

PL
OL

8(^^sec</> or §</>"= 15PL cos
</>]

(5.32)t

Now suppose that stars are observed at a constant altitude TiQ-\-hh,

where hh is unknown. (5.30) becomes

e— cotA sec
<^ 8</> -f cosecA sec

(f>
8h

= T— (LST computed for ^0 and h^), (5.33)

in which each position line has been moved sideways by a distance

(cosecA sec
cj) 8/?.)sinA or Sh sec

<^,
which will be always to the right or

to the left as one faces the direction 90° -\-A, according to the sign oiSh.

t sin A = cos 8 sin t sec h, and t — ± (computed LST— RA).
X It is easy to get the sign of small corrections wrong. When a new programme of

work is being started, it is a sound precaution to compute four stars with the latitude

1' or 2' wrong, and so to confirm that there has been no misunderstanding.
5125 T>
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Then if three stars are observed, the position lines should not be con-

current unless Sh = 0, but should form a triangle PQR, in which

Pm (the centre of the inscribed circle) gives Pm Lm = S</>^
sec

cf)
and

OL]vi = e, while the radius is Bhseccf).

a,

/ / / I

/////////

Fig. 85. Prismatic astrolabe. Fig. 86.

For an accurate determination, the triangle PQR must not be too

inequilateral, and for a stronger fix any number of lines may be

observed and combined as in §5.32. This method shares with the

Talcott and meridian transit methods the advantage that no large

angle has to be precisely measured.

As described, position hnes are plotted by their intercepts on a

'horizontal' time line. An alternative system of computation, known
as the Marc St. Hilaire method, is to compute and plot the length

of the perpendicular from the trial fixing on to each position line.

5.29. Prismatic astrolabe. For the observation described above

it is possible to use a theodolite, on one face only, with the vertical circle

clamped at (say) 60°. It is only necessary to centre the bubble before

recording the time of passage of a star across the horizontal wire, and

errors of graduation, refraction, and vertical collimation then con-

stitute the unknown Bh. See also § 5.34 (c).

The prismatic astrolabe has been designed for more accurate work,

or for more frequent use. In its simplest form, the Claude and Drien-

court pattern [163], it is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 85. A
telescope of 2" aperture and 15|" focal length is mounted horizontally

on foot-screws and a portable tripod, with a 60° prism in front

of the object glass, and a shallow plate filled with mercury in front of,

and below, the prism. Lines aa and bb show the path of light from a

star at altitude near 60°, and it is clear that both sets are nearly

parallel on entering the telescope, so that the images A and B wiU
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learly coincide, irrespective of the telescope being exactly level. If

he elevation of the star is below 60°, B will be above A and vice versa.

!'he view in the eye-piece is then as in Fig. 86, two images of the star

being seen which approach each other until altitude 60°"|' is reached,

knd

then diverge. The observation consists only of recording by

jhronograph and tappet the precise time at which the two images are

evel. The four cross-wires are only to indicate a central area inside

which the passage must be recorded.

5.30. Adjustment. The adjustment of the prismatic astrolabe is

ery simple as follows:

(a) Focus. Sharp focus ofthe star is all that matters, since the cross-

wires are not used for intersection. It is adjusted by movement of the

eye-piece only.

(6 ) Perpendicularity ofthe vertical face ofthe prism to the telescope

axis. For this the illumination of the cross-wires is temporarily in-

creased, and their reflection in the back of the prism is then seen. Two
milled heads are then turned to make the wires and their images
coincide.

(c) Approximate levelling of the vertical axis by circular bubble.

Any small error only results in the passage ofthe star images not taking

place in the centre of the field, and this can be corrected as each star is

observed, although it is convenient to have the error small.

(d) Levelling of the front edge of the prism. If this is not level, the

two star images will pass side by side, instead of coinciding. A very

slight separation is desirable, and this is secured as each separate star

is observed, by turning a milled head below the eye-piece, J which

twists the whole telescope and prism about the horizontal longitu-

dinal axis.

(e) Azimuth. A rough horizontal circle is provided by which stars

are located and brought into the field of view. The zero can be set in

the meridian by compass, or by a rough open sight at Polaris, and can

be adjusted as soon as the first star is observed.

t Refraction, and departure of the prism angle from exactly 60°, will make the

constant altitude differ a little from 60°, but this does not matter provided h is

constant and approximately known.

I Turning the foot-screws will also adjust it. Correct adjustment is got by first

getting the vertical axis fairly vertical in the ordinary way, and then, with the milled

head, getting the prism edge level when the first star is observed. Slight readjustment
will be needed for each star. This can be done with the milled head if it is small, but
if star images are not reasonably vertically above each other when first seen, re-level

with foot-screws and circular bubble, and adjust the latter in its seating if necessary.
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(/) The mercury must be kept clean by drawing a glass tube over

its surface to remove dirt, moisture, and oxide.f

5.31. Routine of observation. The instrument having been

adjusted, the illumination of the cross-wires is dimmed, and the eye-

piece is switched across to the low magnification wide field position

which is provided for finding a star. (Not shown in Fig. 85.) The

programme, §5.32, gives the LST and azimuth of suitable stars, and

the telescope is turned to the azimuth ofany star due in 2 or 3 minutes. J

Search is made by traversing a few degrees to left or right. As soon

as it is seen, levelling and the horizontality of the prism edge can be

corrected if necessary, and the image is presently switched across to

the high power eye-piece. As the images approach, the adjustments
are further perfected to secure a close passage in the centre of the field,

but nothing should be touched within 5 or 10 seconds of the actual

passage. Finally, a warning signal is given with the tappet, and the

coincidence of the two images is recorded a few seconds later. This is

all very simple, and if the adjustment is good and the programme
accurate, tw^o stars can be taken within 30 seconds of each other or

even less.

Pressure should be read once during a night and temperature about

every half-hour.

Wind. The mercury surface must be sheltered, by a box screen not

shown in the diagram, and by a canvas screen surrounding the whole

instrument. Excessive sensitivity to wind suggests too much mercury.
The correct depth is secured by sweeping off all surplus by the fairly

rapid passage of a glass rod across the surface, bearing down on the

rim of the plate.

Dew on the upper surface of the prism vertically duphcates image

B, the correct B image being the first or second to pass A in the case

of west or east stars respectively. If heavy dew is undisturbed, the

correct image disappears, leaving only the wrong one, so the prism
should occasionally be wiped.

5.32. Programme. A programme must be prepared showing the

star name, magnitude, LST of passage to nearest 10^ if possible,

t The plate containing the mercury is initially cleaned with nitric or sulphuric
acid, and a few drops of mercury are added. This forms an amalgam with the copper
surface, and extra mercury, added when the instrument is in use, then flows freely
over the surface. In the absence of grease, this amalgam will remain in good order

for months.

X The observer is assiuned to have an LST clock which is correct within 30^ or so.

Its error can be corrected if stars and programme do not agree.
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azimuth to the nearest degree or quarter, and a note NE, NW,..., E
orW (see below). Stars down to about magnitude 6-2 can be included.

They should be arranged in order of LST.

This programme involves the rough solution of the triangle ZPS
for every star which may be thought to be convenient, which is a

heavy labour by ordinary methods. It can be fairly easily done (to

the nearest minute of time) by Ball's Astrolabe Diagram [164] for

altitude 60°, or for 45° from the Admiralty diagram [165] or from

Messrs. Cooke, Troughton, and Simms' Mechanical Programme Finder:

or more accurately by inverse interpolation in alt-azimuth tables,

such as [325]. In 1930 the American Geographical Society pubHshed
a complete programme for 60° for the whole 24 hours, for every sepa-

rate degree of latitude from 60° N to 60° S, but precession causes

such a list to become inconveniently inaccurate unless revised every
10 or 15 years. t Sufficient stars are contained in Apparent Places of

Fundamental Stars, and reference to a catalogue should never be

required.

With a good programme it is possible to observe fifteen stars an

hour in ordinary latitudes, and a 2-hour programme should give an

apparent p.e. of 0"-3 in latitude and 0^-02 in time.

It is clear from § 5.28 and Fig. 84 that the position line derived from

a star near the meridian tends to fix latitude, while a PV star fixes time

or longitude, but few stars in the programme will be found to pass

through altitude 60° at azimuths within 20° of the meridian, and

latitude consequently has to be got from quadrant stars, namely stars

more than 25° from the PV and generally as much from the meridian,

although stars close to the meridian, when observable, should not be

excluded. The system is to observe such stars in groups of four,

one in each quadrant, and to inscribe a circle in the quadrilateral

formed by the four position lines, the intersection of the two Hnes

equidistant from opposite sides being accepted as the centre. Each

group then gives one value of the latitude and clock error. Stars are

allotted to groups in the order in which they are observed, which

eliminates any steady change in refraction, as the four stars should

have much the same refraction and consequently altitude. In addi-

tion, time determination may be strengthened by the inclusion of

pairs of east and west stars within 25° of the PV. Latitude having
been determined by the groups, the mean of the two points in which

I But revision, by differences, may be easier than preparing a new list.
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the mean latitude PiPg (Fig. 87) is cut by a pair of E andW position

lines gives an additional determination of the clock error.

When selecting stars from the programme of possible stars, care

should be taken to observe all possible stars in any quadrant in which

there may be a shortage earlier or later in the programme, so as to

get the maximum number of complete groups. Extra E andW stars,

of which there are always plenty, should be included as convenient

in approximately equal numbers.

Stars successfully observed should be ticked off in the programme,
and a hst should be kept up showing the numbers taken in each

quadrant and E and W, to guide the choice of later stars. A note

should be made of any star whose record is unsatisfactory on account

of wind or other disturbance.

5.33. Personal equation. As with the old type of Transit, § 5.22,

personal equation is the most serious source of error, but no satis-

factory apparatus for eliminating it is yet in general use, and probably
the best remedy is frequent comparison at a base station. See also

§§5.39 and 5.22(d). [162] describes an apparatus for measuring it

which is there reported to be satisfactory.

5.34. Improved instruments, (a) The 45° Astrolabe, [166] and

[6], pp. 55-63, t allows a wider choice of stars, and includes also:

(i) A dupUcating prism to divide the direct rays into two pencils,

giving two images side-by-side between which the reflected

image passes,

(ii) A series of deflecting prisms, which can be introduced into the

path of the reflected rays, and which enable observations to

be made at IJ', 4i', and 1^ altitude greater or less than 45°.

Six records can thus be got of each star.

(iii) The diff'raction patterns of the star images are elongated later-

ally instead of vertically.

(6) The Nusl-Fric Astrolabe. [5], p. 90. This incorporates the

deflecting prisms, and effectively screens the mercury surface from

wind and dew. [162] reports a self-registering impersonal device, but

the instrument is not generally available and further reports have not

been received.

(c) Theodolite attachment. A prism and mercury bath can be fitted

t The aperture (35 mm.) and focal length (21 cm.) are smaller than in the usual

geodetic 60° astrolabe.
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to a high-class theodohte, which will possibly give better results than

using the latter as in § 5.29, first sub-par. [145].

5.35. Computations. For each star observed, the hour angle t

at which it reaches the assumed altitude h in lat ^q must first be

computed from

tan^^^ = ooss.sm{s—h).cosec{s—(f)),sec{s—p), (5.34)f

where s = ^(h-\-(l)-\-p), h is 60° or 45° or such slightly different value

as experience shows will produce quadrilaterals of convenient size,

when reduced by the astronomical refraction appropriate to the

pressure and average temperature 4* If refraction is changing much,
account should be taken of its changes, although differences between

the four members of any one group, §5.32, are all that really matter,

and they will generally be negligible. The accepted <^o should be the

correct astronomical latitude within 10" or 15", since a larger correc-

tion will make the diagram very large. If it is not known well enough,

remembering that the astronomical latitude may differ from the

geodetic, a preliminary computation can be made with any four stars.

For geodetic work (5.34) needs 7-figure logs or equivalent, giving

t to about 0^-01. The same computation may easily be extended to

give A to the nearest few minutes, which may be used for the diagram
instead of the programme values. If observations extend over several

nights in one place, small changes in declination and altitude can be

allowed for by the differential formula (5.31) to avoid recomputation.

Then the computed LST of star passage is RA±^, and position lines

are plotted as in §5.28, T being read from the chronograph after

correction for pen equation as in §5.25. A convenient scale for the

diagram is 1 or 2 inches to a second of time. Each quadrilateral then

gives a value of
8</)

and e, and each pair of E andW stars an additional

value of e. All values of 80 are meaned, and (8.73) will give a reliable

value for the latitude p.e., provided there are at least five or six groups.

Values of e can also be meaned unless a large clock rate enforces reduc-

tion to some central epoch by some independently determined value

of the clock rate. They can then be meaned, and longitude got as in

§ 5.27. A p.e. can be got from the different values of e, but it will allow

t In these s formulae the following should be treated as positive: cf), p (0° to 180°,

from the elevated pole), zenith distance, and t {0^ to 12i^ measured the shortest way
from upper transit).

X It is convenient for h to be wrong by a few seconds of arc, so that the diagram
may consist of distinct quadrilaterals rather than of nearly concurrent lines. The
result is the same, and it saves muddle.
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nothing for personal equation, instrumental lags, or errors of wireless

reception and time-keeping, and it may be seriously too low.

Deflecting prism. If the deflecting prism is used, the mean time of

observation will not correspond to the time at which the star passes the

mean altitude Ti, and for each star h^ should be increased by

— cot^(cot^cot^— tan^cosec J^) 2 (^^)^siinl", (5.35)

where n is the number of observations, and J (^hY is the sum of the

squares of the deviations given by the prism in seconds of arc. See [6],

p. 61. t This is small, -^ V (A^)2sin 1" being 0"-23 for the Admiralty

45° astrolabe. The remaining factor is easily got from 'Admiralty

diagram 5072'.

Least squares. An alternative to the graphical solution is to solve

for e, S(f),
and Sh by least squares, but this is generally more work and

has no real advantage.

^ Diurnal aberration. No allowance for aberration should be made
* when computing t, but 0^-011 cot ^ should be added to the deduced

(slow) LST error of the clock.

Rejections. In a programme of thirty stars, one or two are often

recorded as disturbed by wind, difficult to see, or hastily observed.

Then if in the diagram such a star occurs in a quadrilateral in which

it is exceptionally impossible to inscribe a circle, or if being an E orW
star it is exceptionally wide of others of the same aspect, it may be

rejected. An occasional star may also be mis-identified and will faU

right off the diagram.
5.36. Advantages of the prismatic astrolabe. As compared

with the Zenith Telescope and Meridian Transit advantages are:

(a) simultaneous determination of latitude and longitude if both are

wanted; (b) ease of setting up, adjustment and operation; (c) no need

for firm base or referring mark; (d) sufficient stars can be got from an

ephemeris.

Disadvantages are: (a) long computations; (6) programme is

troublesome ifnot already available; (c) sensitive to wind; (d) no satis-

factory personal equation apparatus; (e) less accurate than the

Zenith Telescope

Recommendation. The astrolabe is recommended for field work,

t Either differentially as a correction to e from (5.33), or before computing (5.34).
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when both components are wanted at a large number of stations as in

Section 5 below, especially if field work is expensive and office work

cheap. It cannot give the highest accuracy, as required for variation

of latitude, and for geodetic longitudes fairly frequent comparative
observations at a base station are required. If the sky is intermit-

tently cloudy, it may be better to observe T by theodolite at varying
measured altitudes. For computation (5.30) will then apply, but h

will be the variable measured altitude.

Section 5. Geoidal Sectio:ns

5.37. Geoid obtained by integration of
t]
and f . Astronomical

observations at a point fixed by triangulation give 17
and ^, the two

components of the deviation of the vertical, see § 3.04. Then if the

deviation is known at all points in a line AB, the rise or fall of the geoid
relative to the spheroid between A and B is given by

B

NB-N^ = \xdl, (5.36)

A

where x = —
{^ sinA -\- rj

cos A) is the component of the deviation in

azimuth A along AB, and I = AB.

If A and B are close together and if x varies regularly, this may
be written

JV^-A^^ = i(xl+X^)«sinl". (5.37)

Except in mountainous country (5.37) is a good approximation if Z

is 10 or 20 miles, see § 5.39 (a), and the form of the geoid can be accur-

ately traced if the deviation is observed at such intervals along con-

tinuous section lines.f One of the ultimate aims of geodesy is to cover

the land surface of the earth with a network of such section lines, and

thereby xto get a direct measure of the form of the geoid. The present

section describes the routine which has been followed for the observa-

tion of 8,000 miles of such section lines in India. [167].

For the use of gravity observations to fill gaps in the section,

see §7.44.

j"
Where mountains stand some thousands of feet above adjacent valleys, stations

must be more closely spaced, or else the integration must be of Hayford or other

deflection anomalies (§7.40) to give the undulations of the corresponding co-geoid

(§ 7.24), from which the form of the geoid can be calculated as in § 8.38.

Values of
-q
and ^ observed at high altitudes properly require reduction to sea-level.

The theoretical correction to
tj (5.15) can easily be applied, and should eliminate some

systematic error (§ 7.38). In very mountainous country the deviations may be rigor-

ously reduced as in § 7.41. This has been done for a cross-section of the Alps, where
the consequent change in the deduced height of the geoid has been half a metre,

[168], vol. XX, but this refinement can usually be neglected.
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5.38. Field routine, {a) Geodetic fix. This must be in terms of the

highest class geodetic triangulation, but random error of a few tens

of feet at each station is harmless, and astronomical stations need not

coincide with primary triangulation stations. They can be fixed by
resection or any such topographical expedient from the stations or

intersected points of third-order triangulation, provided the latter is

reliably and closely based on the primary. Resection from unvisited

points generally involves some risk of blunder, and it is best done from

at least five such points with a rough Polaris azimuth as well. Or a

short base may be measured and the distance to one or two of the

nearest points determined, as a further check. If there is a good
cadastral map, which is known to be firmly in terms with the geodetic

triangulation (a situation which is regrettably infrequent), the fix

can of course be taken direct from it. The ideal line of section follows

a motorable road through country where it is possible to get an easy

triangulated fix correct to 50 feet every 10 or 15 miles.

(6) Astronomical fix. Thirty stars with the prismatic astrolabe on

one night are ample. Provided three good chronometers are carried,

rhythmic time signals may be as much as eight hours apart, the three

chronometers being intercompared on the chronograph at wireless

times and in the middle of the star programme. Personal equation

must be determined by three or four nights at a base station before

and after about every forty field stations, and it is important that the

observer should live and work under normal field conditions while

making such comparative observations.

In cloudy weather a geodetic theodolite may be used as in §5.36

(end), to time star passages across (any) measured altitudes. Im-

personal results, or at any rate a reduced personal equation, may be

given by the Hunter shutter, § 5.22(c), although no extensive tests

have yet been made.

(c) Instruments. Prismatic astrolabe (geodetic model), three good
break-circuit box chronometers (about 5-inch diameter), one 2-pen

chronograph, 2 relays, long w^ave wireless receiver, barometer and

thermometer, small theodolite and topo equipment for the geodetic fix.

On arrival in camp the first thing to do is to settle the chronometers

into their place, so that they will run steadily between wireless signals.

Winding, when necessary, should be after work.

(d) Rate of work. With a motorable road, clear skies, and resection

possible from camps on the road, thirty stations (400-500 miles) can be
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observed in a month, but conditions are seldom ideal. Before leaving

a station it is desirable to compute the geodetic fix, to read all chrono-

graph sheets and clock comparisons, and to deduce the GST error of

the clock at star time by interpolation with each of the three chrono-

meters. This proves that everything is working well. Computation of

t for each star can be left until later.

W, Sfsec^

Fig. 87. P^ Pg is accepted
latitude. Position lines

El El and Wi W^ give OL
as an extra value of e, PE
and PW being equal.

5.39. Accuracy, (a) Along north-south lines. Let
rj
be observed at

intervals of I miles along a total distance of L miles. If the apparent

p.e. of an astronomical fix is 0"-3, the resulting p.e. of the geoidal rise

over the L miles will be {52S0smV){0'3l)^{L/l) feet = 0-001o^(lL)

feet. If the p.e. of the geodetic fix, assumed random (i.e. ignoring

error in the primary triangulation), is also (say) 0"-3, the total will be

±0-0015yl{2lL) feet, or ±1-0 feet after about 600 miles, if / = 15.

It remains to consider the error caused by the mean value of x over

each I miles not being exactly Hxa'^'Xb)^^ better form of (5.37) being

I2\dl\

Consider a third point C distant I from B along the same line.

Then, given xc and Xa^

Nb-N^ = 4(X^+ Xz?)^sinr' sinl". (5.38)

Xb = iiXc+XA)-2H^) higher coefficients. (5.39)
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From this equation, every observed x then gives a value of d'^xl^^^

by comparison with the x's on either side. If x varied smoothly as in

Fig. 88(a) with a 'wave-length' much greater than I, neglect of the

d^xl^^^ term in (5.38) would cause a very small systematic error in

Nb—Nj^ of (/3/l2)(c?2^/6^Z2)sin i", but with I = 15 miles this is not at all

the case. For example, in southern India along meridian 78° between

latitudes 8° and 12° in plain and moderately mountainous country,
consecutive values of lOOd^xl^^^ computed from (5.39) are -fO-GO,

-0-35, -0-65, +0-69, -0-25, +0-08, -0-83, -0-29, +4-32, +0-44,
—

3-71, +0-93, -0-11, -1-69, -0-87, +3-23, -l-50t sees, of arc/

(mile)2. Adjacent values are quite uncorrelated, and the result of

neglecting them is random error, not systematic. In such circum-

stances a probable value ofd'^xl^^^ ^^J ^® deduced, using (8.72), and

this example gives J^l"-23 X 10-^ per (mile)^. This is a fairly typical

value, but in really large mountains it might be five times greater.

Then if errors due to neglect ofd^xl^^^ ^^c. can be ignored (5.38) gives

the p.e. of (5.37) to be ±2-6/3 x 10-^ feet or ±2'exlO-Hy(lL) feet

inthetotalof i> miles, which is J:: 0-55 feet if Z = 15andi> = 600miles.

This formula is fairly applicable in such a case as Fig. 88 (6), which is

typical when Z = 15 miles. Fig. 88 (c) shows a third possible situation

in which x varies steeply with a wave-length much less than I. Here

the most serious source of error is that any particular value of x is

randomly non-typical by an amount such as pp, whose probable value

must be assessed and treated as if it was a random error of x- Then

this p.e., e
,
is given by

e^(3/2)
= 0-84 2 I|(x^+Xc)-XbKVW«-1)}-

and the p.e. of geoidal rise after L miles wiU be e^(lL)sin I", which

in the above example with e = 1-03, I = 15, and L = 600 miles is

±2-5 feet, comparing with ±0-55 on the previous assumption. The

correct p.e. will lie between these extremes, and ±1-0 feet is a reason-

able value. Either result shows that the p.e. due to interpolation is

of the same order as that (±1*0 feet) due to instrumental error, so

that star programme and station spacing are well balanced.

If stations had been spaced at 100 miles. Fig. 88(c) would have

illustrated the position correctly, and for Z = 100 and L = 600 miles

t Consecutive values of
77 (= x) at an average, but somewhat variable, distance of

about 15 miles are: -l-l, -0-7, +0-5, -Fl'2, -0-3, -0-1, -0-5, -0-8, -2-6,

-5-0, +0-3, +6-5, -1-6, -fO-1, -0-3, -3-7, -9-0, -6-2, -7-0. These are plotted
in Fig. 88 (6).
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this particular example gives the p.e. after 600 miles = ±6^ feet.j

This means that with stations spaced at 100 miles the inaccuracy is

such as to give a result of much reduced value, a conclusion which

agrees with experience.

(b) Along east and west lines. Probable errors due to geodetic fix,

astronomical fix, and interpolation can be got in the same way as

above, except that to the p.e. of determination of local time about

±0^-02 must be added to allow for wireless reception and the im-

perfections of the local chronometers. J The serious item, however,

is personal equation. Suppose that comparative observations at a

base are made at intervals of L miles (about 600) giving personal

equation P^, Pg, Pg, etc., at successive comparisons. Then the personal

equation at all stations in the first section will be taken to be, or to

average, ^{P^-\-P2), and the error arising from this assumption will

quite possibly be systematic over the whole L miles. And similarly

in other sections, but there should be no reason to fear that the syste-

matic errors in adjacent sections will be in any way correlated. It

remains then to assess the probable value of the systematic error in

any one section, and the total after n sections will be V?^ times as much.

The best guide to this is the variation in the values P^, Pg, etc., of

the personal equation of any one observer. The more they vary, the

greater the error of the assumption that ^(Pj-fPa), etc., are the correct

figures. In general let the disaccord between the different values ofP
given by any one observer give Ep sees. = 0-67^{2 v^l{n—l)} as the

p.e. of a single determination of personal equation. Then the p.e. of

|(Pi+^2) will ^^ Epl^l2 sees., and experience in India is that this is

about ±0«-02/V2 or 0"-21. The systematic effect of this over 600 miles

will be ±3-2 feet, and over a line 3,000 miles long, comprising five

such sections, it will be ^ 7 • 1 feet. These figures are not highly reliable,

but their approximate accuracy has been confirmed by such closed

circuits as have so far been formed by the system of 10-20 mile spacing

of stations. Personal equation, in east and west lines, is clearly much
the worst source of error.

(c) Oblique lines. An oblique line in azimuthA may be considered as

t This figure is somewhat too low, as e^
has been deduced from stations at 15-mile

intervals, at which there is some correlation between adjacent values of x- If it is

deduced from stations 50 miles apart, which are reasonably uncorrelated, the p.e. is

doubled.

X The latter is got from the discrepancies usually found between the values of

GST given by the three separate chronometers at the mid-time of star observations.
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the combination of a meridional line of length L cosA and spacing
I cosA with an east-west line L sinA long and spaced at I sinA .

{d) Errors in the geodetic triangulation have been ignored in all the

above, but are liable to be serious, as errors of (A— G) caused by them

will be closely correlated at adjacent stations, and their effect may
even be systematic over the whole geoidal section. Chapter III,

Section 4, enables the p.e. of triangulation to be assessed, but its

application to any particular case will call for careful and original

thought.

Section 6. Azimuth

5.40. General principles. Astronomical azimuth is ordinarily

observed by theodolite (but see §5.43), preferably at the same time

as the triangulation. If the celestial pole was occupied by a visible

object it would simply be included with other stations in the rounds

of horizontal angles, but as this is not possible, observations are made
between some station (or special referring mark which has been

included in the usual rounds) and some star whose azimuth at the

moments of intersection can be calculated from the triangle PZS.

Then the azimuth of the RM immediately follows. f §§ 5.41-5.45

detail the types of star best used in different circumstances, but the

following considerations apply in all cases.

(a) To get a geodetic azimuth, the observed astronomical azimuth

must be corrected for the east-west deviation of the vertical (f ) as

in (3.4). This demands the observation of astronomical longitude at

the azimuth station or so close to it that the error in an estimated

value of f will not exceed cot
</>
X (permissible error in the corrected

azimuth), or (say) 0"-2 x cot
(/> although an accuracy of 1" X cot

(/>
\^dll

often be better than nothing. In low latitudes, especially, ^ can some-

times be estimated with adequate accuracy as follows:

(i) If a line of deviation stations at close intervals (Section 5 above)
shows considerable consistency in f ,

a value may be estimated at an

intermediate point, which may be a convenient site for a Laplace
station.

(ii) Among medium-sized hills f may vary, but the Hayford

anomaly, §7.40, may be found to be fairly constant. In which case

t There is much to be said for observing alternate zeros on two different stations or

RM's, one east and one west of the meridian. The difference between the two groups
will often be greater than might be expected. [43] and [52], p. 94.
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the anomaly at the Laplace station may be estimated as in (i), and ^

calculated from it.

(iii) If an adequate world gravity survey existed, §§7.16 and 7.17,

I could be computed. If a local survey exists, ^ can be computed
from the local survey (only) both at the Laplace station and at a few

surrounding places where it has been observed, omitting the effects

of more distant gravity anomalies. Then at the surrounding places the

distant effects are given by observed minus computed f ,
and inter-

polation will give this difference at the Laplace station, and hence the

value of f there. See [52], pp. 55-6.

These expedients are naturally more likely to be effective in low

latitudes where cot^ is large, than in medium or high latitudes.

(6) Level. Stars being highly elevated objects, it is impossible to get

the vertical axis so accurately vertical that errors due to dislevelment

can be ignored. See § 1.21, sub-head 'Levelling'. The cross-bubble, at

right angles to the telescope, must therefore be read at each pointing

to a star, and the following added to the zero mean horizontal circle

reading. 7

-(lL-J^R)<iotl, (5.40)

where d is the value of one division: n the number of scale readings,

two per pointing: I,
= zenith distance: and J ^ ^^^ 2 ^ ^^® ^^^

sum of the readings of the left- and right-hand ends of the bubble,

seen from the eye-piece, the scale being numbered outwards from the

centre.

The final bubble correction must be kept small by periodical re-

levelment between zeros, in case calibration ofthe bubble is inaccurate,

allowing for a possible error of 50 per cent. Similar corrections to the

readings on the RM may be necessary if it is close and highly elevated,

but careful levelling should ordinarily keep that negligible as for

ordinary stations.

The telescope bubble must be carefully read (or centred) if vertical

angles are observed, and temperature and pressure must then be

recorded.

(c) Observations must be made in pairs FL and FR with all the

usual precautions of primary triangulation. For a Laplace azimuth

the number of sets and zeros should be the same as for ordinary hori-

zontal angles, § 1.27.

(d) If a distant station cannot be lighted, a near RM must be used,
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but it must be far enough away for there to be no parallax when the

object glass is at infinite focus. Between day and night also, RM
and theodolite must remain unmoved or be sufficiently correctly re-

centred.

(e) Diurnal aberration. From observed horizontal circle readings

to the star subtract 0"'32cos^ cos</»cosec J (arithmetically additive

if cos^ is negative, as when 90° < A < 270°). If the star is near the

north pole this is constant, and 0"-32 can be added to the final mean
azimuth of the RM,f or subtracted in the southern hemisphere, but

with other stars it is more variable. Put otherwise, the apparent

position of the star is always east of its true position.

(/) As in § 5.14 (end), azimuth can be corrected for displacement of

the pole, although the correction is barely significant. With the same

symbols as (5.16) the formula is

AA = —
(xsinA+2/cosA)sec<^. (5.41)

(g) When computing, the direction of a station used as RM requires

correction for deviation, skew normals, and geodesic like any other

station, if they are not negligibly small (§3.06), but if a special RM
is used its corrections immediately cancel when azimuth is transferred

from it to the ordinary stations, and it is only necessary to see that

they are either included or excluded at both stages of the operation.

No such corrections are applicable to the star's readings except the

Laplace correction itself as in (a) above.

(h) Curvature. The path of a star is not 'straight', in that dAjdt
is not constant, and the mean ofFL and FR horizontal readings is not

strictly applicable to the mean of the observed times. The correction

depends on the system of observation, and is detailed in the following

paragraphs.

(i) Accuracy. The p.e. of an ordinary horizontal angle, e in § 3.30,

is a minimum figure for that of an astronomical azimuth similarly

observed. In low latitudes there is no reason why this should be much

exceeded, provided the bubble correction is kept small as in (6) above,

but there are difficulties in higher latitudes and ±eseC(/> is to be

expected. See also §3.32 (6), and § 3.12 (c).

5.41. Polaris or a Octantis at any hour angle. These stars are

near the pole (1° and 50') and should ordinarily be used between

lats 55° and 10°, a Oct (mag. 5-5) in the southern hemisphere. It

t Since Az of RM = Az of star+ circle reading of RM— circle reading of star.
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generally suffices to know LST to the nearest second, since at the

worst thek azimuth changes by T'sec*^ in 4 seconds of time. The

routine ofa single pointing should be: Intersect the star on the vertical

wire and start the stop-watch: read cross-bubble: stop the stop-watch
on some convenient reading of the chronometer, and record as e.g.

12^ 28™ 30^-0 minus 28^-7; read horizontal circle: intersect and read

RM (or this may come before the star). LST can be got from any good
wireless signal such as the B.B.C. 'pips' provided the astronomical

longitude is known within about 10", but remember A— G,^ 3.04:

or directly by ordinary topographical methods, such as the observa-

tion of east and west stars, the shortest programme being sufficient,

provided there are enough stars to eliminate blunders. The frequency
with whichLST must be determined, of course, depends on the quaHty
of the chronometer, twice a night if it is really good, or (say) every 2

hours for a small watch-size chronometer.

The formula is

tan J. = —
cotSsec(/)sinq 1, (5.42)

(li)-
where a = cot 8 tan ^ cos ^, and 1/(1— a) can be tabulated, [134],

Table XIII. Note that cos t, and consequently a, is negative if t is

between 6 and 18 hours. Six-decimal logs are wanted for the main

product, and five for a. See [134] for an example, and [19], p. 108

for an alternative method. For signs it is probably best to record

u4 as a small angle E or W of the elevated pole, correct it by (5.43),

and then derive the azimuth of the RM with the help of a small

diagram.
The correction for curvature is

—
[-]

tan^ sin^S J (2 sin^ iAT)cosec V, (5A3)

where n is the number of pointings, A is the mean azimuth of the star

during the set, and AT is the interval between the time ofeach pointing
and the mean used for the computations. If only a single FL and FR
are meaned and computed together n = 2 and 2AT is the interval

between them. The correction is applicable to the azimuth of the star

as computed for the mean time, and its sign is such as to decrease the

computed angle between the star and the elevated pole. The correction

is small, for Polaris never more than 1" if 2AT < 10 minutes. [134],

Tables XII and XIV aid computations. For Polaris sin^S = 1, but

(5.43) is a more general formula.
5125 s
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5.42. Circumpolar stars near elongation. At elongation
Polaris and a Oct are extremely insensitive to error in time, but there

is no need to wait for elongation unless the chronometer is irregular.

In which case instead of waiting for them to elongate, any, more

convenient, high declination star may be used close to elongation.

The hour angle, and hence LST, of elongation is given by

cos ^ == cots tan ^. (5.44)

For computing, (5.42) applies. In Apparent Places of Fundamental

Stars circumpolar stars are listed (daily) after all others. For curvature

(5.43) applies provided 90°— 8 is not too great, in which case (5.46)

can be used.

5.43. Meridian transits. In latitudes greater than about 55°

azimuth observations become inaccurate, since any errors of time or

intersection are multiplied by sec ^ when the direction is transferred

from the pole down to the horizon, and dislevelments of the transit

axis are multiplied by tan(/). Inaccuracy can then be minimized by

using the Transit telescope, although the programme outlined in

§ 5.19 is not suitable for azimuth as it stands. Only a few zenith time

stars are needed, while as many high declination stars as possible

should be included, and also stars of medium declination transiting

below the pole. Time and azimuth may of course both be strongly

determined by a suitable programme.
The U.S.C. & G.S. now use the Transit for azimuth observations

north of 50°, but on a different system, using the micrometer screw

to make numerous measures of the angle between Polaris and the

RM on both faces. [134], pp. 107-20. The range of the screw being
about 25', it is convenient to use Polaris near elongation, and the

azimuth of the RM should be about i(NPD of Polaris— 10')sec^,

so that the micrometer readings are about equally positive and

negative. The LST is then got from a few zenith stars, or by wireless

if the astronomical longitude is already known, and the value of

the screw by timing the rate of movement of equatorial stars on

the chronograph. For details see [134], p. 21. The screw value is

needed accurately, although a good balance of positive and negative

measures will minimize error. The value may change with the tem-

perature. Note that micrometer readings of the star and of the

RM (each reckoned from the line of coUimation) must be multiplied

by sec (altitude) to reduce them to the horizon.
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The Transit may also be used in low latitudes if Polaris or a Oct are

too near the horizon. The programme should then contain as many
high and medium declination stars as can be got, and a considerable

number of zenith stars, including some up to 100 degrees from the

pole. The solution should be by least squares.

When the Transit is used, the RM may well be laid out by the

triangulation party, as the angle between it and a geodetic triangula-

tion station is required with primary accuracy. Care then must be

given to the centring of both Transit and RM, and also to the stability

of the marks. The RM should be at least two miles away, unless very

special care is taken. A Transit in which the telescope is not vertically

over the vertical axis will need (cancelling) corrections to centre on

each face.

5.44. East and vs^est stars. Near the equator, if it is not con-

venient to use the Transit as above, azimuth can be got from stars

near the prime vertical: knowing the time, by time observations, or

by wireless if astronomical longitude is known. The formula is

tan^ = tan^ sin^ sec(<^+^), (5.45)

where tan^ = tanp cos^. Signs need care. Take t positive to 12

hours by the shortest route from upper transit. Take 'p from the

elevated pole. Take
</> always positive. Then Q will be </> 90°

according as tanp cos^ is +/— • ^ will then be reckoned either E or

W from the elevated pole, and a diagram will serve to convert it to

the usual clockwise from north.

The astronomical latitude must be known to the nearest 1" or better,

although error tends to cancel in the mean of east and west. The

programme should include two east and two west stars, comprising
between them the full number of primary sets and zeros, as in § 1.27.

Provided observations are reasonably rapidly made, corrections for

curvature of the star's path between FL and FR are small and

generally of opposite sign as between east and west, but they are not

always neghgible. The formula is:

LA" = —Jsin^cos^sec2^(cos^sinS—2cos^cos^)X

X(15A^)2sinl", (5.46)

where A^^ is the time interval between the two faces. For signs, h and

cos
(j)
are essentially positive. Functions of S and A should follow the

usual rules, 8 being negative south and A being clockwise all the way
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round from north. Then t^A" is the correction to the azimuth of the

star as computed with the mean of the two times.

[34], No. 16, pp. 79-80 describes an apphcation of this system. A
star is selected whose azimuth at elongation is nearly the same as

that of an adjacent triangulation station, and several measures of the

smaU difference of azimuth are made by the eye-piece micrometer

on both faces within a few minutes (of time) of elongation. Observa-

tions are repeated on several stars, using different stations as RM's.

A star catalogue, such as [132], is probably necessary.

5.45. Summary. Methods recommended for azimuth are :

(a) Latitudes 5° or 10° to 55°. Polaris or u Oct at any hour angle,

or, in the absence of a good chronometer, any close circumpolar star

near elongation.

(6) Latitudes 55° to 70°. Meridian transits or micrometric measures

on Polaris or o- Oct near elongation.

(c) Latitudes 0° to 5° or 10°. Meridian transits if not inconvenient,

otherwise east and west stars, knowing the time.

{d) Latitudes 70° to 90°. See §3.11 and [330].

General References for Chapter V

[6], pp. 1-118, [134], [135], [138], [145], [156], [170].
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GRAVITY AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS
Section 1. The Pendulum

6.00. General principles. The pendulum is used to measure g,

the acceleration due to gravity at different points on the earth's

surface, with the object of studying the form of the earth and the

distribution of density within it. The present section deals only with

the actual measurement of g, its reduction to standard conditions

being left to Chapter VII .

It is well known that two bodies A and B of mass m and M, whose

centres of gravity are separated by a distance r which is large com-

pared with their own dimensions, attract each other with a force

proportional to mM/r^, so that the acceleration of A is proportional
to M/r^. This holds also even ifB is large, provided it is spherical and

of radius < r. If the earth was a sphere of uniform density, the

acceleration towards it of small bodies on its surface would every-
where be the same, but its rotation and spheroidal form, the visible

mountains and oceans, and the less obvious variations of density,

combine to produce variations in the intensity ofg which are a fruitful

source of study. The principal variation is with latitude, between

about 983 and 978 galsf from pole to equator, and the next is with

height, a decrease of about 1 mgal per 10 feet above sea-level. In

addition there are random variations, which may amount to 200 or

300 mgals, but which are generally very much smaller. For geodetic

purposes an error of 1 mgal does not matter, but one many times

larger may be misleading.

The absolute measurement of gr is a difficult operation, which need

seldom be carried out. See [4], pp. 611-29. Measures have been made
at Potsdam, Greenwich, Washington, and Teddington (England), and

for many years the accepted value has been 981-274 at Potsdam, but

recent work suggests that a better value is probably 981 '260^1 or

2 mgals, [171] and [172], pp. 232-7. Fortunately geodesy is gener-

ally only concerned with differences of g from one place to another,

and this uncertainty is of little consequence provided all relative

measures are brought into terms with one agreed absolute value.

t The unit 1 gal is used as an abbreviation for 1 cm./sec.^, and 1 milligal (mgal)
is 0-001 cm./sec.2 The word is derived from 'Galileo'.
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The working principle is that a pendulum of length Z, swinging

through a very small arc, swings with a constant period (left to right

and back again) of

Te/escope

(6.1)t

Shuttet

Tens/on ^ Coil

Spnna' o Fbsh ho*

Relay closes
[Relay]

coif circuit \
•for short perioc

every second

iC/ock]

Fig. 89. Single pendulum.

This is one second if Z === about 25 cm. Such pendulums are, however,

generally described as 'half-second' pendulums, and their time of

vibration s is defined as half the full period. Then if I is constant, s

depends only on g, and if s^ and Sg are the times of vibration at two

stations, the two values of g are related by the formula

91/92
= 414' (6.3)

If the error in g is to be less than 0-001 in 980, that in s must be < J
in 10^ or 2Jx 10"'^ sees., all else being correct.

6.01. The single pendulum (old type). [1731 and [174]. The

simplest effective form of pendulum, used between about 1900 and

1925, is illustrated in Fig. 89. A brass pendulum about 10J inches

long, with s typically about 0^-507, is supported by an agate knife-

edge on an agate plate carried on a heavy stand, and swings through a

semi-arc of 10' to 20'. A small mirror is attached just above the knife-

edge. The whole is protected from draughts, and so far as possible

from temperature changes.

A flash box containing a Ught and shutter operated by a clock

flashes a beam of light on to the mirror every second, whence it returns

t More accurately the period is

^-n^ik'lgy), (6.2)

where k is the radius of gyration about the point of support, and y is the distance

from the latter to the centre of gravity, but there is no need to determine these

separately, and we may define I = k^Jy.
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to a telescope above the flash box. The difference of period between

clock and pendulum (P and 1^-014) causes successive 1^ flashes to

appear at different points in the field of the telescope, as shown in

Figs. 90(a) and (6). The observer then records which two flashes

occur on opposite sides of the cross-wire, with a decimal indicating

(a)

Fig. 90 (a). Successive flashes are seen in the telescope, each below the pre-

ceding, at the times indicated. Record 3^ 25™ 35^-8. (6) 35 seconds later

flashes are again seen, rising. Record 3^ 26°^ lls-4.

how the wire falls between them. Thus in Fig. 90 (a) the reading is

3^ 25^ 35^-8. The flash passes the wire, rising or falling, at (say) every
35 sees. (= C, the coincidence interval), and the system is to record

the times of ten successive passages, followed by another ten about

an hour later. This gives ten measures of about lOOC,-}- and if each is

correct to 0^-2, the mean C will be correct to 0^-0007, so far as random
error of reading is concerned.

Then s is given by 5 = (7/(20— 1). (6.4)

Differentiating this gives ds = —s ^(7/(7(2(7—1), and for the figures

given above ds = 1^-3 X 10"''', so that the system is of ample sensi-

tivity.

The programme at a station may then be to make such a series of

observations with one pendulum three times during the 24 hours, and

to repeat with three other pendulums on the three following days.

This programme has to be carried out first at a base station, either

Potsdam, or more generally some local base which has been directly or

indirectly compared with Potsdam, then at a series of perhaps twenty
or thirty field stations, and then again at the base.

t The first ten passages give an approximate value of C, which suffices to deter-

mine what multiple of C is being measured in the hour's work. This must be an even

multiple, i.e. times of rising passages must be subtracted from rising, and falling
from falling.
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6.02. Corrections. Before (6.3) can be used to determine the

local value of g, the value of s given by (6.4) must be corrected to

{s-^ds) as follows:

(a) Clock rate. This must be deduced from wireless signals as

described in §5.23, the signals used being such that the corrections

to their reputed times of emission are all obtainable from some com-

mon source. See also §6.03 (d). The correction to s is

ds = 5r/86400+5r2/(86400)2+5r3/(86400)3+... etc., (6.5)

where r is the clock rate in seconds per 24 hours, positive if losing.f

The second term is significant if r > 30^, and the third if r > 400^.

If 5 — 0^-507 and both s and r are in sidereal time, as is usual,

ds = 58-7rxlO-'7+... .

An error of 1 mgal results from a time error of 0^-01 per 8 hours.

So far as wireless reception goes, this is easy to attain in the mean of

three or four days' work, but it is important that the clock rate during
each hour's pendulum comparisons should be the same as the average
over the periods between wireless signals. This can only be assured,

and that rather doubtfully,, by regular and symmetrical spacing of

pendulum comparisons and wireless signals, by regular winding of

chronometers, and in uniform temperature conditions. With the old

apparatus, accurate work in a tent was barely possible.

(6) Barometer. Air pressure primarily affects s by the upward

pressure of the air simulating a reduction of gravity, but its damping
effect also changes the period. The correction is determined empiri-

cally by observations made at some place at so far as possible constant

temperature, both at normal pressure and in a vacuum case. Then

_ -k,B{l+yT)(l-SelSB) _ -k,B'
760(1+ 0-00367^) 760(l+ 0-00367T)'

^
' ^

where Aj^
is the empirical constant, B is the mercury barometer reading

in mm., y the barometer temperature reduction coefficient, e the

pressure of water vapour in mm., and T° C. the temperature. B' is

then the fully corrected barometric reading, see §8.45. A typical

value of k^ is 600^ X 10-"^, so that an error of 1 mgal results from one

of 3 mm. in pressure.

t Sidereal clock rate is defined to be (sidereal clock error at any time minus error

T sidereal hours later) -^T sidereal hours. It is a pure fraction, but it is usual to

multiply it by 86,400 and to describe it as so many seconds per day.
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(c) Temperature. The temperature correction factor is similarly

determined by observations at different temperatures, and

ds=—k^T. (6.7)

A typical value of ^2 for brass pendulums and the centigrade scale is

49^ X 10-'^, so that 1 mgal of error results from one of 0-05° C. Adummy
pendulum with a thermometer in its stem is enclosed in the pendulum
case, but such an accuracy as 0-05° C. can hardly be hoped for.

(d) Arc. Formula (6.1) is only correct when the pendulum swings

through an arc of infinitely small amplitude. The actual arc must be

measured at the beginning and end of each swing, and then

ds = -5ayi6+5Sa7l92, (6.8)

where a^ is the initial semi-arcf and
cxg the final, both in radians:

^m — 1(^1+^2) ^^d 8^ = oil— cxg-
The second term is seldom of any

consequence.

(e) Flexure of the stand. The heaviest stand will sway slightly with

the pendulum, and this affects s by an amount which cannot be

treated as constant. The movement of the stand can be measured

by interferometer, [175]. Alternatively, a heavy but synchronous

pendulum is swung on the usual mounting, and one of the usual

pendulums is placed, initially motionless, on an auxiliary mounting
in the plane of swing, so that the flexure of the stand transmits some

motion to it. The amplitudes of the two pendulums are recorded at a

series of intervals, and the flexure correction is given by

ds = 8^(4.J4,^-^J^^)(KIK')Kt^-t^), (6.9)

where ^ and
xfj
are the amplitudes in radians of the driven and driving

pendulums, suffixes 1 and 2 referring to times
t-^
and

t^,
the latter the

greater, and K and K' are their moments (mass X length) about the

points of support. Typical values of ds are 20 to 60 X lO""^. See [173],

pp. 6-7, and [281], pp. 625-38. Neglect of this correction was a serious

source of error in most observations made before about 1900.

(/) Change in length due to wear ofknife-edge, relaxation of internal

strain, oxidization or damage, is dealt with by dispersing the differences

in the corrected values of s found at the base station before and after

the field programme. Using three or four pendulums, discrepancies of

up to 10x10-^ sees, are satisfactory and not unusual, but larger

differences sometimes occur, not so much due to wear or regular

"I"
i.e. the full swing is from -{-a.^ to — a^.
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change, but occurring in sudden jumps and presumably caused by
shocks in transit. The use of three or four pendulums helps to locate

such changes, and the re-occupation of some local station two or three

times during the season is a further insurance if there is special reason

to fear trouble. The effect of wear or damage to the knife-edge can

be minimized by so designing the pendulum that the 'equivalent

length' is twice the distance from knife-edge to centre of gravity.

c_rm:::::::2^5___ rixed m/rror

Flash bo)(.~\
=^T=-_

.,^-^--j-^--j—--
—
—^--^-^_=

j

Fig. 91. Two-pendulum apparatus.

The period is then a minimum with respect to changes in the latter

distance, and so is not affected by them. See [324], pp. 47-8.

6.03. The modern two-pendulum apparatus. Since about

1925 improvements have been incorporated as follows:

{a) The pendulum swings in a vacuum, thereby reducing the pres-

sure correction, and (more important) enabling the pendulum to swing

continuously for 8 hours or more, and so to cover the whole interval

from one wireless signal to the next. This goes far towards eliminating

the effects of any imperfection in the local clock.

(h) The pendulums are made of invar, eliminating anxiety about

temperature. Drawbacks of invar are its slight instability of length

(§2.01) and its susceptibility to magnetism. Neither of these is as

serious as the temperature coefficient of brass, and magnetic effects

are controlled by lining the travelling case and working compartment
witli mumetal. See [176], [177], p. 469, and [178]. The U.S.C. & G.S.

regularly test each pendulum for magnetism before use, and demag-
netize by an electric solenoid if excessive magnetization is present.

[213], pp. 18-26. Alternatively [324], p. 46 advises placing a little

radio-active material inside the case, to dissipate any electrical charge
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on the pendulum. The most promising material for pendulums is

fused silica, but it is fragile, and breakages have occurred.

(c) The pendulums are swung together in pairs, 180° out of phase, in

a common plane on a rigid frame as in Fig. 91. Provided the phase
difference remains between (say) 160° and 200° at the end of their

swing, the flexure correction is negligible. An 8-hour swing then

demands that their times of vibration should be equal within about

15^ X 10-', as can be secured by patient grinding.

(d) Automatic photographic recording is a possible refinement, but

is not essential except at sea, § 6.05, and if the dots of a wireless time

signal are periodically included in the record, error in the local clock

becomes quite harmless. Instead of time signals, any morse signal

may be included in the field record, provided a similar pendulum

apparatus working at the base also records the same signal. This

demands duplicate apparatus and observers, but makes for fast field

work. See [177]. Alternatively, and better, theWWV signals may be

used. See §5.23.

6.04. Accuracy and rate of work, (a) The old apparatus,

§§6.01-6.02, took 3 to 4 days to measure g, with a probable error

relative to the base of ±0-002 gals provided the pendulums re-

turned to base with their lengths reasonably unchanged, and pro-

vided observations were made in buildings without abnormal changes
of temperature. With the improvements of § 6.03 (a), (b), and (c) the

time can be reduced to 24 hours, and the accuracy might be expected
to improve to :i^ 0-001, although doubt may be felt about this, see

(6) below. With automatic recording, as in § 6.03 (c?), observations of

similar accuracy can be completed in 2J hours' actual swinging, so

that with good communications between stations it is possible to

observe at five or six stations a week. See [177].

Observations made at sea in a submarine involve greater uncertain-

ties, see §6.05, and the p.e. is likely to be 0-002 or 0-003 or perhaps
more in rough weather.

Old measures made without flexure observations may be wrong

by 0-025 gals or more. They may be ofvalue where gravity anomalies

are very large, but doubtfully so even then.

(6) Local base station. Errors in the local base station are additional

to the figures given above, and these may be quite serious, as shown

by the following list of determinations of g at Dehra Dun, the Indian

base.
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Date
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zero amplitude, which gradually increases as the result of outside

disturbance. The amplitude of C is recorded with reference to a

strongly damped pendulum in the same plane, and a second damped

pendulum records the tilting ^ at right angles to that plane. This

apparatus eliminates the effect of moderate wave action, or enables it

to be calculated as below, but except in the still water of a harbour

it is necessary to observe in a submarine, usually at a depth of 20-40 m.

^'^^^iog^.p/,,-. ^^cdr^-^_^

A C B

Fig. 92. Three-pendulum apparatus.

The pendulum case is mounted in gimbals with the pendulums swing-

ing fore and aft in the ship, so that ^ varies as the ship rolls, although
less than the tilt of the ship itself. A photographic record is made of

the movements of the fictitious combined pendulums AC and BC, of

the ampUtude of C, of ^, and of the temperature. See [ISlJ.f It is

necessary to consider the effects of accelerations along the three axes

and of rotations about them.

(6) Vertical andfore-and-aft accelerations. First consider the motion

of a single pendulum as in Fig. 93. Take the a;-axis vertical, and let

the pendulums swing in the (x, ?/) -plane. Let the accelerations of the

support be x and ij as shown, these being periodic. Then, resolving

forces perpendicular to the stem

lS-\-(g-\-x)&irid
= i/GOsd.

t [327] gives details of some later work.

(6.10)
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Now let the two pendulums swing together as in Fig. 94, with the

phase angles 6^ and ^g both measured clockwise. Let
(f>
= K^i+^2)

and let 6 = 4(^1—^2) which varies between about +20' and —20'

with a semi-period, or time of vibration, s of about J sec, which is

recorded as the period of the combined pendulum A C.

-r^

ft^^^VFai

X

^"vl^i-^

-J^^'

Fig. 93. Fig. 94.

Then from (6.10)

^^+(9'+^)sin^cos^ = ^cos^cos^,

and ld-\-(g-\-x)co^<f)smd
= —

^sin^sin^.

(6.11)

(6.12)

Now if
(f)l(f)

is small compared with gjl, as it is if the period of the

pendulum is small compared with that of x and y,| (6.11) gives

whence (6.12) gives

or

where

tan^ = y{g+x),

ld-\-{g-i-x)seo<l>smd
— 0,

ld-^G^(t)smd = 0, (6.13)

G,{t)
= {{g^x)^+m^ =

^Ji+l
+^l

the vector sum o{g-\-x and y, and is a constant g plus a periodic term

if a; and y are periodic. Note that the coefficient of oi^ is zero.

t As it is at a depth of 20-40 m., where the disturbance is that of the long period
surface waves only.
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Ignoring an arc correction of the type of § 6.02 {d),-\ (6.13) may be

[written lS-\-dG-^{t)
= 0, of which a solution (if oi and ij vary slowly in

comparison with 6) is

''^rbNf (6.14)

rhere 6^ and € are constants.

Then at any moment the phase velocity of AC is ^j{G-^(t)ll} or

[approximately
(gll)l{i^xl2g+y^l^g^-x^l^g^). (6.15)

In (6.15) the term xl2g is periodic and is effectively zero in the mean
of an hour's work, but the y'^ and x^ terms, although small, are of

constant sign, and so do not quite become zero, see sub-paragraph (d)

below. The device of swinging pendulums in pairs has thus eUminated

the flexure correction, and has gone a very long way towards elimina-

ting the effect of vertical and fore-and-aft accelerations.

(c) Lateral tilt and accelerations. If the (x, 2/)-plane is not vertical

(j8 ^ 0), the measured quantity is not g but the component of
gr
in this

plane, namely g cos j8 or g(l
—

\^'^), and the observed s has therefore to

be corrected by —\s[fi'^'\, [jS^] being the time-mean of ^^^ ^^d if
j8 con-

sists of a constant error of adjustment jS^ combined with a periodic

rotation of amplitude ocy,
the correction is —

i<s[i8c-|-|a:J]. [181],

Part I, p. 14.

But there is a further consideration. The pendulum which purports
to measure ^ does not hang vertically but in the resultant oig and z, so

that ^82 is too great by {(g^J^z'')-g^}^g^
= z^lg\ and lg[^^] by [z^]l2g,

which must therefore be deducted from the prehminary values of g.

(d) Browne, or second-order terms. Observations made before 1937

neglected the terms in x^ and y^ in (6.15). See [182] on which sub-

paragraph (6) above is based. Values ofg so deduced therefore require

•j- [181], Part I, p. 20, gives the correction to s for finite arc as

It also gives the following correction for departure from exact isochronoism

where suffixes A, c, and m refer to the outer, central, and AC pendulums respectively,
s = semi-period (at actual temperature and pressure in the second formula), a =
amplitude (semi-arc) in radians, and

(f>
= phase angles. In so far as a and phase-

differences vary, these effects must be averaged over the period during which the

record is made. Note that in [181] 'corrections' 8T have to be subtracted from the
observed period, while ds is here to be added to s (with the correct sign).
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a correction of [x^]/4:g—[y^]l2g. And the correction —[z^]l2g of sub-

paragraph (c) was also neglected, so the total necessary correction is

[x^]l4g-[y^-^z^]l2g. (6.16)

These corrections are known as the Broivne or second-order terms

and may amount to 10 mgals in submarine observations in ordinarily

rough weather. Square brackets indicate time-means.

Fortunately it has been possible to correct all early observations as

follows. In (6.15) there is a term x/2g which is instantaneously much

larger than the x^ and y^ terms (although it has no cumulative effect),

and the resulting irregularity of the period is clearly visible in the

photographic record, [181], Part II, pp. 28-31, so that it is possible to

measure [i:2]/4^. With the existing apparatus [y^-\-z^]l2g cannot be

measured directly, but in the generally accepted theory of wave
motion at some depth, the motion of a particle is circular, so that

[^2-|_;s2j
_

|^^2j^
aj^(j if the submarine follows the water movement, as

a small immersed body would,")" the whole of (6.16) is determinate,

and the correction to g is _m2/4^ (6 17)

The apparatus is being elaborated for future work to provide more

direct measures of [y^] and [z^]. [181], Part II, pp. 31-49.

(e) Botations. Rotation is liable to affect a pendulum in four ways :

(i) The apparatus being of finite size, the accelerations of different

pendulum supports will be unequal, but the effect is negligible. [181],

Part I, p. 12, confirmed by [182].

(ii) Tilting of the plane in which the pendulums swing. Dealt with

in sub-paragraphs (c) and [d).

(iii) Centrifugal forces. These are nil for rotation about the 2;-axis

(pitching), since such rotations are not transmitted to the pendulums.
For rotation about the y-Sbxis (rolUng), [181], Part I, p. 16, shows that

the semi-period requires a correction of
J<s^[a^/«5j],

where Sy and
ocy

are the semi-period and amphtude of the rotation about the y-axis,

and the brackets signify mean value.

For rotation about a vertical axis, the correction to s is [y^]

or
,
where y is the angular velocity, and (if the motion is

t The submarine is not small, but the movement at some depth is predominantly
that of the longer waves, since the radius of the circular motion is proportional to

g-277d:/A^ where d is the depth and A the wavelength. In normal weather conditions,

the submarine's movement seems to conform adequately to that of the water. See

[181], Part II, pp. 50-69.
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periodic) s^ is the semi-period and co the amplitude. For ordinarily-

erratic steering the correction is negligible, but if the ship is steered

in a circle, or swings at anchor, it may not be. Thus for a complete
rotation in 5 minutes the correction is —28x 10"^ sees.

(iv) Coriolis acceleration. If a moving body (the pendulum bob) is

constrained to move along a path which is rotated about an axis per-

pendicular to the motion, it is accelerated in a direction perpendicular
to the plane containing the path and the axis of rotation. In the case

of the pendulum no rotation about the 2;-axis can be transmitted by
the knife-edge, so the only possible Coriolis acceleration is perpen-
dicular to the (x, 2/) -plane, and that can have no effect on the period of

a pendulum swinging in that plane.

(/) Eotvos effect. The east-west component of the movement of

the ship, including the effect of marine currents, modifies the centri-

fugal force of the earth's rotation, and the correction to observed g is

4-0-00751' cos
</» gals, where v is the east-west component in knots,

positive if the ship moves east. [181], Part I, p. 91.

6.06. Supplementary field work. The height of a gravity-

station above the geoid should be measured within 10 feet, and the

latitude to at worst 40 seconds of arc, since either corresponds to a

change of about 1 mgal in normal gravity. The problem is one of

straightforward surveying, and greater accuracy is generally easy to

get, but in unsurveyed country the height may be a matter of serious

difficulty, and may possibly be the Limiting factor in the useful

accuracy of the work. The possible use of mercurial barometers or

PauHn type aneroids should not be overlooked, especially in countries

where the barometer fluctuates less than in western Europe, but com-

parative observations at a reasonably close station of known height,

preferably not more than a few miles distant, are essential. See [177],

but such good results as those of Kohlshiitter's there quoted should

not be expected.
The interpretation of gravity results calls for a contoured map,

from which the disturbing effect of surrounding topography can be

assessed. Inspection of the reduction tables referred to in § 8.35 wiU

indicate the accuracy required for the average height of annular

zones at different distances from the station. If no contoured map as

large as (say) 1 : 100,000 exists, the gravity observer can hardly be

expected to make one, but he can sometimes usefully amplify an

existing map up to a distance of J mile or so, or alternatively he can
5125

r^
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site his stations in flat ground where the existing map may be good

enough. Reliable informa,tion about the average rock densities may
also be of value (§7.34), but it is essential that rock specimens should

be typical of the areas and depths to which their densities are going
to be ascribed, and the observations of non-expert geologists must be

treated with caution.

Section 2. Other Gravimetiiic Instruments

6.07. Introductory. This section refers to instruments other than

the pendulum, which measure g or (§ 6.13) functions such as dgjdx. For

many years such instruments have been employed for measuring small

changes of g over a limited area, and have been of great commercial

value, generally in the search for oil. Detailed geophysical prospecting
on these lines is not within the scope of geodesy, but during the last

10 years the range and stabihty of commercial gravimeters have been

so increased that they can now to a great extent replace the pendulum
as instruments for geodetic research.

The characteristics of a good modern gravimeter are: (a) It is

sensitive to a fraction of a mgal, and it will give relative values of g

correct to 1 or even 0-1 mgal provided it returns to a local base, estab-

lished either by itself or by pendulum, at reasonably frequent

intervals, such as once a day or once a week. This is to eliminate the

inconstancy of reading known as drift; (b) it is not less portable than

the pendulum, some tjrpes being much more so, although others

require thermostatic control, and are bulky; and (c) readings can be

made in perhaps a few minutes, or at most an hour.

From the geodetic point of view the disadvantages are the usual

necessity for frequent return to base
;
in many types the rather limited

range of g which can be measured without some readjustment ;
and

sensitivity to movement ofthe supports, which makes them unsuitable

for use at sea (but see § 6.12). All these defects are within measurable

distance of being overcome, and it is possible that the pendulum will

soon be obsolete.

Until recently, details of successful designs have often been kept

secret. In most cases information has now been released, but in view

of the rapid production of new types, only the barest outline of con-

structional principles is given here. A fuller outline is given in [183],

pp. 7-35, on which §§6.08-6.11 are largely based. Also see [324].
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6.08. Simple spring gravimeters. If a weight hangs from a

spring, the extension of the spring varies as g, and provided other

conditions are unchanged, relative values of^ are obtained by measur-

ing the varying length of the spring. Changes are of course very small,

but the necessary sensitivity is easily obtained, and the real diffi-

culties are:

(a) Changes in dimensions with temperature. These can be kept

quite small by the use of invar or quartz or compensatory devices,

and by ordinary protection against severe temperature changes. From
this point of view thermostatic control is not necessary.

(6) Change in the elasticity of the spring with change of tempera-
ture. This can be minimized by the use of elinvar, a nickel steel alloy

whose elastic modulus is adequately constant at ordinary tempera-

tures, but which is somewhat unstable in other respects. If elinvar

is hot used, thermostatic control is probably necessary.

(c) The difficulty of combining high sensitivity such as 0-1 mgal, as

is otherwise practicable, with a range of 1 to 5 gals through which g

may have to be measured.

(d) The damping out of vibrations and the obtaining of a steady

reading.

Instruments of this type are the Linhlad-Malquist [183], pp. 7-8,

Hartley [184], and Gulf. In the first the extension of the spring varies

the capacity of a condenser by varying the gap between its plates : in

the second, Fig. 95, it permits a weighted lever to turn on a horizontal

pivot, thereby deflecting a beam of light which is restored to its zero

position by tensioning a second spring acting on the lever near its

pivot: and in the last. Fig. 96, the extension of a spiral spring of flat

ribbon steel causes twist at the bottom ofthe spring, which is opticaUy

magnified.

The Norgaard gravimeter is similar in principle, but the weight is

supported at the end of a smaU horizontal quartz beam by the torsion

in a quartz thread stretched across a quartz frame. Fig. 97. With
variations of gravity the weight rises or falls and tilts the attached

mirror. A second mirror is fixed to the frame, and a measurable tilting

of the whole apparatus finds two positions in which the two mirrors

are parallel. With changes of temperature the quartz changes size

very little. Changes of elasticity are large, the modulus of quartz

changing by about 1 part in 10* per °C., but are considerably com-
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pensated by change of density in the liquid in which the frame and
beam are immersed. Vibrations are damped by the viscosity of the

Micro 6 oEye piece

n
l^e/ght

4-,
Mirror

Lever

Fig. 95. Hartley gravimeter.
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Flat spiral sprin6
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Fig. 96. Gulf gravimeter.
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of vertical by
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Fig. 97. Norgaard gravimeter.
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(a)

Fig. 98.

(&)

hquid and the tight shaping of its container round the beam and frame.

Thermostatic control is not necessary, and the range without adjust-

ment is 0-500 or even 2-000 gals. The total weight with stand is

40 lbs. [326].
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6.09. Astatic balances. The principle of this type of gravimeter

is as follows: [183], pp. 11-12. In Fig. 98 (a) the mass M is fixed at

the end of a beam of length I which is pivoted at 0. The moment of

its weight about is then Mgl sin 6, and for different values of 6 it

can be represented by a sine curve as Fig. 98 (6). About let there be

apphed a balancing couple C, which is also some function of ^, as

Micro
Mass

I lA/cioh/ng
^ 5prin6

>

\y> Pomtcs

Mass

Fig. 99. Frost gravimeter. Fig. 100. Ising gravimeter.

represented by the hne ABC in Fig. 98 (6). Then equilibrium will

occur at values of d corresponding to A and B, unstable at A and

stable at B, and the sensitivity at B (i.e. the change in Q corresponding
to a small change in the couple C) will be inversely proportional to a,

the angle between AB and the sine curve. IfAB is tangent to the sine

curve, or nearly so, the equihbrium becomes neutral, or the sensitivity

extremely high. Several balances have been designed on these lines,

differing in the materials of their construction and in the mechanics

whereby the line representing G is arranged to be nearly tangential

to the sine curve.

The Frost gravimeter, Fig. 99, consists ofa mass at the end ofa nearly
horizontal arm, supported by a main spring incUned to the vertical at

about 45°. The beam rises and falls with variation of gravity, but is

returned to its normal position by a 'weighing spring' tensioned by a

micrometer screw. Thermostatic control is necessary, but the instru-

ment weighs only 40 lb. One division of the micrometer corresponds
to 0-1 mgal, and provided drift is controlled by returning to a previous
station every few hours, errors should not be many times greater.

The normal reading range without readjustment is only 120 mgals.
The Ising gravimeter, Fig. 100, consists ofa quartz frame and thread,

similar to that in the Norgaard, but with the attached mass at the end
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of a short vertical beam attached to the centre of the thread, the size

of the mass and the stiffness of the thread being such that the system
is in nearly neutral equilibrium, hke the Holweck-Lejay pendulum
(§ 6.10). The whole frame is then given a small measured tilt, and the

resulting change in the equilibrium position of the beam depends not

only on this tilt but also on g. The instrument is very sensitive to

temperature change, and elaborate control is provided. For details

see [185] and [183], pp. 15-18.

|| Telescope

Fig. 101. Worden gravimeter.

Other instruments of the same general type, but of widely differing

details, are the Thyssen, the Truman, and the La Coste-Romberg ;

see [183], pp. 13-25.

A recent instrument is the Worden gravimeter, apparently a modi-

fication of the Truman, working on the general lines of Fig. 101 which

has been adapted to the following specification for geodetic purposes.

[180].

Range 5-500 gals. Temperature correction 0-25 mgal per 50° F., no

thermometric control. Drift < 0-1 mgal per hour. Non-magnetic and

barometrically sealed. Weight 5 lb. or 20 lb. with case and tripod.

Time required to measure g, 5 minutes. Sensitivity ofreading 0-2 mgal
or less. Accuracy depends on control of drift and absence of shocks,

but [180] suggests that with air travel and ordinary care it is at least

as good as the pendulum.
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6.10. The Holweck-Lejay inverted pendulum. (Fig. 102). Let

M he a, mass at the end of a nearly vertical short flat spring OA of

which one end is vertically fixed at O, and which is just strong enough

to restore AM to the vertical if it is deflected. Then the equation of

motion of M is
I dW/dt^+Cd = Mglsind, (6.18)

M^ss 6cm
X5mm diam.

Mercury
S

SS

?<'/W//MhS

V

Fig. 102. Lejay inverted pendulum. Fig. 103. Haalck gas-pressure

gravimeter.

where / is the moment of inertia ofM about 0, Z = OM, and C is a

constant depending on the stiffness of the (supposed infinitely short)

spring. Assuming Q to be smaU,t the solution of (6.18) is simple
harmonic motion with a semi-period of

s = 7T^{II{C-Mgl)}, (6.19)

Differentiating (6.19) gives

ds _l Mgl dg

s
^ ^ (6.20)
2 C~Mgl g

'

so that for an accuracy of 1 in 10^ in g, s must be measured with an

accuracy of ^Mgl/(C-—Mgl) in 10^. Compare (6.4) for the ordinary

pendulum. Suitable choice ofM and of the length and thickness of

the spring make C == Mgl, so that s becomes large and the necessary

accuracy when measuring it becomes shght. In practice the factor

Mglj(C—Mgl) can be made as large as 200, I is about 3 cm., and s is

about 2 sees. Then if the pendulum vibrates for 500 seconds, there

t Theory suggests an arc correction of the form Na^flQ^ where a is the amplitude,
but in practice this is very small and is apt to be cancelled by other factors, such as
the finite length of the spring. In any case it is adequately dealt with by always
starting with a constant ampUtude, and working for a constant time. [183], p. 31.
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will be an error of 1 mgal if this period is wrongly measured by 100

parts in 10^, or 0^-05, which is easy to avoid.

In the Holweck-Lejay pendulum the mass is of quartz about 6 cm.

long and 5 mm. in diameter, and the short spring is of very thin

elinvar,f the whole being enclosed with a thermometer in a glass

vacuum flask. The spring is very fragile, and the clamping of the

pendulum inside the sealed flask, to prevent movement and fracture

while travelling, has caUed for some ingenuity. Apart from risk of

breakage, the chiefanxiety is the instability ofelinvar, whose elasticity

(i.e. the value of C) is Hable to sudden changes. This is met by rejecting

some of the instruments made, by periodic visits to stations where g

has already been reliably measured, and by using the instruments

in pairs. A good pendulum may be sufficiently stable to work for some

months without re-calibration.

The routine is to start at two known stations to determine the

constants C and /, or Qq and K if (6.19) is put into the form

g = go-K/s^

For this cahbration one of the known g's should be greater, and the

other less, than the g's to be measured, and it is of course better to

visit one or two other stations with known ^'s of intermediate value,

and to get gQ andK by least squares. A similar programme is required

at the end of the work, and (as above) occasional checks at a known

station, or repeat visits to one of its own, are most desirable.

The Holweck-Lejay instrument weighs only a few kilos: five or six

near stations can be observed in a day : and with adequate calibration

it is probably as accurate as the pendulum. Its use is for geodesy
rather than for geophysical prospecting, but it cannot be used at sea.

See [186] and [183].

6.11. Gas -pressure gravimeters. The pressure of a gas can be

used instead of the spring or torsion thread of other gravimeters,

although the great coefficient of thermal expansion of any gas makes

it an unpromising material. H. Haalck, see [187], [188], and [183],

pp. 33-5, has made an instrument on these lines which is reported to

give results correct to 2 or 3 mgals on land and possibly to 10 mgals at

sea. It is less accurate than other gravimeters which in most respects

are equaUy convenient, but at sea values correct to 10 mgals, if

obtainable, are better than nothing.

t In some instruments the change in the elastic modulus of the spring is so small

that the recorded value of g may vary by as little as 1 mgal per °C.
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Fig. 103 shows two closed vessels containing volumes v and v' of

gas at pressures p and p', connected by a tube containing mercury

(density 8) of cross-section S and S' at the two ends of the mercury
column. Then if g is increased by dg, and the heights of the ends of the

ercury column change by dz and dz',

'^=F^A''H-^'')-'i''i+4
= Cdz-^C'dz\ (6.21)

^here C and C are two constants to be obtained by calibration.

[Various elaborations of design provide the necessary sensitivity, but

ithe impossibility of perfect temperature control is what limits the

accuracy.

See also [189] and [190] for earlier work on similar Hnes.

6.12. Vibration gravimeter. Gravity may also be measured by

[observing the period of transverse vibration of a thin wire tensioned

by the weight of a mass M. If the wire is flexible, of length L and of

massm per unit length, 2s = 2L^{mjMg). Corrections must be applied

for density of the surrounding air, the finite amplitude of vibration,

the end correction due to rigidity and the yielding of the supports,

and for the effect of tilting. Hence differential values of g.

An instrument on these lines was made by G. Bertrand [191], and

has since been further developed at Cambridge University by R. L. G.

Gilbert [192]. This latter instrument was successful^ used at sea in

the English Channel in May 1948. In good conditions, the results

agreed with those obtained by pendulum within a p. e. of i 1-5 mgals,

with a drift of 2 mgals per day. In these experiments the vibrating

wire was made of beryllium copper strip, which hung between the pole

pieces of a permanent magnet, and was maintained in oscillation by

using it as the resonant element in an electronic oscillator. The period

was determined by comparison with a quartz-crystal controlled

frequency standard, § 5.24 (c). The apparatus was evacuated, thermo-

statically controlled, and mounted in gimbals.

This gravimeter depends primarily on the constancy oiM, m, and L,

not on constant elasticity. Its high natural frequency enables the

mean period to be determined to 1 in 10^ within a few minutes, and

makes work possible even on a gently inoving support without un-

desirable resonances being excited. Like the pendulum it can be used

even when the resulting acceleration varies, because the mean period
is determined by averaging over a large number of cycles. It is thus
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suitable for use at sea, but corrections for change of vertical velocity

between the beginning and end of an observation, and for second-

order effects, must be applied.

Torsion head

G^^G,

Fig. 104.

^2 ^3

Fig. 105. Eotvos torsion balance.

6.13. The Eotvos torsion balance. This instrument measures

(a) the rates of change of gravity, dgjdx and dgjdy, where x and y are

horizontal axes; (b) {l/pi—l/p2), where p^ and p2 are the principal radii

of curvature of the earth's equipotential surface; and (c) the directions

in which the principal sections lie. These quantities, which are related

to the second differential coefficients of the potential, see (6.27) and

§7.03, are much more sensitive than g to nearby irregularities of

surface and density, and the torsion balance is consequently used for

commercial geophysical prospecting rather than for geodetic purposes,

although even for the former it is now being superseded by the sensitive

static gravimeters which measure g directly. It might be expected
that values of the horizontal gradient of g would be of value at widely

spaced geodetic gravity stations, as an aid to interpolation between

them, but the great sensitivity of these gradients to unascertainable

local conditions makes them practically useless for this purpose.

In Fig. 104 let a Kght beam with equal masses m at its ends be

suspended from a torsion thread so that A and B are level. Then if the

form of the equipotential surface was locally spherical, gravity would

have no tendency to twist the thread, but if p^ and
yOg

^re unequal,

the beam wiU be urged to lie in the section ofleast curvature as the two
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asses will thereby find their way on to the lowest possible equi-

tential surface.

Take axes f and
r]

as shown, and Z vertically downwards. At

let the potential be U, so that at B and A it is I7±Z dU/8^. Then if the

Ierticals

(normals to the equipotential surface) at A and B are not

oplanar there will be a (clockwise) moment about the 2;-axis of

-mgrZ(*2— ^l), where ig and i^ are the components in the (77,2;)-plane

f the small angles between the verticals at B and A and the lines

trough B and A parallel to the 2;-axis.

O]

Then L = 1 U-\-l—-] and L = 1 U— l-—], since the com-

)onent of the gravitational force in any direction is the gradient of the

potential in the same direction, §7.03.

So i^-i^^?^pL , (6.22)

Now take axes x and y, north and west, so that the beam lies in

azimuth oc, and (6.22) becomes

21(I8^U 8^U\, . „ ,

8^U
cos 2a . (6.23)

Then ift(<^i— </»o)
is the twist exerted by the thread, and if^ = 2mP,

r(h-<l>.) =
x((^-^^)isin2.

+
g|cos2«).

(6.24)

Now, as in Fig. 105, let one mass be at C instead of at B. Let CGg
be the direction of gravity at C, and let CGg be parallel to its direction

at B. Then the angle between them will have components

i^
= —8hl8x and iy

= —8hl8y

in the planes (x,z) and (y,z) respectively, where h is the sUghtly

varying separation between the equipotential surfaces containing B
and C. And since gh = Uq—U^ = constant (§ 7.03),

8h _ h 8g j ^^ _ ^ ^9

8x g 8x 8y g 8y'

Then the clockwise moment about the 2;-axis, additional to (6.23), is

-mZ/i(^cosa-^sinaV (6.25)
\8y 8x I

^ ^
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Combining (6.24) and (6.25), and putting g = dUjdz gives

<^-^o=-((^-^)ism2.
+
_cos2.j

+

where ^— </)o
is the angle between the equilibrium position of the bar

and its position when the twist in the thread is zero. Then
( 1/pi— 1/P2)>

Pi being the smaller, is given by the identities

cos2A/--i^ -^_^
2d^U

tan2A =
(6.27)

dxdy

where A is the angle between the a;-axis and the section of greatest />,

and the horizontal gradients of gravity are given by

^^^^, and ^ = ^. (6.28)
By dydz dx dxdz

^ '

K/r and mlh/r are given by caUbration, typical values being 46,000

and 70,000 c.g.s. ^0 and the four differentials (d^U/dy^-d^Uldx^),

d^U/dxdy, etc., are given by (6.26) with the readings ^ of the torsion

head from which the thread is suspended when the beam lies in equili-

brium in five different values of a.f

The instrument is extremely sensitive. Typical values of dg/dx are

about 1 in 10'^ gal per cm., and such a gradient is measured within 1

or even 0-1 per cent. Elaborate thermal insulation is necessary, but

it is generally possible to observe in a tent at night. For further

details see [193], [194], and [195], pp. 135-74.

A simpler instrument, known as the gradiometer, [196] and [195], is

designed only for measuring dg/dx and dg/dy by (6.25), which requires

the reading of one bar in three azimuths. It is much more portable

than the Eotvos balance and is less sensitive to temperature change,

so that work is possible by day. For geodetic purposes, if not for all,

it is the more convenient. One station can be observed in about 2 or

3 hours.

f In practice the usual construction is to have two similar beams at an angle of

about 180°, and to read each in three azimuths. When the instrument is first set up
there may be some '

drift
'

in ^q and readings may have to be repeated a few times, until

they are steady.
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See [195], pp. 299-317 or [324], pp. 91-4, for the routine for elimi-

iting topographical irregularities, and normal variation with latitude,

ery careful account has to be taken of any irregularities close to the

^^ation.

^B Section 3. Magnetic Surveys

6.14. Definitions. Terrestrial magnetism is a branch of geo-

physics distinct from geodesy, but the geodesist needs some acquain-

tance with it, since (a) surveyors require information about the

declination, although no geodetic accuracy is called for, and (6) the

technique of a field survey of the magnetic elements is such that a

geodetic survey department is often the most convenient organization

to carry it out.

As is well known, the earth is magnetized, so that lines of force

emerge from (roughly speaking) the northern hemisphere and re-

enter the earth at corresponding points in the southern, the definition

of a line of force being that its direction is everywhere that in which a

free magnetic pole is urged to move, and in which a freely balanced

needle with a positive pole at one end and a negative pole at the other

will consequently lie.| Around points known as the North and South

magnetic poles in about 70° N, 95°W (1943) and 70° S, 150° E respec-

tively the lines of force are approximately vertical, and the Dip or

Inclination, I, of a balanced needle is about 90° N or S, while along a

rather irregular line known as the Magnetic Equator, which is generally

within 1,000 miles of the geographical equator, the dip is zero. In

horizontal plan the lines of force are inclined to the geographical
meridian by an angle, the Declination,% D, which may be 180° (between
the magnetic and geographical poles), but which is less than 15° over

most of the world. The intensity of the force varies from about

30,000-40,000y on the equator to about 70,000y at the poles, the

unit y representing a force of 0-00001 dynes exerted on a unit pole.§

A complete magnetic survey then involves measures of the declination

and inclination, and of the Total Force (T) or one of its components,

t In English the north-seeking pole is usually described as 'north' or positive, and
since poles of like sign repel each other the Earth's north magnetic pole is of south

polarity. A Unit Pole is defined to be such that two like unit poles 1 cm. apart repel
each other with a force of 1 dyne.

X Or Variation of the Compass. East declination implies that the north-seeking
pole of the compass points east of true north.

§ The C.G.S. imit = 100,000y is known as the Gauss.
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either H the Horizontal Force in the magnetic meridian or Z the

Vertical Force. The one usually chosen is H. Alternatively Z and H
may both be measured and / omitted. This is especially necessary in

high magnetic latitudes where H is small and Z is weakly given by
I? tan/.

The magnetic elements vary with the time in three ways. Firstly

there is the secular change associated with a slow movement of the

magnetic poles, which produces a dechnation change of typically a

few minutes a year, or much more near the poles, with corresponding

changes in the other elements. These Annual Changes may persist

with one sign for a century or more, although their magnitudes will

vary.f Secondly there is a periodical Diurnal Variation, fairly regular

but varying with the seasons and from place to place, typically with

an amphtude of a few minutes of declination (more in high latitudes)

and of 10 to 50y in force. Maximum easterly declination in the north-

ern hemisphere is often at about 8 a.m. and minimum in the early

afternoon, with the opposite in the southern hemisphere, and small

changes near the equator. See [199], p. 215, which gives typical

variations oiH, Z, and /. And thirdly there are irregular disturbances,

of which the more violent are known as Magnetic Storms, emanating
from the sun and lasting from a few hours to several days. J At Green-

wich there may be 80 days a year in which the disturbance amounts to

more than 10' of declination, and one or two in which it exceeds 1°.

The force may be abnormal by a few hundred y.

In addition to the changes with time and geographical position

described above, there are Magnetically disturbed areas, where the

local rock contains magnetic minerals, notably magnetite (re304).

Anomalies of 180° have been recorded, but 1° constitutes quite a

notable disturbance. Basalt is often associated with disturbance, but

not all basalt contains much Fe304, and even the richest iron ores are

often non-magnetic. See [197]. These disturbances may be wide-

spread, or very local when caused by small bodies of magnetic rock

near the surface. Disturbance can also be caused by artificial objects

containing iron or electric currents, and electric currents in the earth

are also a possible source of disturbance.

t Thus London values have been 11° E in 1580, changing to a maximum of

24° W in 1815 and returning to 10° W by 1948.

J The frequency of magnetic storms, in common with that of siin-spots and the

aurora borealis, is periodic. Every 11 years there are 2 or 3 years with many such

disturbances, with periods of comparatively few half-way between.
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6.15. Magnetic survey. A magnetic survey requires the observa-

tion of D, / (or Z), and ^ at a large number of field stations, perhaps

one per 1,000 square miles as in India, or one per 300 as in Great

Britain. All stations cannot be visited simultaneously, but provided
not more than a few years are involved, all can be adequately reduced

to a single epoch by a knowledge of the rates of change obtained by

observing at 5 or 10 per cent, of the stations early and again late in the

work. Charts can then be prepared showing lines of equal D, equal /,

and equal H, T, and Z. Extra stations may be required to delimit

disturbed areas, but it will probably be impossible to carry the lines

accurately across them.

At intervals of 20 or 30 years the survey can be brought up to date,

and rehable values of annual change can be obtained, by re-observa-

tions at preferably the same 5 or 10 per cent, of stations, which are

known as repeat stations. Such re-observations may be made in pairs

2 or 3 years apart, so as to provide an 'instantaneous' value of the rate

of change as well as the total change over the 20 or 30 years. The

necessity for the careful marking and identification of such stations

is obvious.

The provision of a few Magnetic Observatories, perhaps one per

50,000 to 500,000 square miles, is required (a) to reduce field stations

to epoch by eliminating diurnal variation and the irregular effects

of storms, and (6) for the continuous study of these variations, and

(c) to maintain a record of how the elements are changing between

the dates of re-survey.

6.16. Declination. Both D and H can be measured by the Uni-

filar Magnetometer, Fig. 106, which can be simplified if D only is

required. In this instrument the magnet is a hollow cyUnder with a

lens at one end and a diaphragm at the other. For measuring D it is

suspended by a fine thread from which torsion is ehminated by inter-

changing the magnet and a similar non-magnetic body of equal

weight and adjusting the torsion head so that the latter lies in the

same azimuth as the magnet. The magnet is then hung in place, the

telescope is adjusted to intersect the diaphragm of the magnet, and

the horizontal divided circle is read. To eliminate non-parallehsm
of the magnetic and optical axes of the magnet, it is then rotated 180°

about its long (horizontal) axis, and the observation is repeated. The
difference between the mean of these two circle readings and that of

a referring mark is then the magnetic bearing of the latter, which may
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be compared with the true bearing as obtained astronomically. The

observation should be correct to 1' or less.

6.17. Horizontal force. H may either be measured with the

unifilar magnetometer, or with the Schuster coil, or with La Cour's

quartz horizontal-force magnetometer (QHM). For the last two see

{d) and (e) below. Until about 1940 the unifilar was the standard

field instrument, while the Schuster coil was more suited to the fixed

observatory. Both should now be superseded by the QHM.
With the unifilar magnetometer the observation is in two parts,

'vibration' to measure mH and 'deflexion' for mjH, where m is the

magnetic moment of the magnet.

(a) Vibration. The magnet is suspended as in § 6.16, and set swing-

ing about 50' either way, and the exact time of its crossing the telescope

wire is noted at intervals during (say) 280 vibrations (semi-periods)

covering about 12 minutes.

Then mH = tt^K/T^ (6.29)

where m is the magnetic moment of the magnet.f
K is the moment of inertia of the magnet and its suspension, and

T is the time of (semi) vibration corrected as in (6.30), viz.:

T = To{l+ (5/86400)-aia2/16}{l+ i^/ml^-g(^-g+/xiy/mp,

(6.30)

where T^ is the observed time of vibration,

s is the (mean time) clock rate in seconds per day, positive = losing.

a^ and a^ are the initial and final semi-arcs of vibration in radians.

F/mH makes allowance for torsion in the thread, and is given by

F/mH = wl{90°—w), where w is the angle through which the magnet
is deflected by a twist of 90° in the thread.

t is the temperature, and ^q a standard temperature such as 0° C.

q is the temperature coefiicient given by laboratory certificate. It

may vary significantly at different temperatures. Temperature

primarily affects the magnetic moment, but also K, and r in the

deflexion observation.

jLL
is the increase in m due to induction in a magnetic field of unit

(C.G.S.) strength. Given by laboratory certificate.

m/H is obtained as below. An approximate value sufiices at this

stage. The effects of q and jjl
are small. The former is eliminated if the

vibration and deflexion observations are at the same temperatures.

t i.e. (strength of poles at either end of the magnet) X (its effective length). The
latter is generally about 0-82 times the total length.
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(6) Deflexion. An auxiliary magnet is suspended from the torsion

Lead in the magnetic meridian. The principal magnet is then placed

bt a distance r on a bar which is adjusted to lie at right angles to the

bxis of the auxiliary magnet as in Fig. 107, and is observed to deflect

nn Torsion head

Thread

r -fl--' t/'on of inertia bar
_l

Magnet Telescope >

<>.2:
^A Verojer

J
Divided
circle

Fig. 106. Unifilar magnetometer. Elevation. The telescope, verniers, and

suspension of the thread are fixed together.

Ma^neticnorth k .

r :

Bar
\i Auxiliary
I magnet

^^'
\^9^

Telescope

I

I

Principal
magnet

Marble

Standard Cell

^FiG. 107. Unifilar magnetometer, set up for

deflexion. Plan.

Fig. 108. Schuster coil.

Plan. CD is suspended
magnet.

the auxiliary away from the meridian by an angle u, the right angle

between the two magnets being maintained.

Then g
=
J.3,in«[i_?^_3(«_gPjl+J

+
|j-\

(6.31)
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/ p Q\-

The Distribution Factor 1 H—^+ -

)'
is nearly unity. f It is due to

the finite size of the magnets. The distance r is usually taken as 30 cm.,

with auxihary observations at 22| and 40 cm. to determine P and Q.

(c) Determination of H. H and m are given by (6.29) and (6.31), but

as m should be constant or slowly decreasing with loss of magnetism,
it is usual to determine it from a long series of observations, and then

to substitute an accepted value in the daily values of (6.29), which is

Suspension
rotates
\A/ith telescope

Vernier

Magnet
Telescope

•
I ^

Telescope

(«) (6)

Fig. 109. (a) Quartz horizontal-force magnetometer (QHM). Plan.

(6) QHM. Elevation.

more accurate than (6.31). The one accepted value is retained until

a marked change occurs. Mean values are similarly accepted for

(l-j-P/r^-f-Q/r*)-^ and for tt'^K. The latter is occasionally determined

by inserting a non-magnetic bar of known inertia in an auxiliary

sheath above the magnet, and observing the resulting difference of

period. This bar may be returned to the Laboratory for re-determina-

tion of its K every 20 years or so, and during the interval its K is

presumed to vary, if at all, in proportion to its weight.

In spite of all precautions, different magnetometers tend to give

systematically different results, and field instruments should be

calibrated at a local base to determine a correction which is generally

t P = 2Af-3Al, and Q = |(8Af-40Af A|+15A|), where Aj and Ag are the 'pole dis-

tances ', about 0-82 of the total lengths, of the principal and auxiliary magnets. [202],
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assumed to be proportional to H. Such a figure as 0-00040/f is a typical

correction. Although results are quoted to the nearest y, errors of

lOy or more are to be expected.

{d) Schuster coil magnetometer. [203], [215], and Fig. 108. If a

current i is passed round a coil whose axis AB is horizontal and

inclined to the magnetic meridian at a small angle a, the intensity of

the field near CD at the centre will be substantially constant and equal

to Fi, where jP is a constant varying only with the temperature, and

depending on the number, size, and arrangement of the turns of the

coil. With a suitable value of i, the northerly component of Fi will

be nearly equal and opposite to H, so that H = Fi cos a, where a is a

small angle. If a magnet CD is suspended at the centre of the coil,

the values of a. and i, when CD lies magnetic east and west, give

^fro"^ H = Fi COS a. (6.32)

Observations are then repeated with the current reversed to give an

angle ^ for which CD lies west and east, the torsion head having been

turned through 180°. Then the final result is

H = ^Fi{co8(x^cosp), (6.33)

and H is insensitive to error in a or p.

Apart from obvious adjustment such as levelling, and elimination

of torsion as in § 6.16, accuracy only depends on the measurement of

F and i. The former with its temperature coefficient is obtained by
la,boratory measurements, and can be certified with a p.e. of 1 or 2 in

10^, while i is measured by a certified standard cell and resistance with

similar accuracy. The observation takes a few minutes, and there is

practically no computation.

(e) The quartz horizontal-force magnetometer (QHM). (Fig. 109.) A
smaU magnet is suspended by a quartz thread, as in the unifilar

magnetometer, and has a mirror at one end perpendicular to its

axis. A telescope attached to verniers reading a horizontal divided

circle can be turned until it views its own cross-wires in the mirror,

and so can record any angle through which the magnet turns.

The magnet is first adjusted to lie close to the magnetic meridian,

making with it a small unknown angle a, so that

m^sina: = TS, (6.34)

where S is the twist in the quartz suspension and r is a constant. The

telescope and the point of suspension, but not the magnet, are then
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turned through 360° plus something extra to give equilibrium at a

reading 360°+^1 at which

mHsin{oc+(x^) = T(S+27r). (6.35)

Note that, although the telescope turns through 360° -faj, the
additional twist in the suspension is exactly 360°, because the magnet
turns through a-^.

The telescope is then turned back through about two whole turns to

give equilibrium at a reading of a—oc^, where

mi?sin(a— ag)
= t(S

—
27t), (6.36)

whence tana = (sinai— sina2)-^(2—cosai— cosag), (6.37)

and H =
(477T/m)^{sin((x+ai)— sin(a:— ag)}

. 277T= ^-7. 6.38)m sm
(p

^ '

where ^ = i(c^i+c^2)- The last approximation is correct if 8 is small

and if m and r are constant apart from temperature and induced

magnetism, for which corrections can duly be made. Inconstancy in

decKnation over the short interval (if appreciable) must also be

allowed for. The practical form of computation is

log^ = 0—logsin<56+Ci^—C2^cos(^, (6.39)

where t is temperature and c^ a temperature coefficient. C is a calibra-

tion constant, and c^ an induction coefficient.

The instrument is simple and very easily portable. Observations

are rapid, and accuracy is reported to be of the order ly. See [199].

6.18. Inclination and vertical force. Sub-paragraphs (a) and

(6) below describe two instruments for measuring /, and (c) describes

one for Z.

{a) The dip circle. This consists of a vertical graduated circle, and

a well-balanced pointed magnetic needle 3J inches long, whose dip
is given by the circle readings at either end. Apart from levelling,

field precautions are: (a) the usual 'change face'; (b) the use of two

needles
; (c) the reversal of the polarity ofeach needle half-way through

the observation by stroking with a permanent magnet, to correct for

the centre of gravity not lying exactly on its horizontal trunnion axis;

and (d) the needles must lie in the magnetic meridian. This is easy if

the declination has just been observed, but the meridian can also be

found well enough by finding the plane in which a needle hangs

vertically. Then this plane, in which there is no H, is 90° off magnetic
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north. An error of meridian setting of a radians gives an error of

(a2/4)sin2/ in /, which is generally negligible if a < 1°.

A 45-minute programme should give a result correct to about 2'.

Flexible drive

DiL

Galvanometer

^ ^
Fig. 110. Earth inductor.

(6) The earth inductor. (Fig. 110.) A coil which can be rotated by
hand through a flexible chain drive is mounted in a concentric ring,

which with attached vernier arms is mounted on horizontal trunnion

bearings. The whole, with a fixed vertical circle, is then mounted on a

vertical axis and foot-screws. The axis of the coil can thus be placed

in the magnetic meridian, and can be inclined to the horizontal at

any angle. Ifthe coil is connected through a commutator to a sensitive

galvanometer, and if it is then rotated on its axis, current will be

induced by its cutting the earth's field, unless its axis is parallel to the

lines of magnetic force, i.e. unless its inclination equals the required

magnetic dip.

The instrument must be levelled, and the verniers must then read

90° when the axis of the coil is vertical, as determined by an attached

level occupying the diameter at right angles to its axis of rotation.

Observations are made with the divided circle east, and circle west,

with the coil rotated both clockwise and anti-clockwise in each

position. In each state an inchnation is found in which no current

passes through the galvanometer, and the general mean is accepted.

Inability to find a nil position indicates error in setting in the meridian.

The earth inductor is quicker and more accurate than the dip
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circle, but the galvanometer may be too fragile for field work in some

circumstances.

(c) The magnetic zero balance (BMZ). (Fig. 111.) This instrument

measures changes in Z, and requires occasional (but infrequent) cali-

bration against known values of Z as deduced via H and /.

Thermometer

Mam field neutralisind ma6net

Balance

magnet/

Telescope

Turn madnet

Divided circle

Supplementary ma6net

Fig. 111. BMZ. Elevation.

A small magnet M is freely balanced on a horizontal axis, and the

whole can be turned about a vertical axis, on which the centre of

gravity of the magnet Hes when its longitudinal axis is horizontal.

Its equihbrium position when lying in any azimuth is then given by

Fga sin 9-\-Hm cos a sin ^ = Zm cos 6, (6.40)

where P is the mass of the magnet, m its magnetic moment, a the

distance of its CG below its horizontal axis, and 6 the dip and a the

azimuth of its longitudinal axis. The value of 6 at which it balances



^Bwill then vary according to the azimuth a, except when ^ = 0, in

^which case it will remain zero in all azimuths, but (presuming m ^ 0)

^Bthis can only happen if Z is or if it has been neutralized by auxiliary

^magnets.
^H The instrument is fitted with (a) a main field neutralizing magnet
^^mounted vertically in a fixed position above M; (6) a 'turn' magnet

(mounted

about 30 cm. below M and turning in azimuth with it,

which can be rotated about a horizontal axis so as to give a varying

amount of additional neutralization, and (c) one or two supplementary

magnets, which can be mounted below the turn magnet, to vary the

range of operation.

The balance magnet can be viewed through a small telescope with a

scale in the eye-piece, and the neutral position (i.e. the scale reading

at which rotation in azimuth does not affect the dip of the magnet) is

semi-permanently recorded. Then the observation of Z consists only

of finding the inclination of the turn magnet which brings the balance

magnet to its neutral position, and reading the temperature. Z is

then given by: ^ ^ z^+Z^+Z^-.,t-.,At, (6.41)

where Z^. and Zg are the calibrated constant effects of the main and

supplementary magnets,

Z^ is the effect of the turn magnet, depending on its inclination 8

and given by a calibration table,f

t is the temperature,

A^ is the change of temperature per minute,

and a^, cTg
are temperature coefficients, allowing for both change in

magnetic moments and in linear dimensions.

The instrument is suitable for both field and observatory work, and

if calibration is correct it is reported to give results to the nearest y.

The constants are likely to be rehable for several months, but the use

of two or three instruments is advised. See [318].

[200], pp. 22-4 and 93-6 describes a method of measuring T with a

dip circle, but it is not very accurate.

6.19. Magnetic observatories. Observatories maintain a con-

tinuous photographic record of three magnetic elements, generally

D, H, and Z, by means ofmagnetographs, either installed underground

t Z^r
= «i sin 8— ttg sin 88+ 05 sin 58, where a^, 03, and O5 are constants depending

on the dimensions and magnetic moments of the magnets and on their relative

positions. One caUbration table suffices for all the instruments of this type yet made.
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or otherwise well protected from temperature change. The magneto-

graphs essentially consist of suspended or balanced magnets with

attached mirrors from which reflected beams of light make the record

on sensitized paper mounted on drums which rotate once a day.
Absolute observations are made as in §§6.16-6.18 at recorded times

(say thrice a week) to give values for the base-lines or horizontal

reference lines on each record. The scale value of the D magneto-

graph is directly determinate by measuring the length of the reflected

beam, while those of the other two are got by noting the deflexions

caused by an auxiliary magnet at a known distance, and comparing
them with the deflexions caused by the same magnet on the D
magnetograph, when similarly situated. See [202] for further details.

The values of the elements at any instant can then be read from the

traces.

The normal diurnal variation for different months is deduced from

the hourly readings on quiet days, when there is little disturbance,

and for the reduction of field observations to epoch the weighted
mean diurnal variation of the month at adjacent observatories is used,

it being assumed that in different longitudes the diurnal variation

tends to follow the local mean time. Weighted means are similarly

accepted for the disturbance due to magnetic storms, but on the

assumption that they are propagated instantaneously.

Figures given in §§6.16-6.18 for the accuracy of observations make
no allowance for the imperfection of these observatory corrections,

nor for reduction to epoch by the annual change. Errors of 5' or 50y

may possibly occur in this process.

6.20. Variometers. HF or VF variometers are instruments

designed to measure the difference ofH or Z relative to a near base

station, generally for geophysical prospecting, for which the Z instru-

ment is generally preferred as its results are easier to interpret. It

consists of a pair of balanced needles with effective temperature com-

pensation, whose centre of gravity can be adjusted to come very

slightly below their point of support, so producing a state of equili-

brium in which a small change of Z turns the needles through a large

angle. The equilibrium position is recorded by a beam of light on a

simple scale, and all that is required is to level, set in meridian by

compass, read the scale, compare it with the morning's reading at the

base, and multiply by a calibration factor. Tendency to 'drift' is

met by making evening observations at the base, and by distributing
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11

. —
the closing error through the day. Comparative observations at (say)

every 15 minutes must be made at the base by a similar instrument to

eliminate the effects of storms and diurnal variation.

Auxiliary magnets can be mounted vertically below the needles to

extend the range ofZ in which the instrument can be used, and also to

recalibrate the scale factor.

Fig. 112.

A typical instrument weighs 15 lb., and can be set up and read in

[a few minutes. It is sensitive to 2 or 3y, and with daily closures on a

base station results should be correct to a few y. See [204], pp. 36-54

and [195], pp. 180-93 and 323-7.

6.21. The effect of disturbing matter. Magnetic anomalies are

caused by adjacent masses of (generally) iron or iron ore, which may
be magnetized either permanently or by induction.

(a) Permanent magnetism may exist in man-made objects, such as

electrical machinery, for which the remedy is to keep away from such

installations, but it also occurs in certain rocks, possibly on account

of their having solidified from the molten state in the presence of

the earth's magnetic field. It is impossible to foresee the intensity or

direction of the permanent magnetism (if any) in any particular rock,

but where, for example, the effects of the permanent magnetism of a

dyke can be observed at the surface, magnetic observations can trace

its prolongation where it may be obscured by superficial beds.

(6) Induced magnetism. In Fig. 112 ABCD represents a body of

magnetically susceptible material, SN is the direction of the total
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magnetic force T, and DB is an element of the body parallel to SN
of cross-section a. Then the earth's field induces at D a negative

magnetic pole of strength aKT, where /c is a number known as the

suscejptihility of the material.f Around D therefore there are induced

negative poles with a concentration of AcTsina^ per unit area of the

surface, where ocg
is the angle (not necessarily in the plane of the paper)

between SN and the tangent plane at D. Similarly at B there are

induced positive poles with a concentration of /cjTsina:^ per unit

area.

Then the anomalous vertical force at any point P is the vertical

component of the attraction of all these poles on unit positive pole

at P, namely ""
/cT sin a sin ^ dsjr'^, (6.42)l\

where r is the distance from P, ^ is the angle of depression at P, and

the integral covers the whole surface of ABCD. Here a is considered

positive when the northward direction of T is through the tangent

plane and into the body, as at D but not at B. If ac is continuously

variable, the body may be considered to be made up by superposing

a number of thin shells each enclosing material of uniform suscepti-

bility dK, each of which contributes dK \\ T sin a sin 9 dsjr^ to the force

at P, so the anomalous Z at P is

{[{ T sin oL^mO dKds/r^, (6.43)

where the integral extends through the whole volume of the body. J

Note that if k is constant, and that if the body has plane sides, so

that oc is constant over any one side, (6.42) is proportional to the

gravitational attraction of thin bodies occupying the positions of the

sides, with skin densities of kT sin oc per unit area, for which see

§ 7.05 (/) and (^).

K is of zero dimensions, so that (6.42) and (6.43) give the anomalous

force as a fraction of T. The difficulty in applying them to give the

force due to a body of known or hypothetical size is in assessing k,

which varies through very wide limits. Some values, applicable to

weak fields such as the earth's, are given below from [195], pp. 176-7.

t K and the Permeability fj,
are related by the formula /x

= 1 + 4:7tk.

X The induced magnetism itself increases T above its normal value, but at most by
only a few per cent., and this can be ignored as trivial compared with uncertainty
in the value of k.
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Values of k

Limestone, dolomite . . 0-0 to 0-000010

Clay, gravel
Haematite .

Igneous rocks

Magnetitef

0-000010 to 0-000030

0-004000

0-000200 to 0-007000

0-300000 to 0-800000

K is unlikely to exceed 0-0070 in any large part of the crust, and

•0015 is a high value which may occur in basalt, but which is unhkely

sedimentary rocks or granite, except locally in beds of ore con-

lining magnetite. At a depth of 12 miles or more, the temperature
Is such that k may be expected to be zero. See [212], p. 546.

When deducing the anomalies of Z from a series of field observa-

tions, it is necessary to assess the normal values from a consideration

of observations over adjacent areas, and generally extending over

more or less distant periods of time. [207] gives an example of a

possible line of treatment.

[206], [207], and [208], especially the last, give some examples of

the calculated effects of different bodies. J It is noticeable that large

magnetic anomalies are due to changes in susceptibihty, or to an angle

(near the surface) in the form of a uniformly susceptible body, and

that little anomaly occurs over the centre of a large disk of uniform k.

Apart from uncertainty due to the possible presence of permanent

magnetism, it is consequently almost impossible to deduce the form

of magnetic masses from the observed anomalies. A surface feature

can be traced beyond its visible outcrop, and anomalies can indicate

the existence of disturbance of some kind, but it is difficult to go much
further.

Section 4. Seismic Sounding

6.22. Reflection method. If an explosion occurs at A in Fig. 113,

compression§ waves radiate in all directions through the ground at

velocities depending on the density and elastic constants of the rock

(see § 7.46), and at a sudden increase of density a reflected wave will

return towards the surface. A suitable detector at B will then record

t [324], p. 200, gives k = 0-3 for loosely packed powdered magnetite, 0-8 for

tightly packed powder and 1-5 to lO-O for a solid body. In any ordinary rock k then

equals 0-3 multiplied by the proportion of magnetite contained in it.

X Some examples given in [205] are incorrect.

§ Compression waves, in which the motion of a particle is longitudinal, are similar

to sound waves. They are followed by distortional waves in which the motion is

transverse, and which travel more slowly. Typical velocities of compression waves
are 2,000 ft./sec. in sandy soil and 20,000 ft./sec. in granite. See [195], p. 330.
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the time of arrival of the reflected wave, and if the exact time of the

explosion is also recorded, and if the velocity of the wave is known,

Explosion Detectors
Ground Surface

Li6ht rock

^
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elocity of the reflected wave which has travelled through the deeper

layers. In practice several detectors are used together.

In this method there is the practical difficulty that the reflected

ave is apt to be obscured by the direct wave which generally arrives

efore it. The refraction method, described below, not only over-

comes this difficulty, but provides reliable figures for the velocities

in the lower layers, by which their constitution can to some extent be

recognized. Generally, the refraction method is best for shallow

features and reflection for deeper ones, but circumstances vary.

6.23. Refraction method. (Fig. 114.) If an explosion is made at

A as before, the wave which makes an angle 6 with the normal to the

denser layer, where sin^ — (velocity above BiCi)-i- (velocity below

BjCi) will be refracted along the surface BjCi, and from every point

Ci C'l, etc., on the interface refracted waves will return upwards at the

same angle. Detectors D, D', etc., will then record the arrival ofwaves

which have followed the routes AB^ C^ D, etc. And if there is a second

increase of density at B2C2, the detectors will also receive refracted

waves which have travelled by such routes as ABg Cg D, etc.

In general, if there are n layers each of thickness H^, in which the

velocities are v^, the time of travel from A to D, D', etc., via the

surface of the deepest layer will be :
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and any other recognizable waves in the records are then plotted as in

Fig. 116, where the plotted points are seen to lie on 3 (or it might
be 2 or 4) inclined straight lines. By inspection, or better by least

squares, the equations of these lines are determined in the form

t = t^-\-x/v^, whence v-^^, v^, and v^ are directly deduced, while H^ and

H^ come from successive substitution in (6.44).

tsecs.

oe

0-4-

0-2

x-Feei
4O00 600O

Fig. 116. Refraction method.

For (6.44) intercepts on the ^axis give t^ and ^3, and slopes of lines OL, OM, and
ON give l/Vi, IIV2, and l/i'g.

A gradual increase of velocity with depth produces a curve instead

of a series of straight lines. If the ground surface is not horizontal,

allow^ance for the difference of path is easily made, but sloping or

curved interfaces introduce more serious compHcation. See [211].

Seismic sounding is primarily a method of geophysical prospecting,

but the explosion of large charges can provide information about the

structure at considerable depths, which may have a bearing on prob-

lems to whose solution geodetic data are also contributing. See for

instance [210], which investigates the thickness of sediments in the

continental shelf south-west of the British Isles.

General References for Chapter VI
Pendulums. [213], [214], [181], and [324].

Gravimeters. [183] and [324].

Magnetic survey. [199], [202], [198], [200], [197], [195], [204], and [324].

Seismological prospecting. [195], [204], [211], and [324].



VII

THE EARTH'S FIGURE AND CRUSTAL
STRUCTURE

7.00. Notation

x,y,z — Rectangular coordinates, z may be axis ofrotation or vertical,

generally positive outwards, but positive for depth in § 7.49.

r,B,X = Polar coordinates. When appropriate, = is the axis of

rotation or symmetry.

(f>,
X — Latitude and longitude.

(f)'
= Geocentric latitude (= 90°— d).

p,v = Principal radii of curvature, p is also density.

p = Perpendicular from surface to axis of rotation. Also cos 6.

a^hyf= Major and minor semi axes, and flattening, of an oblate

spheroid.

a,h, c ^= Semi axes, a > h > c.

a' = Mean equatorial semi axis.

/ = Mean polar flattening, {a'—c)la'. I In a tri-axial

/' = Flattening of the equator = {a—h)Ja. j ellipsoid,

/i = {a-c)/a.

Xq = Longitude of equatorial major axis.

R = Radius of sphere. Either any sphere, or sphere of equal
volume.

k — Gravitational constant.

F = The attraction of a body. The acceleration of another mass
towards it.

XfY, Z = Components of F.

n = Component of F normal to a surface. Liward positive.

§ 7.08. Also any number.

M = Total mass of a body.
m = An element of mass. Also co^a/yg, see below.

p = Density. Also radius of curvature in meridian.

or = Density per unit area or length. In § 7.26 ct^ is mean curvature.

dv, dS, ds = Elements of volume, area, and distance.

dn — Element of distance normal to a surface. (Positive inward.)
V = Attractive potential.

U = Combined potential of attraction and rotation.

ex) = Angular velocity.

w = Solid angle.

S = An equipotential surface {U = constant) external to all

matter considered. A co-geoid. In § 7.08 it is any closed

surface, and in §7.10 it does not necessarily enclose all

matter.

1* 2' *

I
= Surface spherical harmonics.

Vi, ^2, etc. I
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Pj, Pj* 6tc. = Zonal harmonics.

p = cos d. Also length of a perpendicular.

Fj, Fa* etc. = Solid spherical harmonics.

m = Ratio of centrifugal force to equatorial gravity = oj^a/yg.

Also element of mass, and order of a spherical harmonic.

m' = oi^Rly^, where R is radius of sphere of equal volume.

-^2> ^4» X — Constants in the formula for gravity. §7.13.

^2» A = Constants in the formula for potential. §7.13.

T = Rg = Equation of the reference spheroid. §7.15.

7), $ = Deviations of the vertical. Positive when inward vertical is

south or west of spheroidal normal.

Vc ic
= Deviations computed on Hayford's hypothesis.

rj
—

r]c
= Hayford anomaly.

g = Observed value of gravity.

Qo = g reduced to geoid level,

g'o
= g reduced to co-geoid level.

gQQ = Actual g at geoid level with topography still in place.

y = Computed value of gravity. No details specified,

yo = Computed attraction of spheroid, or ellipsoid, on its surface.

Standard gravity.

yg
= Mean value of yo on the equator,

y^ = Mean value of yo all over the spheroid,

y^, ys, yc-, y/j,
= Computed attraction of standard earth at an external point,

y^ for free air, y^ for uncompensated topography, y^ for

compensated topography, y^j
for system not specified.

h = Height above geoid.
h' = Height of geoid above co-geoid, or of isostatic geoid above

spheroid.
H = h+h\
he See Fig. 134.

N = Height of co-geoid above reference spheroid.

hg = Height above spheroid, if specific reference is necessary.

hg = h+h'+N.
^9o = 9o~yQ or go—yo according to context.

Ag and gg Used only in § 7.41. gg as in §4.00.

Frp
= Vertical attraction at ground-level of surrounding topo-

graphy and (negative) oceans. Positive downwards.

F'rp
= As Frp but external topography only.

Fq = Vertical attraction at ground-level of compensation. Positive

downwards, and consequently generally negative for land

areas.

Fq = Vertical attraction at geoid level of difference between a

plateau and actual external topography. Positive upwards.
D = Depth to bottom of Hayford compensation.

Di = Mean depth of Airy compensation.
CG = Centre of gravity.
CV = Centre of volume, i.e. CG if body is homogeneous.
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7.01. Introductory. It has long been known that the figure of

the earth is an oblate spheroid,f and the last 150 years have provided

successively more accurate values of the axes and flattening, obtained

from arcs of meridian and of parallel, from the mapping of the geoidal

form over limited areas, and from observations of the intensity of

gravity. Some results are given in Tables 1 and 2. But the point has

now been reached where no further precision can be given to a deter-

mination ofthe axes and flattening of a simple spheroid, since the geoid

is not exactly spheroidal, but of irregular shape. That this should be

so is reasonable enough, for the masses of the mountains and con-

tinents, exercising their proper gravitational attractions, may be

expected to raise the sea-level surface and its prolongation the geoid

in their neighbourhoods, and the matter for most surprise is that they

actually raise it a great deal less than might be expected. From most

points of view it is now unprofitable to dispute whether the polar

flattening is 1/296 or 1/298 of the major axis, although the point is of

importance in astronomy (§7.22), and for the present any such value

will suffice for a spheroid with reference to which the actual form of the

geoid can be represented as it becomes known. Other things being equal

it is desirable to use the Hayford or International Spheroid.

It may be said that the ultimate aim of scientific geodesy is to

determine the size and shape of the geoid, as may be done directly

from measures of deviation of the vertical, or indirectly from measures

of the intensity of gravity, whence Stokes's theorem (§7.16) enables

the form of the geoid to be computed. That geodesists should wish to

go further and speculate about the physical causes of the irregularities

they find is inevitable, but such speculations must be guided by know-

ledge derived from kindred sciences such as astronomy, geophysics,

and geology. That need not discourage the geodesist from pushing
his inquiries further, but it is important to emphasize the necessity

for study of these related subjects. Otherwise his direct contribution

to the common pool of science must be limited to :

(a) The determination ofthe form of the geoid, and ofthe variations

of gravity on its surface.

(6) The measurement of movements of the earth's crust, vertical

or horizontal.

t By the figure of the earth is meant, not the irregular ground surface, but the

sea-level surface or geoid (§3.02) or possibly a modified surface, the co-geoid, which
is related to the geoid in a defined manner (§ 7.24).

5125 X



Table 1

The figure of the earth

(From astro-geodetic arcs)
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(c) Clear estimates of accuracy, without which the data are of little

value, t

The theory of isostasy is a possible exception to this statement of

geodesy's limitations, for it was originally propounded, and within

broad limits its general truth has been established, on purely geodetic

evidence. Frequent references to it will be necessary throughout this

chapter, and an outline of it must now be given.

If
gr

is measured at a number of places near sea-level, but in different

latitudes, it will at once be seen to increase from equator to pole, as is

demanded by the law of gravitation. Given the flattening by direct

geodetic measurements, standard gravity y^ at sea-level can be shown

(§7.12) to be given by a standard gravity formula in the form

yo = re(l+ ^2sinV+^4sin22,/.).

The matter of interest is then not the actual variation of g, but its

anomalies or departures from normal, viz. g—yQ. Ifnow the measures

of
gr
have been made at widely different heights, g—y^i^ at once seen

to vary with height. Here also plain theory (§7.18) suggests that at

height h, g should be reduced by 2gh/R or about 1 mgal per 10 feet,

where R is the earth's radius, and interest therefore shifts to the study

ofg—y^, where y^ = y^— 2gh/R. But observations are not made in an

aeroplane : the space between sea-level and the point of observation is

filled with rock which duly exercises its attraction, while adjacent

and distant mountains, valleys, and oceans will also have their effect.

If the density of such features is known, as it generally is to within

5 or 10 per cent., their effects can be computed, and interest shifts

again, to g—ys, where y^ = yj^plus the computed vertical attraction

of visible excesses and defects ofmass arising from the earth's irregular

outhne. It is here that a surprise occurs, except that unexpectedly
small values of gr—y^ may have given warning, for values of g—y^
considered over the earth as a whole are much larger than those of

g—yji- In general terms the attraction of an extensive layer of rock

30 feet thick below a station is 1 mgal, and that of 49 feet of sea-water

is 1 mgal less than that ofan equal thickness of rock. So over an ocean

15,000 feet deep g—yj^ should average —300 and g—ys zero, while on

a plateau 5,000 feet high g—yj^ should average + 150. But the facts

are that over the oceans g—ys is about -[-300 and on 5,000-foot

t To this list could be added the observation of terrestrial magnetism, variation of

latitude, earth-tides, and any other not strictly geodetic phenomena which his

technical training and equipment may make it convenient for him to undertake.
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plateaus about —150, while g—y^ on average tends to be very much
smaller. This general state can only result from the oceans being

underlain by matter of relatively high density, and the plateaus by
matter relatively light, a condition which it would be natural to

expect if below a certain depth the crust was fluid, or like cold pitch,

rigid but unable to resist long-applied stress. If such lack of strength

exists at a depth of (say) 50 miles, the crust can only be in equiUbrium
ifby some arrangement, such as is shown in Figs. 132 or 134, columns

of rock and water standing on bases of equal area have equal weights

irrespective of whether their upper surfaces are ocean, plain, or

plateau. The theory of isostasy in its broadest sense simply asserts

that over fair-sized areas this or something similar is approximately
the case, provided the bases of the columns are at such a depth as

100 km.

Many systems have been proposed, Hayford, Airy, Regional, etc.,

§§7.30, 7.32, and 7.33, giving a detailed formal distribution for the

compensation or underlying excesses or defects of mass, which could

produce this equilibrium. Then let yq,
= y^ jplus the computed

attraction of the compensation as distributed on some accepted

hypothesis, and interest passes to g—yc- Viewed widely, these iso-

static anomalies resemble g—yj^, but have the advantages (a) that

they are based on a physically possible distribution of mass,")* and

(b) that in mountainous regions g—yc, although perhaps averaging
much the same as g—yj^, varies more regularly from place to place.

Fig. 130, and a single value can thus much better typify a large region.

While isostatic anomalies are thus generally smaller than the topo-

graphical g—yB> and more regular in their variations than g—yj^,

they are not always small, and in some areas very considerable

departures from isostatic equiUbrium of any kind do exist. But it is

these exceptions that exhibit the great value of the theory, for they
have enabled it to delimit, or to start delimiting, areas where for

reasons not yet known the earth's crust is in a marked state of non-

equilibrium. The merit of the isostatic system as a standard does not

so much lie in the generally small size and regular variation ofits anom-

ahes, but in the fact that they tend to represent departures from the

physical state which might most reasonably be expected to exist.

t The physical basis of gr
—

y^ is the assumption that the density of sea-water is

2-67, and that of rock above sea-level zero. Assumptions which it is clearly desirable

to avoid in many circumstances.



Section 1. Formulae for Potential and Attraction

7.02. General formulae for attraction. The mutual attractive

force on two particles of mass m and M separated by a distance r is

kmM/r^ acting along the line joining them, and if F is the resulting

acceleration of m, usually referred to as the Attraction of M at the

point occupied by m,

F = kM/r^ = kpvjr^ along the line joining them, (7.1)

where v is the volume of the particle if, and p is its density. If F is

measured in gals (cm./sec.^), and v and r in feet, and if the density of

water (1 gm./cm.^) is taken as 1, as is normal English practice,

k= 203-3x10-8.

In C.G.S. units k = (6-670±0-005)x lO-s. [86].t

The component in any direction PS of the attraction at P of a body
of finite size is obtained by integrating (7.1) through its length, surface,

or volume as appropriate, thus:

For a thin rod, straight or curved F = k \ crcosd ds/r^, (7.2)

For a surface or thin sheet F = k \ i ctcos 6 dS/r^, (7.3)

For a solid F = k
jjj p cos d dv/r^, (7.4)

where a is the mass per unit length of rod, or unit area of surface, p is

mass per unit volume, and 6 is the angle between PS and the line

joining P to each particle of attracting mass. When the form of the

body, and its density variations, can be expressed in mathematical

terms, these integrals can often be expressed in terms of exponential,

trigonometrical, or other commonly tabulated functions, but in any
case numerical results can always be obtained by quadrature.

7.03. Potential. The potential F at a point P of a number of

particles m^, ma, etc., at distances r^, ^a,... from P is defined to be

V = k2 'rn/r, (7.5)

and for bodies of finite size formulae similar to (7.2)-(7.4) apply, but

with r instead of r^, and with no term cos 6. Note that the potential

is a scalar, having no direction.

t This corresponds to 5-51 7 ±0-004 gm./cm.' for the earth's mean density. A later

value (P. R. Heyl, 1942) is A; = 6-673 X lO-^, but the difference is not significant.

Note that the dimensions of k are mrH^t~^.
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Take a single particle m^, Fig. 117, and consider the potential V

at a point P' distant ds from P in such a direction that APP' = ^.
Then

F-F

= -{-k^Goscf) ds

= dsx (component of attraction at P in direction PP'). (7.6)

7~

P(V)
V-tdv

Fig. 117.

N
Fig. 118. Force along normal
PP' = dV/dn, and is inversely-

proportional to the separation
of the two surfaces.

And as this is true for every particle, it is true for the whole of any-

attracting mass of which no particle is actually at P. It follows that:

component of F in direction ds = dV/8s. (7.7)

From this it also follows that the difference of potential between

any two points is the work done by the attractive forces on a particle

of unit mass on its transfer from one point to the other, and if V is

arbitrarily defined to be zero at an infinite distance from all masses, an

alternative definition of the potential at P is that it is the work done

by the attractive forces in moving unit mass by any route to P from

an infinite distance from all the masses considered.f

A surface on which V is constant is known as an equipotential or

level surface of the attractive forces concerned. Formula (7.7) shows

that the attraction along any tangent to such a surface is zero, so

that the total resultant force must be normal to the surface, and is

gi^®"^ ^y F = dV/en, (7.8)

where n is measured normal to the surface, positive in the direction of

F. In other words the separation between two near equipotential

t Gravitational potential is not the same thing as potential energy in mechanics.

The sign is opposite, increasing downwards instead of upwards, and its dimensions

are IH-^ instead of mlH'^.
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surfaces at different points varies inversely as the attraction. See

Fig. 118. Formula (7.7) also shows that in equiUbrium any uncon-

strained liquid surface, such as mean sea-level, must be an equi-

potential. It follows that gravity at sea-level is everywhere normal to

the geoid, and that the separation of any two equipotential surfaces

in different places is inversely proportional to the varying values ofg.

7.04. Rotating bodies. When considering a rotating body such

as the earth, it is convenient to employ axes which rotate with it, and

so to be able to regard any point P as stationary. This is possible, and

the rotation can be ignored, provided a centrifugal force oj^p, where co

is the angular velocity and p is the perpendicular from P to the axis of

rotation, is considered to act on every particle of unit mass, outwards

along the perpendicular p. When rotating axes are used this co^p

must then be vectorially added to the expressions (7.2)-(7.4).

In these circumstances surfaces on which V = constant cease to be

the equilibrium surfaces of free liquids, which are now given by

U = F+4aj2^2 ^ constant, (7.9)

since ^oj^p^
=

| co^p dp is the work done by the centrifugal force when
unit mass moves to P from the axis of rotation, where the centrifugal

potential is zero. In what foUows, when rotating axes are used,

surfaces on which U = constant are referred to as equipotential or

level surfaces, and the component in any direction of the resultant

of the attractive and centrifugal forces is equal to the gradient of U.

7.05. Attraction and potential of bodies of simple form. The

following cases can be immediately derived from the formulae of

§§ 7.02 and 7.03. See Figs. 119(a)-(/). Total attraction at P = i^,

with components X, Y, Z. V = potential. Unless otherwise stated

the body is of uniform density, and P is external to it.

(a) Spherical shell and sphere.

F = kM/r^ towards the centre, and V = kM/r, (7.10)

where r is the distance from P to the centre, and M is the total mass.

Note that at an external point uniform spheres and spherical shells,

and spheres which are not uniform but whose density depends only on

distance from the centre, can be regarded as concentrated at their

centres.

(6) Numerical example. Consider the attraction of the earth at a

point on its surface, r = 20-9 X 10^ feet, p = 5-517, k = 203-3 X lO-^..

Then F = 980 gals, as is approximately correct. This example,
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remembering p ==
5|, provides an aide-memoire for getting a fair

value of k in any desired units.

(b)

(C) (d)

Mi

(e)

P^.

Fig. 119.

(c) Spherical shell or sphere. Internal point. Fig. 119(a). The
attraction of a uniform spherical shell at a point inside it is zero, so

that the attraction of a uniform sphere at an internal point is kM'/r^
towards the centre, where r is the- distance from P to the centre, and

M' is the mass inside the sphere of radius r.

Inside a uniform shell of radius R, V = kMjR = constant]

Inside a uniform sphere of radius E, V = ^7rkp{3R^—r^) J

(7.11)
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(d) Thin plane plate of uniform surface density a. Fig. 119 (6).

-Z = kaw, (7.12)

where w is the sohd angle subtended by the plate at P. Hence for an

ite plate, or when P is very close to the centre part of a finite plate

F =^ -Z = 27Tka. (7.13)

This is an important result. Consider a plane layer of ordinary rock

30 feet thick, of typical density 2-67. Then a = 80, and with

k = 203-3x10-8,

(7.13) gives the attraction as 1 mgal. Note that this is independent of

he distance of P from the layer, provided only that the extent of the

layer in all directions is large compared with the distance of P from it.

It follows that over an infinite plate the equipotential surfaces are

parallel planes equally spaced, and that at distance p from the plate

V = C—^irkop, where C is an infinite constant. (7.14)

(e) Disk and cylinder. For a thin disk (7.12) applies, but when P is

on the axis it simplifies to

F = 27rkG{l
— cos oc) along the axis

(7.15)
V = 27Tka(R-p)

R, p, and a being as in Fig. 119 (c).

For a cylinder, P external and on the axis, Fig. 119 (c?),

F = 27Tkp{AB^PA— PB) along the axis. (7.16)

And if P is at the centre of the upper surface of the cyHnder, Fig.

119(e),
F = 27rkp{h-\-r— ^J(r^-\-h^)} along the axis

V =
7.^p{v(^^+;.^)-7.^+r^ioge(^+^^^''^^'^))

(7.17)

If P lies on the axis inside the cylinder, F is the difference of the

attractions of the parts above and below, and V is the sum of their

potentials.

(/) Straight rod of line density a. AB in Fig. 119(/).

Y =
^{smp-smoc)

-X
^Hi-pk)

(7.18)
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The resultant bisects the angle BPA. It follows that the equipotential
surfaces are prolate spheroids with foci at B and A, and that

^^^"^^(S)'
(7.19)

where 2a = PB-fPA = constant, and 21 is the length of the rod.

(g) Rectangular blocks and plates. The potential at P of a homo-

geneous rectangular block is simply expressed in terms of each of its

faces considered as of unit surface density, and each of their potentials

can be expressed in terms of the solid angles they subtend at P and

the potentials of each of their sides, the latter being given by (7.19).

See [217], pp. 130-3 for details. The final result is lengthy, and

MacCullagh's theorem, (i) below, is often a good substitute.

(h) Solid ellipsoid. Expressions can be got for the attraction and

potential of a uniform solid ellipsoid, but in general only in terms of

elliptic functions or other integrals for which tables are not readily

available. See [217], pp. 97-130, and [218], pp. 2-8.

A comparatively simple case is the potential at an internal point

(x,y,z) of a solid homogeneous ellipsoid x^/a^-\-y^/b^-\-z^lc^
=

1, with

small ellipticities /i
= {a~c)la and/' = (a—b)/a, a > b > c. Then

[218], pp. 2-3,

V = TrkabcpiA—A^x^-A^y^-A^z^), (7.20)

^^^^^
iaA = l+ i(A+/')+ft(/!+/'^)+ i/if+ ...,

WA, = Ki(/i+/')+A(/!+r)+^/i/'+-..,

ia^A, = i+lif^+Sf)^i,(4fl^2in^lf,r+...,

ia^A, = i+ l(3/,+/')+i(27/f+4/'2)+ 3y. y.^,,, ,

The internal equipotential surfaces are then concentric ellipsoids

with corresponding ellipticities of approximately f/j^ and f/', and

unless the formulae are modified to include rotation, the bounding
surface is only an equipotential if f^=f = 0, i.e. if the ellipsoid is

a sphere.

Formula (7.20) is applicable to a point on the surface, and there the

three components of the attraction will be

—X = dV/dx = 27TkabcpA^x
'

—Y = dV/dy = 27TkabcpA^y \, (7.21)

—Z = dVjdz = 27rkabcpA^z
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(i) Any distant body. MacCullagh's theorem. As a first approxima-

ion, attraction and potential at P are given hy F = kMIr^ and
^ = k3Ilr, where M is the total mass of the attracting body, O its

entre of gravity, and r = OP. For a closer approximation:

^+i,(A + B+C-3I). (7.22)

where A,B, and C are the moments of inertia about any three mutually

perpendicular lines through O, and I is the moment of inertia about

OP. Note that the absence of a l/r^ term in the external potential of

a body indicates that r is measured from its CG. [217], pp. 66-7.

7.06. Laplace's theorem. In (7.5) let (|, rj, Q be the coordinates

of any particle m, and let {x, y, z) be those of P. Then

8V km 8r km, ., , dW km
, 3km, .,„— =

o
= ^{^—i)> s-nd —-= --] r-i^—i),

8x r^ dx r^ dx^ r^ r^

with similar expressions for 8W/dy^ and 8W/8z^.

Whence, by addition,

This important equation, which appears in many branches of

physics, is often abbreviated to VW = O.f If P coincides with any

particle m, 8Vl8x is indeterminate and the equation does not hold

(see next paragraph), but otherwise, since it holds for each particle it

holds for the whole of any attracting body. It is known as Laplace's

equation, but must not be confused with his other equation in §3.04.

With rotating axes as in § 7.04,

V^U = V2F+V2(la>2[a;2+2/2])
= 2a>2, (7.24)

the z-axis being the axis ofrotation. But note that the result is indepen-
dent of the direction of the axes.

7.07. Poisson's theorem. If in § 7.06, the point P is occupied by
matter, describe a sphere containing P with centre near but not exactly
at P, and with a very small radius. Within this sphere p can be con-

sidered constant. Then at P V = K+l^j where V^ is the potential of

t For lack of any other name the inverted delta V is often spoken of as *nabla',
and V^F as 'nabla-squared V\
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the matter inside the sphere, and P^ that of matter outside. By (7.23)

VW2 = 0. Then differentiating (7.11) with respect to x, y, and z as

in §7.06 gives VW^ = —4:7Tkp, which is therefore the value of VW.
[217], pp. 51-2.

Hence within matter of density p, V^F — —^-nhp \

and with rotating axes, §7.06, V^U = —^7Tkp^2oj'^]'
^ ' ^'

Z N,(^,m,n^

Fig, 120. Gauss's theorem. Fig. 121. Green's theorem.

7.08. Gauss's theorem.f Let S be any closed surface, and at any

point on it let n be the normal component (inward positive) of the

attraction of bodies of total mass 14 outside the surface and M^
inside. Let one particle m be located at A outside S as in Fig. 120,

and with A as vertex describe an elementary cone AP^Pa... with solid

angle dw at A. This cone will cut S at an even number of points

distant r^, r^,,..
from A, and at these points AP will be inchned to the

inward normal at angles a^, ol^,...
which will alternately be ^ 90°. Let

Sti be the element of n for which m is responsible. Then

§72, = {kmlr^)cos oc,

and the element of
J
Sn ds contained within the cone is clearly zero,

since the relevant elements ds are all equal to Ir^sec (xdw\, and occur

in pairs with cos a's of alternate signs. Hence the whole
J
Sn ds over

the surface is zero, and as this applies to each mass element of the

external masses ! n^ ds = 0, where n^ is the part of n due to the

external masses.

t Details of §§ 7.08-7.10 may well be omitted on a first reading.
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Now let A be inside S, and the cone Al^Pg... will contain an uneven

umber of points P, of which all but one will be in cancelling pairs

3 above, leaving P^ whose effect Sn is —{kmlr^)cosa, contributing

-(kmlr^)cos ads = km dw as its share of
J
hn ds. Then over the whole

irface J
km dw equals ^irkm, since A is inside S, so J % c?5 = ^irkM^.

Whence
^
n ds =

^ (^s+%) ds = ^irkMi, and depends only on the

total internal mass. (7.26)

7.09. Lines and tubes of force. A Line offorce is a line to which

the attraction everywhere acts tangentially, and a system of lines

of force is therefore orthogonal to the corresponding level surfaces.

The set of lines of force drawn through every point of a closed curve

constitute a Tube offorce, and if the closed curve is very small the tube

becomes a Filament.

Apply Gauss's theorem to a section of a filament or thin tube,

of varying cross-section dS. Then since the component force at right

angles to the sides is zero, and since the mass within the thin tube is

zero or extremely sm.a,Y\.,F^dS^-\-F^dSg = 0, where Fj^ and F^ are the

attractions at the two ends, reckoned outwards from the section of

the tube. Put otherwise:

FxdS = Constant, (7.27)

if i^ is reckoned with the same sign all along the tube.

7.10. Green's theorem and Green's equivalent layer. In

general terms Green's theorem, [219], [217], pp. 74-6 or [220], pp. 2-4,

states that if /S is a continuous closed surface, and if V and V are any
finite and continuous functions of x, y, z then

[v—dS+ (vVW'dv^ (v'^dS+ [ WW dv,

(7.28)t

t Proof, from [220]. Let u, v, w be any three continuous functions of z, y, z, and
let I, m, n be the direction cosines of the inward drawn normal at a point on S.

Consider the integral ^ dxdydz. In Fig. 121 dxdy = n-^dSj^
= —n^dS^, so by-

integrating through the prism Sj Sg with respect to z,

J
-J- dxdydz = w^ dxdy— w-^^ dxdy = —n^^w^dS^—nxW^dSi.
oz

Whence I
— dxdydz = — nw; dS. Prisms parallel to the x and y axes give
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where dS and dv are elements of the surface and volume of S respec-

tively, and n is the inward drawn normal. f

Now in this general theorem let S be an equipotential surface, not

necessarily (at this stage) enclosing all matter. Let P be a point
outside S, and let P' be another (x, y, z) on or inside S, and let PP' = r,

Fig. 122. Let the function F be the potential at P' of all the matter,

and let V be I jr. Let the potential on S be P^,
a constant, and let p be

the variable density of matter within S.

Then in the first term of (7.28), which is an integral over the surface,

V = Vg and the term is

^0 en\r)

=^ — (Potential of mass Ilk located at P) dS
dn

=
Vg (Normal component of attraction of mass l/k

located at P) dS
= 0, by § 7.08.

The second term in (7.28) is also zero, exactly as in § 7.06, in which

put P' = (x,y,z), P = (t7],l), and V = V, so VW = at every
element of the volume. Note that P lies outside the volume through
which the integral is taken, so no 4:7Tkp arises as in §7.07.

similar expressions for ^ dxdydz and
I ^ dxdydz, and summation gives

Now \etu=V dV'jdx, v = V dV'Jdy, w = V dV'ldz, where F and V are fimctions

of X, y, z, and (7.29) becomes

where d/BN denotes differentiation in the direction of the inward drawn normal.

Note I = dxjdN, etc. Then writing n for N, (7.28) follows, since the symmetry of the

left-hand side clearly allows interchange of V and V\

t The result is generally quoted with n positive outwards, with consequent changes
of sign. The differential coefficients of V and F' must also be finite.

-li
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In the fourth term of (7.28) VW = —^nkp from §7.07, so this

term is

p dv
-4..

J
— 47T (Potential at P of matter within S).

. PCne^O

Fig. 122. V =
1/r. V is the

potential of all matter, and
V = V^ = constant on S.

Fig. 123.

Then in (7.28) the left-hand side is zero, and the right gives:

External potential of matter within S

idVir-'-lds
477 J r dn

Potential at P of a layer of matter on S of surface
den-^j

sity (l/4:7Tk){dVl8n) or g^j^Trk where g^ is the variable I

attraction on the surface S of all the matter, internal
j

and external. /

(7.30)

Such a surface coating is known as a Green's equivalent layer, and

the theorem shows that if the surface is an equipotential of all matter

internal and external, the contained matter may be replaced by such

an equivalent layer without changing the potential or attraction at

any external point. And this of course includes an external point

indefinitely close to the surface itself.

If S is rotating about the s-axis, the x and y axes rotating with it,

the theorem can be extended to include the potential of the centri-

fugal force, [221], pp. 382-3, by putting the function V equal to the

joint attractive and centrifugal potentials (§7.04) so that

v=u = v^^W{^^-^y%
as in (7.09), T^ being the potential of the attraction, and S now being
an equipotential of U. Then if p is the density of matter inside S,

V^l^ (inside S) = —^-nkp, and

V2F in (7.28) = "^^U = V^P^+Sa;^ = -^rrkp-{-2aj\
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Then (7.28) becomes

or Zero (as before) = -—
\

-^ dv-{-— - dv.
^ '

47T J dn r J r
^

27t J r

So (Attractive potential at P of matter inside S)

= (Potential of a layer of surface density gj4:7Tk)-[-

-| (Potential at P of uniform density l/k throughout
277

the volume of S), (7.31)

where Qq
= dU/dn = (Normal inward force on surface of S due to

both rotation and attraction of all masses). And the total potential

is ^co^p^ greater, as in (7.9).

7.11. Potential expressed in spherical harmonics, t In Fig.

123 let P' (r, 6, A) be an element of attracting matter of mass m, and

let P {r^, ^1, Xj) be a point at which the potential is required. Then at

P, V = k^mlR\ where R = PP' = V(r2+r|-2rriCOsPOP'), and

expanding R in terms of zonal harmonics, as in Appendix 6 (8.109),

gives

''='2?|'+''.{?)+<^)"+--)
on account of matter whose r > r^

on account of matter whose r < r^

in which the P's are functions of the angle POP', not 6.

If these expressions are to be summed analytically, m must be

expressed as a function of r, d, A. Consider the following cases:

(a) Axially symmetrical spherical shell. Let P be on the axis of 6,

Fig. 124, so that POP' now is 9. Let the masses m be confined to a

spherical shell of radius R {R < r^), and centre 0, and let the density

of the shell p be independent of A, so that m (= pR^ dw) can be ex-

panded in a series of zonal harmonics :

m = R^ c^^ao+«i-Pi+«2^2+-)- (7.33)

t Readers unfamiliar with spherical harmonics should refer to Appendix 6.

(7.32)
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Substituting this in (7.32), and using (8.110) gives

V--=f(2j»-0-^"+

+ 2 integrals involving P^P^, which are zero

where the integrals are over the whole sphere, or between cos ^ = it 1;

and dw = 27rsin6 dd or 27t c^(cos^), since p is independent of A.

P(r,c)

P(r,e,\)

FiQ. 124. OP is an axis

of symmetry for m.

Fig. 125.

So, again using (8.110),

iJ\"+i
(7.34)

This then gives the potential of an axially symmetrical spherical

shell at an external point on its axis.

(6) General spherical shell. Let P, Fig. 125, at which the potential

is required be {r^, 6^, A^), and let the density of the spherical shell be

expressed as a series of surface spherical harmonics 2 ^n'

so m = R^dw^ Yn^ (7.35)

where each Y^ contains 2n-f 1 constants ctnv^n2>-"^^n{2n+i)- Then

substituting (7.35) in (7.32)

V^tP =
^i^JY^ P'J^Ydw^^ integrals involving F,

P;,],

where the axis of P^ is OP: which from (8.115) and (8.116) is

Z^2n+l\rJ
r;, (7.36)

where Y'^ is the value of F^ at P", the point where OP cuts the sphere,

Y^ is thus a function of the constants a^^, etc., and of d^ and A^ the

coordinates of P.
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Now let r^ and ^^ become variables, so that V is the general expres-

sion for the external potential. Then the only necessary change in

(7.36) is to replace Y'^ by F^ again.

So ^ =
^-^^22^^(7)

' ^'-''^

and Attraction = -^ = 477)^ V ^:±1.yJ-Y^\ (7.38)
8r Z. 271+1 \r/

' ^ ^

a good approximation provided the distribution of mass is such that

the attraction is approximately radial.

These results, giving the potential and attraction at an external

point of any spherical shell whose surface density can be expressed

as a series of spherical harmonics, illustrate the value of spherical

harmonics in geodetic problems, and are very important.

Numerical example. Consider the attraction at the earth's surface

of a skin density, such as the topography supposed condensed at

sea-level, represented by a series of spherical harmonics 2 Y^^ in which

the constants represent mass per unit area, or a thickness of so many
feet of rock of normal density. Then at sea-level r = R,

and Agr = _^ = 4,rfc J F„(»+l)/(2n+l).
or

Now suppose that the topography takes the form of a series of

parallel mountains and seas of amplitude (top to bottom) 2H feetf

and 'wave-length' (crest to crest) L. Then ^ ^n can be approximately

represented by a single F„, whose n = 27tRIL. Hence A^ will vary
between :^27TkHp, since (n-\-l)/(2n-\-l)

=
^. And putting p = 2-67

A^ becomes 1 mgal per 30 feet of H, the same result as in § 7.05 (d).

Note that the relation between g and H is independent of n.

The maximum undulation of the geoid, given by V/g, will be

±4.7TkRHp/g{2n-^l)

= ±477(203 Xl0-8)(20-9xl06)(2-67)^/980(2?i+l)

= ±l-45HI{2n+l),

which varies approximately inversely as n and directly as L. If

H = 1,000 feet and i^ = 100 miles, 71 = 250 and the undulations of

the geoid will be ±2-9 feet.

t Here H represents the mass deficiency of the sea. Allowing for the density of

water the depth must be \-QH.
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The attraction and geoidal undulations arising from isostatic com-

pensation supposed concentrated on an internal surface r = J?(l— a),

where a is a small fraction, can similarly be calculated. In this case

Ag will depend on n and L as well as H.

(c) Solid heterogeneous sphere, or any heterogeneous body con-

tained within the sphere r = OP, since 'heterogeneous' includes

p = 0. Then (7.37) multiplied by dR is the potential of each elemen-

tary shell, and the necessary integration with respect to R can be

carried out, analytically or by quadratures, if the constants a^^, etc.,

are given in terms of R, for they are independent of 9 and A. Then let

A,^ = \a,^R-+^dR,^nd

^=(7+5+5+4 ^'-''^

where F^ now represents a new set of spherical harmonics with con-

stants 4:7TkA^J(2n-\-l).

(d) Internal point. Paragraphs (a) to (c) above can be written to

give the potential at P of matter lying outside the sphere r = OP, by

expanding in terms of r^jR instead of Rjr^, with the results

V (Internal) = ,M^ ^(^)"fora
sheU,

(7.37)|
^^ ^^^

and V (Internal) = Y^^Y^r^Y^r'^-^... for a sohd, (7.39) j

Section 2. The Earth's Figure and External Potential

The following paragraphs have more specific reference to the

attraction and potential of the earth.

7.12. Stokes's or Clairaut's theorem. f Gravity on the surface

of a nearly spherical body. This important theorem gives the varia-

tions of gravity on a body whose form is known, which is external to

all matter under consideration, and which is an equipotential surface

of the rotation and the attraction of the contained matter. Such a

surface may be called a hounding equipotential or simply S. On the

earth the geoid is not quite such a surface, as it is neither external

to the whole earth nor an equipotential ofthe matter inside it. Surfaces

which are equipotentials of rotation and all contained matter, after

the supposed removal of all external matter and possibly some defined

internal changes as w^ell, are known as Co-geoids, see § 7.24. In the

t Originally Clairaut's [222], but later given in more general terms by Laplace
and Stokes, [224], vol. ii, pp. 104-71. See [223], Chapter XL Second and higher

powers of/ are ignored. For fuller treatment see §§ 7.13-7.15.
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rest of this section the surface S may be identified with a co-geoid.

Its separation from the geoid is calculable and generally small.

Let S be r = R(l-\-u^-^U2^...), (7.41)

where i? is the radius of the sphere of equal volume, and u^, u^, etc., are

surface spherical harmonics with small coefficients. Let the origin be

at the centre of gravity of the contained volume, so that u^ = 0, and

the centrifugal force is coVsin^.f Then from (7.39), at any external

point P, where OP = r,

^ = 7+7^73+-. (^-42)

where the coefficients of Y^, etc., are small. Note that this may not be

strictly true if P is very close to S since some of the attracting mass

may lie outside the sphere r = OP, and the series may not converge.

But actually all is well, see [226] p. 115, [225] pp. 120-1, and § 7.15.

Then, if (7.41) is an equipotential,

U = V-{-iojh^sinW = constant on the surface (7.43)

from (7.9), since p of that paragraph is rsin^. So, using (8.111) to

expand sin^^,

^+ ^^+...
WrHiPo-iP2) = constant.

Substituting (7.41) in the first term, but being satisfied with r — Bin
the smaller ones, gives

U =
J(l-^i-^2--) +J+ j+...

+ ico2i?2(2p^-fP2) = constant.

Separately equating to zero the sums of all terms of degree greater

than gives

Y^
= RYqUj^ = 0, since ^t^

= as above,

72
= R%u.2+iaj^R'^P, = R%u.2-iaj^R^^-cosW),

Fg = RWqU^, etc.

Whence, from (7.42),

V at any external point ;

Y,l-
11 Rhi^ R^u^ , \ co^R%, „„, ,, ,,,

t The axis of rotation is known to pass very close to the CV, so it may be assumed
to do so exactly for this small term.
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where Yq = JcM, M being the total mass of the earth, since kMjr is

the value of V when r is very large.

To get yo, the intensity of gravity on the surface, we have at any
external pointf

y = -{dU/dr) = -{dVldr)-{dldr)(ia}h^smW)

Substituting r from (7.41) to give y on the surface, and neglecting

products of small Quantities

Yo
=

^{l+u,+2u^+3u,...)-iaj^R-laj^R{i-GOS^d). (7.45)

If y^ is the mean value of y^ over the earth's surface,

since the mean of all harmonic terms is zero. Let m' = w^R/y^. Then

Vo
= yJl-i^'(i-cos2^)+^2+2^34-3'?^4+-}- (7.46)

Numerical substitution. Let the earth be an oblate spheroid

r = a(l-/cos2^),

ignoring higher powers of/, or r = i?{l+/(J— cos^^)} for comparison
with (7.41), U.2 then being/(i— cos^^). Then

ro = rji-(i^ -/)(i-cos2^)}

=
ye{l+ (im'-/)cos2^} = y,{l+ (im'-/)sin2<^}, (7.47)

w^here

Ye = yJi-Ki"^'-/)}
= value of yo at the equator, where 9 = 90°. (7.48)

Note that when second-order terms are not considered, latitude

(f>
= 90°—^. Direct observation gives/ = 1/297 and m' = 1/288, so

ro = ye(l+ 0-00530 sin2</,), (7.49)

which agrees with observed values of gravity.

Tri-axial figure. Similarly if the equation of an ellipsoid with three

unequal axes is taken to be

r = i2{l+/(i-cos2^)+ i/'sin2^cos2(A-Ao)},

t The approximation that the attractive force is the radial gradient of the attrac-

tive potential is a very close one.
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(7.46) and (7.48) give

yo = ye{l+ {lm'-f)sm^-^if' cos^ cos 2(A-Ao)}. (7.50)

7.13. Second-order terms in Clairaut's theorem. § 7.12 ignores

terms in /^ or fm', and the numerical substitution takes no account

of harmonics higher than the second, their amplitudes being known
to be of the order 5fu2 or less.f In view of the doubt in the applica-

bility of the fundamental (7.42) pursuit of smaller terms may be

unprofitable, but Helmert and G. H. Darwin, [225] and [226], con-

sidered the term Rf^sinWcosW in the formula for r, and § 7.15 shows

their work to have been correct [221]. The method, [217], pp. 157-8,

is to let the surface be

r = a{l-/cos26'-(|/2-;j;)sin2^cos26'}. (7.51)

This will be an oblate spheroid if
;^
= 0, but otherwise represents the

general expression for a surface of rotation which is symmetrical about

the equator, as far as, but omitting, the term in Pg. Then its potential

at an external point (r, 6) will be

V = kM/r+p^PJr^+p^PJr^ (7.52)

where jSg and ^^ are to be determined, and on the surface

F+^coV^sin^^ is to be constant.

Substituting values of r and V in the last, and equating the co-

efficients of cos^^ and cos^^ to zero, gives

(7.53)

where m =
w^a/y^, the ratio of centrifugal force to gravity on the

equator, differing slightly from the m' of § 7.12. «

On the surface 9

whence Yq = y^(l^B2GosW-\-iJLsinWcosW)

= y^{l-^B2sin^^B^sm^2(l>), using (8.22), (7.54)

f The amplitude of u^, the polar flattening, is 13 miles, while those of other terms

are unlikely to amount to 1,000 feet.
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where

B, = lm-f-\lmf-ix,

M = 'M-ip+Zx,
B, = (Wi-S^/) = i(/^-5m/+6x),

kM
Ye
=

^{l-|»»+/+l'»^-!iW+/^-|x}-

The coefficient of sin^c^ of course differs from (7.47) only in the

second-order terms, which may amount to 1/500 of the whole co-

efficient, and so may produce a change of 10 mgals in the difference

between equatorial and polar gravity corresponding to a given value

of /. If X = ^» for an elliptic section, the coefficient of sin^
2(f>

is

—
6ygX 10-^, and the term amounts to 6 mgals in lats 45° N and S.

Formula (7.54) gives the intensity of gravity on the reference

spheroid or other surface of revolution, provided it is a bounding

equipotential, and constitutes a standard gravity formula, although
one constant y^ or M or mean density p remains to be determined by
other means, such as one absolute measure of g. Note that the

coefficients in the gravity formula depend on the equation of the

reference surface, or vice versa.

7.14. The figure of a rotating liquid, (a) Homogeneous. Putting

f = 0, b = a, and /^
= / in (7.21) gives the attraction on the surface

of a homogeneous oblate spheroid correct to terms in f^. If the

resultant of this and the centrifugal force, whose components are

a)H, ctj^y, and 0, is to be normal to the spheroid

x/a^ z/c^'
\

•
f

Substituting (7.21) and later putting

m' = oj^B/y^ = 3aj^l4.7Tkp
== 1/288

gives tf='^' or /= 1/231. (7.56)

(6) With heavy centre. The difference between 1/231 and the 1/297

which is approximately correct is caused by increase of density

towards the centre. Primarily, the effect of a heavy centre is to

increase /, and if the law of density variation is known, / can be com-

puted by (7.57) below. In practice, however, this is not a means of

obtaining /, as all estimates of internal density distribution must be

based on the value of the earth's moment of inertia about its axis,

and this is given by astronomical observations from which / can be
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derived almost independently of any knowledge of the density

distribution.t See § 7.22.

Assuming layers of equal density to be equipotential surfaces, and

given all values ofp the density of a thin layer between surfaces whose

semi major axes are a and a-\-ha and whose flattenings are /and /+S/
(a and / here varying from to their surface values), / is given by

d^^^dfljAl (7.57)

where p^ is the mean density of all matter inside the equipotential of

semi axis a. Given figures for p, f can then be computed for the

external or any internal equipotential. See [223] p. 225 and [227]

p. 211. [225], p. 91, gives the same equation carried to the second

order of small quantities.

Secondarily, the heavy centre results in the equipotentials not being
exact spheroids. In (7.51) x will not be 0, but about —2x 10"^ for

any reasonable assumption about p. [225], p. 107. This implies that

the bounding equipotential, while coinciding with a spheroid at pole

and equator, will be depressed below it by about 10 feet in latitudes

45° N and S, while B^^ the coefficient of sin^ 2^ in (7.54) changes from

—6 to —7 or —8x 10-^. From the most recent values of p, Bullard

[228] gets X = 1-8 X 10-6 and B^ = —8x10-6.
7.15. de Graaff-Hunter's treatment of Clairaut's theorem.

The relation between gravity on a bounding and rotating level surface

S and the form of the surface has been rigorously established by de

Graaff-Hunter [221], correct to terms in/^ and avoiding the doubtful

assumption involved in (7.42). Starting with Green's equivalent layer

and (7.31), the total potential of attraction and rotation at a point

P on S must be

(7.58){

where as in § 7.13 y„^ is the mean value of y^ over the earth, R is the

radius of the sphere of equal volume, R' is the distance from P to each

element of volume or surface density as appropriate, m' = w^R/y^,

t If the earth was homogeneous this moment of inertia would be 0-4Ma^, but it

actually works out at 0-3S4:Ma^, and this figure influences all estimates of internal

density distribution. Care must be taken not to argue in a circle and derive from

(7.57) the value of/ given directly by the same original source.

X [221] uses a for R (mean radius), a' for a (semi major axis), V for U (total poten-

tial), and P' for the external point P.
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id 70
=^ ym(l+ 2 ^n) is ^h® expansion in spherical harmonics of

•avity on the surface. The third term is ^oj^p^ from § 7.04. The sur-

tce U^ constant must coincide with that given by

r=R,^R2u,, (7.59)

rhere r = i^g is the equation of an oblate spheroid or similar surface,

id i? 2 u,^ comprises the remaining terms. Then the harmonics u^
id those contained in R^ are to be determined in terms of v^, or

ice versa. The figure r = R^, even if not exactly spheroidal, con-

stitutes a Reference Spheroid, with reference to which the actual form

of S is described by the smaller terms R 2 '^n- What terms, other than

the main ellipticity, are included in Rg, and what are left in R^ u^,

is open to choice. [221] takes Rg = i?(l— f/Pg), but it is equally

possible to take R^ as in (7.51) with either
;^
= or with ^ = 2x 10"^

as in §7.14 (6).

The analysis proceeds on the general lines of § 7.12 (7.43)-(7.45),

but is naturally more complex. The result is

yo = r,{l+ 52sin2,/>+5,sin22^+I(^-lK}> (7.60)

where

ft
= 'M+p

B, = ifi-BJ
hM

Ye
=

^{^-hn-i-if-^lrn^-ilmf-llf

iiRg=R{l-lfP,).

On the other hand, if i?^ is as in (7.51), B2 and B^ are exactly as in

(7.54), confirming Darwin's result and dispelling doubt about (7.42).t

For any other value of Rg [221] gives

Ve
=

{Ve as given in
(7.60)}{l+ | (7i-l)<), (7.60 A)

where u'^ is the equatorial value of u^ in (7.59).

t To reconcile (7.60) and (7.54). In spherical harmonics (7.51) is

= i2(l-i/-i/2+^;^}-i{l- 1/...P,, as above},

R being the radius of the sphere of equal volume

so for this figure, Mg ^^^ ^4 ^^ (7.59) are

u, = -my'-YX)P2^ and u, == fs{y'-x)P^'

Then, substituting these in (7.60), and using

^^4= -f|sin22«^+ fsin2,^+f,

gives new coefficients of sin^^ and sin^ 2^ agreeing with B^ and P4 in (7.54). For y^

substitute in (7.60 A) u^ and u^ as above and l/a^
=

(l/i2'^)(l -i/-i/^+Ax)^ and the

expression of (7.54) results.
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Note that Clairaut's and Stokes's theorems, and also the results

of §§ 7.16 and 7.17 essentially depend on S being an equipotential of

the rotation and attraction of the contained matter, and also on the

absence or effective removal of all exterior matter. The relation

between -/q and the form of S is then given without any knowledge of

the internal density distribution.!

7.16. Stokes's integral. The converse of (7.60), a formula to

give the form of S when gravity on it is known, is easily got if the varia-

tions of gravity can be expressed as a series of spherical harmonics.

For the sin^(j) and sin^
2<f)

terms have only to be isolated to give / and

X using (7.54) 's expressions for ^g ^^^ ^a^ ^^^ ^he remaining harmonic

terms, each divided by (n—l), give the u's for substitution in (7.59).

These then give the form of S with reference to the figure (7.51).

The radius B, or a, remains to be found by other means such as the

measurement of an arc of meridian.

Except for harmonics of very low degree, such as an ellipticity of the

equator, it is hardly practicable to express the observed Qq as a series

of spherical harmonics, and the deduction of the form of the geoid
must therefore be effected by quadratures. Stokes has given the

following formula. [224], and also see [218],

^ =
^gj J

(^9'o)/('/')sin ^ d^doc, (7.61)

where

N = R^u^ in (7.59), or the elevation of S above the reference

spheroid.

AgTo is observed gravity g^ (or g^, see §7.24) on S minus standard

gravity y^, appropriate to the reference spheroid.

ijj
is the angle POQ, where P is the point where N is required, is

the earth's centre, and Q is the position of each element Agr^.

a is the azimuth of Q at P. Clockwise from north.

2

= 1+cosec Je/r— 6 sin |?/f— 5 cos i/j—S cos
j/t logg(sin ^ip-\-sm^ Ji/f).

(7.62)

N being small, j/r
and a can be reckoned as if the earth was a sphere.

t It does not follow that yo ^nd the form of S are independent of internal density.

Both depend on it, and it is only the relation between them which is independent of

further knowledge.



(i/f)
is then easily tabulated for different values of

ip, and if A^q is

:nown all over the earth, N is got by quadratures as in Appendix 5.

In [221], pp. 403-31 de Graaff-Hunter investigates the field pro-

;ramme necessary to give practical effect to (7.61) and (7.63) of the

lext paragraph, and provisionally concludes that 1,654 gravity

stations evenly distributed over the whole earth (one per 350 X 350

mile square), combined with a local survey of 100 additional stations

within 1,000 miles, should give N at any ordinary place with a p.e. of

±23 feet, and t]
and f with p.e.'s of ±0"-35. There should seldom be

difficulty in choosing a national survey origin at which such a local

gravity survey, or a more elaborate one, can be undertaken, but the

pohtical and geographical obstacles to the world survey of 1,654

stations are very great, and little progress has yet been made towards

it. Its completion is one of the major aims of geodesy, see § 1.51 (f).

7.17. Formulae for deviation of the vertical. The inclinations

between S and the reference spheroid due to an element Ago in

^, dN . .,. , . dN .

azimuth a are t? = — ^ , ,
cos a m meridian, and t = — ^ , ,

sma
R dip Rdijj

in P.V., so that, [221], pp. 399-400,

cosec 1

7)
=

cosec 1

477y,

''

r d
Ag^—-fii/j) cos a sini/idipdoc

"
C d
A^Q—- /(i/f )

sin a sin ip dipdoc
J dip

(7.63)

Positive values of
t]
and ^ have the same significance as in § 3.04,

but
7]
and | are not quite identical with those of that paragraph, since

S is not necessarily identical with the geoid, and the triangulator's

reference spheroid (unhke Stokes's) is not necessarily centred on the

earth's CG, see §7. 2 1(e).

Numerical integration is done by quadratures as in Appendix 5.

In (7.63) sinip
—

f{ip)
= oo when ip

= 0, but in practice no difficulty
dip

arises, for the deviations due to a small inner ring ofradius Vq metres are

V'= -(0-1051ro+0-12xlO-V2)^'
"^^

}, (7.64)

I" =:
_(0.1051ro+0-12xlO-V§)^«
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where the gravity gradients are in mgals/m., positive if increasing
north (y) or east (x). r^ may be 100 or 200 m. See [229], pp.

281-2. In [229] note that/(j/f) is J/(0) as given in (7.62): rj, | and x, y
are interchanged and signs of -q

and ^ are opposite, since [229] measures

OL from south.

7.18. External potential. Variation of gravity v^ith height.

In the expression V^C/, if the axis oiz is the outward normal to S at a

point, Q^jj ^ ^^ ^

And if the (x, y) plane is tangent at the same point

1 _ \ d^U
(1

1 _ 1 ^^^

where r^ and Vy
are the radii of curvature of S in the (x, z) and [y, z)

planes. So (7.24), V^C/ = 2co2 gives

If S is a spheroid l/r^+l/^i/
= V'^+Vp? where p'\ and v are the

principal radii of curvature, so at height h^ above S y is given by

y/,
=

yo-[y.i/(^+^)
+

2«>2)A..
(7.67)

where y^j is the mean value of yj^ between heights and h^, and p^
and v^ are similarly mean values of the radii of curvature of the

intermediate equipotential surfaces. [230], p. 129. Then approxi-

n^^tely
y, = Yo-^yMR- (7.68)

This is the formula usually used. Note that the second term is

about 1 mgal per 10 feet. Approximations involved in y^—yQ are:

from y^j
=

yg, 0-1 per cent, if hg
= 20,000 feet; from 2ca^ — 0,

0-3 per cent.
;
from p^ = v^ = i?, up to 0-4 per cent, if S is a spheroid

without higher harmonics.

Similar expressions

g„
= g(\+ 2hJR), (7.69)

or 5r„
= gr+2(^+ 0,4,, (7.70)

hold if observed gravity is under consideration, instead of standard

•{•
As in Chapter III and elsewhere. In other parts of this chapter p = density.
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gravity, provided matter external to S has been removed, but the

approximations p^ = v^^
= R may occasionally be wrong by as much

as 3 per cent.

Si

Fig. 126. Curvature of the vertical.

7.19. The curvature of the vertical. In Fig. 126 let SqSq be a

meridional section of an oblate spheroid on which gravity at Sq is

given by y^
= y^(l-{-B2sm^(f)g^...) as in (7.54), and let S^Si be a

higher equipotential surface. Then from (7.7) SqSi/Sq S[ = yolyo, and

ifSq and Sq are close and Sq S^ = h, the angle between the two surfaces is

yp-yo ^ ^^ dyQ ^ hB2sin2(t>

yo R
dcf) yQ R dcj)

R

Putting ^2 = 0-0053, R = 20-9 X 10^, and expressing hin feet gives

the inchnation as

0"-000052/^sin2^, converging towards the poles. (7.72)

This is the correction theoretically applicable to an astronomical

latitude observed at height h, with sign such as reduces it arith-

metically in both hemispheres. See § 5.12 (h).

Put otherwise, the radius of curvature of the external lines of force

of the reference spheroid is i?/(0-0053 sin
2(/>),

concave to the axis of

rotation, and confined to the meridian plane. The earth's actual

upper equipotential surfaces are of course considerably modified by
the topography and density anomalies, and these expressions are

barely useful approximations. See § 7.41.

7.20. Significance of lov^-degree harmonics. Spherical har-

monics of degree to 2 in the form of a bounding equipotential S, or in

the standard gravity formula, or in the actual value of g^ (observed

gravity reduced to geoid or co-geoid level, as in Section 3), have special

significance,t

{a) Zero degree constants represent the volume of S, or the average
value of gravity on it, or M or p.

t Appendix 6 (8.112) gives the form of all harmonics of degrees 1 to 4.
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(6) First-degree harmonics do not occur in the form of S if the origin

of coordinates is the centre of volume of the surface. In these circum-

stances §§7.1 2-7 . 1 5 show that they are also absent from y^. It further

follows that the centre of gravity of the mass inside S must coincide

with its centre of volume.
"j*

(c) The zonal harmonics of the second and fourth degrees represent

the spheroidal form and the consequent variation of yg with latitude.

Strictly sixth and higher zonal harmonics are involved, but with

neghgible effect. A coefficient of P4 other than — f/^ introduces the

depression in lats 45° referred to in § 7.14 (6).

(d) A second-degree harmonic sin^d cos 2{X—Xq) would represent an

ellipticity of the equator. It could not occur if the earth was liquid

throughout, but may actually be present with measurable amphtude.
See § 7.50.

(e) A second-degree harmonic sin 20 cos(A— Aq) would indicate that the

axes of rotation and inertia, or figure, did not coincide. This might
be the case, but it would result in the axis of rotation revolving round

the axis of inertia with some such period as 1-2 years, depending on

the earth's elasticity, see § 7.55. This does in fact occur, and is partly

responsible for the periodic variation of latitude, but the minute

amplitude of the variation shows that the angle between the two axes

is of the order 0-1 seconds of arc, so that the harmonic concerned is in

fact virtually absent.

(/) The position of other low-degree harmonics is as in (d) above.

They may exist, but their existence would demand some strength in

the crust, or lower layers.

7.21. The earth's centre of gravity. The following theorems

about the centres of gravity and volume of the earth and related

figures are conveniently collected here, but Section 3 must be read

before all can be fully appreciated. See also Fig. 127.

(a) Any surface whose equation is r = -^(1+2 '^n)
^i^^ ^^ first-

order harmonic u^^ has its CV at the origin of coordinates.

(6) The CV of a 'bounding equipotential' surface S, such as a co-

geoid (§ 7.24), is necessarily at the CG of the contained masses. See

§7.20(6), footnote.

t Because ifu^ = 0, i.e. if the origin is the CV, F or C/ as given by (7.44) will contain

no term in l/r^, and vice versa. Then see § 7.05 (i) last line. Note the general theorem

that the centre of volume of an equipotential boimding surface must coincide with

the centre of gravity of the contained matter. [217], p. 157.
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(c) The mean value of surface gravity over any hemisphere (defined

as subtending sohd angle 27r at the CV) of a nearly spherical bounding

equipotential surface must be the same as the mean over any other

hemisphere. In other words Qq can contain no u^.

Ground level
Geoid

,

Compensation fst any prescribed depth)

Fig. 127. N and h' are exaggerated about 1,000 times in comparison with h.

{d) The CG of a body such as the earth is not moved by the removal

oftopography, compensation, or h' layer (between geoid and co-geoid)

provided surface density at every level contains no first-order har-

monic. But if a first harmonicpH cos 9 is present, as it is in the earth's

topography, the CG will move unless the removal of this part of the

topography is accompanied by the removal of compensation such as

can be represented by pH( 1— 3a:)cos ^ at a depth olR, where a is a small

fraction. There will then be no u^ in h'
,
and the simultaneous removal

of topography and compensation will not move the CG, [231] formula

84. But this is not the hypothesis usually adopted for the com-

pensation of topography representable by all other harmonics. With

'equal mass' compensation (§7.30) between and 100 km. the shift is

5 metres, [230], p. 169, and for 'equal pressure' 15 m., both away
from lat 44° N long 31° E. With no compensation at all the shift

would be 600 m.

(e) Stokes's theorem gives the form of the bounding equipotential

(co-geoid) relative to a spheroid or near-spheroid whose flattening

and P4 coefficient are given by the formula for y^ from which the

Aogr's or (S'o^yo)'^ ^^® reckoned, and whose CV is at the origin of

coordinates. If analysis of g^ or I^Qq shows no u^, the deduced co-

geoid will contain none either, and its CV and CG will be at the origin

of coordinates. Surprisingly, this holds even if Agr^ does contain
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a %, for [232] pp. 105-9 shows that u^ in Ag^ has no effect on N. The

CV and CG of a co-geoid deduced from Stokes's theorem are therefore

always at the origin.

(/) The CV of the geoid derived from a co-geoid which has been

determined by Stokes's theorem will not be at the origin, unless there

is no h' layer as in § 7.26 (topography condensed on to the geoid), for

h' generally contains a %: or unless there is no u^ in h', as is possible

with peculiar compensation as in {d) above. Relative to the origin

the CV of the geoid will otherwise be displaced some metres towards

SW Asia.

(g) That the CG of the earth and CV of the geoid should coincide

exactly does not follow from (6), as the geoid is not a bounding equi-

potential, but consideration of the effect of condensing topography
on to the geoid as in § 7.26 shows that the two will not be separated

by 1 metre. The CG of the actual earth will consequently differ from

the CV of the co-geoid by the amounts indicated in (d), according to

the system of compensation adopted for reduction to co-geoid.

(h) Summary of the above. The CV of the co-geoid and the CG of

the matter inside it are at the origin of coordinates of (7.54) and (7.59).

The CG of the earth and the CV of the geoid, coinciding within

1 metre, will generally be displaced 5-15 m. towards SW Asia, but will

be at the origin if the system of reduction is such that there is no h'

layer between geoid and co-geoid, or if the h' layer contains no first

harmonic.

(i) Moments of inertia, for which the ratio {C—A)/C is given by
astronomical considerations, § 7.22, refer to the actual earth and are

about its actual CG. The latter will be related to the CV of the co-

geoid as in {g) and (d) above, but the values of C and A and (C—A)IC
of the actual earth are not likely to be quite identical with those of a

liquid (hydrostatically equilibriated) body of the shape of the geoid

or co-geoid, and the ratio does not therefore give an exact value for the

flattening of either. [172] pp. 241-3 estimates the consequent p.e.

in the deduced 1// as 0-2.

(j) As a matter of observation (latitude variation) the axis of rota-

tion is parallel to the axis of figure within 0"-l or 0"-2. It necessarily

passes through the earth's CG, except in so far as external forces,

such as the attraction of the sun and moon, may accelerate the CG
round a common centre, but in the present context such effects are

neghgible.
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(k) Reference spheroids used for triangulation, §§3.02 and 3.03, have

centres which are at present unrelated to the earth's CG, and which

may perhaps be 300 m. from it.

7.22. Astronomical determinations of the flattening. Astro-

nomical theory shows that the period of the precession of the equi-

noxes, §5.03 (b), depends on the ratio {C—A)IC, where C is the earth's

moment of inertia about its polar axis, and A is that about an equa-

torial diameter. In fact {C—A)IC = 0-003,2724i:0-000,0007, [172],

p. 243.

If the equation of S, a bounding equipotential of the earth, is

assumed to be

r = a{l-fcos^d-(if^-x)smWcosW} (7.73)

as in (7.51), the external gravitational field and consequently the pre-

cessional constant must by (7.52) and (7.53) be expressible in terms of

a, f, and x, without knowledge of the internal density distribution. To

the first order of small quantities, [227], pp. 215-16,

C-A = iMa%f-im), (7.74)t

C = iMa%l-y{l^rj)), (7.75)

u 5m ^where rj
= -—— 2.

^ J

Substituting figures for (C—A)IC and m (1/288-4) then gives

/ = 1/297-9. Darwin [225], including second-order terms, gives

C-A = filfa2|;,-4m+f/^2+im/^+|m2} \

C = fifa2{l-f(l+/.)(l+ 7;)^+im4-A} T

where /^ =f-\\f^—\x^
5 m ,18, 41 75 m2

^ '

2 h
^

1 7 14. h

and A is a small quantity depending on x, which can be allowed for by

putting A = and then multiplying C by 1-0003.

Using these formulae with a fairly reasonable, but not modern,

density distribution} Darwin got / = 1/296-4. Bullard [228] using

t This is immediately obtainable by equating F at a distant point on the polar
axis as given by (7.22) to the value given by (7.52) neglecting second-order terms.

X That a new density distribution should give a different / apparently contradicts

the proposition that the form of S determines the external field, but {C—A)jC can

determine only one constant in the equation for S. So, the small constant x being

accurately given by the assumed densities, the value of/ varies slightly to conform

with the other data.

5125 V
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Bullen's densities [233] gets 1//= 297-34i:0-05. But § 7.21 (^) suggests

a larger p.e.

Note that formulae (7.74)-(7.76) refer to a body which is in hydro-
static equilibrium, or to one whose bounding equipotential can be

represented by (7.73) without higher harmonics, while observed values

of (C—A)IC are related to the moments of inertia of the actual earth.

A relation between a and / is also determinable from observed

values of lunar parallax, [172], pp. 240-1. From a consideration of all

available data—triangulated arcs, gravity, lunar parallax, and pre-

cession—Jeffreys, [172], p. 246, obtains a = 6,378,099±79 m.f and

/= l/297-10±0-25.t

Section 3. The Reduction and Use of Gravity Observations

7.23. Different systems for different purposes. A value of

gravity observed at some height above sea-level, and under the in-

fluence of possibly large topographical irregularities, is only of full

value when brought into comparison with the computable attraction

ofsome standard body to give a gravity anomaly by which the unknown
form and structure of the earth can be compared with that of the

standard. This standard may be described as the reference spheroid.

It is in some ways similar to the reference spheroid of triangulation,

§ 3.02, but differs from it in being a solid body with a prescribed density

distribution, not necessarily homogeneous; in its prescribed form not

necessarily being an exact oblate spheroid; and in its CG being

identical with or closely related to that ofthe earth. When it resembles

the earth in being a defined spheroid plus surface irregularities identi-

cal with the earth's topography, it may be called the Standard earth.

Many such standards have been devised, with different forms and

t The difference between this a and that of the International spheroid (6,378,388 m.)
is principally due to Jeffreys's value being based on uncorrected (free-air) values of

the deviation of the vertical, while the International is based on isostatic anomalies,
and consequently represents the curvature of the Hayford co-geoid. Both are, of

course, based on land areas only. Under the continents the geoid rises above the co-

geoid, and so has a smaller radius of curvature. At first sight the co -geoid' s larger radius

might be expected to be more typical of the geoid over the whole earth, but if iso-

static gravity anomalies are systematically positive over the oceans (as is possibly the

case) the oceanic co-geoid may have a smaller radius than the continental, so that the

continental geoid (rather than co-geoid) may after all be more tjrpical of the whole

geoid's general shape. A figure based on topographically reduced deviations (non-

isostatic) would give an impossibly large value for the radius. To accept Jeffreys's

figure is to accept slight over-compensation as between continents and oceans as a

probable average condition.

J Probable errors. The original gives standard errors.
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density distributions, some of which have been mentioned in § 7.01.

Further details are given in §§ 7.28-7.34. Which system is best in any

particular circumstances will depend on the objects of the investiga-

tion, and these may be classified under three heads:

(a) To obtain the form ofthe geoid by means of Stokes's or Clairaut's

theorem. §§ 7.24-7.26 and 7.36.

(6) To throw light on the crustal structure ofthe earth. §§7.27-7.35.

(c) To explore comparatively superficial geological structures, as

in the search for oil.

7.24. Reduction for use with Stokes's theorem. The co-

geoid. Given gravity all over an equipotential surface to which no

matter is external, the form of the surface is determined by (7.61).

Actually gravity is observed at ground-level, which is not an equi-

potential surface, while the surface whose form is required is the geoid,

which does not contain all attracting matter. The line of treatment

must then be somewhat as follows, but see §§7.25 and 7.26:

(a) Consider the effect on the gravitational field of removing all

matter external to the geoid.

(i) Assuming the height of the ground surface above the geoid, as

is given by triangulation or spirit levelling, to be known all

over the earth, and assuming knowledge of the density of the

intervening rock, F'j, the vertical attraction at the station of

the removed masses can be calculated as in Appendix 5, al-

though the labour is heavy and ignorance of density may have

appreciable results. So g becomes g
—

F'j,.

(ii) The removal of this matter will reduce the potential and more

or less depress the equipotential surfaces: more under high

plateaus and less under the oceans where nothing has been

removed.t Some of the remaining matter will then be outside

the equipotential which now best corresponds to mean sea-level.

(6) The thickness of the layer which has become external can be

calculated as in Appendix 5, and it can in turn be supposed to be

removed, with further calculable changes in g and in the equipotential

surfaces. And so on. The process will no doubt converge, although

there is no need to watch it do so, as §§ 7.25 and 7.26 provide short cuts.

We will presently be left with an equipotential surface which is

t Although it may be convenient to suppose the density of sea-water raised to the

normal 2-67, duly calculating the effect on g and the form of the geoid. Isostatic

)mpensation may similarly be supposed to be removed, if desired, see § 7.25.
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external to all remaining matter, whose separation from the geoid is

ever3rvrhere known, and we will have calculated the effect on g of the

removal of all matter originally outside it.

elGrround /e i

GrCOid
Co -^eOld
Isostatic Geoid

Fig. 128. W is the rise due to compensated topography, and iV is the rise

due to the density anomahes.

This bounding equipotential is then known as a Co-geo%d.\ It

resembles the geoid, but is separated from it by a calculable amount.

There are as many different co-geoids as there are standard systems of

compensation or absence of it.

(c) Let li' be the height of the geoid above the co-geoid, and let hg

be the computed (vertical) attraction at a gravity station ofthe matter

f In the Survey of India Geodetic Reports and other papers, e.g. [295], such a surface

has been called a Compensated geoid, the surface there used being derived from the

geoid on the basis of the removal of compensated topography, as in the next section.

But isostatic compensation is not an essential feature of the concept, and 'Co-geoid'
as introduced at the Oslo 1948 meeting of the International Geodetic Association is a

better name.
A surface which is above (+ or —

)
the reference spheroid by the same amount as

the geoid lies above or below the co-geoid has in India been called the Isostatic geoid.

It is the form which the geoid would adopt if Hayford's standard compensation exactly

represented the state of the earth. See Fig. 128. In other literature this name has

occasionally been applied to the co-geoid, which is unfortunate.

Ardent supporters of isostasy have claimed that this computed isostatic geoid is a

substitute for observations of the geoidal form when the latter is required for the

reduction of base lines to sea-level, § 2.20. This is not so, if only because the isostatic

geoid makes no allowance for ill choice of spheroidal axes or of deviations accepted at

the origin, nor for the possible existence of low-order harmonics in the geoidal form,

and in fact the isostatic geoid shows little resemblance to the geoid wherever the

latter is accurately known. J But the dissimilarity of the isostatic geoid and the geoid
should not suggest that there is no truth in isostasy. When judging that, the two
surfaces must not be compared with each other, but with the form which the geoid
would take if there was no isostasy, and in comparison with that (viewing the earth

as a whole) the two are probably very similar in their comparative resemblance to a

smooth spheroid.

% Put otherwise, as drawn in Figs. 127 and 128, N is generally likely to be greater than h'
,
often

much greater, and there is little point in computing the smaller and neglecting the larger.
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between the two surfaces. Then g—F'rp—hg is the corrected value of gr

at a known height H = h-{-h' above the co-geoid after removal of all

matter outside the latter. This may then be reduced to give Qq, the

value of 'observed' gravity on the co-geoid, by (7.69) or (7.70), usually

the former, but in mountainous country (7.70) should be used if actual

figures for the curvature of the co-geoid can be estimated.

(d) Then if A^q — 9o~yo' these values of Ag^o are in all respects

suitable for incorporation in Stokes's integral, and if they are suffi-

ciently numerous (7.61) will give the form of the co-geoid above a

reference spheroid of defined form, whose centre is at the CG of the

contained masses, §7.21(/i). Then h' being everywhere calculable,

the form of the geoid is known with reference to the same

surface.

7.25. Isostatic reductions for Stokes's theorem. The treat-

ment outlined in § 7.24 is possibly the most obvious way of obtaining

gravity anomalies for use with Stokes's theorem, but in detail it is

inconvenient as follows:

(i) The removal of continental masses will cause the separation

between geoid and co-geoid to be some hundreds of metres, and this

necessitates awkward second and third approximations, large un-

certainties due to ignorance of rock densities, and a large separation

between the CG's of the earth and co-geoid.

(ii) No allowance has been made for the defect of mass represented

by the oceans, since the only essential has been to remove external

matter. But from the points of view of § 7.27-7.34 it is desirable that

gravity reductions should include allowance for the abnormal density

of the oceans.

Then instead of removing only external topography, let there also

be removed (i) the deficiency in the mass of the oceans, matter being

supposed added to bring them up to normal rock density, and (ii)

defects or excesses of mass representing isostatic compensation of the

topography (including the oceans), on any selected system of com-

pensation. As a result g is changed to g—Frj^—F^, in which F^ and Fq
tend to being equal and opposite. The potential is also changed as

before, but much less, as the removal of the topography and com-

pensation largely balance each other, and the resulting elevation or

depression of the geoid (h') will not in fact exceed 30 metres, which at

any point can be calculated as in Appendix 5. This thin layer, however,
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is partly outside the new equipotential surface, and it must in turn be

removed. For its removal two systems are possible:

(a) The Bowie system. As the layer h' is removed, let there be

added equal masses immediately beneath it. Such masses do not exist

in nature, but that is immaterial since the amount added is known
and its effects can be computed. In fact the net effect of removing the

h' layer and this hypothetical compensation^ of it is easily seen to be

negligible, both on g at ground and geoid levels (both above the h'

layer) and on the form of the equipotential surface. Gravity on the

latter is then obtained by reducing g—Frp—Ffj hy the free air formula

through the empty space H = h-\-h', and for Stokes's theorem

Ag^o
= 9o-yo = (g-Fj,-Fc){l^2{h-}-h')IR}-y,. (7.77)t

The term {g—Fj,—FQ)21i'IR in (7.77) is known as the Bowie correction

or Indirect ejfect, the latter expression being also applicable if any
other method of computing the effect is used. In simple words the

Bowie correction is the application of the free air reduction through
the layer between geoid and co-geoid. It rests on the arbitrary, but

for this purpose legitimate, assumption that this layer is compen-

sated.§ It amounts to 10 mgals at most and seldom to more than 3.

Then, the form of the co-geoid having been computed by Stokes's

theorem, that of the geoid is got by (algebraically) adding h\ All as

in § 7.24 ((^).

(6) Vening Meinesz's method. [231]. For reasons not connected

with Stokes's theorem, for which either method is valid, Vening
Meinesz prefers to consider the h' layer as uncompensated. When

removing it he then allows for the resulting changes in g, in the surface

potential, and in the form of the lower equipotential layers to which

internal changes of density should ideally conform, and finally obtains

a slightly different co-geoid separated from the geoid by h"
,
with

slightly different anomalies A^q- Stokes's theorem can then be

applied, and the geoid got by adding h" . The result should be the same

f Adding an equal mass being the same as removing an opposite one, i.e. removing
compensation.

% When possible and necessary (7.70) should be used instead of (7.69).

§ Alternatively, first compute h' at selected points all over the earth (it varies

slowly from place to place), and by it convert geoidal values of station and map
heights to heights above the co-geoid. Then

g'^
on the co'geoid

—
gr— (attraction of

topo and compensation reckoned from the co-geoid) -{-2g{h-\-h') IR. This is identical

with the Bowie system except that the compensation of h' is in the ordinary form
instead of being a skin density on the co-geoid. [235].
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as got by the Bowie system, but the gravity anomalies may differ by
a few mgals. See end of § 7.31.

The Bowie system is easy to apply, and it has been incorporated

in a great volume of published results. From the point of view of

Stokes's theorem it is desirable that it should continue to be applied

as a correction to Hayford anomalies, if the latter are used, but see

§ 7.26 for an alternative treatment. It is essential that published lists

should say clearly what has been done, and such lists can advanta-

geously give the accepted indirect effect, like 'geological
'

corrections

(§7.34), in a separate column so that the reader can apply them or

modify them as he thinks best.

Ground
level

Ceoid

7.26. Topography condensed to sea-level. §7.18 gives the

variation of gravity with height in empty space. Now consider its

difference between ground- and sea-level, P and Vq in Fig. 129, when
the intervening space is filled with rock of density p. Then in (7.25)

substitute the values ofd^U/dx^, d^U/dy^, and d^U/dz^ used in § 7. 1 8, and

dz k+
rj

4:7Tkp
—

2a>^,

whence g^^
= gQ^2h(g^(j^-^oj^)-4:7TkM = g^—^irkM, (7.78)

where g^^ is the actual value of g at geoid level with the topography
still in place, g^ is g reduced to sea-level by the free air formula (7.70),

h = PPq, M = ph the mass of a column of unit cross-section, and g^
and o-^ (required only in a small term) are mean values of g and

between P and Pq. [236].

KV^.+i/^.)

Then by (7.31) the earth's external gravity field will equal that of
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a Green's equivalent layer of density {gj4:7Tk)—M on the geoid, plus

that of the actual topography above the geoid plus the rotation term

involving <jj^/27t. Now remove the external topography and also the

term — ilf in the equivalent layer. The removal of these opposite and

closely adjacent masses will have very slight effect on the potential,

and in fact the geoid will only depart from an equipotential surface

to the extent of 1 metre per 10,000 feet of average height over a wide

area. The value of gravity at Pq on the other hand will be increased

by 27TkM by the removal of the —M layer below the station, and by
another ^-nkM by the removal of the topography if the latter is a

plateau ofconstant height h extending to a radius of 50-100 miles from

the station. So g^^ changes to equal the free air g^. More accurately,

in uneven country g^^ becomes gr^-f-i^Jj,
where F^ is the upward attrac-

tion at Pq of the differences (excesses reckoned positive) between the

actual external topography and the plateau of height /^.f Then the

anomaly A^g (— S^o+^^o^yo) satisfies the conditions necessary for

use with Stokes's integral (7.61).

This process has much in common with Helmert's 'Second method

of condensation', [230], pp. 115-18, and Fq is similar to, but not

identical with, his 'Gelandereduktion', which is the attraction of

topographical inequalities at P, not Pq. Note that observed g is re-

duced to sea-level by the ordinary free air formula, or better the exact

(7.70), and that the correction Fq is all that is then required to make

Stokes's theorem give a direct determination of the geoid, no co-geoid

intervening.

In ordinary country Fq is small. On the other hand, as an extreme

case, ifP is at the top of a 10,000-foot cone with sides sloping down to

sea-level at a gradient of 1 in 5, Fq will be about 0-080 gals. Over an

area comprising both hills and valleys, F^ will tend to average zero

provided the points P are randomly distributed (not all in valleys),

and although the omission of Fq may possibly introduce significant

local error in the form of the geoid given by Stokes's integral, the

general form of the earth and its gravitational field at a distance, such

as is required for astronomical purposes, should not be affected.

t The argument is a little loose here, but beyond a radius of about 50 miles is an
area where the attractions of both topography and —M layer are substantially
horizontal with negligible vertical component, and over the rest of the world beyond
this area, while each may have appreciable vertical component, their effects cancel,

since equal and opposite masses lie in closely similar directions at closely similar

distances. Appreciable error or ambiguity only arises when h is large, and it will then

bo only a small fraction of Fq.
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Fq is much easier to compute than the usual Hayford reduction,

and this method of treatment has many advantages.
7.27. Reduction of ^ as a guide to crustal structure, (a) For

general scientific purposes. When using Stokes's theorem the object

of the reduction to sea-level has been to get values of
gr on a bounding

equipotential surface, and this has been done by removing or adding
certain masses, some of which may not exist in nature, but whose

effects on g and V can be accurately calculated. Then when Stokes's

theorem has given the form of the appropriate co-geoid, tJie masses can

be restored and the form of the geoid obtained, and it is immaterial

that any skin density or compensation that may have been envisaged

(provided it is inside the co-geoid) may actually be non-existent or

even physically impossible.

When g is to be used for elucidating crustal structure without the

use of Stokes's theorem, on the other hand, the position is different.

A complete solution of the problem may be impossible (Section 5),

but the most helpful line is to compare observed g with the attraction y
of different possible or probable Standard Earths, and so to be able

to state that the gravity anomalies found are the attractions of the

Anomalies of mass, or the differences between the actual earth and the

defined standard. Section 5 deals with this more fully, but in the mean-

time §§ 7.28-7.34 outline some of the standards which are in com-

mon use.

(6) For superficial crustal exploration. Gravity data are much used

for the exploration of crustal structure down to a depth of (say)

10,000 feet, especially in search of oil. The structures sought seldom

cover more than (say) 100 square miles, and their presence is revealed

by local variations in the gravity anomaly. In this work it is a matter

of indifference whether the anomalies are large or small. It is only

necessary that they should vary smoothly except where they are

affected by the structures sought. Such questions as the indirect

effect (§ 7.25) can be ignored, and the existence or absence of iso-

static compensation is also of little practical interest. On the other

hand there is acute concern with local details of topography, and
of known geological structures which may obscure the effects of the

unknown ones.

Geophysical prospecting is not a branch of geodesy, and this book

does not in detail describe how to find oil, but there is much room for

cooperation between the geophysical prospector and the geodesist,
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which an understanding of the differences in their outlook about

gravity anomahes may help to promote.

7.28. Free air reduction. On this system the standard earth is a

spheroidal, or near-spheroidal body without topography, i.e. with hills

of density zero, and with seas filled with rock of normal density. The

internal density distribution is unspecified except that there is such

increase towards the centre as will produce a flattening of 1/297 or

whatever is accepted, and there is an absence of any irregularity such

as would produce abnormal terms in the gravity formula. The geoid

and co-geoid are identical, so its centre is at the earth's CG, § 7.21 (Z^).

The standard earth is in fact defined as an object on which

yo = y,{l+ B,8m^+B^sm^2cl>), (7.79)

where, as in (7.54), B^ and B^ define the flattening, and depression in

lat 45° if any.

Then at a height hg above the spheroidf the attraction of the

standard is
^^ _ y^(l-2hJR), (7.80)

or more elaborately as in (7.67) if
/^^

is large.

Explanation of Fig. 130. Fig. 130 shows g
—

yA, Q
—

Vb^ ^^^ Q
—
Yc plotted against

height of station or depth of ocean for eight pairs or groups of near stations of very-

different heights, as follows: A^ and Ag, Skardu and Deosai II in Kashmir, about 25

miles apart: B^ and Bg, Colorado Springs and Pikes Peak, 13 miles, in the U.S.A.:

Ci and Cg, Lalpur and Tosh Maidan, 13 miles, in Kashmir: D^ and D2,Kurseongand
Sandakphu, Sikkim, India, 22 miles: E^, Eg, and Eg, Vening Meinesz's station 111,

Honolulu, and Mauna Kea, 115 and 180 miles: F^ and Fg, Vening Meinesz's 470 and
469 (6) in Madeira, 60 miles : Gj, Gg, and G3,Vening Meinesz's 562, 563 (Romanche deep),

and 564 in the mid-Atlantic, 40 and 35 miles: H^ and Hg, Nero deep and Guam,
75 miles. Also Ii, Ig, and I3 are three ordinary low-lying places, New York, Paris,

and Delhi for comparison (omitted from g
— y^ to avoid overcrowding around the zero).

Fig. 130 (6) shows that adjacent stations have very similar topographical anomalies,

but that high continental stations are negative and ocean stations positive. The line OJ
represents a change of 1 mgal per 30 feet and OK one of 1 mgal per 49 feet such as

would be expected in uniform plateaus and oceans if perfect compensation actually
existed. These lines represent the general run of the points except that ocean islands

and isolated peaks naturally stand out above the line.

Fig. 130 (c) shows that the isostatic anomalies (Hayford 113 km.) bring mountains

and oceans together, and maintain the close agreement between near stations of

widely different heights, although there is a marked tendency for g
— yc to be more

positive at the higher of a pair. The line OL represents 1 mgal per 150 feet, which

purely empirical relation typifies the selected data. § 7,35 suggests possible causes.

Fig. 130 (a) shows that the free air anomalies are locally correlated with height,
OM and ON showing the natural slopes of 1 mgal per 30 and 49 feet for comparison.
There is no systematic difference between continents and oceans.

Note that except for the three plains stations Ij to I3, the stations shown here are

all extraordinary in being on or above or near very abrupt topography. Such large
anomalies are not typical of the earth as a whole.

t See § 7.31. hg
= h-{-h'-\-N, where h is height above the geoid and is known, h' is

zero on the free air system, but N is generally unknown.
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The free air reduction is easy to make, and in flat country g—y^
may satisfactorily reveal small crustal structures, but in the presence
of rough topography it varies sharply from place to place, tending to

be positive on a mountain top (the mountain protesting that it is not

of zero density), and negative in a valley where g is reduced by the

upward attraction of surrounding hills, see Fig. 130. In such country
a few values oi g—y^^, all perhaps in valley sites, may then be non-

typical of the area as a whole. On the other hand, viewed broadly, the

low average values of g—y^ on plateaus and oceans do truly reflect

the general compensation of such major features. The free air system

may be regarded as isostasy in an extreme form, the compensation

being distributed between sea-level and the ground surface.

7.29. Topographical reduction. In this system the standard

earth consists of a spheroid on which y^ is defined as in (7.79), with

the addition of the earth's actual topography, 2-67 being generally

taken as the density of rock and 1-03 as that of sea-water. Then

Yb = yA+

+ (computed vertical downward attraction of the topography).

(7.81)

This reduction is in many ways the most logical, since it takes the

earth as it appears to exist and computes its attraction, so that g—y^
should represent the attraction of all that is unknown. Its disadvan-

tages are:

(i) As in § 7.01, its clear message from the wide point of view is that

the earth's major features are isostatically compensated, and it may
often give little detailed information about the extent to which this

general rule may be locally failing.

(ii) Distant masses such as the Pacific Ocean have large effects,

and the careful computation of the topography must be extended to

the antipodes. This is regrettable, since we know that compensation
makes the distant effect of such major features much closer to zero

than to the figure which is laboriously computed.

(iii) The figures used for the heights of the station and of the topo-

graphy should clearly be heights above the adopted spheroid, w^hile

recorded survey values are above the geoid. If the accepted hypo-
thesis ofno compensation were true, recorded heights would need very

heavy correction on this account (up to some hundreds of metres),

as the geoid would be much raised above the spheroid in continental
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areas and depressed in the oceans. Actually such departures of the

geoid from its mean spheroidal shape probably do not occur, or are

in any case unrelated to the visible topography, and any attempt to

compute and correct for them would involve large and unreal correc-

tions: but their omission deprives the uncompensated topographic

reduction of its logical basis. See § 7.31.

Ground
level

Sea level

Hypothetical
JSplaUau

Fig. 131. Bouguer reduction. Full

line is actual topography and broken
line hypothetical.

Depth o-f

compensation

Fig. 132. Hayford compensation. If

columns AB and CD are of equal cross-

section, they are assumed to contain

equal mass. Vertical distances are not

drawn to scale.

Unlike g—yAiQ—ys interpolates well, in that it varies comparatively

slowly from place to place, even though topography may be abrupt.

In mountainous areas it may be large, but it will vary comparatively

smoothly, see Fig. 130, since the compensation which it neglects and

which causes its high value is deep-seated and probably not of very

rapidly varying intensity. It is consequently a satisfactory anomaly
for the elucidation of local structures, and in one form or another it is

much used for this purpose by geophysical prospectors.

The Bouguer correction is a rather primitive form of topographical

correction. At its simplest it assumes that the earth's topography
takes the form of an infinite plateau of height h^ and density S, see

Fig. 131. The attraction of this plateau is 27rkhgS = -- ^, where p
2 p a

is the earth's mean density and S/p
= about ^. This must be added

to X4, giving

Actual unevenness of the topography may then be allowed for by

assuming the ground-level to be above the base of the plateau by its

height above sea-level, i.e. as calculated by Appendix 5 without

allowing for earth's curvature. The result is that near features are

correctly allowed for, while the effect of distant features is much
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reduced, just as it would be by compensation, and the calculations do

not have to go all round the earth. Alternatively, the topo effect may
be computed in the ordinary way, but the computations may be

stopped at some such distance as 100 miles from the station to produce
a somewhat similar effect.

Either of these approximations gives results differing from the fully

computed topo anomaly by amounts which, if not necessarily small,

vary slowly from place to place, and either is a convenient and

acceptable basis for geophysical prospecting. But they cannot well

be used for any general study of the earth, because the standard earth

from which their anomalies are reckoned has a different form for every
station of observation, and it cannot be said that the anomalies of g

are the attractions of any definable anomalies of mass.

7.30. Hayford or Pratt compensation. The standard earth is a

spheroid as before plus the actual topography, but in addition with

every topographical excess or defect of mass compensated by an equal

and opposite defect or excess, evenly distributed immediately below

it between ground-level or sea-bottom level and a fixed depth D,

commonly 113-7 km., known as the depth of compensation,^ see Fig.

132. Every column of matter of unit cross-section based on this depth
and extending up to ground- or (in the ocean) sea-level then contains

equal mass.

At first sight equal mass in any two columns will ensure eqiml

pressures on their bases, a hydrostatic state from which it is very
natural to wish to reckon anomalies. But if allowance is made for the

downward convergence of the vertical boundaries of the columns, the

mass of the compensation must for this purpose be arithmetically

reduced in the ratio (R—D)/R,X so that the masses of the compensa-
tion and the corresponding topography are not equal but in the above

ratio. If D = 113 km., equal pressures will result if the mass of the

compensation is everjrw^here arithmetically reduced by 1-8 per cent.,

and as its vertical attraction may be a few hundred mgals the differ-

ence between the two systems may be appreciable. Either system is a

t In Hayford's original tables, [237], pp. 28-47, the compensation extends from

ground or sea-bottom level to 113-7 km. below it, a barely significant difference,

which was adopted for computational convenience. If preferred, the compensation
can of course be defined to lie between sea (or sea-bottom) level and the depth of

compensation, but Hayford's original definition is as given in the text.

I The mass of the compensation is thus reduced in the ratio (1
— 2a) : 1 where

a = DI2R is the ratio of the depth of the CG of the compensation to the earth's

radius. Compare (1
—

3a) in §7.21 (d).
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legitimate standard, but it is necessary to state which is being

used.

In the above, the increase of gravity with depth has been ignored,

and this causes a slight inequality of pressure, allowance for which

requires a further reduction of density in the ratio (R—\D)IR, which

brings the total up to 2J per cent, if Z) = 113 km. This point is usually

neglected, illogically but with almost inappreciable result. See [231],

pp. 39-40, and [183], pp. 103-9.

In symbols

y^ = y^{l
—

2hlR, or as in (7.67)}+JFi,+i^e- C^-^S)

Like g—yB^9~yc interpolates well. Like g—yj^it gives on average

small discrepancies between continents and oceans, see Fig. 130, and

the indirect effect while not nil is manageably small. It rests more or

less on the physically plausible hypothesis that the outer crust is

hydrostatically supported by a weaker layer below. In consequence,

in one form or another (including §§7.32 and 7.33) g—yc is generally

the most useful form of anomaly for the study of crustal structures

whose smaller linear dimensions are between (say) 50 and 1,000 miles

in extent. See § 7.31.

Submarine stations. On land it is customary to compute y^, y^, or

y^r, the attraction of the standard earth at the station of observation,

and thence to derive the anomaly g—y. At submarine stations, which

are usually at a depth of not more than 50 m., it is usual and more

convenient first to correct observed g to give the actual value of g at

sea-level, and then to compare it with y^ or the sea-level values of

ys or yc [181], Part I, p. 92.

Exactly as in (7.78) Poisson's theorem gives

g^ at sea-level = gr at depth d—2dig^a^-^(x}^)-^^TTkM

=
gr at depth d—2gdlR-\-4:7TkM, (7.84)t

whereM is the mass of a column of sea-water of unit cross-section and

height d. The term 2gdlR is the ordinary free air correction with —d
replacing h, and A^irkM works out at 0-086 mgals per m. of depth,

or 1 mgal per 38 feet.

The Bowie correction. Just as a Bowie correction for the indirect

effect is applied when gravity is being reduced for use with Stokes's

theorem, §7.25 (a), a similar correction —^y^Ti'lR is often applied to

t The A-nkM represents the fact that the layer of water between the submarine
and sea-level has a vertical attraction of ^irkM at submarine level, which is reversed

at sea-level.
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y(. in the present context. § 7.31 suggests that —6yQk'/4:R is possibly
more correct, but that an unavoidably neglected term — 5yoiV^/4jR

may be of equal or greater consequence.

Ground^
h above sphero'ii

Geoid—>:
"

Co-geoidy
opheroid/

Fig. 133.

above
spheroid

Ground
Spheroid
Geoid

7.31. A limitation on the method of comparison with a

standard earth. It is now possible to describe a limitation of this

method of comparing observed g with the computed y of a standard

earth to deduce the attraction of the mass anomalies. See Fig. 133.

Recorded survey heights h are above the geoid, while heights above

the gravity reference spheroid, whose CG coincides with that of the

co-geoid and nearly with that of the earth, §7.21 Qi), are h^li' -{-1^ ,

where h! is the computable separation of geoid and co-geoid, and 'N

is the quantity determinable, but as yet nowhere determined, by
Stokes's theorem. The difference g—y, computed with li for height,

is then between the attraction of the actual earth at P, and of the

standard at P', where PP' = h'-{-N, and g—yi^ not the attraction

of the anomalies of mass, but

g-y = ^2y,(h'-\-N)IR^

-f {attraction of layer Pq Pq) -|- (attraction of mass anomalies). (7.85)

The thickness of the layer PqPo does not vary at all rapidly, so the

attraction of the part of it in the neighbourhood ofP is approximately

3yo(^'+^)/4J? as in (7.82), and the first two terms of (7.85) may be

combined as —^yQ(h'-^N)l4:R. This ignores the effect of the layer on

the far side of the earth, but except for features representable by low-

degree harmonics (aboutwhich see below), that wiU average out to zero.

Before (7.85) can give the attraction of the mass anomalies, the

values oih' and iV at P are then required. For h' there is no difficulty.

Provided some form of compensation is incorporated in the standard
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earth, h' will be < 30 m. and 5yQh'/4:R is less than 6 mgals, varying

slowly, and computable.
The value ofN is not so easily got, and is in fact at present nowhere

determinable. Consider what errors result. Suppose the principal

anomalies of mass, or those which it is most desired to study, can be

represented by a skin density Y^ at some level close to the surface,

the coefficients in Y^ being of the form H^^ p^, where H^^ is the thickness

of a layer ofrock of density p^ = 5-52. This representation by a single

harmonic imphes that the major structures have a wave-length, crest

to crest, of the order 27TRIn. Then from (7.37) and (7.38)

F at P = ^7TkRYJ{2n-{-l), N = Vjy^ = 3YJ(2n+l),

and 8y the attraction at P = 4:7Tk{n-{-l)YJ(2n+l). Whence

Sy/yo = S(n+l)YJ{2n-\-l)R = 3YJ2R,

and ^^-^. (7.86)R nyo

Then in (7.85) the term ^y^Nj^R == 5Sy/47i
= 5(gr-y)/4n. So if ri =

20 or 30, implying anomalies of wave-lengths of about 1,300 or 800

miles, the effect of the N terms will be only about 6 or 4 per cent, of

the maximum value of gr—y, and their neglect will not lead to serious

misinterpretation. With higher harmonics the effect will be smaller.

It is therefore concluded that the study of gravity anomalies of

wave-length of about 1,000 miles or less is not much embarrassed

by the absence of knowledge of N, the geoidal rise computable by
Stokes's theorem. The terms depending on h' are generally of even

less consequence provided some form of compensation is included

in the standard, although a correction — Syg/^V^^t ^^^ properly be

appUed to g—y. On the other hand, direct comparison between g

and y cannot be used for the study of structures representable by low-

degree harmonics unless Stokes's theorem has already determined N,
in which case Stokes's theorem itself will have provided all the

information about low degree harmonics that gravity can give.

7.32. Airy compensation. Continuing from § 7.30. In the Airy

system of compensation the earth's outer crust of constant density,

usually 2-67, is assumed to float in a lower layer whose density is

t The factor 5/4 instead of 2 is one of the points of difference between Vening
Meiaesz's indirect effect [231] and the Bowie correction (§§7.25 and 7.30). In view
of the fact that N is unknown, the further refinements of [231] need seldom be

included in the computation of h' for use in the study of crustal structures.

5125 Aa

I.
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generally taken as 3-27. Density being constant, the thickness of the

upper layer must vary as in Fig. 134. With the above figures, if D^ is

the normal thickness of the upper layer, it will extend deeper under a

mountain of height h by an amount

he = ^x2-67/(3-27-2-67) = 4-45^,

while under an ocean of depth d it will bei less deep by

d(2-61-l'03)

0-6
2-74<^.t

Sea l&\/el plain Mountains

^^ "^
Density Sz

Fig. 134. Airy compensation.

In the Hayford system there would be comparatively little change
if the compensation was concentrated at a depth of \D, while in the

Airy system there is fairly close concentration on either side of Z\.

Data which are best fitted by 113 km. for Hayford's D will thus be

suited by about 50 or 60 km. for Airy's D-^. Note that unless D^ is very

shallow, variations in the assumed density ofthe lower layer have Httle

effect on computed y, merely changing values of h^., but not the mass

displaced by it, while Kq, is not in any case a large fraction of 50 km.

On the other hand, variations in D^ are important, since the vertical

component of the attraction of medium-distant features will be pro-

portional to it. Examination of anomalies is thus unlikely to suggest

any change in the figure 3-27, but may give information about the

most Hkely values of Z\.

To many minds, but not all, Airy's system has a more probable

physical basis than Hayford's, but it is not noticeably more successful

in its agreement with observed g\ probably because the effect of

\ Allowance for the downward narrowing of prisms may introduce barely per-

ceptible small terms, and the question of equal pressure or equal mass can also be a

minor compHcation. [183], pp. 118-20.
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departures from exact compensation in any form is apt to exceed and

mask the differences between Hayford and Airy with Di = ^D. For

the method of computing see § 8.37.

Airy anomalies may be designated g—ycA^ Hayford being g—ycH-

Di and the assumed densities must of course be stated.

7.33. Regional compensation. In the systems so far described

the amount of compensation exactly follows the variations of the

overlying topography. This may be convenient for computation, and

possibly harmless as a standard, but it is obviously physically im-

possible since the strength of the upper crust must introduce some

degree of smoothing.

Extra lo3d
^7771

'

V

Fig. 135. Regional compensation. The form of the curve ABC is given by:
when a; = 0, d = d^ a quantity depending on the densities and other

constants. When x = I, d = 0-646d^: x = 21, d = 0-258d^: x = 31,

d = 0-066d^: and x = 3-89Z, d = 0.

In [239] Vening Meinesz describes a system whereby calculations

already made with local compensation may be modified to allow for

regional compensation. If the strong crust is looked on as a thin plate,

say 25 km. thick, floating in a denser layer (p
= 3-27), it will deflect

under load as in Fig. 135. The proportions of the curve wiU be as

there shown, but the Unear dimension I will depend on the thickness

and elasticity of the crust, and the maximum displacement d^^ will

depend on I and on the densities of crust and of the denser layer below.

The depression of the light crust represents compensation whose

attraction at any point P bears to that of exact local compensation a

ratio which depends on I, on the distance from P, and on the depth D^

(equal to the thickness of the light crust) at which the compensation is

assumed concentrated.f [239] gives these factors for concentration at

Dj = or 25 km. and for an even distribution between the two depths,

with Z = 50 km., and [240] gives fuller tables for all depths to 60 km.,
for I = 10, 20, 40, 60, and 80 km. corresponding to a distribution ofthe

f If the density of the denser layer increases with depth, the compensation will be
concentrated at two or more discontinuities, or evenly through a wide belt.

I
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compensation through radii 2-9 times as great. (Not 3-89 times as

in Fig. 135 and [239], but the distribution is not really very dissimilar).

While the actual distribution of compensation must obviously be

regional, there is no great reason to expect constancy in Z or Z^i or in

the form of the curve in Fig. 135, and the regional Hayford or Airy
anomalies are not in general strikingly less than the ordinary Hayford,

although evidence supporting them may be found in places.

7.34. Correction for known local density. So far, the density of

all topography has been taken as 2-67, but when g is being reduced for

use with Stokes's theorem the actual topography above sea-level has

got to be removed, and if its density is not 2-67 the calculated effects

on g and¥ should properly be varied in proportion. It is only necessary
to give the warning that estimates of density based on dry and un-

consoHdated surface samples may be worse than none at all, and that

estimates of average density between ground and sea levels below

high stations must be made by a competent geologist, duly taking
account of water content and compaction at relevant depths.

When comparison is being made with a standard earth, on the other

hand, allowance for known densities is optional. It would be ideal if

the standard earth could be described as incorporating the earth's

actual densities as well as its correct form, but if that were possible

there would be no problem left for geodesy to answer. At present

geological information is generally scarce, and there is much to be

said for excluding from the standard such little as may be available,

and considering it later in the discussion on what causes the anomalies.

If the standard earth is of density 2-67, g—yi^ the attraction of the

mass anomalies reckoned from that standard. Part of the anomaly
is then explicable by the known geology, and what remains is the

attraction of the unknown. But if departures from 2-67 are included

in the standard, its definition may become impossibly compKcated,
and anomalies from an unprecisely defined standard may mean

nothing. Note that densities used for modifying y must be derived

from sources other than measures of gravity, or the argument will

simply proceed in a circle.f

Ifthe standard includes compensation, the amount of compensation
should naturally be modified in proportion to any changes in the

assumed density of the topography, preserving equal mass or equal

pressure as the case may be.

t But measures of dgldh may be substituted in (7.25), Poisson's theorem.
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For geophysical prospecting full account must necessarily be taken

of all known departures from normal density, but the general geodetic

value of such work is much increased ifanomalies can first be reckoned

in terms of a normal standard, and modified afterwards.

See [241] for a systematic method of assessing the effect on g of

knoAvn density anomalies.

7.35. Correlation between height and gravity anomaly. A
correlation has sometimes been noticed between g—yc^ and the

height of a gravity station, in the sense that high stations on average

sometimes tend to have positive values of g—yc See Fig. 130, [242]

pp. 93-6, and [243] pp. 4-7, the latter referring to a modified form of

g—yc Such correlation may result from compensation being regional

instead of local, from high points tending to be underlaid by denser

rock, or from the rough topography round high stations being averaged

over the finite width of the zones (Appendix 5) in which heights are

estimated [242]. Or there may be some more fundamental cause. It is

very proper to look for and investigate such correlations, and some-

times to use them when assessing an average value oi g—y over an

area, but except possibly for geophysical prospecting it is not generally

desirable to modify the 'height term' in the formula for standard

gravity, since the proposition that the gravity anomaly represents

the attraction of the unknown masses must thereby be broken

down.

7.36. The earth's flattening deduced from gravity data.

Given g at sufficiently numerous stations, Stokes's integral (7.61)

determines the form of the co-geoid, whence that of the geoid is

determinate. Sufficient data do not yet exist for more than the most

tentative solution, { [221], but if the co-geoid is assumed to be an

oblate spheroid§ its fiattening and the equatorial value ofy can be got

from (7.54) if two, or preferably very many more, values of g^ are

available. Observation equations take the form

x(\^B^^m^cf>)^yy,^in^ = (g^-y^). Weights, (7.87)

where y^ = y^{l -{-B2 sm.^(l>—0-OOOOOQ sin^
2<l)), y^ and B^ have some

•f
Some positive correlation between h and g—yj^t and negative between h and

g
—
y^ is of course to be expected. See Fig. 130.

X But [244] and [321] apply the process to the material available.

§ With or without depression in lat 45°. The coefficient of sin^ 2^ could be in-

cluded as an unknown, but it would be very weakly determined, and it is better to

accept it as 6, 7, or 8 x 10~^, as given by theory, and to solve only for y^ and B^.

I
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currently accepted values, such as 978-049 and 0-005288, x is the

required change in y^ and y that in B2, and g^ is g reduced to the co-

geoid or geoid by any system which is valid for Stokes's theorem, such

as those of §§ 7.25 and 7.26, the appropriate indirect effect being
included. Normal equations are then formed as in Appendix 2 (8.82),

X and y result, and y gives the flattening of the co-geoid.|

Solutions for the coefficients of other physically possible low-degree

harmonics, such as an elhpticity of the equator, may be made in the

same way, either simultaneously with solutions for y^ and B2 or

independently, assuming these two known.

To get the flattening of the geoid from that of the co-geoid, if the

data used cover a substantial part of the earth. Prey's harmonic

analysis of the earth's topography, [245] and § 8.43, shows that the

P2 term of the visible topographic excesses and defects is 640 m. of

2-67 density rock. In the accepted system of reduction let this be

compensated at an average depth of ocR, where a is a small fraction,

{a) by equal masses or (6) with equal pressures. Then (7.37) shows

that the resulting h\ V/g, will be 370aP2 or 740q;P2 metres in the two

cases, and if a = 1/100 or ocR = 60 km., the resulting changes in 1//

will be +0-1 or +0-2. Not very much. Ifuncompensated topography
had been used as the basis of reduction, the change in 1// would have

been about +5, [234], p. 381. If the data used cover only a limited

range of latitudes. Prey's analysis cannot well be used, h' must be

directly computed at a number of places, and the change in/ deduced

from consideration of its values.

Weights. Correct weighting in (7.87) is difficult. With modern

observations, apart from doubt in the relative values of national base

stations (§6.04), precision of observation has little bearing on the

correct weight, but scarcity and uneven distribution of data affect it

in two ways:

(a) The variations of g—y, and the undulations of the co-geoid,

comprise harmonics of all degrees, of which aU but the one or two being

sought have got to be prevented from affecting the solution. From this

point of view it is desirable to divide the earth into equal latitude

belts, or 'squares' if other than zonal harmonics are being sought:

and then to take the mean ^—y in each belt or square, and with it to

form a single observation equation of unit weight. Put otherwise, an

t Differentiating B^ as given in (7.54) gives y = hB^, = — 8/(l+x4w).
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exceptional concentration of data in a certain locality must not give

undue weight to the local conditions there.f

(6) When observations are scanty, there is also the difficulty that

a few values of g—y may give a mean which is seriously non-typical

of the belt or square. This is particularly the case if gr—y^ is used, J and

while g—yc makes the best of the difficulty, it is not perfect. The

investigator must use his judgement, and give suitably low weight

where he thinks paucity or non-typicality of data is important in

comparison with the systematic differences which would occur

between different belts or squares if data were plentiful.

The solution having been completed, § 8.23 gives the p.e.'s of the

unknowns provided the belts or squares are of such size that there is

no correlation between adjacent mean values of the residuals. This

can be examined graphically by plotting them on a diagram, and if

correlation is apparent larger divisions must be accepted, if not for

the solution itself, at least for the determination of the p.e.'s. There

is Hable to be correlation between squares as large as 10° X 10°. See

[246], [247], and [172].

Section 4. Reduction and Use of Deviations of the Vektical

7.37. Objects of reducticfn. Astronomical observations give the

angle between the arbitrary triangulation spheroid and the ground-
level equipotential surface. For some purposes, such as the correction

of horizontal angles as in § 3.06 (6) or for the study of variation of

latitude, no reduction is required, but for study ofthe figure and struc-

ture of the earth reduction is necessary:

(a) Because what is wanted is the angle between spheroid and geoid,

and the latter is not parallel to the ground-level equipotential.

(6) To smooth irregularities such as are caused by abrupt topo-

graphy. Just as g—y^ or g—yc 'interpolates' better than g—yj^, so

will correction for topography or compensated topography give the

angle between the spheroid and a co-geoid, separated from the geoid

by a calculable amount, which will often be less irregular than the

t Similarly when getting the mean value of each belt or square, it will generally be
better not to mean all available values of gr

—
y, but to divide into sub-squares and to

tend to give equal weight to each sub-square mean, paying attention also to sub-
section (6).

X [246], p. 8, gets over this by finding an empirical linear relation between g
—

yj^

and h, and thence using a mean value of g
—

yj^ appropriate to the mean height of the

square.
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geoid, and whose form is consequently more determinate from a

limited number of observations.

(c) To check a defined hypothesis about crustal structure by com-

paring observed deviations with those calculated to result from it.

7.38. Conventional reduction to sea-level. § 7.19 gives
— 0"-000052^ sin 2^ as the correction to^ (astro latitude) and hence to

A— Got
7],

to reduce an observation made at height h feet to sea-level.

No correction to f . It is small, < 0"-l when h < 2,000 feet, but in a

geoidal section observed as in § 5.37 it may accumulate at the rate of

1 foot of geoidal height per 400 miles, iih averages 2,000 feet, and it is

proper to include it. Lists of results should say whether it has been

included or not. This reduction corresponds tog—yj^, being based on

the assumption that topo irregularities and density anomalies have

no effect. It does nothing to aid interpolation. For more accurate

but generally impossibly complex treatment see § 7.41.

7.39. Topographical reduction. Assuming rock density to be

2-67 and that of the sea to be 1-03, the effect of topography on the

deviation can be computed, § 8.34, but the attraction of large features

may not be small even at a distance of some thousands of miles, and

the work is extremely tedious. Further, very large features are in fact

probably compensated, and their true attraction is much closer to zero

than to the computed figure. This reduction is seldom used.

7.40. Isostatic reduction. Assuming topography to be com-

pensated on Hayford's system, §7.30, the effect of topography and

compensation can be computed as in § 8.34. The computed values of

the deviations are known as the Hayford deflections, and the differences

t;
or f minus the Hayford deflections are the Hayford anomalies,

Tj
—

rjc!
and ^—$c^ where

r]
—

r]Q
= observed 77—Hayford deflection— 0"-000052/t sin

2(/>]

, (7.88)
^—^^ = observed ^—Hayford deflection

Apart from inaccuracy in the conventional reduction to sea-level

(§7.38), r]—r]Q and ^—$c ^^e the angles between the triangulation

spheroid and the co-geoid, and integration of these anomaHes along a

line of stations, instead of
tj
and ^ in (5.36), gives the separation of

spheroid and co-geoid, whence the form of the geoid may be got from

§8.38, just as in §7.24 (end). Hayford anomahes interpolate well,

and in mountainous country they should be used in preference to
77

and i, as unless stations are very closely spaced the latter Tvill not well
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represent averages over the intervals, and e^
of § 5.39 (a) will be large.

But when features are not larger than 1,000 or 2,000 feet high the

Hayford reductions may generally be omitted and the geoid obtained

directly with a station spacing of about 15 miles.

An example of the routine for incorporating a short length of inte-

gration ofHayford anomahes in a section where they are not elsewhere

required is given in [248], p. 28.

7.41. More rigorous reduction to sea -level, {a) Topography
not removed. In Fig. 136 let \^%V be a vertical line (line of force),

and let VT, %T[), and V^Ti be tangents to the triangulation spheroid,

geoid, and ground-level equipotential at an astronomical station V^.

The two latter make angles Xo ^'^d ^i with VT, which are components
of the sea-level and ground-level values of the deviation. Observation

gives Xv b^^ w® want Xo ^^ P^^ i^^o (5.36) for getting the form of the

geoid.

Now consider the geoidal rise UoU—%V between V and U, Fig.

137. At an intermediate point P we have as in §7.19

and at P X^-X.- f^-^^^dh
=
-^ j f^dk,

(7.89)

Po *

whence correction to
U Pi ground

UoU-VoV=--r [^dhds=-- r Agdh (7.90)
9 J J ^s g J
V Po geoid

where Ag is gravity on the line %\^I5l CJi at any height minus gravity
at the same height on UoUi.

Referring to §§4.00 and 4.03, combining (4.3) and (4.6) gives

Ui Ui ground

0_M=|i^=Mi^-Ji^=^
= i

J
A^rfA as above,

Vo Uo geoid
(7.91)

where O is the orthometric height of JJ^ above %, and M is the

height given by spirit levelling along %^^PiUi without any dynamic
correction, the first

J (g—gg) dhjg being along the hne ^ViP^Ui and

the second along the vertical UqUi. The identity of (7.90) and (7.91)
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thus shows that to ignore reduction to sea-level when integrating

deviations to get the form of the geoid results in identically the same

error as does ignoring the dynamic and orthometric corrections in a

line of levelling, and the use of the conventional sea-level reduction

of § 7.38 takes the one problem as far as the conventional dynamic-
orthometric correction of §§ 4.00 and 4.03 takes the other. [249].

[249], p. 124, gives an example of the computation of the geoidal

Ground level

Equlpotential

Fig. 137.

Ground level

(jeoid
ZZ.Co-oeo/d

Spheroid

rise under a 7,000-foot mountain range, firstly with the conventional

reduction to sea-level (7.72), and secondly with the reduction rigor-

ously computed allowing for the difference of the attraction of

surrounding topography at ground and sea levels. On a steep moun-

tain side the corrections to the deviation differed by 5", but only over

a short distance and of course cancelling on the other side of the Mil,

and the total correction to the geoidal rise under the range was only

0-5 feet, the geoid being too high if the correction was ignored. [249]

also computes O—M by (7.91) and duly obtains a similar result.
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Similarly [168], vol. 20, gives a 120-mile section through the Alps,

in which rigorous reduction to sea-level reduces the height of the

geoid under the centre of the range by 1-4 feet.

The labour of the rigorous reduction by either method is very great,

and it is clear from these examples that §7.38 will generally suffice.

The same conclusion applies to the correction of spirit levelHng. It is

true that errors of 0-5 or 1-4 feet are not insignificant in the latter, but

this cause only produces them where rises of many thousands of feet

are involved, and where the highest accuracy is in any case urdikely

to be maintained.

(6) Topography removed. Now consider the case where topography
and compensation have been removed by a Hayford reduction,

leaving a Hayford anomaly x~Xc ^^ \^ which must then be reduced

to the CO-geoid, whose form relative to the spheroid is to be obtained

by integration. In this case (7.90) becomes

correction to UqU—VqV
grotind

^
f A{g-F^-Fc)dh

g J9
co-geoid

groTind

9
co-geoid

j
/!i{g—yc+yo—^yo^l^) dh, as in (7.83). (7.92)

In\(7.92) the term
J A(2yo^/i2) dh is clearly zero, and

J A/q is the

correction of § 7.38. There remains

J..
J ig-Yc) dh along U^Ui- J (g-yc) dh along V'oViUi

h

==-{9-yc) at V-- f {g-yc) dh along Y'.V^V,, (7.93)
9 9 J

the approximation being justified by the fact that g—y^ is generally

the attraction of fairly widespread mass anomalies and is likely to be

very much the same at ground-level and sea-level.

Given sufficient values oig—yQ along the hne, (7.93) can be evalu-

ated, and appHed as a correction to the height of the co-geoid as ob-

tained with the §7.38 reduction, but since it is unusual for (g—yc)l9
to exceed 1/10,000, the effect on the height of the geoid is unlikely to

exceed 1 foot, even where 10,000-foot mountains are involved.
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7.42. The earth's figure deduced from arcs. A useful inquiry

into the earth's figure can now hardly be conducted on any standard

lines, but will demand original methods suited to the new matter which

it is proposed to introduce. In the past the general line has been

somewhat as in (a), (b), and (c) below, but the earth is not an exact

oblate spheroid, and further investigations on the supposition that it

is are of doubtful value. The aim should now be to exhibit the geoidal

form by contours showing its height above any reasonable spheroid,

and a best-fitting spheroid, which may subsequently be used as a

datum, can then be got as in §7.43.

(a) Given p in two widely different latitudes, or p and p = vcos^
in any one latitude remote from the pole, equations (8.27) and (8.29)

of Appendix 1 give a and e^, where e^ = 2/—/^ and Se^ = 2 8/. More

usefully the equations may be put into the form

Bp = 8a— 2a 8/(1—|sin2(^)+terms in/ \
5 in/

I

in/ I8^ = (8a+a 8/sin2^)cos<^+terms

where Sp and 8p result from changes Sa and 8/ in the semi major axis

and flattening of the spheroid provisionally adopted. Note that as

8p and hp will be of the order of a few hundred feet, the inclusion of

small terms is of little consequence.

In practice more than two values of p and p will be available, and

observation equations for solution by least squares will take the form

a;— 2a2/(l— Isin^^i) = Sp-^. Weight w^

a;— 2a2/(l—|sin^^2) = ^92- Weight W2

x+aysm^^ = 8^^sec^^. Weight w^

x-^aysm^^+^ = 8^^.^^ sec ^^+1. Weight w^^^

(7.95)

where x = Sa and y = Sf are the unknowns.

(6) A single value for p for inclusion in the above may be got from

observed latitudes ^^ and <^2 ^^ either end of a short meridional arc,

gi^i^g i^cosecl- ^_„^
92
—

91

and^ may similarly be given by an arc oflongitude, but arcs should not

be short, and in general will not be, and there will generally be more

astronomical stations than one at either end. Also, arcs maynot exactly

follow meridians and parallels. The procedure may then be as in (c).
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(c) Let a homogeneously computed national survey cover an area

of perhaps 20° by 20°, and let it contain (say) fifty astronomical

stations at which
rj and/or ^ are known.f Then a least square solution

can be made for Sa, Bf, Sr]Q, and S^q, the corrections to the semi major

axis, flattening, and deviations at the origin, in which observation

equations will take the form.-f

'^i"~^^i
= ^- Weight w^

r]2—B(f>2
= ^- Weight W2

^^-8A^cos<^^ = Weight w^

L+i-^K+i<^os<l>^^j_ == 0. Weight w^+^

where
B<l>

and SA are linear

functions of 8a, 8/, 87^0*

and S^Q as in (3.48) and

(3.49). The factors (l-h/a)
and (l-f/cos^^) can be

neglected (7.97)

If known values of the deviation are sufficiently numerous, §7.43

gives a better method for getting Sa and 8/.

If the country is large and not abnormal, the resulting a and/ may
give a reasonable figure for the earth, or may be of some value as

indicating the figure which best fits the area concerned, but it will

generally be better to combine the result with those obtained in other

areas, as follows:

From the values of a and / obtained compute p and ^ at a central

point, and let them form a pair of observation equations of suitable

weight in (7.95). If the area is of shght extent in longitude, or if

longitude observations are few, the^ equation can be omitted as ofno

value, or the p equation can be omitted if the meridional extent is

small. Then when all available national surveys have contributed

their equations to (7.95), the least square solution for 8a and 8/ can

be made.

In (7.97) Hayford anomalies may be used instead of
r]
and ^, and

the figure obtained will then be that of the co-geoid, from which the

constants of the spheroid which best fits the geoid can be got in the

same way as is described in §7.36 for the solution based on g. This

was the method used by Hayford to get his figure from the deviations

in the United States, except that he accepted the figure of the co-

geoid as it stood. [250].

t It will generally be best to ignore values of | deduced from azimuth observations,
and to use only those based on longitude.

X Put Nq = in (7.97), as it will be inseparable from Sa. Another use for (7.97)
will be to accept (say) the International values for 8a and S/, and to solve for N^, St/q,

and 8^0 to give best fit between the International spheroid and the national geoid.
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If it is desired to solve for a three-axial elUpsoid, equations for Ba\

Sf, and the equatorial flattening,f may be formed as below

x-2a'y(l-l sm^^)-^ia'(z cos 2A1+2' sin 2Ai)(3 sin2«^i- 1)

=
Spi. Weight w^. Etc.

and

X cos (l>^-\-a'y cos (j)^ sin^t^^— |a' cos^^{z cos 2A^-f 2;' sin 2A^)

=
Sq^. Weight w^. Etc.

(7.98)t

where x = Ba' = change in the mean equatorial semi axis, y = Sf =
change in the mean polar flattening, z =/'cos2Ao, z' =/'sin2Ao,

/ is the mean flattening = that in long (Ao+45°), and q is the radius of

curvature of the parallel </»
in longitude A.

In all the above the weighting must be a matter of judgement.

Except in areas of continental extent, and except possibly for doubt

in old standards of length, errors in primary triangulation should

contribute little to the recorded deviations, so that weights should

correspond to area covered, number of astronomical stations, and

absence of large anomalous areas. For the last point see [167]. The

form of the 2,000-mile meridional section of India is such that it is

likely to give a non-typical value of
/a,

in spite of the very large number

of astronomical stations, and such a section should have low weight.

For illustrations ofwork done on such hnes as these see [1], pp. 287-

322, [75], pp. 560-778, [250], pp. 73-114, and [251].

7.43. Earth's figure deduced from geoidal survey. If the

form of the geoid or co-geoid, relative to an arbitrary triangulation

spheroid, has been determined from deviations of the vertical over a

substantial part of the earth, as in Chapter V, Section 5, changes

Sa, 8/, Stjq, 8^0, and SNq may be obtained which wiU ensure best fit

between the surface and a new spheroid at a large number of places.

t In long A the semi major axis and flattening /^ of the meridional ellipse are

a'{l + i/'cos2(A-Ao)} and/{l + i(/7/)cos2(A-Ao)}. So

p = a'{l + i/'cos2(A-Ao)-A(2-3sinV)}.

Hence the equation for Bp.

In latitude ^ the parallel is an ellipse of semi major axis

p = a'cos0(l+/sin2,^)(l+i/'cos2,^),

and flattening /' cos^^. Whence q, its radius of curvature in long A, is

o'cos <^[1 +/sin2,^+ J/'cos2^][l -/'cos2,^(2- 3 sin2(A- Ao)}],

and hence the equation for bq.

\
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Equations take the form

Ni = P(U sin Uq-]-V cos Uq)-\-Q S^Q-[-R(V sinUq—U cos Uq) -{-

-{-8a-T8f. Weight w;i, (7.99)

where symbols are as in (3.47), and N^, N^,... are heights of the surface

above the old spheroid.

It is best to record N, and to form equations, at regularly spaced

points, such as the corners of 2-degree squares, wherever the form of

the surface has been reliably determined, and these points must be

sufficiently numerous to represent the surface without undue influence

being given to a point which happens to fall on a high maximum or

minimum. On the other hand, if a true probable error is to be got,

they should not be so close that there is marked correlation between

adjacent residuals. It may be difficult to satisfy both these conditions,

in which case a separate solution can be made for the p.e.'s.

If the solution is made with the co-geoid, the form of the spheroid

which will best fit the geoid may be deduced from it as before.

7.44. Combination of deviation and intensity of gravity data.

In a geoidal survey on the hnes of Chapter V, Section 5, there may be

an area such as the sea gap between the Netherlands East Indies and

AustraHa, where it is impossible to observe a geoidal section. If the

gap cannot be crossed by triangulation the situation is as in Fig.

138 (a), and the two sections of the geoid are only determined relative

to two independent spheroids. On the other hand, if triangulation or

radar can cross the gap, the spheroids can be placed in correct relative

positions, but the break in the line of deviation stations will cause

there to be an unknown rise or fall (2^2— iV^i)
in the geoid across the

gap, as in Fig. 138(6).

Given sufficient gravity data aU over the world, § 7.16, N^ and N2,

the heights of the geoid above the spheroid at
Pj^
and Pg on either side

of the gap could be computed, but the necessary gravity data do not

exist. The difference N2
—

N^, however, can be got from a more local

gravity survey as follows :t

Take points Pq and P3 in prolongation of I^^Pg as in Fig. 138 (c) and

around them all observe gravity stations over an area somewhat as

shown. Then at each of the four points use Stokes's integral (7.61)

out to a radius I^ I^ to give tentative values Nq, N'^, N2, N^. These

t The method here described probably has much in common with that of Kras-

sowski-Molodenski, but literature describing their method is not available.
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values, ignoring all anomalies outside the radius Pj^Pg will of course

be far from accurate, but their errors should run smoothly, and values

of N2 and iVg can be obtained which will secure constant second differ-

ences for the series (No-N'o), {N^-N'^), (N^-N'^), and (Ns-N'^).-f

Then the geoidal rise across the gap can be accepted as iV^2~-^i-

Spheroid
B

Liable to he tilted, raised or loy^ered

Geold liable to be raised or fevered

(c)

Area for gravity survey

• • • •

Po P, P2 P3

Fig. 138.

Section 5. Density Anomalies and the Strength of the

Eabth's Crust

7.45. Insolubility of the problem. Given the gravity anomaUes

with respect to some defined standard, over part or all of the geoid or

co-geoid, or given the form of one of these surfaces, it is required to

find the anomahes of mass, i.e. the differences between the mass dis-

tribution in the actual earth and that in the standard earth. §§7.23 and

7.27. Unfortunately this problem is insoluble in the absence of other

data. Given the mass anomahes, the anomalies ofgravity or of geoidal

form can of course be computed, but the converse is not true. For

t ^0, A^i, and N^—N^ are known from the geoidal sections in the land areas.
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instance, if a distribution of mass which satisfies the data has by some
means been found, it can be modified in any of the following ways,
while continuing to satisfy them:

(a) The most obvious. Any uniform spherical element of anoma-

lous mass may be expanded or contracted to fill a different sized

sphere with the same centre, provided only that all remains within

the bounding equipotential surface.

2(c/,-c/2)\

Fig. 139. A particleM at depth d^ may be approximately
replaced by an equal mass distributed over a radius of

{di
—

dz) at depth d^. See § 7.45 (c).

(b) Regarding a small part of the earth as plane, let an anomaly

Gsmpx be added at depth z, x being a horizontal coordinate axis.

Then the attraction at the surface will be 27TkGe-^^siD.px, which is

small if l/p is small compared with z. It follows that surface observa-

tions can give no information about mass anomalies whose 'wave-

length' 27tIp is small compared with 27t times their depth, [252], and

also that such anomaUes may be imposed on any solution which fits

the data.

(c) Regarding the earth as a sphere of radius R, Fig. 139, consider

a particle ofunit mass at depth d^. Then it can be replaced by a surface

density of

^^Xr or approximately ^-^, (7.100)

• 5125 Bl,
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over a sphere of radius R—d^, ifd^K d^, where r is distance from the

position of the original particle. See [227], p. 198. This amounts to

saying that a concentrated particle at depth c^^ may be replaced by
a regional distribution of equal total mass at any smaller depth d^.

Quite roughly, provided (Ig is not too small, the regional distribution

may be regarded as uniform over a radius of (say) d^—d^, since outside

this radius l/r^ < 1/(2V2) times its maximum value, and it falls off

rapidly.

From the above it is clear that no unique solution will be obtainable,

but there are certain limitations on the range of possible solutions. In

particular, as is partially evident from (6) above, if gravity anomalies

are expressed as a series of spherical harmonics, a harmonic of wave-

length A from crest to crest is unlikely to be due to mass anomalies

at depths deeper than (say) A/tt; [227], p. 198. Also see [253].

7.46. Seismological data. Of the related branches of science,

seismology is that which most contributes to the further narrowing of

the problem. If (Fig. 140) an earthquake occurs at a point P a little

below the surface of the earth, the shock is transmitted in all direc-

tions in the form of two kinds of waves, namely (a) a condensational

or primary or P wave, in which every particle vibrates in the hne of

propagation (more or less radially from the point of origin), and (b) a

distortional or secondary or S wave, in which the vibration is trans-

verse. The velocity of the former wave is a = ^{(A4-2/x)/p}, and of the

latter ^ = ^jd^lp), where p is the density, and A and ix are the two elastic

constants of the rock through which the wave is passing.f

Seismographs on the earth's surface record the arrival of these

waves, and the first wave ofeach type to arrive has clearly followed the

path for which
J dsjoc and J dsj^ respectively is least. If the earth was

homogeneous these paths would be straight, but if density varies with

depth they are convex towards the side where velocity is greater.

Reflections and refraction also occur at interfaces between layers of

different constitution, as in §§ 6.22-6.23. Records at near observa-

tories, reduced by weU-established values for the velocity through
surface rocks, give the time of the original shock, and in favourable

t The modulus of rigidity ju.
is ^/2(l + a), where E is Young's modulus, a is Pois-

son's ratio, which is typically about J for most rocks, and A is defined as

^a/(l + (T)(l-2a).

If or = 1^, X = II, and a = )SV3. The hulk modulus is given by k = ^/3(1 — 2ct). Its

reciprocal 1/A; is the compressibility.
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Fig. 140. Full lines represent both P and S waves: broken lines P only.
Reflected waves and waves refracted with change of type are omitted.

circumstances some indication of its depth.f Records at more distant

observatories then give average values of a and ^ for the paths of the

waves reaching them, and consequently a relation between the density
and elastic constants of the intervening rocks, or between p and the

bulk modulus (or modulus of compression), the latter being given by
h = A+fiU, = p(q:^— 1^2). Note that while a compressional wave can

be transmitted by both solids and fluids, a distortional wave can only
be transmitted by a solid, or something very like one.

t Most earthquakes originate at a depth of less than 50 km. It is difficult to make a

significant estimate of the depth of shallow earthquakes, but shocks sometimes occur
at much greater depths, down to several hundred km., and an approximate figure for

their depths can be deduced.
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The density and compressibility of different rocks can be deter-

mined in the laboratory, with some indication of the changes at high

pressures and temperatures, although extrapolation from laboratory

figures to the extreme conditions met at a great distance below the

surface is naturally open to some doubt. However, aided by a know-

ledge of the earth's mean density (given by absolute determinations of

g) and of its moments of inertia (§ 7.22), and with some clues from the

constitution of meteorites and of rocks that have been extruded from

the lower levels of the crust, the following has been deduced as the

most probable normal constitution of the earth. [233] and [254].

Depth {km.)
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occurring when tension or compression exceed certain limits, but at

any depth inside the earth tension is impossible, as also is fracture due

to uniform compression. f What leads to fracture or to gradual flow

is stress difference, or inequality between (say) the vertical and

horizontal compressions at a point. The reactions of materials to

stress differences vary according to circumstances. A small change
of form proportional to the stress difference may occur as soon as the

stress is applied, and may remain unchanged until it is removed, when
the body returns to its original form. The body is then described as

perfectly elastic, and the tendency to return to the original form is

rigidity. Alternatively, when a greater stress is applied or if the

material is hotter, the final form may be reached more gradually, and

although it tends to a definite limit there may be no complete
return to the original state when the stress is removed. The body has

then undergone permanent set. While a third state of affairs is that

the change of shape may continue indefinitely so long as the stress

difference is maintained, the behaviour of the body then being
described as plastic.

The strength of a material at given temperature and pressure is an

important property, defined as the stress difference above which the

rate of change of shape does not decrease with time. Materials de-

scribable as liquids have zero strength, while most solids possess

strength, although there are exceptions. Cold pitch, for instance,

although in plain language a solid, and possessed of considerable

rigidity in its reaction to rapidly changing stress, is of practically

zero strength as shown by a small coin slowly sinking into it. If the

melting-point of a solid is defined, as in ordinary experiments, as the

temperature at which rigidity vanishes and viscosityJ is much reduced,

the strength of a material is likely to be much reduced between the

melting-point and temperatures of some hundreds of degrees below it.

[227], pp. 178-83.

The temperature of the earth increases with depth, at a rate near

the surface of between 10° and 40° C. per km.: average about 30°.

The temperature gradient throughout the crust will depend on the

temperatures at the time of solidification, on the time which has since

elapsed, on the conductivity of the rocks, and on their radioactive

t Although it is not impossible that changes ofpressure may lead to abrupt changes
of volume such as (e.g.) may be associated with a change from a vitreous to a crystal-
line state.

X Viscosity is defined as stress-difference -^2(^ate of shear).
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content. Making reasonable assumptions, [227], p. 154, concludes

temperatures to be:
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compensation at 50 km., and it is of course mechanically the more

probable.

If now in mountainous areas the interface between the upper and

intermediate layers, with a density difference of (say) 0-2, is depressed
below its normal depth of (say) 12 km., the effect is to produce com-

pensation, regional or otherwise, at or a little below this depth,

although a depression of 13 km. would be required to compensate a

plateau of normal density 1 km. high. But if the interface between

the intermediate and lower layers with a density difference of 0-4 is

also affected, the necessary depression is only 4 km. per km. ofaverage

topographical height.

Beneath an ocean of average depth 5 km., equivalent to a mass

defect of about 3 km., these interfaces would have to be raised 12 km.,

which would just ehminate the granitic layer (or more logically the

ocean may be said to result from its absence) as is indicated by seismo-

logy as a probable fact, and there can be little doubt that this is the

form in Avhich the general isostatic compensation of the oceans exists.

It may be concluded that the most probable location of isostatic

compensation is that about one-third is at the 'granite-basalt' inter-

face a depth of about 12 km., and the rest at the base of the
'

basalt' at

about 36 km. Average 25-30 km. It must obviously be more or less

regionally distributed, and (for what it is worth, which is practically

nothing) these figures suggest that on average the compensation of

any particular mass is mostly distributed over an area of 20-25 km.

radius.t This may be described as a regional form of Airy compensa-
tion at depths of about 12 and 36 km.

7.49. Stress differences caused by unequal loading. The

determination of the stress differences near the surface which may
result from unequal loading by visible topography, or at greater

depths by the incomplete compensation of the surface irregularities,

is a problem whose general solution is very complex, but the following

are solutions in three particular cases.

(a) Thick crust. Fig. 141. Let a superficial load ct(cosZi a:) (cos ?2 2/)

he on a crust of thickness D which is supported by uniform pressure

from an underlying layer of zero strength. This load represents ranges

of hills and vaUeys intersecting at right angles, of height :h<^/p9 and of

t 50 km. minus 25 or 30 km. = (ij
—

c?2 of § 7.45 (c). There is, of course, little

reason why the amoimt of regional spread should be at all constant. See also [274],
vol. iv, chapter iii, which suggests a much larger regional spread for oceanic islands.

§ 7.49 (6) gives an indication of a maximiun possible amount of spread.
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wave-lengths 27r/Zi along the axis of x and 27r/Z2 along that of y. Let

7tD (say 150-600 km.) be several times the shorter of the two wave-

lengths. Then [227], pp. 164-74 shows that with unimportant ex-

ceptions the maximum stress difference S^ will occur at depth Z as

given by

211+11
S. ae-^^, where P = Zf ^-Zf and Z^ > Zg

^ — ~
i/ 72 72T^^ where A and fx are the elastic constants. § 7.46
H2Z1+/2) >

(7.101)

^x

2Tr/t
-> 2.yr D

Thick crust

Fig. 141. Fig. 142.

If Zg
= 0, so that the load is simply parallel hills and valleys of wave-

length 27r/Z, this simphfies to

S^ = 2(t/c, where e = 2-718 \

Z = I II
= wave-length -f- 277 . (7.102)

And at any other depth z, S ^ 2(jlze~^^ )

The last line shows that the stress difference falls off rapidly with

increasing depth.

Inserting figures, let mountains of density 2-67 stand 5 km. above

valley bottoms, so cr ==: 6-5 X 10^ dynes/cm. 2, and let the ranges be

100 km. from crest to crest, so that 1/Z
= 1-6 x 10^ cm. These are

large mountains. Then>^^ = 4-8 X 10^ and occurs at a depth of 16 km.

This is well within the strength of basalt at 400° C, § 7.47. At 100 km.

the stress difference would be 1*5 X 10^, which may or may not be

within the strength of the rocks there at 1,100° C. It may be con-

cluded that such irregularities can probably be supported by the

strength of a 100 km. crust, but note that the assumed load is alterna-

tively positive and negative. While a system of several parallel
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mountain ranges and valleys of this size, all above sea-level, could

probably be sustained without local isostatic support under each

separate range, regional isostatic support in some form would be

necessary,t

Conversely, if gravity observations could be shown to indicate that

mountain ranges of this size or smaller are compensated individually

rather than regionally, a reasonable conclusion would be that the rocks

concerned are, or in the recent past have been, unable to withstand

these stress differences.

(b) Thin crust. Fig. 142. Let the thickness of the strong crust (of

density p) be less than l/27r times the shorter wave-length of the

imposed load. Then unless cr is very small, the variations of load can

only be supported by the crust bending under it and thereby obtaining

support from the increased hydrostatic pressure of the denser {p)

underlying layer. And if p'—p = 1, [227] pp. 175-6 shows (with

certain simplifications) that this bending will involve a stress differ-

ence of 3cT in the lower side of the crust, so that if the strength of the

latter is 10 x 10^ dynes/cm. 2, fracture wiU occur when o- = 3-3 X 10^,

corresponding to a loading of dblj km. of rock. But note that pjp

of the load will disappear from view, by reason of the crust's bending
under it, so that the superficial maximum excess or defect will be

±0-35 km. Greater irregularities can of course be supported, but the

conclusion is that when such features persist with constant sign over

widths greater than ttD the crust will have to fracture rather than

bend. This places some limit on the possible regional spread of the

compensation of large features.

(c) Loads representable by low-degree harmonics. In [257] Jeffreys

investigates the crustal strength required to support mass anomalies

(isostatic or free air) corresponding to anomalies of gravity represent-

able by second- or third-degree harmonics. Analysis of available gravity

data [247] suggests the existence of one second-degree harmonic with

an amplitude of 12 mgals, and three third-degree ones of comparable

size, such as might all combine to give the appearance of a
'

longitude

term' with ampHtude 20 mgals, if the analysis had been for it only.

The conclusion reached is that if the strengthless core extends from

the centre to 0-9 of the radius, a strength of 3-3 X 10^ dynes/cm.^ will

t For if the mountainous area is (say) 600 km. wide, and of central average height
3 km., associated with seas of corresponding depth and width on either side, the
maximum S of Sx 10" dynes/cm.

^ would occur at depth 200 km., where it would

probably be excessive.
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be required throughout the remaining 0-1, or alternatively that if the

radius of the core is 0-545a, a strength of 1-5 X 10^ dynes/cm.^ wUl

suffice for the outer 0-1, with 0-8 X 10^ between that depth and the

core. On other grounds, § 7,47, such strength is unexpected. Hence
the value of the result.

7.50. The tri -axial ellipsoid. The only possible form of equiU-
brium for a nearly spherical rotating fluid, or strengthless body, is an

oblate spheroid with circular equator, and any departure from this

form can only be sustained by more or less strength in the crust or

lower levels, as in § 7.49(c). Departures represented by low-degree
harmonics will generally demand greater strength at greater depths
than comparable harmonics of higher degree.|

Harmonic analysis of gravity anomahes or of the geoidal form must,

in general, produce non-zero coefficients for terms in cos^^ cos 2(A— Aq)

and other low-degree harmonics, and existing data indicate the exis-

tence ofa flattening ofthe equator as shown in Tables 1 and 2. See [251]

for evidence from geoidal arcs, and [258] which derives more or less

accordant results from (a) aU available gravity data, and (6) equatorial

stations only, and (c) Vening Meinesz's sea stations only. J See also

[247]. At present it may still be possible that this apparent flattening

comes from error or lack of data, and that it may be much reduced

when more evidence is available. But existing evidence is far from

insignificant, and it is quite hkely that it may be confirmed, and that

the existence of such strength in the crust as is indicated by § 7.49 (c)

may thereby be proved. This is an important question, to which

continued geodetic observations will presently be able to give a clear

answer.

It is worth remarking that if the existence of this equatorial flatten-

ing is firmly established, there will stiU be little point in stating that

the geoid is a tri-axial figure, since other low-degree harmonics are

equaUy hkely to be present. The geoid is a figure which for physical

reasons is approximately an oblate spheroid, but apart from the small

depression in latitude 45°, §7.14(6), and the obvious possibihty of

correlation with the distribution of land and sea, nothing suggests

that departures from that form should be other than random in their

distribution. Even if it should happen that one particular harmonic

t The forms known as Jacobins ellipsoids are only possible figures if the rotation is

much greater than that of the earth. The largest axis has to be at least V2 times the

shortest, so they are not applicable. [216], pp. 704-6.

X But Vening Meinesz in [274], vol. iv, pp. 11-12, sees no evidence of it.
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has a somewhat large coefficient, it will have to be very outstanding

before it can be ascribed to anything but chance.

7.51. Location of isostatic mass anomalies, f Any gravity

anomaly, unless due to error, { proves that the actual earth disagrees

with the accepted standard to a greater or less extent.

If Ag^Q is known all over the earth, or if the form of the geoid or co-

geoid is everywhere known so that ^g^ can be calculated by Stokes's

theorem (7.60), one distribution of anomalous mass which would

produce the anomalies of gravity is a skin density of AgQl4:7rk on the

geoid or co-geoid. See §7.10. Alternatively, subject to certain con-

ditions, the gravity anomalies could result from a suitable skin

density (determined as below) on a lower equipotential or by a com-

bination of skin densities at different depths, and the best guide to

the earth's actual state may be to determine the various possible skin

distributions at different depths. Then seismological and other

considerations may hmit the choice to a fairly narrow field, or may at

least show that all possible solutions have some feature in common,
such as that they may demand a certain degree of strength at a certain

depth.

If a portion of the earth can be treated as flat, and if over this area

A^o c^^ b^ represented by a single harmonic term A cospx, it could be

produced by a skin density of (Al27rk)eP^GOspx at depth z, and if Aqq
is represented by a Fourier series, the distribution can be expressed

by a series of such terms, provided that the series converges. In [252]

BuUard gives a formal method of determining the necessary skin

density at depth z, which {a) duly applies to a sphere instead of to a

plane as above, and (b) allows ofnumerical integration from the values

of A^Tq as normally exhibited on a contoured chart, instead of requiring

a harmonic analysis. If this system is applied to determine possible

mass distributions at successively greater depths, it wiU presently be

found that the solution becomes irregular with large positive and

negative densities closely adjacent. This is a sign that the depth
reached is improbably great, or at any rate too great to account for

•f Except in flat country, any attempt to locate mass anomalies from free air

gravity anomalies will immediately demand the computation of the effects of the

visible topography, which in turn will generally lead to the computation of isostatic

anomahes, § 7.29.

X Error is always possible, even gross error if a large anomaly occurs at a single

station, or if height has been difficult to determine. But modern values of g should

seldom be wrong by more than 0-010 mgals (§6.04), and larger anomalies should

generally be significant.
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the shorter wave-length variations of Aqq. A routine is given whereby
the shorter wave-lengths can then be left behind, being accounted for

by a reasonable distribution at a shallow depth, while the determina-

tion of possible (but not necessarily more probable) solutions for the

longer period irregularities proceeds to greater depths, until they in

turn become unstable. As a general rule, the greatest depth at which a

skin density can account for a surface gravity anomaly change of

Agr^ from maximum to minimum in x^ miles (or km.) is

(xj7r)log,(47TkarJAgJ

miles (or km.), where o-^ is the maximum acceptable value of the skin

density, i.e. the maximum acceptable value ofanomalous soHd density

multiphed by the maximum thickness of the layer, at mean depth z,

in which it can occur. [252], p. 342. If ^Trka^/Ag^ is a small fraction,

this will approximate to x^/tt. With figures such as Ag^ = 60 mgals
in distance x^ = 100 km., and o-^

= a density of 0-25 through a

thickness of 20 km., the maximum depth is 2x^1tt or A/tt as in

§7.45.

A point of particular interest is to decide, if possible, whether or not

particular gravity anomaUes can be ascribed to mass anomalies which

are compatible with hydrostatic equilibrium at some fairly shallow

depth such as 35 or 70 miles. If they can, they may be described as

departures from the accepted standard system of compensation, but

not as disproof of the existence of compensation of some kind at, or

above, the usual depth. In general, gravity anomalies of moderate

intensity and short wave-length, such as may average zero over areas

whose least dimension is 200 miles, can be (although they very well

may not actually be) caused by masses which together with complete
isostatic compensation could be accommodated within a 70-mile

crust of ordinary strength. Consider, for instance, a circular area of

radius r in which a superficial load equivalent to 1,000 feet of 2-67

density rock is compensated by an equal total deficit either throughout
the underlying 70 miles or concentrated at 35 miles. Then for values

of r of 5, 25, 100, and 400 miles (7.16) shows that the resulting maxi-

mum gravity anomaly will be 0-027, 0-025, 0-012, and 0-003 gals,

respectively. This shows for instance that a gravity anomaly of 0-030

over an area of 400 miles radius could be accounted for if the upper
20 miles of crust in this area was 10 per cent, over-dense, while the

underlying 50 miles was 4 per cent, in defect. In the absence of any
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seismological or geological indications, this would be an improbable

state, and an anomaly of 0-030 over a radius of 400 miles is con-

sequently difficult to reconcile with exact compensation in any form.

On the other hand, if the 0-030 anomaly extended only over a radius

of 100 miles, the intensity of the superficial excess need only be one-

quarter as great, and over the much smaller area that might not be

unreasonable.

More generally, let a superficial mass of Y^ (feet of rock) be com-

pensated by —Y^(1— 2ol), for equal pressure, at depth ocR, where a is a

small fraction. Then (7.38) shows that the net attraction at the sur-

face would be 477-A;F,,{l-(l-2a)(l-a)^+2}{(n+l)/(27i+l)}. So that if

noc is fairly small, the maximum value of Ag^ is only {n-\-4:)(x times the

value (0-001 gals per 30 feet in the maximum value of Y^) which it

would have if there was no compensation. The argument then follows

the same hnes as the above, A superficial excess whose maximum
value is a thickness of 10 miles 10 per cent, over-dense, compensated
at a depth of 50 miles, a = 1/80, produces a maximum gravity anomaly
of (r?,-|-4)(l/80)x 175 mgals, and unless n is more than (say) 20 this

is not a particularly striking anomaly, while the mass anomaly re-

quired to produce it is extremely large, and the inference is that the

cause is probably a smaller superficial excess, uncompensated.

Similarly, computations with tables for the many different iso-

static hypotheses may show large differences in individual anomahes,

particularly in mountainous country, but no very large difference in

the average anomaly over a large area, and if large and widespread
isostatic anomahes are of constant sign, departure from hydrostatic

equilibrium of any kind is indicated.

In general, but subject to exceptions, if any particular iso^atic

standard gives gravity anomahes wliich are positively correlated with

height of station, the suggestion is that the accepted regional spread is

too sHght or the depth of compensation too small.

If instead of being given A^q ^^^ have the form of part of the geoid,

and if its principal undulations can be represented by a single spherical

harmonic Bu^^, (7.60) gives the associated Ag^ to be ye(^~l)^n' ^^^

the arguments given above can then be applied. In figures, if the

geoidal undulations have an amplitude (semi-range) of N feet with

a wave-length crest to crest of L miles, so that n = ^ttRJL, the

amplitude of Ag^ will be ^SO(n—\)NjR gals, or {n—l) mgals per 21

feet of iV^.
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Section 6. Earth Movements

7.52. Vertical movements. Geology reveals vertical earth

movements, by faulting and bending, which have amounted to 10,000

feet or more in comparatively recent geological time such as the last

ten million years, and the folding and overthrusting of mountains

has involved horizontal movements which can at least be measured

in tens of miles. To detect and measure such changes as may now be

in progress is in principle a straightforward geodetic task, but the

actual rates of change are small, and since few accurate observa-

tions are as much as 100 years old, critical examination of results is

necessary.

If a few bench-marks, cut upon solid rock, lie some miles apart
on either side of a recent geological fault, and if successive precise

levellings show changes of several inches, the changes may reasonably
be accepted as real, especially ifthey are progressive, or are associated

with local earthquakes. Such records have been made in (for example)

Japan [259], and in some cases have revealed changes of several feet.

See also [266] for a summary of vertical movements in Finland.

Violent earthquakes of course often result in visible dislocations, with

relative movements of several feet, but in the absence of levelhng it is

often impossible to say which side has risen and which fallen, and how
far the movement extends back from the fault. There may also be

doubt whether it extends down to soHd rock or affects only superficial

deposits.

The routine relevelhng of a primary network, or special relevel-

ments carried out after an unforeseen earthquake, will of course show

apparent changes of level, but care is necessary before describing

them as tectonic. Points requiring special attention are:

(a) If long lines are involved, the old work or the new may happen
to have accumulated exceptional systematic error, see §§ 4.17-4.18.

See also [114], which records relevelments along a 200-mile Une in

Sind (India) with results varying through 2 feet, which are most

unlikely to be due to crustal movement. Lines involving a rise ofsome

thousands of feet or the crossing of wide rivers are also of course liable

to unusual error.

(b) The local subsidence ofB.M.s. Any B.M. other than one cut upon
solid rock in fairly flat countr}^ is liable to local subsidence in a strong

earthquake, since in aUuvial areas road and rail embankments, bridges,

buildings, and even town and village sites as a whole, are liable to
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slump down into the ground, and the B.M.s then sink with them.

Hillsides and even hilltops are similarly liable to slide.

(c) The shrinkage of peat or other swampy deposits such as is

especially caused by draining them may cause a general lowering of

surface levels. [263].

{d) If changes are measured relative to mean sea-level, it is neces-

sary to consider whether it is not the latter that has changed. This is

especially possible ifa riverain or estuarine tidal station is involved, but

in the course of centuries the melting of ice caps may raise the general

ocean level, or the reverse, and changing meteorological conditions

may change the level of seas with restricted outlets.

(e) Where submarine soundings are in question, it is necessary to be

sure that the apparent change is not due to non-identity of position,

and where slopes are steep, changes due to mud flows must not be

ascribed to tectonic causes.

It is desirable that primary networks should contain the maximum
number of rock-cut B.M.s whose stability cannot be questioned,

including some where movement is not expected, and that in areas

liable to earthquakes the initial levelling should be repeated at least

once or better at regular intervals, so that when an earthquake does

occur the new values can be compared with really reUable pre-earth-

quake values. It is not inconceivable that such work may presently

be able to reveal accumulating strain from which some warning of an

impending earthquake may be obtainable.

7.53. Horizontal movements. The precision of horizontal

measurement is generally less than that of high-class levelling, since

primary triangulation may be wrong by 1/100,000 or a foot in 20

miles, while levelling should be good to an inch in the same distance.

Reliable records are thus less easy to obtain. If movements due to

non-tectonic causes are to be avoided, station sites must of course be

firmly based, preferably not near the top of a cliff nor in alluvium

which may be slowly creeping towards rivers or creeks, and the lines

concerned should be well clear of the ground to avoid horizontal

refraction. Fairly certain results can then be obtained by the re-

observation ofa chain of triangles, starting and closing on areas which

are beHeved to have been stable, and passing through the area of

suspected disturbance. See [264] for the reasonable treatment of such

a case in Assam.
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If station sites are firm and if adjacent stations lie on either side of a

moving fault, relative movement may be measured by direct com-

parison of old and new angles or astronomical azimuths, or by the

disturbance of alignments and measured distances, thereby avoiding
accumulation of error in a chain of triangles, although such observa-

tions may not suffice to show which side has moved nor how far the

movement extends.

Positive results have been recorded in Cahfornia. [265].

7.54. Wegener's theory of continental drift. The author of this

theory, which from many points of view appears plausible or even

probable,t claimed that geodetic observations provide direct evidence

of the progressive separation of Europe and Greenland, but it must be

recorded that while geodesy provides no direct evidence of stabihty
to disprove the theory, it has also provided no evidence in its favour.

Where inter-continental movements are in question, the only present

source of geodetic evidence is change in astronomical fixing, and it is

unfortunate that the suggested rapid changes are in longitude. Even
modern wireless longitudes are liable to errors of 100 feet or more

(§5.26), while pre-telegraphic longitudes are liable to very much

greater error. See [269].

7.55. Latitude variation. The existence of a periodic bodily
movement of the earth's crust relative to the axis of rotation has been

well estabhshed by high-class observations of astronomical latitude

made as described in § 5.14. The movement can be analysed as due to

two periodic motions: (a) one with a period of 14 months, which can

be ascribed to a minute non-identity of the axes of rotation and

inertia,! and (6) an annual motion presumed due to meteorological

causes—annual variation in the distribution of atmospheric pressure,

vegetation, and snow and ice, etc. See [227], pp. 239-44.

Analysis into these two periods of course shows residuals. At one

time these appeared to indicate a simultaneous annually periodic

approach to and recession from the pole of aU the stations concerned,

the so-called 's-term', but its existence has not been confirmed and is

improbable. Atmospheric refraction is the probable cause, see refer-

ences quoted near the end of §5.14.

t There has been difficulty in. suggesting a motive force as large as one ten-

thousandth of what is likely to be necessary, [227], pp. 304 and 322. See [268],

pp. 487-509, for a clear recent siunmary.

X Theory gives 10 months as the correct period for a rigid (\inyielding) earth, but

elasticity lengthens the period. [227], pp. 232-9.
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The combination of the annual and 14-month periods results in the

amplitude varying from about 25 feet down to almost zero and back

again in a period of about 7 years, as in Fig. 143. Results have been

published by the International Latitude Service in [270], [271], [272],

and [273]. See also [134], pp. 133-6. An authoritative summary is

believed to be in preparation (1949).

_ Meridian
.30" 90' E

Fig. 143. Latitude variation. Polar movement 19400 to 1947-0, from [273].
'40' = 19400, etc.

Section 7. Conclusion

7.56. Deductions from geodetic evidence at present avail-

able. A book whose object is to record current methods of geodetic

observation and reduction cannot include much discussion of numeri-

cal physical results, but the following summary may not be out of

place, even though rapid progress may soon make it obsolete.

For the flattening of the spheroid which best fits the geoid 1/297 is a
5125 c c
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good figure and is unlikely to be found to be wrong by much more

than one unit in the denominator. For the major axis Jeffreys's [172]

6,378,099 may be better than Hayford's 6,378,388, since the former

accords with the probable systematic tendency for Hayford gravity

anomalies to be positive over the oceans, but either may be wrong by
a few hundred metres (p. 338 footnote). It appears probable that the

geoid will eventually be found to keep within 200 or possibly 100 m.

of the best fitting oblate spheroid, whatever its dimensions may be

found to be.

There is some evidence for the existence of an ellipticity of the

equator to the extent that the equatorial semi axes may be unequal

by perhaps 200 m. with the major axis in about longitude 0°, but there

is no suggestion that this has more physical significance than that the

earth's strength is sufficient to permit its existence as an accident of

form in common with other low-degree harmonics. It is quite possible

that fuller data will reduce the amplitude of this harmonic and replace

it by higher harmonics of smaller amplitudes. See § 7.50.

For the standard intensity of gravity it is not possible to suggest

much improvement on the International Formula

70 = 978-049(l+ 0-0052884sin2,^-0-0000059sin22</.), (7.103)1

which corresponds to a flattening of 1/297. This is in terms of 981-274

for Potsdam, §6.00, which is probably 13 mgals too high, [172],

p. 233, but for geodetic purposes changes in the accepted absolute

values of gravity are to be deprecated, as they make equal changes
in observed values of^ and in standard Yq, with no change in anomalies

g—Yo- With the latest value for Potsdam (981-261) [172] gives

978-0373±0-0024
for equatorial Yq.

That the crust of the earth is generally in approximate isostatic

equilibrium in a broad way is beyond dispute, but it is equally im-

possible to deny the existence of anomalies which are incompatible
with exact isostasy in any form. As a measure of the extent to which

isostasy holds, it may be said that while the height of the solid surface

varies between -1-15,000 and —20,000 feet over large areas, it is ex-

tremely unusual or unknown for an isostatic anomaly to average
0- 100 gals over an area of (say) 350 X 350 miles, equivalent to an excess

t An additional term of 4-0-010 cos^^ cos 2(A— Aq) gals in standard gravity cor-

responds to an inequality of 130 m. in the equatorial semi axes. See (7.50).
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or defect of 3,000 feet of rock, and that widespread anomalies of half

as much are fairly uncommon.

In spite of the strength indicated by the probable existence of low-

degree harmonics in the geoidal form, there is evidence that in some

circumstances the earth is extraordinarily ready to rise or fall with

decrease or increase of load. See for instance [311] for the apparent
rise of Fennoscandia with the removal of the ice load, and [312] for

subsidence around the Mississippi delta, in a form that does not suggest

deposition in troughs which are sinking from other causes. Such

conditions may suggest the existence, possibly only locally (or tem-

porarily), of a weak layer at a depth of a few tens of km. or less. If

there is appreciable elUpticity of the equator, or if other widespread
anomaUes exist, this weak layer must be followed by something much

stronger,t

The form which general isostatic compensation probably takes is

elevation or depression of the bases of the sedimentary, granitic, and

basaltic layers above or below their normal levels, such undulations

being of course more regional than in exact local correspondence with

the topography. In so far as each layer may be of constant density,

the compensation may be described as being at about the levels of the

two or three density discontinuities, but in so far as density may
vary gradually with depth the compensation will be more evenly

distributed. The average depth of the compensating masses is prob-

ably around 25-30 km., § 7.48. It is not possible to give a figure for

the degree of regional spread.

Attempts may properly be made to classify departures from the

mass distribution of any prescribed isostatic standard earth under the

following sub-heads, which successively indicate the existence of

greater strength in the earth's crust, or strength at greater depths.

(a) Geological anomalies, namely abnormal densities near the

surface, detectable by geological methods or by geophysical prospect-

ing, which may quite possibly be compensated by equalJ and opposite

deficiencies or excesses below.

(6) Other departures from the standard which are not incompatible
with equahty of total massJ above such a depth as 50 or 100 miles,

when one area of (say) 200 X 200 miles is compared with another.

t A thick bed of clay or salt, which will flow under a comparatively small stress

difference, may give rise to what might be described as an even more local form of

isostatic adjustment.

J Or slightly unequal masses, resulting in equal average pressure as in § 7.30.

k
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Such anomalies as these and (a) above do not contradict the possibility

of exact compensation in a widely regional way. § 7.51 suggests the

extent to which such anomalies are possible.

(c) Mass anomahes which can be attributed to comparatively recent

deposition, erosion, or melting of ice, associated with viscosity in the

lower layer and consequent time lag in the process of compensation.

(d) Mass anomahes caused by horizontal or vertical forces actively

disturbing hydrostatic equihbrium. The great belts of negative

anomaly described below appear to belong to this class, but the results

of such forces may not always be on such a strikingly large scale.

(e) Mass anomahes which probably originally arose from such causes

as (d), and which have remained partly or wholly 'frozen' in place after

the original forces have ceased to act, in spite of the hydrostatic forces

which tend to restore regional (if not local) equilibrium. Under this

head may probably be included such features as the upwarps and

downwarps in the crustal structure of peninsular India described by
Glennie in [243] and Survey of India Geodetic Reports 1931-9.

(/) Anomahes representable by low-degree harmonics, such as an

ellipticity of the equator, which can only be sustained if the strength

of the crust at depths of some hundreds of miles is materially greater

than is to be expected from the general existence of fairly complete and

shallow compensation over smaller areas. §§7.49 (c) and 7.50.

These classes, w^hich are admittedly not entirely comprehensive nor

mutually exclusive, represent increasingly severe departures from a

state of strengthless hydrostatic equilibrium. The most interesting,

at the moment, are those in (d). In 1926 Vening Meinesz discovered a

belt ofnegative anomahes about 150 miles wide mth central anomahes

generally exceeding —100 mgals and with areas of positive anomaly
on either side, extending as in Fig. 144 from the Phihppine Islands,

through the Banda Sea and Timor, and thence parallel to the coasts

of Java and Sumatra. This trough probably passes through the

Andaman Islands, and thence through Burma and the Ganges valley

where it takes the form of a hne of detached basins, and may possibly

continue along the Mekran Coast, and along or parallel to the Persian

Gulf. [274], vol. ii or vol. iv.

Other such troughs have been discovered north and east of the

Caribbean Sea [275] and off the coast of Japan [276] and [277]. All

these troughs are parallel to lines ofrecent mountain-building activity,
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but their centre lines do not coincide with any particular form of

surface feature, sometimes underlying ocean troughs, sometimes

mountain ranges, and sometimes level plains or geosynclines filled

with sediments, but their general position is on the outer side of the

curved arcs of islands or mountains to which they lie parallel. Other

— = TrouCh o-f low 6ravity
.cC^

Fig. 144. The Netherlands East Indies.

phenomena often associated with them are volcanic activity on the

line of the mountain axis, and deep-focus earthquakes further away
on the inner side of the arcs.

It seems clear that the immediate cause of these negative belts is

the forcing down of the sedimentary, and presumably also the granitic

and basaltic layers, by whatever cause is responsible for the associated

crustal compression and mountain building, but the nature of this

ultimate cause is less clear, current speculation being divided between:

(a) The long-respected theory of compression due to cooUng of the

crust, and

(6) A comparatively recent suggestion that thermal convection

currents may exist in the lower layers of the crust, as illustrated in

Fig. 145. [278].
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For fuller comment on these speculations see [172], [268], [279],

and [274], vol. iv.

A

Fig. 145. Arrows indicate thermal convection currents. At A they drag
down the accumulating light outer layers, causing negative isostatic

anomalies. The downward drag may cause an ocean deep, or the accumula-
tion of surface materials may form mountains, especially when the currents

cease and isostatic equilibrium tends to be restored.

7.57. Future programmes of work. Referring to the objects of

Geodesy, as given in the Introduction, the principal tasks in connexion

with surveying are now:

(a) The observation of geodetic triangulation and levelling,

wherever required as a basis for topographical and cadastral surveys.

(6) The interconnexion and simultaneous adjustment of existing

and future triangulation systems on a single international spheroid,

so that adjacent national surveys will join without discrepancies.

One important step in this direction is the simultaneous adjustment
of Central and Western Europe which is now (1950) in progress under

the auspices of the International Geodetic Association. The general

use of the United States origin as the North American Datum is

another example of an approach towards the ultimate aim. A possible

alternative to interconnexion across sea-gaps and poHtical obstacles

is a world gravity survey as in (/) below, but the completion of both

is to be hoped for.

(c) The observation of geoidal sections along the main trans-

continental lines of geodetic triangulation, to enable base lines to be

accurately reduced to spheroid level, as in Chapter V, Section 5. A
resolution urging the completion of this work was adopted by the

International Geodetic Association at Oslo in 1948. [280].

(d) The improvement of radar technique, and the investigation of

the speed and route of radar transmission, to enable geodetic lines to

be measured correct to 1 in 200,000 across 500-mile gaps.
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For scientific purposes the chief immediate aims must be :

(e) The above items (6) to {d), leading to a direct determination of

the general form of the geoid along the trans-continental section lines,

on which branch lines and local geoidal surveys can then be based.

Eight thousand miles of such sections have been observed in India

[167], and 250 miles in Switzerland [168], but little has yet been done

elsewhere,f

(/) A world gravity survey comprising 1,600 or more gravity

stations evenly distributed over the earth. Such a programme would

determine the general form of the geoid, and the magnitude of the

anomalies representable by low-degree harmonics. Together with quite

practicable local gravity surveys, it would also enable any detached

survey to be brought into international terms. See [221] and § 7.16.

(g) Gravitational surveys (intensity probably in preference to

direction, although one may reinforce the other) of areas of particular

geophysical interest, such as continental margins, areas of rapid

erosion or deposition, melting or recently melted ice caps, volcanic

areas, rift valleys, ocean deeps and oceanic islands, and the long

troughs of negative anomalies described in § 7.56. Such surveys may
sometimes be assisted by deep seismic soundings, §§ 6.22-6.23, and

possibly by other forms of geophysical exploration.

(h) To record crustal movement in earthquake areas, or wherever

current isostatic adjustment is hkely or suspected. §§ 7.52-7.53.

The object of this book is to further the observation and reduction

of these and other future programmes, and to help towards the

understanding of the data which they procure.

General References for Chapter VII

Sections 1 and 2. [217], [220], [225], [227], and [281].

Sections 3, 4, and 5. [183], [227], [230], [234], [237], [250], [254], and [268].

Sections 6 and 7. [227], [268], [274] vol. iv, and [279].

t [250], 1909, gives a map of the geoid in the United States, and [282] gives one
for Italy, but the data are scanty and there are no lines of closely spaced stations to

make a framework.
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THE GEOMETRY OF THE SPHEROID
8.00. Summary. For notation see §3.00. The word 'spheroid' is here

used to refer to an oblate spheroid, a figure of revolution.

The formulae given in §§ 8.01-8.03 are given without proof. They can either

be found in elementary text-books, or can be derived from standard formulae

by expansion in power series. §§ 8.04-8.05 contain formulae, easily derivable

from the preceding, which are required later, and § 8.06 gives the fundamental

properties of the geodesic. §§ 8.07-8.15 then prove certain formulae quoted in

§§ 3.06-3.09. Of these, §§ 8.09 and 8.11-8. 14 are a condensation ofW. M. Tobey's

[69] propositions 7, 17, and 25-8, while 8.07, 8.08, and 8.10 are proofs of his

propositions 4, 6, and 16 on different lines. More detail is given in [69]. f

In these formulae an entry such as ...(eV^, a^) at the end of a series indicates

the magnitudes of the largest terms which follow, a being L/R. Such terms

generally include fractional numerical factors, which make them considerably
smaller than e^a^, etc.

8.01. Expansions. Geodetic formulae can generally be expanded in

rapidly convergent series, either in powers of e (4= 1/150) or of cr (< 1/8 and

generally < 1/50). The following are in constant use:

f{x+h) =f{x)+hf'{x)+ {h^l2l)f"{x)+ .., (Taylor's theorem) (8.1)

/(a;) =/(0)+ a:/'(0)+ (a;2/2!)/"(0)+ ... (Maclaurin's theorem) (8.2)

sin0 = e-e^l3l+ e'l5l-... (8.3)

cos^ = 1-^V2!+ ^V4!-... (8.4)

tan^ = ^+ ^3/3+ 2^5/15+17^7315+ ... (8.5)

tan-i^ = e-dyS+ d^l5-dyi+ ... (8.6)

sin^^ = (3-4cos2^+ cos4^)/8

sin«0 = (lO-15cos20+ 6cos4^-cos6^)/32J

loge(l+x) - x-x^/2+x^l3+ ... (8.8)

(l+a;)«= l+na;+n(n-l):r2/2!+ n(n-l)(n-2)a:3/3!+ .... (8.9)

When X and y are small the following very conmion approximations follow

from (8.9):

l/(l+a:) = l-x+ ...{x^); l/il+x)'' = l-2x+ ...{x^);

{l+x){l+y) = l+x+y+...{x^), etc.

If 2/
= x+a^x^+ a^x^+ .-.y then x = 2/+ &22/^+ ^32/^+ —

"|

where b^ = —a^; b^
= -2a^b2-a^ [288], p. 156.

b,^ -a,i2b,^bl)-3a,b,-a,
'

(^.10)

8.02. The spheroid and meridional ellipse. In Fig. 146AB is a quadrant
of the meridional ellipse, AA' is a circle, and OBZ is the polar axis, and PQ is

the normal at P.

t When comparing with [69] note that here K = 1/pv and r = Vpv = [69]'s K.
Also note that y^, etc., (its cos~^rs) are here measured clockwise round the triangle,

while in [69] they are from III to II and I, and from I to II.

j
(8.7)
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The ellipse is:
x^/a^+z^ = 1-

The spheroid is: x^/a^+y^/a^+z^/b^ = 1.

OA = a. OB = b. e2 = eccentricity = {a^-b^)la^. (l-e^) = b^/a^.

c, defined as eV(l-e2) = {a^-b^yb^ = e2+e*+e«+...

(8.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

_x
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In the meridional ellipse

^
.

where v = PQ, see (8.29), (8.23)
z = {l

—
e^)vsm(f)

= 6sinwJ

r =
a(l-/sinV'-f/2sin22^'+...)|= a(l-/sin2^+ f/2sin22^+ ...) r

In the spheroid: ^ ^^„ / „ n•^ X — V cos^ cos A

2/
= vcos^sinA |, (8.25)

z = {l
—

e^)vsm(j)

OQ = eVsin^ (exactly) = €Rsin(l>+ ...R{e^). (8.26)

8.03. Radii of curvature.

p = a(l-e2)/(l-e2sin2,^)*
= a(l-e2)(l + |e2sin2<^+¥e*sin*^+f|e'sin«0+...)

(8.27)

= a(l-e+ |esin2<^)+ ...i2(e2). (8.28)

V = PQ = a/(l-e2sin2«^)i
= a(l+ ie2sin2^+ |e4sin*^+ Ae«sin«<^+ ...) (8.29)

= a(l + ^esin2<^)+ ...i^(e2). (8.30)

Radius of a parallel of latitude = vcos^ (8.31)

K, defined to be l/pv
=

(
1- e^ sm^)^/a% l-e^)

= (l + €-2esin2^)/a2+ ...(62)/i?2. (8.32)

1/i?,
=

(l/v)(l + ecos2,^cos2^)
I ^g^gg^=

(cos2^)//)4-(sin2^)/v
= (v cos^A -i-psm^A)Ipvi

(Euler's theorem). [289], p. 214.

From (8.27) and (8.7):
p

in = meridional arc AP =
\ p d^ = a(^o^—^2sin2^+^4sin4^— ...),

(8.34)t
A — l_lp2_.3_ 4 5_ 6_

^4= 2¥6-(e*+ |e«H-...)

-^6
— 3072^ n^ '" >

^ - |i?esin2c6+ ...i2(e2), (8.35)
(i(p

^ = |i?esin2^+ ...i?(e2), (8.36)

^ =
-^,sin2^+ ...(e2)/i?2, (8.37)

where

= -(1-ie 0032,56)+ . ..eVi?

(8.38)

t An approximate formula for the arc between ^2 ^^d <f>i,
which is good enough for

many purposes is (<^2
—

<^i)Pm+i^pTO(<^2
—

'^i)'cos(,^2+ <^i)+— •
<t>'^

^ radians. If

<f)2
—

<f>i
— 1°, the second term is less than 003 m. [1], p. 112.
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p and V are the two principal radii of curvature of the spheroid at any point,

the radius being least in the plane of the meridian and greatest in the prime
vertical. Tables of p and v are required before computations can be carried out

on any spheroid. In Fig. 146 note that PQ = v, which is therefore known as

the normal terminated by the minor axis, and that Q lies on the polar axis on the

side of the equator remote from P. Except at the poles, where p = v, p is always
less than v, so that C the centre of curvature of the meridian lies on PQ, between

QandP.
At the pole p and v have their maximum values a/-^( 1— e^) == o( 1 +/ ), and are

equal. In about lat 55° p = a, and in about lat 35° p == b. On the equator v = a

^^
p = a{l-e^)==^a{l-2f).

The radius of a sphere of equal volume = a{l
—

^f).

Most large survey departments publish tables of p and v or their logs for the

spheroid used. Tables for the International spheroid are in [79] and [290].

Many others are in [80], see § 3.09 (i). [291] gives them in metres for the Clarke

1880 and International figures, with rules for their easy conversion to others.

8.04. Short arcs. If P^ is a point (0iAi) and Pg is another, such that

P^Pg = L and its azimuth = A, then very roughly:

A<f>
= {LIR)cosA+ ...{€(T,a^), (8.39 A)

AA = {L/R)smAsec(l>i+...{€cr,(T^)y (8.39B)

AA = {X/i2)sin^tan<^i+ ...(e(T,(T2). (8.39 C)

More accurately A<f>
= {L/R)cos{A-i'^AA)-{-...{€a,a^). (8.40)t

Then at Pg, using (8.30), (8.33), (8.38), and (8.39)

vz = Vi{l+ {€L/2R)cosAi2sm(f)j}+ ...R{€a^), (8.42)

R^ = ri{l
—

(€/2)cos2^l2Cos2^l+ (3eJD/2i?)cos^l2sin2<^l}+
+...-R(e^€(72), (8.43)

and (vi-pj/pm = e{cos20i-(3i:/4i2)cos^sin2<^}+...(e2,eo-2). (g.44)

8.05. Triangles. Let the sides of a spheroidal triangle be Lj, L^, and L^y

lying approximately in azimuths y^, yg' ^^^d y^ (these being reckoned in clock-

wise order and direction roim.d the triangle as in Fig. 147), and let the angles be

I, II, and III. The following approximate formulae will be required later:

Projection on to a meridian gives

LiCosyi+ L2Cosy2+ L^cosy^ = 0-{-...R{a^) (8.45)

and analogy with plane trigonometry gives

LI = Ll-\-Ll-2LiL^cosIl+ ...R^a^) (8.46)

whence d{Ll) = 2{Lj_-L^cosll)dL^+ ...RdLi{a^). (8.47)

t Accurate formulae are given in § 3.09. A formula of intermediate accuracy is

AA = AAsin<^^+... \

Acf>
= {L[pJcos{A+ iAA)-\-... . (8.41)

AA = {LlvJsm{A-hiAA)sec 0^+...i

It is correct to about 1 foot in lines of 25 miles, and is much used for topographical

triangulation.
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From (8.37) and (8.39)

K^—K^ = (2eL2/-R^)sm2<^iCosy2+ ...(e2,c(T2)/i22 (8.48)

and K^—Kj^ = {2el^R^)^\n2<f>^{L^co&y^
—
L^cosy^)+ ...{e^,€a^)lR'^, (8.49)

8.06. The geodesic. Defined as the shortest line on the spheroid, joining
two points on it, the geodesic has two other properties:

(a) It is not a plane curve, but the plane which contains any three near

points on it also contains the normal to the spheroid at the centre point of the

three.

(6) Along any geodesic v cos ^ sin a is constant.

Proof. From [97], No. 64, pp. 53-4. (a) Let a smooth, flexible, weightless

string be stretched under tension between P^ and Pg. It will clearly follow

the geodesic or shortest line. Consider the forces acting on an element of its

length. They are (i) the tensions at the two ends of the element, equal, but

inclined to each other at a little under 180°, and both lying in the plane which

locally contains the curved string: and (ii) the reaction of the smooth spheroid,
which may be considered to act along the normal at the centre point of the

element. Then for equilibrium these forces must be co-planar.

(6) Again consider the forces on any section CD of the string, not necessarily

short, namely the end tensions and all the normal reactions, and take moments
about the axis. The moments of the normal forces will be zero, since all normals

intersect the minor axis, and so

Txv^cos^C'Sinap = Txvj, cos ^^ sin aj), i.e. v cos ^ sin a is constant. (8.50)

8.07. Separation between geodesic and normal section, both starting
from Pi in the same azimuth. First refer back to § 3.06 (c) and Fig. 26.

Let 6 be the inclination of the normal at Pg to the plane containing Pg and the

normal at Pj, which is there quoted as j/fsin^
= A^sin^ X (v—/5^)/i?. More

accurately it should clearly be A^sin^2iX (^i~Pm)//'m' Whence usiag (8.9),

(8.39 C), (8.40), and (8.44)

B =— sin2^i2COs2^i—-^sin^i2sin2^i. (8.51)

The sign of is clear from Fig. 26. When A is in the NE quadrant the down-

ward normal at Pg lies to the SE of the normal plane Pj— Pg.

Now refer to Fig. 148. P^Pg and P1P2 are a normal section and a geodesic

both starting at P^ at the same azimuthA . Take axes of L,y, and z as shown, and

let C\ P2, and B' be three near points on the geodesic at distances L—BL, L,

and L+SL from P^. Then at P2, z = L^/2R+...L{€(j, <j^), and the spheroidal
normal is inclined to the z-L plane at an angle ^ as in (8.51).

Consider the small triangle C'PaB'. P2 is above the mid-point of C'B' by
^{dHldL^){8L)^, and nearer to the z-L plane by ^{d^y/dL^){BL^), whence from

§ 8.06(a) d^y/dL^ = d dh/dL^ = d/R.-f

t Alternatively this comes at once from the known property of the geodesic

d^y IdF dH IdF

dLHd^^dr^/~d^'

[289], p. 226, for dz/dy = 6 and in this case L is distance along both geodesic and
normal section with very high accuracy, see § 8.11.
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Then taking 6 from (8.51), integrating, and dropping suffixes, so that A and

(j)
refer to I[:

% = ^,^in2Acos^—^^smAsm2<f>+ ...{e^cTKea'h (8.52)dL 4:R^ 12R^

y = ^^sin2^cos2^-^^sin^sin2<^+ ...L(eV2,ea4). (8.53)

H.Po/e

Fig. 148. View from zenith of Pj.

^SA
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To get I^I^ refer to Fig. 149. The radius of curvature of Pjll at any point P
distant I from P^ is dl/d^. So from (8.43), dropping suffixes

~ =
-(l+|cos2^cos20—-^cos^sin2^j+...

X = -( l+ rtCOs2^cos20——
^cos^sin2^) + ...(eV, eo-^).

L

Then P2P3 = DP2 x 8^ = Svl X
J cos^ SZ,

which, using (8.4)

=
^^^(^-|^v+T2§^-^^°^'^^"^'^

+ll^3eos^sin2^) +

From (8.53)

^8A =
i^S^(|^cos2^cos2^-^-3Cos^sin2^)+ ...LS^(eV2,e(T*)

whence by addition,

wSA =
LSA(^l-^^+j^^+^^^cosAsm2cj>)+ ...LSA{€^a\€a\<y% (8.55)

or i^; = rsin-fl+|— cos^sin20j + ...X(e2a2,e(T*). (8.56)

Note: r, A, and ^ refer to P^.

8.09. Rotation of geodesic. 2nd theorem. See Fig. 150. As in §8.08,

the geodesic P^ I^ turns through an angle SA , and in its first and second positions
cuts another (fixed) geodesic at points P and P' respectively at angles of

fi^

and
jLtg* PiP = ^ and P^P' = I— 81. We need an expression for 8/x.

We have

SfjL
= -(PC-FPO/SZ = -SA[w-{w+{8w/8l)Sl}]^8l

dwdA^ dw^ tan
fjL

. j a ,Ji= -^ -TT^^ = — "^of —, smce tana = —w dA dl.
cl dl CO w

cosu , I 8w „
.. -^-^dfjL= ^T^^^

smjLt
'^ w dl

c?(logsin/x) = —— {logw) dl. (8.57)
cl

8.10. Angle between normal section and geodesic joining P^ and Pg.

If in Fig. 148 the geodesic P1P2 is rotated anti-clockwise about Pj until Pg
coincides with P2, the necessary rotation is given by -w; 8^ = Pg P2. Whence,
from (8.54) and (8.53),

-SA =
^^sin2^cos2(5i-^-3sin^sin2^+ ...(eV2,ea*) (8.58)

as quoted in (3.7) of § 3.06(rf).

At P2 dy/dl is initially {€L^/4tR^)sm. 2A cos^^, so the rotation reduces this

angle at Pg between the geodesic and the normal section P1-I2 to

ieLy6R^)sm 2A cos2^+ ...(eV^, ea^)
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or approximately 2 8Aj showing that the geodesic ordinarily divides the angle

between the two normal sections in the ratio 1 : 2.t

-rdfSA

Fig. 150. Fig. 151.

8.11. Lengths of normal section and geodesic. In Fig. 151 let P be a

point in the normal section Pi-Pg, so that PiP = In- Let the geodesic PjP
of length I rotate through an angle —d{8A)y so that it passes through P', and

draw PC perpendicular to PjP'. Then PP' = 8Z„, P'C = Bl and

PC = wd{SA) = ld{8A)+ ...l{a^)

from (8.54), so {8Z„)2
=

{Bl)^+ {1 d{8A)}K

From (8.58)

d{BA)/dl = -(eZ/6i?2)sin2^cos2<j6+ ...(ecr2)/i?.

So (8Z„)2
= 8Z2{I + (eZ76i22)2sin2 2^cos*<^},

Bin = Bl{l+ {€H^/12R*)sm^2Acos*(l>}.

Integrating from to L,

Ln= L{l-\-{€^Ly3Q0R^)sm^2Acos^<j>}+...L{e^a^). (8.59)

As stated in § 3.09 (a), the difference between L^ and L is always negligible.

8.12. Solution of spheroidal triangles. This paragraph and the next two

give the differences between I, II, and III, the angles of a spheroidal geodesic

triangle and those of the plane triangle Ij, IIj, IIIp with equal sides. In Fig. 147

consider the points P^ and Pg and the angle II to be fixed, and let the triangle
result from the geodesic P^P rotating about Pj, so that P moves along V^^^
from Pg to its final position at P3. As P moves let P^P = Z, P^ PI^ = fi,

and let

the azimuth of PPj be y.

t Ignoring the difference between ^j, (f>2, A^^, and A^x, in (8.58), which would intro-

duce more ea^ terms. The statement is of course not even approximately correct

when A nears 90° or 270°, causing the first term to vanish, and leaving the very small
second term preponderant.
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Then, from (8.57), ^

which, from (8.56)

rir^ ».\r\(l.lr.W—
dl

d(logsin/x) = —-{\ogw)dl

= —
dlog{risin(Z/ri)}--log{l + (eZ76i23)cosysin2^} dl-\-...

Whence, using (8.8),

d log{ri sin
ju, sin(Z/ri)}

^ --
2^cosysm2«^+-;^(eV,eCT3)

= (- eZ/4i23)cosy sin 2^ cZ(Z2 )+ ...,

which, from (8.45) and (8.47),

=
-|sin2^{^cosyi+^cosy3+ ..V)}{;^2(P2P-J^3CosII)

+
...^)(fZ

€ f(P P)^ P P= --sin 2^
I ^3

cos yi 4- -|^ 2:3(008 73 -cos yi cos II)-

-^cosygcosllj dZ+...(eV,e(T3)/i2.

Then integrating as I2 P varies from to L^, and I from L^ to L^

|
risin(180-III)sin(2:2/ri)

|

I r^ sin II sin( iyg/ri) i

=
--sin2<^|^3COsyi+-^^(cosy3-cosyiCOsII)-

-^5^'cosy3COsIl} + ...(eV2,eCT*).

Using (8.46) to eUminate cos II, and again using (8.45),

^sin
III

sin(jC2/ri)|

°^lsinIIsin(L3/ri)/

=
--sin20jj2^cosyi 1^^^ (i:3COsy3-i:2COsy2)) +... .

Raising e (base of natural logs) to the power of both sides of the above gives;

sinlll sin(L3/ri)/, e . ^.{LA^1—-— sin
2,/,(^) cosyi+sinll sin(iy2/ri)l 24 ^\R

+
g^3sin2^(i.l-i:i)(i:3Cosy3-i;2Cosy2)

+
...(eV2,ea4)},

(8.60)

or, using (8.49) and (8.3),

sinlll sin(i:3/r™)f, e . c^A^^^
smll sm(i:2/^m)' 24 ^\Ri ' "-

+ ^,sm2<l>{Ll-Ll){L,cosy^-L,cosy,)+ ...{e^cT\ecT')],
(8.61)

in which the small eiL/R)^ terms are smaller than in (8.60).

8.13. Difference between spheroidal and spherical angles. Formula

(8.61 )
with similar relations between sin I and sin II enables a spheroidal triangle
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to be solved, but it is more convenient to apply small corrections to the angles,

such as will make them satisfy the plane formula

sin(III+ SlII)/sin(II+ SlI) = LJL^,

where III+8III = Hip, the angle of the plane triangle whose sides equal those

of the spheroidal triangle. The present paragraph obtains III— Illg, where

Illg is the angle of the spherical triangle with sides of equal length on a sphere
of radius r^.

From (8.46)

LI- LI = L^L^cosll- L^LyCoslll+ ...-\- R'^a^,

and LI = L^L^cob11+ L^L^cos111+...-\'R'^o'',

Substituting in (8.61) and again using (8.45)

sinm ^ sm(£3A^(i_
e
^^^ ^^^^^

/^.cosy,-i^,cosyA_
smll sm{LJr^)\ 36 ^ '^ ^

\ R^ I

^ • nlT T Tr/AcOSyi— i^gCOSygU .-— sm 2^L^ L^ cos
m^-^^ B^ ))

^ -^^^ ' ^^^

which, using (8.49)

=
:-SSfe;{'+'l?<^-i.™)cosni-^3,^.-i.„,eos„}+....

or from (8.9)

sinIII{l-(i:2W24)(g3-gJcosIII+ ...} ^ sin(j:3/r^) _ sin III,

sinII{l-(i.ii.3/24)(iC2-^m)cosII+ ...} sin(L2/r^) sinll,
'

whence using sin re+ cos a: Sa; = sin(a;4-8^), and putting

A = ^Li L3 sin II = ^^2 2^1 sin III = area of plane triangle,

sin{III-(A/12)(g3-g^)+ ...(eV^€c^^)} sinlll,

sin{II-(A/12)(iC2-^m)+ ...(e=»(72,6a*)}

"
sinll,

and III-IIIs = (A/12)(i^3-ir^)+ ...(eV,6o-*). (8.62)

It follows that I+II+III = I,+Il3+ III,+ ...+ (eV2,6CT*), i.e. that the ex-

cess of a spheroidal triangle equals that of the corresponding spherical triangle.

With sides of 500 miles {AI12){K^
—

Kjn) cannot exceed 0''-10, and the neglected

terms of the next order will be negligible.

8.14. Legendre's theorem. Toget III^— III^. The following summarizes

[4], pp. 246-7. [69] gets the same result a little differently.

Let a = LJr„,, p = LJr^, yf = LJr^. Let ^-y = d and ^+y = s.

Then in the spherical triangle cosl^ = (cos a— cos
j3 cosy)/sinj8siny

= (2cosa— cose?— coss)/(cosd— coss).

And in the plane triangle coslj,
= (jS^+y^- a2)/2j3y.

Subtracting and putting 4j3y
= s^— d^,

(d^
— s^ )(cos d— cos a)

—
(a^
— cZ^ )(cos s

— cos d)
cos I,— cos I„ =

2j3y(cosrf— COS5)

t Do not confuse this y with the azimuth of PP^ in § 8.12.

Dd

I
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Expand cos a, etc., by (8.4), as far as a®, simplify, and put

(a2_52)(c^2_c^2) _ (^^j^s)(^oi-s){Qi+ d){oi-d) =- 16A>;^ = (4j3Vsin2I^)/r^.

X -r A^sinLf, 3X2+ 3X1-Xf ,
\

Then cosl.-cosip = ^__f
1

1 4._^2__| -^+
...(a*)|

and using cos{x
—

hx) = cosa:{l
—

^(Sa;)2}+ Sa;sina;,

cos I,
— cos Ip f (cos Ig

— cos Ip )cos I
J,

^-^^ =
4.1, 1 ^- 2sn.<

^+ -(-^)^

(putting 2L2i^3COsI, = Ll+ Ll-Ll) ^ ||{l+:^i±^^l^'+...(a*)},

(8.63)

Summing similar expressions for Ilg
—

11, and III^— III, gives the spherical
excess as:

AJ, ,
i?+il+iS^ = ^ 1 + +-H=|('+^.)- <«•«*)

where m* = K^i+ -^l+ -^3)' as in § 3.07 and [69], p. 72.

Then ™«-™^ =
f(^+^^^0^)' ^^-^^^

and, from (8.62),

III-III, = 3+g^2(^^-il)+^i^3-i^J+ .•.+ (€V^ea^). (8.66)

8.15. Coordinates. Space does not allow of proof of more than one of the

formulae for latitude and longitude given distance and azimuth, which are

quoted in § 3.09. The present paragraph outlines the proofofde Graaff-Hunter's

formula, whose rigorous derivation is very simple in priQciple, although the

terms in {LjvY and {LjvY involve heavy algebra if written out in full.

At any point on a geodesic d(f)ldL
= (l/p)cosa and dX/dL = (l/i')sec^SLna,

where L is distance along it. To get dajdLy we have v cos ^ sin a = constant

(§ 8.06), differentiating which gives:

vcos^cosa c?a = — sina c?(i/cos^). (8.67)

Using (8.27) and (8.29) (the exact expressions, not the power series)

-jy{v<^o&(J))
= —psm.(f)~ = — sin ^ cos a, [69], p. 50,

whence from (8.67), docjdL — (l/j/)tan(^SLna.

From (8.2). Maclaurin's theorem

A^ = L{d(j>ldL)+ {L^/2l){dmdL^)+ {L^/3\){dmdL^)+ ...y (8.68)

with similar expressions for AA and Aa.

The successive differentiations are laborious, v, p, ^, A, and a all being
variables. [5] Appendix gives detailed working up to the third coefficients
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{dmdL^), etc., and [3], Part II, pp. 71-2, gives the fourth. Substituting the

results in (8.68) gives the following:

.f^(4+ Qt^-l37i^-9y]H^)+'^rjH+.

1) t ^'hL

AAcos^i = V+ VUt —+-— (1 + 3^2^7^2)
—

.^-^'(1
+ 3^2+^2)^^^(2+ 3^2+ ^2)+ ...

vH.
Aa = ^^+—(l + 2^2+ ^2)__(i+ 2«2+ ^2)+

+^{5+ 6^2+ ^2^ 24 (l + 20^2+ 24<4+ 27;2+87^2^2)+

vu

+ ((T^6a^e2a3),

(8.69)

where t = tan^^, r)^
=

ecos2^j, u — (i'/vi)cosai2» ^^^ ^ = (-L/vi)sinai2- Note

that
rj
and u as used in this paragraph are not as given in § 3.00 and used else-

where.

If in (8.69) we put € and
rj^
= 0, we get A0 = Ag(l), etc., the difference of

latitude, longitude, and azimuth corresponding to L and a on a sphere of radius

Vi- So if in (8.69) all terms are omitted except those containing t^
as a factor,

the result is A(f)—Ag(f>, etc. In detail:

(^)a<^-A,^
=

_|^,2^2^_!^^2(l_9^2)_|'^2(l_^2)
+

+|^<^^{l-9^')+^%=^(13+ 9^2)+^V^+ ...

(AA-A,A)cos<^, = ^V-^V
vuH
v'+-

-v'-
vH „ vuH
6 6 V'-j2'^Hl + ^t^)+

+—7^2(3+ 4^2)+ ...

+ (ea5,e2cr3).

(8.70)

Note that the omitted terms in (L/v)^ also contain the factor €, so that pro-
vided Ag<f>, etc., are computed accurately this formula is potentially 150 times

as accurate as one giving A(f), etc., to the fourth power of (L/v) direct. The
second- and third-order terms above are as given in § 3.09 (g) with changed
notation.

General references for Appendix I

[2], [3], [69], [281], and [292].
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THEORY OF ERRORS
8.16. Different types of error. Errors may be classified as follows :

(a) Blunders. These are generally due to carelessness. A blunder may be

large and easily detectable, or smaller and more dangerous, or very small and

indistinguishable from a random error. They are detected by repetition and

by external checks, such as closing a traverse or substituting the solution of an

equation in the original.

(b) Constant and systematic errors. A constant error is such as occurs when a

distance is measured with a tape whose accepted length is wrong. If e is the

error of one such measure, the error of the mean of any number will still be e.

A systematic error is one of essentially constant sign but of varying size, such as

occurs if the bays of a base are imperfectly aligned. Here also there is no general

tendency for the error of the mean of any large number of measures to be less

than that of the mean of a smaller number. Most of the care that goes into an
observation is directed towards eliminating or correcting for these errors.

(c) Periodic errors are such that in a complete set of observations there

corresponds to every individual error another which is necessarily more or

less equal and opposite. In a limited series the cancellation may not be quite

exact, but the error of the mean of n observations may be expected to be 1/n

of that of a single measure, or less. Example: The effect of the graduation error

of a theodolite on an angle measured by repetition right round the 360° of the

divided circle.

(d) Random errors, sometimes called accidental or casual. For practical

purposes these can be described as all that remain. They are numerous, indi-

vidually small, and each is as likely to be positive as negative. So far as they are

concerned, the error of the mean of n observations is likely to be 1/Vn that of a

single observation. Their effect is consequently reduced by repetition, although
a very long programme is needed to reduce it as much as ten times. They are

the subject of the Theory of Errors, and what follows concerns them only.

8.17. Definition of probable error. The theoretical basis of the subject
is that the error ofan observation is assumed to be the sum ofan infinite number
of infinitely small errors each as likely to be positive as negative. On this

assumption, errors of different sizes will occur in a large series of observations

with the frequency distribution shown in Fig. 152, where the equation of the

curve is 2/
=

{n/cr^27T)e-'^^l^°^ , where n is the total number of observations and

a is the Standard deviation, see § 8.18.

The probable error of an observation is defined to be such that the chances

are even that the actual error will be greater or less than the probable. Then
on the assumptions made, theory shows that in a series of observations the

chance of any one error being less than k times the probable error is:

0-477A;

0(a:) = 4- f e-'^'dx. (8.71)
Vtt j

&{x) is easily tabulated, and is included, with or without the factor 0-477, in
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many volumes of mathematical tables. [95], p. 291, and [293]. Its value for

k = h 1» 2, 3, and 5 is 0-264, 0-500, 0-823, 0-957 and 0-99926 respectively.

From the last two figures it appears that the chances are 22 to 1 against any one

error being more than three times the p.e., and 1,300 to 1 against five times.

OE = e

OF = X
FCr - Sx

Area OAE'E= EE'x
FG

Fig. 152. Frequency distribution. The chance of an error being between
X and {x+hx) is area FF'G'G-^AF'XO.

No reliance can of course be placed on the figure 1,300 to 1, since in even the

best work the chance of some blunder or unsuspected systematic error may be

greater than that. But if care is taken, experience does confirm that 20 to 1 is

about correct for the chances against an error of more than three times the

p.e., and it is a good working rule that any programme should produce a p.e.

not larger than about one-quarter of the limit which one hopes that the actual

error will not exceed. Then failure will more probably be due to undetected

systematic error than to unlucky accumulation of random errors.

8.18. Computation of probable error. If a quantity whose true value

is A is measured n times with results ai,a2,...,a„, the error of each measure is

a^—A, etc., and if n is large theory shows that the p.e. of a single measure is

0-6745^(2 {a—AYjn}. In general A is of course unknown, and the p.e. has to

be deduced from the differences between the individual errors and their mean
A^, which is accepted as the most probable value of A. These differences

a^—Af^y etc., are known as residuals, v.

Then p.e. of a single measure = 0-67457(2 ^V(^~ 1)}

or =: 0-8453 2 M^'^iH^-l)]
where 2 1^1 indicates the sum of the residuals without regard to sign.

And p.e. of the mean = 0-6745^(2 v^ln{n—l)]

or = 0-8453 2 \v\~n^{n-l)

The formulae in v^ with factor 0-6745 are known as Bessel's and are theoreti-

cally a little the better, but the others (known as Peters's) are easier to compute.

(8.72)

(8.73)
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and give insignificantly different results. sl{^v^l{n—l)} is known as the

standard deviation, a. So p.e. = crX 0-6745.

8.19. Combination of probable errors. If independent measures of two

quantities a and 6, such as consecutive bays of a base, have p.e.'s e^ and
ej,

the p.e. of a+ 6 or a— 6 will be

V(«a+eg). (8.74)

From which it follows that the p.e. of the sum of n independent measures of

a single quantity, each with p.e. = e, will be eVn, and the p.e. of their mean
will be e/Vn.

In general, if -F is a function of a, h,..., n, where a, b,..., n are measured quan-
tities with p.e.'s e^j, e^,..., e„, the p.e. of F can be taken as

^{elidFldaY+ elidFldhY^...]. (8.75)t

8.20. Weights. The weight of an observation is definedJ in § 3.07 (c) as

theinverseof the square ofthe p.e., and we have w = \jw = e^. It follows from

§ 8.19 that the weight of the mean of two independent measures is twice that

of a single measure, and so on.

If a quantity A is measured n times with results a^, ag,---, «„ each with weight

w^,W2,...,Wy^, the weighted mean is {a^w^-\-a2W2-\- ...)-\-{w^-\-w.^-\- ...) or

and the p.e. of a single measure of unit weight is

0-6745V{2^«^V(^-l)} or 0-8453 2 [W^l -^V{n(n- 1)}. (8.76)

The p.e. of a single measure of weight w^ is then got by multiplying (8.76)

by l/^Wji, and the p.e. of the weighted mean by multiplying it by 1/V(2 ^)-

The weight of the sum or difference of two quantities a and 6, measured with

weights Wfi and Wf^, is

^a^6/(^a+n) or lA-Wa+ ^b). (8.77)

and the weight of the sum of n quantities a, h,...,n is 1/(1*0+^5... w„).

Summary. The results given in §§ 8. 1 7-8.20 are of constant application in the

day-to-day assessment of the accuracy of any work that is being done. They
follow rigorously from the assumptions stated at the beginning of § 8.17, [95]

pp. 35-87, but the extent to which they apply in practice depends on the

number of measures being reasonably large, (at least five, and better, ten or

more), and on the extent to which other types of error have been eliminated.

§ 3.30 shows how fallaciously small p.e.'s may be got from the good agreement
of measures which have common sources of error. See also § 3.07 (c).

8.21. Frequency distribution over an area. Let the a^-coordinate of a

point whose true position is (0, 0) be determined with a p.e. of e^.
= 0-67450-3.

and the ^/-coordinate with Cy ^ 0-6745cry, and let the p.e. of the total error of

position be e^. Then from § 8.17 the chance of any single determination falling

within the limits x, {x-[-dx), y and {y+dy) is

{ll27Ta^ay)[-Exp{-x^/2al-yy2al)] dxdy. (8.78)

t This result may not be strictly true in all circumstances, but it is generally not

far wrong.

% Although for many purposes it suffices that they should only be proportional to

the inverse square of the p.e., and they are often used in that sense.
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Changing to polar coordinates, the chance of its falling within r, (r+ dr),

e, and {d-^-dS) is

( 1/2770-a. <T^)[Exp( -r2 cos2^/2(t2 -r2 sin2^/2a5)]r drdS

and if ajc
=

(Ty
= (T and e^.

=
By
= e, this becomes

(l/27ra2)[Exp(-r2/2(T2)]r drdd.

Then the chance of a determination being within r of the true position is

T

r[Exp(-r2/2(T2)]dr = l-Exp(-0-227r2/e2) I

^g.^^^

= l-Exp(-0-693rVe2) J

where e^
= l-75e is the value of r for which this chance is 1/2.

So the probable error of position is l-75e, and the frequency distribution is

given by (8.79).

If e^. and Cy are not equal no simple expression for e^. can be given, but note

that if they are very unequal e^ clearly approximates to the larger. As a more

general rule e^
=

k^{e'^-\-el), where k is 1-24 (namely l-75-f-V2) if 63.
=

e^, and
A; = 1 if they are exceedingly unequal, with intermediate values in other

circumstances, so that it will seldom be difficult to guess a value of k which

will be correct within 10 per cent, or better.

Note that if Oj. is the standard deviation of r, the rule o-^
=

\/(^x+ ^y) holds

in all cases. That this should be so, while the p.e.'s are not so related, is due to

the areal distribution given by (8.79) not being the same as the normal fre-

quency distribution given by (8.71), and if
e.^.
=

Cy, e^
= 0-8326(7r instead of

the usual 0-6745. [310], p. 26.

8.22. Least squares. Unconditioned observations. If a quantity A is

measured s times with results a^, ag,..., a^, it is almost always common practice
and common sense to accept the mean A^^ as the most probable value of A if

the measures are of equal reliability, or the weighted mean if they are not.

This is an example of the intuitive application of the principle of least squares,

for it can be shown (by trial and error if not more elaborately) that the sum of

the squares of the residuals a^—^^, etc., is less when^^ is the arithmetic mean
than when it has any other value.

A case which often occurs is that measures are not made of the unknown

quantity directly, but of some combination of several unknowns, the number
of observations s being greater than that of the unknowns t. We may observe

«i^i+ &ia:2+ ...+ ^i^« -= Xi >^

a2Xi-\-b2X2-\-...-\-t2Xf
= K^

(8.80)

a^ a^i+ 632:2+
where x^, x^,..., x^ are unknowns, a^^.-.ttg, bi...bg, etc., are known factors, dependent

perhaps on the latitude or on the temperature at which the observations were

made, and K^,...,Kg are the slightly fallible measured quantities. Then the

principle of least squares is that the ic's are to be so determined that the sum of

t These are known as the observation equations. In old literature they are sometimes
called 'equations of condition', an unfortunate term since we also have condition

equations y
which are essentially different, see § 8.24.
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the squares of the quantities {aiXi-{-b2X2+ ...—K^),..., {agXi-\-bgX2+ ...
—
Kg) is

to be as small as possible, i.e. that [ij^]
^

vl-\-v?2-\-...vl is to be a minimuin,
where Vi — aiXi+ ^i^2+---~^i» ^^c-

If the observations «! 371+ 610:2+ ••• = K^, etc., are ofunequal weights tf;i, etc.,

the quantity which is to be made a minimum is t^^ vf+w^g ^1+ ••., a result which
will be achieved if equations (8.80) are all multiplied by the square roots of

their respective w's, and then treated as of equal (unit) weight,! so that

aj^Xi^Wi-{-biX2^Wj^-}- ...—Kj^^/wi = v^ \

. (8.81)

agXJ^^/wg+ bsX2^/Wg+ ...—Kg^/Wg = Vg ]

Now since \v'^'\ is to be a minimum with respect to variations in the inde-

pendent quantities x-^fX^.-.^ it follows that dlv^lldx^, d[v^]/dx2, etc., must each

separately be zero, and this provides exactly as many equations for Xi,X2... as

there are unknowns.

Substituting (8.81) in [v^]y and differentiating with respect to rri,a;2..., etc.,

gives

^l'^l(<^l^l+ ^1^2+---'~^l)+ ^2'"^2("2^1+ ^2^2+ ---— K'2)+ --. =

etc., t equations, or

[aaw]Xi-\-[abw']x2-\- -..-{- [atw]xt—[aKw'] =

::\
(8.82)

[baw]xj^+ [bbw]x2+ . . .+ [btw]xi
— [bKw]

etc., t equations, where

[aaw] ^ alwi-{-alw2-\-..'-\-ci^Wg,

and [baw] = [abw] — Oi6i'u;i+ «2^2^2+ ---+«s^s^s» ©t^.

Equations (8.82) are known as normal equations. They are ordinary simul-

taneous equations, and may be solved by any of the routines given for the

solution of (3.10) in §3.07(c?).J They are symmetrical about the diagonal

\aaw'\x^\bb'w\x2y etc.

The observation equations given in (8.80) are linear in the re's. More generally
let them take the form/3(rCi,a:2...)

= Kg. By any means find an approximate
solution Xi, Xg, etc., and let x^ = X-^-\-hx-^. Then a set of linear equations for

hx^y Sxg is

^UX^X2...)hx,-{--^Jg{X^X2...)hx2
+ ... = Kg-fgiX,X2...). (8.83)

When the observation equations are initially linear, arithmetical labour may
sometimes be saved by finding an approximate solution as above, and then

solving for Sa^i, 8x2... rather than for the larger x^^, X2... .

The statement that the most probable values of the unknowns are obtained

by making [v^] a minimum is obviously reasonable, but it is not easy to prove.
On certain assumptions, which are well applicable to the random errors generally

t At this stage, the weights (defined as the inverse squares of the p.e.'s) may not

be known, but it suffices if the relative weights can be assessed if there is reason to

think them tmequal.

X (3.10) is in the form [aaw]A not [aawlx, being for conditioned equations. This, of

course, makes no difference to the method of solution.
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met in geodesy, formal proof is given in [294], pp. 215-26. From the practical

point of view it can be said that least squares gives a result which is as probable
as any and more probable than most, provided the data are free from blunders,

the weights reasonable, and that computation errors are avoided.

It may be asked why least squares are preferred to the least sum ofany other

powers. Apart from the formal proof referred to above, it may be answered

that the sum ofany odd powers involves difficulty with the signs ofthe residuals,

since what will have to be a minimum will be the sum of their powers without

regard to sign, and ordinary algebraical processes do not lend themselves to

that. This rules out first and third powers, and least squares is obviously

simpler than least fourth or higher even powers.
8.23. Probable errors. Unconditioned observations. Let the observa-

tion equations all be reduced to unit weight as in (8.81). Then it can be shown,

[294], pp. 239-41, that the weight of the value obtained for x^ will be D/Daay
where D is the determinant of t rows and columns formed by the coefficients

[aaw], [abw],... in the left-hand side of (8.82), omitting the constant terms

[aKw]..., and D^a is the minor of [aaw], i.e. the determinant formed by omitting
from D the row and column containing [aaw].

Similarly the weight of ^m is D/D„ (8.84)

The value of D and its minors can be got from the solution of the normal

equations, if the computations are arranged in suitable form, so these weights
are obtainable without much extra labour.

Let DjD^jnf the weight of x^ when the observation equations are all of unit

weight, be indicated by T^, and let IjW^ = L^. Then e^ the actual p.e. of x^
will be eQ^Ujn, where Bq is the p.e. of an observation of unit weight. And w^^ the

actual weight of x^ will be T^/e^.

Bq can be got from the residuals v, and is given by:

en = 0-6745 /M = 0.6754/,-^.^ S—t N D{8— t)

Whence e^ = 0-6745 /3nmK
^ D^s— t)

(8.86)

(8.86)

where jD' is a determinant obtained by adding the row and column

[aKw]...[KKw] to J), namely

D' = [aaw]

[baw]

[abw] .

[bbw] .

[taw] [tbw] .

[Kaw] [Kbw] .

[atw]

[btw]

[aKw]

[bKw]

[ttw] [tKw]

[Ktw] [KKw]

For proof of formulae given in this paragraph, see [95], pp. 121-35, and

[294], pp. 239-47. It is necessary to add that the resulting p.e. may be wide

of the truth if observations are not independent.
8.24. Conditioned observations. A common situation is that the un-

knowns are the errors in the observed angles of some triangulation figure, so

that the observation equations, after reduction to unit weight, take the simple
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form x^^lw^ = 0, x^'^w^ = 0, etc.| Then the [v^] which is to be a minimum is

M ^ xlwj_+xlw2+ ...+ x'iWt, (8.87)

and the solution is to be subject to the exact satisfaction of certain condition

eqmxtions, as in (3.9):
a,x,+ a,x,+ ...-\-a^x,

= e,

b^x^-^h^X2-\- ...+ htXt = €b
(8.88)

niXi+n2X2-i-...+ ntXt = 6„,

the number of conditions n being less than the mmiber ofunknowns Xj^, x^,..., Xf.

Note that a, b, c, etc., are here the coefficients in the condition equations, not
in the observation equations as in previous paragraphs.

Differentiate (8.88) and (8.87) to get

a^ d^i+ Og dx2-\-...+ af dx^ =

nidxi-{-n2dx2-{-...-\-nfdXf = '* \ •
)

w^Xi dx^-l-w^x^, dx2-\- ...+'Wi xi dxt =
Then multiplying the first equation by any constant A„, the second by A^ and

so on, and the last by —1,% adding and sorting out

+ {K(^2+Kb2+ — +K'^2— '^2^2) dx2+ ... (...) dxt = 0. (8.90)

Since dxi^dxz,.-. are independent, the coefficient of each term in (8.90) must
be zero, so that ^ ^. f\ ^ \ \ i. ] i i ^ \

u,{Xaa^+Xi,b^+ ...+Xnn^) (8-91)

where u^ = Ijw^, etc.

Substituting (8.91) in the condition equations (8.88) gives

{aau\Xa+ \abu]Xiy+ ...+ \anu]Xn = €a
^

\bau\Xa-V\bbu\Xb-\- ...-\-\bnu\Xn = ^b
(8.92)

[nau]Xa-\-\nbu\Xi)-\- ...-[-\nnu\Xn = e.

These are n simultaneous equations, symmetrical about the diagonal, for the

unknowns Ao...A„, and they may be solved in the same way as (8.82). Then

XiyX^... are given by (8.91).

If any of the condition equations are not linear, they may be reduced to

linear form as in (8.83).

8.25. Probable errors. Conditioned observations. As in § 8.23 let U^
be the reciprocal of the weight of a linear function of the errors of the observed

angles, {fiO!:i+f2X2-\-...-'rftXt)> ^^ ^^^ assumption§ that each equation

Xi^Wf = is of weight (and p.e.) one.

t For what it is worth, the observation is that the true value equals the observed

value, with zero error.

% The last could also be multiplied by a A, but that A could then be eliminated by
dividing it into (8.90), leaving one less independent constant. These constants A are

called correlates.

§ An assumption because the w^& used are not likely to be the true weights, inverse

squares of the p.e.'s, but relative weights in an unknown unit.
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Then Up = [//w]-[a/w]Ai-[6/w]A2-...-[n>]A„,

rhere Ai, Ag, etc., (not the same as Ag, Aj,... above) are given by

[aaw]Ai+ [a6w]A2+ ... = [afu]

{hau\X^+ [hhuW+ ... = [bfu]

411

(8.93)

(8.94)

\^^m [nau]Xi+ [nbu]X2+ ... = [n/w]

I^H These equations are of exactly the same form as (8.92), with [afu], etc., sub-

stituted for €a, etc., in the right-hand side, and are consequently soluble with

comparatively little extra arithmetic.

The p.e. of the function (/^ x^ -\-f^ a;2+ •••) is then eQ'JUpy where Cq is the actual

p.e. of an observation of unit weight, which is given by:f

Co
=

0-6745V([i^^2]/n), (8.95)

where n is the number ofconditions. See footnote to
(
3 . II ) for easy computation

of [ifja;^].

The true p.e. of an observation of weight w is then ej^lw, and that of an

adjusted angle is
,

Note the important result that if there are n conditions among t observations,

adjustment multiplies the unadjusted p.e. by ^J{{t—n)lt].

For proofs of these formulae see [95], pp. 162-4 and 158-9.

Fig. 153. Fig. 154.

8.26. Example. Simple triangle. In a triangle ABC, Fig. 153, let AB be

exactly known, and let the observed values of the angles hQ A, B, and C, each

with equal weight (p.e.
=

e), and unknown errors x-^, x,^, and x^. Then there are

three observation equations x^ = 0, a^g
= 0, and x^ = 0, subject to the one

condition x-^^-^-x^+x^ = e the known triangular error, so that in (8.88)

a^ = a^ = a^ = 1.

Then (8.92) takes the simple form 3A = e, and (8.91) gives Xi = X2 = x^ = c/S

confirming the obvious rule that if weights are equal, the triangular error

should be evenly distributed.

Now consider the p.e. of the length AC. We want the weight of the function

t Co may often be better obtained from a wider sample than the single figure whose

adjustment is under consideration. A single quadrilateral, for instance, provides
little data for the deduction of e^, and it will be better to include in the summation

[wx^] in (8.95) the residuals found in a number of figures observed in similar circum-

stances, and to take for n the total number of conditions in them all.
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F = csin B/sin C. Putting this into linear form as in (8.83), dF (whose weight
is the same as that of F) — ^[iCaCot B—x^cot G].

Then (8.94) takes the form

3A = bcotB— bcotC
and (8.93) gives

Up = b^cot^B+ b^cot^C— i[b cot B—b cot C][b cot B—b cot C]

= f62[cot2B+cot2C+ cot Scot O]. (8.97)

And the p.e. of AC is

eb^{^[cot^B+ cot^C+cotBcotC]), (8.98)

e being the probable error of an observed angle in radians.

If the triangle is equilateral cot B — cot C == 1/V3, and if e is in seconds and
the p.e. of AC is expressed in units of the 7th decimal of the log,

4-343x106
,- „„

p.e. = 6 TT-^t = 17-2e.^
cosec V ^

This justifies the figure 24-4e (= 17-2eV2) for the p.e. of scale after two

triangles in § 3.31 (a), while the form of (8.97) taken with the next to last line of

§ 8.25 is the basis of the U.S.C. & G.S. formula quoted in § 1.10.

8.27. Example. Braced quadrilateral. In general, the formula for the

p.e. of the side of exit cannot be written in any very simple form,t and the four

equations (8.94) must be written out and solved, but the special case of a rect-

angle oflength I and breadth 6, Fig. 154, with all angles independently observed

with equal weights (p.e.
=

e), is simply solved as follows:

The condition equations (8.88) are

2^3+ ^4+ ^5+ 2^6
=

^3

Xi cot 1+2^3 cot 3+2^5 cot 5+2:7 cot 7

= X2 cot 2+a;4 cot 4+a:6 cot G+a^g cot 8+64!.

The last equation can be written in the form

Xi—X2-\-rx^—rx4^-{-x^
—
XQ-{-rxT—rXg ~ e^'s/r, where r = l^jb^.

If AB and CD are the sides of entry and exit, the function whose weight is

required, F, is CD = ABsin3sin(l + 8)cosec 7cosec(4+5), which can be put
into linear form as

dF = AB{a:3Cot3+ (a:i+a;8)cot90°
—

a:7Cot7
—

(a:4+rc5)cot90°}

= Ix^—lx^.

Then equations (8.94) are 4A -I-2A — Z

4A2+2A3 = -I

2A1+ 2A2+4A3 = I

4(l+r2)A4 = 0,

whence Ai = A4 = and Ag = —
A3 = —

Z/2.

t But see [93], p. 146.

X Taking the intersection of the diagonals as pole, § 8.32, and reducing to linear

form.
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And (8.93) gives

Up = 2Z2-Z2/2-ZV2 = Z2 = CD2ZV62.

The p.e. of CD is then eVUy = CBel/b.

Or, putting e in seconds and the p.e. in units of the 7th decimal of the log,

p.e.
= 2l-0el/b which justifies the figure given in § 3.31 (a), and the rule that if

the weights of all the separate angles are equal the p.e. of CD varies as l/b.

Fairly simple formulae for any cyclic quadrilateral are in [93].

General references for Appendix II

[95], [294], [8], and [93].
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THE STABILITY OF LAPLACE'S AZIMUTH
EQUATION

8.28. Instability caused by accumulation of azimuth error. In equa-
tion (3.4) an error of 8A" in the geodetic longitude produces an error of 8A" sin<^
in the deduced correction to the geodetic azimuth, and it is necessary to verify
that when this is imposed on the triangulation it does not increase the error

in longitude and hence further increase the error in azimuth, and so on in-

definitely.

Trouble is clearly most possible in a chain running north and south. Suppose
that such a chain 100S miles long accumulates terminal azimuth error hA".

Then if this error accumulates regularly, the terminal SA will be 1-28/5 SA feet,

which will give an error of 0-0127>S 8A tan^ in the Laplace azimuth. Provided

Stancf) is less than 79, this will be less than SA, but for a reasonably rapid

convergence of successive approximations it is better to specify Stsin<j> < 20,

a condition which is easily satisfied as near the pole as lat 80° or 85°, since

Laplace stations are desirable at every 200 or 300 miles in any case.

8.29. Other sources of error. The above shows that Laplace's equation
is almost universally effective (after successive approximations if necessary,
see end of paragraph) on the assumption that the only error in the quantities

involved is that of longitude caused by a regular accumulation of unadjusted
azimuth error. But errors of longitude due to other causes must also be con-

sidered, such as random errors of azimuth remaining after adjustment. Suppose
a long chain to run north and south from a central origin, with bases and

Laplace stations every lOOS miles. Then after n such sections E2, the p.e. in

longitude, will be 0-14:S^n^{NlS-\-6t^) feet, from (3.40), N^ being the p.e. in

azimuth after 100 miles of unadjusted chain, § 3.31 (c), assumed equal in all

sections, and f' the p.e. of a Laplace azimuth due to causes other than the

error in longitude. Then the p.e. expressed in seconds of longitude is

^2/(101 cos
<^)

and the resulting p.e. of the Laplace correction is (JSJg tan^)/101. The following
table gives values of -E'2tan</>/101 for different latitudes and values of N^, for

single sections (n = 1) of 200 and 400 miles between controls (S = 2 and 4),

with t = 0^-75 as in § 3.32 (6).

Probable error in Laplace correction due to error in longitude after one section of

100S miles. In seconds
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In a chain of n sections the tabular figures must be multipHed by Vn, which

can hardly exceed 4 when >S = 4 (6,400 miles), or 5 when S = 2,-f Of the

selected values of ZsTg, 0-75 corresponds to good primary triangulation, 2-0 to

weak primary or good secondary, and 5-0 to weak secondary. Allowing for Vn
as above, the table shows that with Laplace stations 200 miles apart good

primary will not seriously sufferj up to latitude 80°, or up to 70° if the interval

is 400 miles. Weak primary calls for the closer spacing at about 60°. When N^
is as much as 5"-0 larger errors occur, but such weak triangulation would hardly
be used in chains 1,000 miles or more long as the main framework of a geodetic

survey. Whether the astronomical azimuth itself can be accurately observed

by normal means in latitudes of over 70° is another matter. See § 3.12.

Before a system is adjusted, if Laplace equations indicate serious azimuth

error in the provisional computations which provide the geodetic longitudes
for them, a preliminary estimate should be made of the longitude corrections

which are likely to arise from the adjustment, and provisionally corrected

longitudes should be used when forming the Laplace equations. When the

adjustment is complete these values should be compared with those finally

obtained, and the necessity for a second approximation considered. A second

approximation will be a great labour, and it will be worth while taking trouble

to estimate the preliminary values reasonably well.

t Chains longer than 5,000 miles may some day be observed, but the whole of such
a chain could not be in very high latitudes.

{ The p.e. of a Laplace correction from other causes is estimated as 0"-75, so an
additional probable error of 0"-25Vri would not have ruinous effect.
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CONDITION EQUATIONS
8.30. Number of condition equations. In continuation of § 3.07 (b). In

a complicated figure the correct number of condition equations of each type,
all duly independent of each other, can be obtained as follows:

(a) Taking any side as base, draw a diagram with just sufficient sides to fix

the positions of all the stations in the figure. This diagram should be as simple
as possible, should consist wholly of triangles without any redundant lines,

and be such that each station is well fixed by lines from nearby points inter-

secting at a good angle. Fig. 1 55 illustrates such a diagram for the base extension

illustrated in Fig. 39.

(b) Then each of the triangles in the diagram that have all three angles
observed provides a triangular condition. Write them down.

(c) Next, taking the stations of the figure one at a time, enter on the diagram

any other lines that have been observed, either as a new line (which should be

entered half full and half dotted, as if observed in one direction only), or record-

ing the reciprocal observation along a line already introduced at a previous

station, when the dotted half should be filled in solid.

(d) When such a line is introduced for the first time, a side equation must be

written down. More than one may be possible, and § 8.32 provides a guide to

the best. This equation must not include lines not entered on the diagram,

although it may include ones entered as observed in one direction only.

(e) When the reciprocal observation of a line that has been observed in both

directions is entered, a triangular equation must be recorded. The triangle

selected must include the line concerned, and must not include any side not

yet shown in the diagram as observed in both directions. Where there is a

choice § 8.31 is a guide.

(/) When all observed directions have been included, the diagram will

correctly represent the figiu-e. Then write down a central equation for any
station, not on the exterior perimeter of the figm-e, at which angles have been

observed all round the horizon.

(g) Let S be the number of stations in the figure, N the number of observed

angles, and L the number of lines. Then the total number of equations will be

N—2S+4:, and of these L—2S-\-3 will be side equations. Thus in Fig. 39,

whose skeleton diagram is Fig. 155, there are 10 triangular equations, 5 side

and 2 central, if all angles have been observed.

(h) In addition to the above, include a side condition to preserve the ratio of

any two directly measured lines, such as the two halves of a base. Or two

equations if there are three measured lines, and so on.

(i) Continuing (d), it sometimes happens that when a line is introduced, no

side equation can be formed in the absence of other lines not yet on the diagram.
Then postpone introducing that line until other stations have been dealt with,

but in the meantime it cannot be entered on the diagram, and cannot be used

for the formation of other equations. If it happens that no side equations can

be written down because each line has to wait for another which in turn has to

wait for it, start again with a new basic diagram.
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8.31. Choice of triangular conditions. To secure stable solutions of the

normal equations, [95], p. 205, advises:

(o) Prefer triangles which have one, or better two, sides on the exterior of

the figure.

(6) Avoid triangles with very small angles, and so far as may be possible
avoid ones which adjoin very small angles so as to have a side in common with
them.

S

3 /\^ D,

D

Fig. 155. Skeleton diagram. 1-2 is treated as starting
base. Side 3-5 woiild have been preferred to 1-5 if it

had been observed.

8.32. Choice of side conditions, (a) Fig. 156 represents a quadrilateral,
O being either the intersection of the diagonals, or a station (lq which case

COA and DOB will not be straight), and suppose the line AD is being intro-

duced. Then the side equation expresses the fact that AD must pass through
the intersection of CD and OD, i.e. that

OD2 = OD, CDi = CD, and ADg = ADj.

If the angle CDO is small, the condition ADg = AD^ may be satisfied to

within 0-0000001 in the log side, whUe the other two conditions remain materi-

ally unsatisfied. So the condition

AD„AB AC

is bad, while
BD2BABC
BA BC BD

AB AC ADi
OD

1

= 1
2 OA OB OC

OA OB OC OD
~

are good. Note that there is no objection to using O as a pole round which to

compute, as in the last equation, even though it may be nothing but the inter-

section of the diagonals.

(b) Similarly, ifDA were first introduced from D it would not be good to use

AD AB AC
ABAC AD 1.

5125 Ee
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The equation selected must be such that there is no instability, whichever

end the line is first introduced from.

(c) It is also advised, [95], pp. 205-6 and 248-50, that: (i) every small angle
in the figure should be included in one side equation, but not in more than one,

and (ii) other things being equal, the side equations with the fewest products
should generally be preferred, but that it is good to include one comprehensive

equation round a central pole, even if one with fewer products could be sub-

stituted.

8.33. Rearrangement of the condition equations. In [95], p. 206, it is

advised that before forming the normal equations (3.10), the condition equa-
tions (3.9) should be arranged in order as follows:

(a) Begin with a triangle equation whose triangle has one side, or better two,
on the exterior of the figure.

(6) Then proceed with adjacent triangle equations. If it is possible at any
time to write one that involves no interior side other than ones already involved

in other triangle equations, do so in preference to one involving some new
interior side.

(c) Side equations should be postponed until after all triangle equations
which cover the same area, and should immediately follow them, precediag

triangle equations involving areas not covered by that side equation.

General references for Appendix IV

Examples and advice are given in [95], [8], and [73].

Easy examples are worked in [4] and [6].
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GRAVITY REDUCTION TABLES
This appendix outlines the systems used for computing the horizontal and

vertical components, and other related functions, of the attraction of the

topography and its isostatic compensation (if any is assumed) at any point.
The general procedure is that the country surrounding the station is divided

into zones of specified radii, which are in turn radially divided into compart-
ments. The average height of each compartment is estimated from maps with

the help of celluloid templates on which the compartments are drawn, and
.suitable rules or tables then give the desired result.

8.34. Hayford deflection tables. See [250]. In Fig. 157 the horizontal

northerly attraction at a station P of the portion of a zone bounded by radii

r^ and r^ and by azimuth lines
oc-^

and oc^ is such as will cause a meridional devia-

tion of the vertical at P of

S r
12''-44-/i(sina2— sinai)loge-, (8.99)

P fi

where h is the average height of the zone in miles, small compared with r^ so that

the whole mass effectively lies in the horizon of P, 8 is its density, and p is the

earth's mean density. See [1], pp. 294-6. Then if successive zones are chosen

so that rjrx = 1-426, and if compartment divisions are such that

sinag— sinai = \,

and if 8/p
= 1/2-09 (Hayford 's figures), there results the convenient rule that

the required effect of any compartment is 0"-01 for every 100 feet of height, the

height being reckoned above any datum such as sea-level, as the total effect is

got by summing north and south compartments separately and subtracting.

Fig. 158 shows a suitable template. For estimating east and west components
the same template is simply turned through 90°.

As the above stands, certain approximations are involved. Thus to allow for

the earth's curvature, the factor 1-426 requires modification to the extent that

between 417 and 2,564 miles the radii must be increased by between 0-2 and
108 miles. [1], p. 296 and [250] give the formula. And if the ground-level in a

compartment differs from the height of the station by an amount which is not

sufficiently small compared with r^, a small correction is required which is

tabulated in [250].

Oceans constitute a defect, and so are recorded with negative sign, and their

effect is only 0''-00615 per 100 feet of depth on account of their being filled

with (salt) water.

Compensation. If the topography is compensated on Hayford's system, the

attraction of the combined topography and compensation in any compartment
depends on the radii of the zone and on the depth of compensation. In fact

combined effect — Fx (topo effect)
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This factor is tabulated in [250], p. 70, for each Hayford zone for eight different

depths of compensation (D) between 56 and 330 km. Roughly speakiag

> North

Fig. 157.

North

Fig. 158. Part of template for scale 1" = 1 mile.

1 > i^ > 0-9 when r < D/IO, F < 01 when r > 2D, and F < 0-01 when
r > lOD. In other words, if X> = 100 km. compensation has little effect up
to a radius of 10 km., but it makes the combiaed effect small beyond 200 km.
and practically nothiag beyond 1,000 km.

Hayford's zones extend to 4,126 km., an arbitrary limit siuce topo effects

beyond it are far from small. In some examples in fact, if no compensation is

assumed, the last zone has as large an effect as all the inner zones combined.

But, see § 7.29 (i) and (ii), accurate computation of uncompensated topo effects

is almost impossible and in any case of doubtful utility, whUe the limit of 4,126

km. is amply large enough ifcompensated topography is accepted as the standard.

Hayford's original tables are now being superseded by [296]. For full

formulae and explanation see [297] or [298].

8.35. Hayford's gravity tables. See [237], The vertical component of the

attraction of topography and compensation is obtained in a similar way, but

with a different system of zones extending to the antipodes. In the nearer

zones the tables are also more complex, since the effect depends so much on

the relative height of zone and station. In these zones the attraction is the
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sum of (a) the attraction of the topography if the station is assumed to be

of the same height as the average of the zone,t on which only the effect then

depends, (b) attraction of compensation on the same assumption, and (c) a

correction depending on the differences ofheight ofstation and zone. Allowance

has to be made for water zones, and in some forms of the tables, [299], some

allowance may be required for earth's curvature. These sixteen near zones A

to
P extend to 103-6 miles, beyond which the combined effect of topography

and compensation is almost exactly proportional to the height of the zone, and

i, except for small corrections in the first five of these zones the work is simplified

accordingly.
There is no essential division of zones into compartments at prescribed

azimuths, as for the deviation, but subdivision into a number of compartments
is usually made {a) to aid the estimation of average heights, and (b) because in

the near zones the attraction is not at all proportional to height, and in a zone

whose height is variable the tables must be entered separately with the mean

heights of subdivisions in which the internal variation is not too large. Experi-
ence with the tables shows how much averaging may be done in different zones

without serious error.

Before using gravity tables prepared by different authorities it is essential

to give careful attention to any introductory remarks about how to use them,
and on what hypotheses they are based. In [299] , for instance, the compartment
is first assumed to be at the same height as the station, and a different correction

for the difference is then applicable.

As with deviation, it is almost impossible to compute the effect of distant

zones accurately unless compensation is included in the standard, although a

better approximation is possible.

8.36. Cassinis's gravity tables. [238]. These tables follow Hayford's

zones, but are of more fundamental character and can be used for any depth
of compensation, including a varying depth such as is prescribed by the Airy

hypothesis. For each zone the tables give the vertical attraction of a complete

cylindrical J annulus of unit density, whose bottom (or top) is at the same

altitude as the station, and which extends upwards (or downwards) to all

possible values of ground-level (or depths of compensation to 200 km.). The
attraction of topography or compensation in any fraction of such an annulus

of prescribed density and height or depth is then in simple proportion, and the

total attraction at any station of any combination of topography and com-

pensation can be obtained by subdivision and summation.

8.37. Airy and regional compensation. The vertical component of

gravity on the Airy system (§7.32) can be got from Cassinis's tables, or from

special tables of Heiskanen's for crustal thicknesses of 0, 20, 30,]40, 60, 80, and
100 km. [300] and [301].

For Vening Meinesz's system of regional compensation see § 7.33, and [239]

and [240].

For a full summary of the different systems of reduction, and the formulae

on which tables are based, see [183], pp. 63-125.

8.38. Geoidal rise. The modification in the form of the geoid which would

t Zone or subdivision of one. See below.

J Actually conical, since the convergence of the verticals is allowed for.
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arise from the removal ofthe topography {p
= 2 • 67 ), with or without compensa-

tion, can be calculated by estimating the heights of zones, and then entering
suitable tables.f A very simple table, sufficient for a rough estimate on the basis

of Hayford compensation, is given in [295] and [302]. A more elaborate table,

based on rigorous formulae and applicable to any depth of compensation
between 80 and 1 30 km. , is given in [232], and also the resultingBowie correction

(§ 7.25). [303] extends the Bowie correction tables to include all depths between
and 80 km.
8.39. Stokes's integral. [232], pp. 101-17 also gives values of

^/(i/r)sini/f,
•A

i/(0)> and J
j
/(^) sin

ip dip wheref{i/j)
is as in (7.62), at intervals of 0°- 1 between

0° and 2°, and for every degree up to 180°. [229] gives values of

1 r /7

2 J ^™^^-^<^>
''^' i^i° "A iir /('/')'

and ^ :^/(i/r)2 J -"''#-'""'"
—

r;J/W'
and

i^,

for the computation of
rj
and ^ from gravity. J

8.40. Height estimation. This is the heavy labour. Aids are: (a) [304]

gives world charts for the vertical component of combined topography and

compensation for zones beyond 540 miles; (6) when stations are near together

some outer zones can often be got by interpolation, see [250] and [237], pp.

58-63; (c) when stations are numerous the preparation of an Average height

map, see [305] for India and [315] for the Alps, helps with medium-distance

zones; and (d) [323] describes an approximate method for dealing with topo-

graphy within 18-8 km. of the station.

Speed and accuracy only come with practice. Minute subdivision of com-

partments is the easy and accurate way, but is slow. Aids to speed are:

(i) Subdivide into small areas of fairly even slope. Then the average height

of each such area is that of the contour which bisects it. Take the mean of sub-

divisions weighted in proportion to area.

(ii) Where hills rise above a fairly level base, first estimate an average base

level, and then an addition for what projects above. The latter may be sur-

prisingly small. Remember that the volume of a cone is ^ X base X height, and

that a hill generally steepens towards the top, and that its sides are hollowed

out by valleys. Also remember that the heighted points on a ridge are

generally higher than the average crest line.

General references for Appendix V

[183], [250], and [281].

For the reduction of Gradiometer and Eotvos balance observations see references

in § 6.13.

t (7.17) gives V at the centre of one end of a cylinder, and subtraction gives that

of an annulus. Then the geoidal rise or fall is F/gr.

X In [232] and [229] /(<A) means the same as ^/(i/r) in (7.62).
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SPHERICAL HARMONICS
8.41. Harmonic analysis. Fourier series. If 2/

= /(^) is any ordinary
fibnite and single-valued curve, the (2n+l) constants in the series

S = ^bQ-\-{biCosx-{-b2Cos2x+ ...+ bnCosnx)-\-

+ («! sin 07+^2 sin 2a;+•••+«« sin no;), (8.101)t

or S = AQ-{-AiCos{x—a.i)+A2Cos{2x—(X2)-\-...+AnCOs{nx—an), (8.102)

can be so chosen as to make S a,ndf{x) identical at (2n+ 1) points equally or

unequally spaced between (but excluding) x = tt and x = —tt, and generally a

reasonable number of terms will secure a good fit between S and /(a;) between

these limits, but not necessarily any sort of approximation at or beyond them.

A change of unit, as by a substitution z — ttx/c, will of course place any desired

range of x between the limits 2=^77, but that will increase the number of

terms required to secure any desired perfection of fit.

Example: Fig. 159 shows the line y = x fairly well fitted by

y = 2(sina;— ^sin2a;+^sin3a;— isin4a;) (8.103)

between ± 47r/5 with immediate divergence thereafter.

The series S is periodic with 27r as its period, and it is consequently very suit-

able for representing a periodic function of x. For if the unit of x is chosen so

as to make 27r the period of/(a?), the good fit will persist to all values. See for

example Fig. 160, where the periodically discontinuous series of straight lines

is well fitted by ^ /

j j ^
\

y = — Isina;—— sin3a;+-^sin5a;—
— sinTa;).

To determine the constants 60, 61... and aj, a^..., etc., in (8.101), we have the

elementary integrals

+ 7T -f-ff

I

COS ma; cos na; c?a7 = 0, and
j

sin ma; cos na; c?a? = 0, ifm ^ n
— IT —IT

+ 'TT +TT
(8.104)

r cos nx sinnx dx = 0, and
j

cos^na; dx = i sin^na; dx = tt

Then multiplying (8.101) by cos a;, cos 2a;,..., sin a;, sin 2a;,... and integrating
each product Scosx dx, /S^ cos 2a; dx,... in turn eliminates all but one term at a

time and gives
+ 1T +1T

bn = —
\ f{x)cosnx dx, a„ = —

/(a;)sinna; dx. (8.106)

— TT —IT

These expressions can be integrated by quadrature or otherwise, the process

being known as Harmonic analysis. See [306] Chapter II or [307] Chapter I.

For a numerical routine see [294], Chapter X.
In physics the great use ofa series such as (8. 101 ) or (8. 102) is to give a mathe-

matical expression for an asymmetrical or more complex periodic curve, such as

t The arbitrary ^ before ft©
is to make (8.105) of general application.



Fig. 159.

Fig. 160.

y =co5x

Fig. 161.

y = S/nx -hZS/nZx

y-y^ZSin 2X

^y ^sinx

Ftg. 162.
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may represent an impure musical note or a wave in shallow water. See Figs.

161 and 162 where series of only two terms respectively represent an unsym-
metrical wave, and a wave in which large and small amplitudes alternate. For
a steeper fronted wave than that of Fig. 161 more terms would be required in

the series.

We have so far considered the analysis of a curve into a series of terms whose

periods are successively ^,^,... times that of the first harmonic term, such terms

being known as overtones, overtides, or 2nd, 3rd, etc., harmonics, but such a

phenomenon as the tidal wave can only be represented by numerous different

terms of incommensurable periods, as explained in Chapter IV, Section 5, the

larger of which may have to be represented by a short series like (8.102). For
details of the procedure when the periods are given by theory, see the references

given in Chapter IV, and for the routine when the periods themselves have to be

empirically determined, see [294], Chapter XIII.

Harmonic analysis has little application to geodesy, unless tidal analysis is

included in the subject, but its utility in many branches of physics is easily

appreciated. It is consequently a good introduction to the more complicated

subject of Spherical Harmonics, which is of great value in connexion with the

gravitational potential. Chapter VII, Sections 2, 3, and 5.

8.42. Zonal harmonics. If a curve or surface of revolution departs slightly

from a circle or sphere in a regularly periodic manner as in Fig. 163, analogy
with the previous section suggests that its equation may be found in the form

r = R{l-{-c^cos{6—(Xi)-{-C2Cos{2d—oc2)+ •••}•

This may be so, but it is often better expressed in the form:

r = i?(CoPo+ CiPi+C2P2+ ...)

where, writing p = cos^,

P.= 1

= P
- i(3 cos 2^+1) - i(3p2_i)
= i(5cos3^+3cos0) = i(5^3_3^)
= ^(35 cos 4^+ 20 cos 20+ 9) = i(35p*- 30p2+ 3)

and in general
d»

2"n! dp'
ip^-iy

(8.106)

These functions ofcos 6 are known as Legendre'sfunctions and are the simplest
form of surface zonal harmonics. The fact that cos 6 is the variable may when

necessary be explicitly stated by writing P„(cos0) or P„(p). Fig. 164 shows the

curves represented by the first four harmonics. Note that P„ is zero at n slightly

unequally spaced points between ;p
= ± 1> and that P„ = 1 when p = l.

As an example, the ellipse or oblate spheroid whose flattening is/, and whose
semi major axis is a, in ordiaary polar coordiaates with 6 = Oas the polar axis is

r = a{(l-|/2)-/cos20+|/2cos2 26>+...},

which in terms of zonal harmonics is

(8.107)

r = a{{l-U-U')-Uf+^P)P,+m'P,+ "-h (8.108)
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Fig. 163.

Fig. 164. Zonal harmonics Pj to P^.

The advantage of (8.108) over (8.107) is not at first sight clear, but becomes
more so in actual use. It is due to the fact, easily verified when n is small, that

P„ is the coefficient of (rjr)^ or of (r/r^)" in the expansion of

i, = (,2+^_2„.^cosfl)-i = i(l+f>.(^)+P,(^)V...)
if r > r,

and M/R' is the potential at (r^, 0) of mass M at (r, 6).

, (8.109)
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Resembling (8.104) we have

+1

P^P^dp = if m:5^n,

+1

\{Pn?dp 2n+l

427

(8.110)

Also
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The general expression, which the above are easily seen to satisfy, is

(cos mX or sin mA)sin'"^ -^—^ P„,
where p = cos ^f

in which n is known as the degree and m the order of each term.

(8.113)

/^
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to Cartesian coordinates satisfy Laplace's equation. Individual tesseral har-

monics are thus special cases of the general y„, all the constants but one being
zero. Note that they may be paired into terms with two constants in the form

^mn COS m(A-A^Jsin"»^— P„, (8.114)

and also that the Legendre zonal harmonic is simply the tesseral of zero order.

Tesserals of order n, i.e. when m = n, the last entries under each degree in

(8.112), are known as sectorial harmonics, and their zero lines take the simple
form shown in Fig. 165(c).

Comparable with (8.104) and (8.110)

J Y^Yn dw = 0, including J Y^P^ dw = 0, (8.115)

and
j Y,{p) P,{p') dw =::

^^Y:,, (8.116)

where dw ^ sin 6 dddX is an elementary solid angle, and the integrals cover the

whole sphere. In (8.116) Pmip') is a zonal harmonic whose axis of symmetry
6' =jO does not necessarily coincide with ^ = 0, and F^ is then the value of

F„(cos^) or Ynip) on the axis 6' = O.f If the axes ^ = and 6' = coincide,

we then have .

/ Y,ip) P^ip) dw ==

2;^^o«. (8.117)

where Aq^ is the coefficient of P„ in y„.

The general spherical harmonic Y^ contains (2n+ 1) constants each associated

with a more or less complicated tesseral harmonic, and it can well be imagined
that the harmonic analysis of any natural phenomenon, such as (say) the

height of the earth's surface above or below sea-level, is a formidable under-

taking if carried beyond more than a very few harmonics of the lowest degree.

But it is not impossible, and in this particular case the analysis has been carried

as far as the 16th degree, [245], although most of the value of such expansions
is found in the first three or foiir terms.

It may be asked why a harmonic expansion should be carried out in terms of

forms such as (8.112) instead of in more obvious tesserae such as (say)

cos nX cos md.

An answer is that the forms (8.112) after multiplication by r" are solutions of

Laplace's equation, and also that their zero order form is P„ whose utility from
the point of view of potential theory is apparent from (8.109). But their final

justification lies in §§ 7.11-7.15, by which the potential at any point, and hence

the attraction, can be obtained once the distribution of the attracting mass or

of some associated phenomenon can be expressed in a series of spherical har-

monics as here defined.

8.44. Usual treatment. The usual treatment of this subject is to define

solid spherical harmonics as solutions of V^F = 0, or of its polar form

t Note that (8.115) includes J F^(j9)P„(p') c^t^ = 0, because P„(p') can be ex-

pressed in the form YJp).
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and then to discover their forms and properties. This is, of course, the correct

rigorous treatment, but one who needs them only for practical use in the theory
of attractions thereby finds himself involved in much whose object is not at first

easily apparent. This appendix is intended to be a statement of what these

functions are, and how they may be used, as a possible preliminary to more
serious reading if required.

General references for Appendix VI

[306], [307], [199] pp. 606-26, [217], and [220].
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THE DENSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF
DAMP AIR

8.45. Density. Air may be considered as a mixture of dry air, a gas whose

average molecular weight is 29-1, and water vapour of molecular weight 18-0.

The relative proportions may either be expressed as (1—m) parts by weight of

air to m of water, where m is a small fraction, or as pressures, namely that the

partial pressures are (P— e) millibars ofair and e mb. of water, the total pressure

being P.

For any gas occupying a certain volume, either by itself or jointly with

another gas p _ ^^^^ (8.119)

where P is the (partial) pressure of the gas, T the absolute temperature, p
the density of the gas, and c is a constant depending on the gas concerned. In

point of fact c varies inversely as the molecular weight. If several gases occupy
the same volume, their partial pressures and densities are additive to give the

pressure and density of the mixture.

Then if Cj and c^ are the values of c for dry air and water vapour respectively,

Cj
= (29-l/18-0)Ci = (8/5)Ci, so the total pressure is

P = Cj_Tp{l-m)+^c^Tpm
= c^pTil+ O-Qm). (8.120)

And ifthe partial pressures are (P— e) and e, the proportions by weight will be

(l-5e/8P) to 5e/8P, and (8.120) gives

P =
Cipr(l + 0.6x|^)

(l-5 ^y as used in (6.6). (8.121)
P

or p = —=

8.46. Refractive index. The refractive index
jj,

of any gas is given by
p,— 1 == Kp, where iC is a constant depending on the gas and (slightly) on the

wave-length of the light. For a mixture of gases the (/x— l)'s are added. For
air at 1,000 mb. and 0° C. (273° Abs.) /x— 1 = 292 x 10-«, and for water vapour

p—l = 257 X 10~^, these figures being good means for the visible spectrxmi.

[316], pp. 88 and 89.

Then for a mixture in which the partial pressures are (P— e) and e, at tem-

perature T° Abs.
P p 070

(^-1) for air = 292^^ 1000^
^°'''

e 273
ip-l) for water = 257- ^x 10-«,

(P 0-12^^ 273
and total {p-l) = 292 x

^

^
'

j^ X 10"% (8.122)
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showing that the mixture may be treated as dry air provided (P— 0-12e) is

substituted for the recorded total pressure P, as in § 5.05. As e is seldom as

much as 2 per cent, of P, the correction is hardly of any consequence. It can

be completely ignored when computing the refraction in a line to a terrestrial

object, which is either small or very uncertain, but it can be included in formulae

for celestial refraction, where it may just be significant.

If radar, rather than light, is under consideration the refractive index for dry
ail- is substantially the same as the above, but for water vapour it is different.

Formula (3.18) gives the best available figures.

General reference for Appendix VII and all physical constants

[316].
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Aberration, 197, 211, 225, 248, 256.

Accuracy of adjusted observation, 411.

astronomical azimuth, 256, 414-15.
— latitude, 203, 204, 214, 245, 247.
—

longitude, 239, 245, 247.

base measurement, 62, 120-1.

geoidal section, 251-4.

Laplace azimuth, 122, 256, 414-15.

leveUing, 176-8, 181.

magnetic observations, 288, 290-3, 295,

297.

observed angles, 113-15.

pendulum, 267-8.

radar trilateration, 31, 95-9, 100-1.

static gravimeters, 274, 277-81.

tidal predictions, 191-2.

traverse, 63.

triangulated heights, 170.

triangulation, 8, 113-26, 411-13.

Adjustment, figural, 76-82, 416-18.

levelling, 183-6.

station, 25, 76.

traverses, 111-12.

triangulated heights, 169-70.

triangulation, 76-82, 101-11.

See also Theodolite, level, etc.

Airy points, 49.

See also Isostasy.

Alps, geoidal section, 363, 391.

Anomaly, gravity, 305-8, 338, 345-57,

379, 387-8.

Bouguer, 349-50.

free air, 307, 344, 347-8.

Hayford, 350-2.

isostatic, 308, 347, 350-6, 374-5,

379-81, 387-8.

magnetic, 286, 297-99.

of density or mass, 345, 352-3, 356-7,

368-70, 379-81, 387-90.

topographical, 307, 347-50.— condensed, 343-5.

Aposphere, 146-51.

Arc-to-chord correction, 135-7, 139-40,

142, 151.

Arcs, earth's figure deduced from, 364-6.

Astrolabe, prismatic, 240-50.

Astronomical fixing as triangulation
control, 2.

Atmosphere, temperature lapse rate,

96-7, 156-68, 201-2.

humidity, 96-7, 157, 201, 264, 431-2.

See also Refraction.

Attraction of standard bodies, 309,

311-15,

Average height map, 422.

Azimuth, computation of mutual, 89-90— of reverse, 85-8.

in high latitudes, 93-4, 258-60.

observation of astronomical, 72-3,

93-4, 254-60.

See also Laplace,

Barometric heights, 98, 99, 273.

Bar comparisons, 44-52.

Bars, standard, 43-9.

Basalt, 286, 372, 374.

Bases, accuracy, 62, 120-1.

computation, 39-43, 60-2.

correction for gravity, 61.

extension, 56-7, 121.

frequency, 4, 7, 8, 126, 127.

measurement, 54-60, 62-3.

pulley eccentricity, 43.— friction, 40-1.

reduction to sea-level, 61-2, 127-32,
390.

selection of site, 55-6.

slope, 40.

wind, 37, 42-3.

See also Catenary and Wires.

Beacons, 12-14.

Bench marks, 182-3, 192, 382-3.

Besselian day numbers, 199.

Bilby steel tower, 14.

Bouguer anomaly, 349-50.

Bowie correction, 342, 351-2, 422.

method of adjustment, 104-5.

Browne terms, 270-2.

Bubble, adjustment, 173-4, 206, 220-1.

calibration, 16, 17, 207, 255.

correction, 16, 30, 210, 225, 255.

Cassinis's gravity tables, 421,

Catalogue, star, 198-200, 208.

Catenary, formulae, 37-43.

corrections to, 39-43, 53-4.
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Cauchy-Reimann equations, 145.

Celestial sphere, 195-6.

Chord length, Clarke's formula, 98.

Chronograph, 235-8.

Chronometers, see Clocks.

Clairaut's theorem, 323-30.

Darwin's treatment, 326-7, 329.

de Graaff-Hunter's treatment, 328-30.

Clarke's formulae for latitude and longi-

tude, 85, 86, 88.

Clocks, 232-5.

comparison of, 236-7.

rate, 230, 240, 264, 288.

Co-geoid, 305, 335-6, 338-42, 352-3,

357-6, 363, 422.

Cole's formula, 89, 90, 99.

Collimation of level, 173-4, 181.

magnetic, 287.

theodolite, 17.

transit, 224.

zenith telescope, 206, 211-14.

Coloiu- filter, 26, 176.

Comparators, 46-54.

Compensated bars, 35.

Compensation, see Isostasy.
Condition equations, 73, 76-82, 407,

409-11, 416-18.

Conditions, base, 77, 102, 110-11, 416.

central, 77-8, 416.

Laplace, 102, 110-11.

number of, 77-8, 416.

side, 76-8, 416-18.

triangular, 76-8, 416-17.

Continental drift, 384.

Convection currents, 389-90.

Convergence, 134, 138, 140, 142, 149,

151.

Cookson floating telescope, 215.

Coordinates, computation in high lati-

tudes, 92-3.

computation on plane, 132-51.
— on spheroid, 83-8, 402-3.

of short lines, 395.

variation of, 82, 99, 100, 110-11.

Correlates, 79-81, 410.

Crustal cooling, 389.

Crystal clock, 234-5, 281.

Curvature of star path, correction for,

248, 256-7, 259.

Dalby's theorem, 85-6.

Declination, astronomical, 195-200.

magnetic, 235.

DecTunenal Mercator projection, 143-4,

151.

Deflection, see Deviation.

Deviation of the vertical, 69—72, 74,.

127-32, 249-54, 331-2.

computed, 331-2, 419-22.

correction to horizontal angles, 74,.

127-32.

reduction to sea-level, 359-63.

Dip circle, 292-3.

Directions or angles, 21, 24, 81-2.

Dislevehnent of transit axis, 17, 205,.

212-14, 220-2, 225, 255.

Dynamic height, 152-3, 155-6, 183,.

361-3.

Earth inductor, 293-4.

Earth's centre of gravity, 334-7.

core, 370-2.

crustal constitution, 370-4.—
strength, 372-9, 386.

figure, 305, 306, 323-30, 337-8, 357-9^

364-7, 378, 386.

mean density, 309.

moments of inertia, 328, 336.

temperature, 372-4.—
gradient, 373.

Elastic constants, 370-1.

Elinvar, 275, 280.

Ellipsoid, see Tri-axial.

Eotvos correction, 273.

torsion balance, 282-4.

Equipotential surface, 310.

See also Geoid and Co-geoid.

Errors, 404.

periodic, 404.

systematic, 177-80, 404.

See also Acciu-acy and Probable error..

Expansions, 392.

Faults, geological, movements of, 382-3^

Ferrero's criterion, 113.

Figure of rotating liquid, 327-8.

Figure of the Earth, see Earth's figure,^

Tri-axial ellipsoid, and Stokes's-

theorem.

Flares, magnesium, 8, 9.

Flexure, pendulimi stand, 265, 267, 271.

Fourier series, 423-5.

Frequency distribution, 114, 120, 404-7.

over an area, 120, 406-7.

Gauss's theorem, 316-17.

measure of curvature, 146.

mid-latitude formula, 90-1.

Geodesic, and normal section, 75-6, 83,.

98, 398-9.

correction to, 75-7, 83, 398-9.

definition, 396.
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Geodesic, integration along, 402-3.

representation on plane, 135-7.

rotation of, 397-8.

triangle, 75, 82, 399-402.

Geodetic tables, 87, 91, 395.

Geoid, compensated, see Co-geoid.
curvature of, 282-5, 332-3, 341.

definition, 67-8.

isostatic, 340.

separation from spheroid, 62, 130, 249-

54, 330-1, 386, 390-1, 422.

Geoidal sections, 249-54, 390.

Geophysical prospecting, 274, 282, 296-

302, 339, 345, 349.

de Graaff-Hunter's formula for coordi-

nates, 87, 92.

shutter, 228-30, 239.

treatment of Clairaut's theorem, 328-
30.

Gradiometer, 284.

Granite, 372, 374.

Gravimeter, Holweck-Lejay, 279-80.

static, 274-81.

vibration, 281-2.

Gravitation, constant of, 309.

Gravity, anomalies, see Anomaly.
measurement of, 261-82.

reduction to sea-level, 307, 332, 339-

57.

standard formula, 306, 307, 323-7,

328-9, 386.

tables, 421.

world survey, 331, 391.

See also Stokes's theorem.

Green's theorem, 317-20.

equivalent layer, 319-20, 328, 344.

Harmonic analysis, 188-91, 423-5.

Hayford's deflection tables, 419-21.

gravity tables, 421.

isostasy, 307, 360-1, 419-21.

spheroid (international), 305, 306, 338,

386.

Height correction to bases, 61-2, 129,

131-2, 390.— to gravity, 307, 332, 343-4, 347-8.
— to horizontal angles, 74-5.
— to latitude, 214, 333, 361-3.

dynamic, 152-3, 155-6, 183, 361-3.

orthometric, 152-3, 155-6, 183, 361-3.

spirit-leveUed, 155-6, 171-86.

triangulated, 153-5, 168-70.

See also Refraction.

Heliotrope, 19.

messages, 20.

Helmert's condensation, 344.

Horizontal, definition, 69.

Hour angle, 196.

Himter shutter transit, 228-30, 239.

Impersonal micrometer, 226-8, 239.

Independent day numbers, 199.

India, adjustment of triangulation,

102-3, 105-8.

crustal structure, 388.

geoidal sections, 391.

gravity base, 268.

longitude observations, 239.

standard of length, 44.

triangulation methods, 2, 4, 14, 20, 22.

— accuracy of, 1, 7, 8, 113-27, 170.

Indirect effect, 339-43, 351-3.

International spheroid, 68, 305, 306, 338,

386, 390.

Intersected points, 10, 23, 170.

Invar, 35-7.

levelling staves, 174-5.

pendulums, 266.

Isometric latitude, 140, 145-7.

Isostasy, 307-8, 335-6, 340-61, 374,

379-81, 386-8, 419-21.

Airy, 353-5, 374, 387, 422.

free-air, 347-8, 360.

Hayford, 350-1, 360-1, 419-21.

regional, 355-6, 369-70, 374-5, 387,

421.

sea-level, 343-4.

Isostatic geoid, 340.

Jacobi's ellipsoids, 378.

Jeffreys's gravity formula, and figure of

the earth, 306, 338, 386.

Krassowski-Molodenski's method, 367-8.

Lallemand's formulae, 176-8.

Lamps, 19, 20.

Laplace's equation (azimuth), 69-73.

stability of, 73, 93-4, 414-15.

See also Laplace station.

Laplace's equation (potential), 315, 332,

429.

Laplace station, accm-acy, 122, 256,

414-15.

definition, 72.

frequency, 4, 33, 126-7, 414-15.

in high latitudes, 93-4.

in traverse, 63-5.

separation between longitude and
azimuth stations, 254-5.

to control radar trilateration, 33.
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Latitude, astronomical, observation of,

203-14, 240-9.

definition, 70.

geocentric, 393.

isometric, 140, 145-7.

reduced, 393.

variation of, 214-16, 384-5.

See also Coordinates.

Least squares, 76-82, 100, 102-12,

183-5, 211, 220, 223, 248, 357-8,

364-6, 407-11.

Legendre's functions, 425-7.

theorem, 82, 401-2.

Lejay pendulum, 279-80.

Level, adjustment of, 173-4.

Levelling, 152-6, 171-86, 382-3.

across rivers, 180-2.

bench marks, 182-3, 192, 382-3.

dynamic heights, 152-3, 155-6, 183,

361-3.

length of sight, 176.

of High Precision, 176-8.

systematic errors in, 177-80.

Light pulse, distance measured by, 33,

34.

Line of force, 317.

magnetic, 285.

Longitude, astronomical, observation of,

216-49.

definition, 70-3.

variation of, 239, 384.

See also Coordinates.

Macca base equipment, 54.

MacCullagh's theorem, 315, 337.

Magnetic balances, 294-7.

disturbances, 286-7, 296.

observatories, 287, 295-6.

storms, 286.

survey, 287.

susceptibility, 298-9.

Magnetism, terrestrial, 285-99.

permanent, 297.

Magnetometers, 287-92.

Mean sea-level, 152, 185, 190-3, 383.

See also Geoid.

Mercator's projection, 140, 143.

Meridian Transit, see Transit telescope.
Meridians and parallels, defined, 70.

projected, 132.

Meridional distance, 137, 394.

Metre, international, 44, 45.

Metre-yard ratio, 44, 45, 302.

Micrometer calibration, 17, 207, 211, 227.

Moments of inertia, 315.

See also Earth.

Nadir observations, transit, 222.

Nautical Almanac, 198.

Netherlands East Indies, 388-9.

Normal, definition, 69.

skew, correction for, 74-5.

terminated by minor axis, 70, 392-3.

Normal section, see under Geodesic.

Normal equations, solution of, 80-1, 408,
418.

See also Least squares.

Notation, 66, 112-13, 133-4, 194, 303-4.

Nusl-Fric astrolabe, 246.

Nutation, 197-9.

Oblique Mercator projection, 143, 148-51.

Origin of survey, 68-70.

Orthometric height, 152-3, 155-6, 183,

361-3.

Orthomorphic projection, 132, 134, 143-8.

Parallel plate, 174-5.

Parallax, celestial, 197.

Pendulums, 261-74, 279-80.

Personal equation, 226-30, 239, 246,

250, 253.

Pivots, imperfect, 221, 223.

Plumb line, see Vertical.

Plimamet, optical, 16.

Poisson's theorem, 315-16.

ratio, 370.

Position lines, 240-2, 247-8.

Potential, 309-23.

earth's external, 332-3, 361-3.

energy, 310.

gradient, 310.

of rotating body, 311, 327-8.

of standard bodies, 311-23.

Potsdam, gravity at, 262, 386.

Precession, 197-9, 337.

Probable error, 404-7, 409-13.

after adjustment, 411.

See also Accuracy.

Programme, astrolabe, 244-6.

transit, 220, 223-4.

triangulation, 20.

zenith telescope, 208-9.

Projection, computation on, 134-51.

conical orthomorphic, 137-40, 148.

decumenal Mercator, 143-4, 151.

definition of, 132, 144.

Mercator's 140.

oblique Mercator, 143, 148-51.

through aposphere, 146-51.

transverse Mercator, 140-3, 148, 151.

zenithal orthomorphic, 143-4.

Proper motion, 197.

Puissant's formula, 87-8.
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Quartz crystal clock, 234-5, 281.

H. F. magnetometer, 291-2.

pendulum, 267.

standard bars (fused silica), 44.

lladar, aircraft height, 33, 98-9.

computation, 97-100.

calibration, 32.

definition and use, 9, 10, 30-2, 390.

Laplace control, 33.

layout, 9, 10, 30-2.

refraction, 94-7.

velocity, 100-1.

Radius of curvature, 70, 87, 394-5.

Reconnaissance, advanced party, 11-12.

aerial, 10-11.

ground, 11.

Rectangular coordinates, see Projection.

Refraction, celestial, 201-3, 210-11, 216,

247.

coefficient of, 159-60, 170.

diurnal variation, 160-7.

effect of humiditj^ on light, 157, 431-2.

on radar, 95-7.

in levelling, 176, 179-82.

lateral, 7, 23-4, 167-8.

of radar, 94—7.

terrestrial, 29, 156-68.

Relays, 237-8.

Relaxation method of solving equations,

81, 184.

Right ascension, 195-200.

Rhythmic time signals, 230-2.

Rudoe's formula, 84-5, 88-9.

SatelHte stations, 10, 25, 27-8.

Schreiber's method, 21, 25.

Second-order terms, Clairaut's theorem,
326-30.

pendulum, 271-2.

Seismic sounding, 299-302.

Seismology, 370-2, 379.

Series, 392.

Shoran, 30-1.

Shortt clock, 232-4.

Skew Mercator, see Oblique Mercator.

Solution of triangles, 82, 399-402.

Spherical excess, 76, 77, 82-3, 401-2.

Spherical harmonics, 320-3, 333-4,
423-30.

Spheroid, centre of, 68-9, 334-7.

change of, 127-32.

definition, 68-9.

geometry of, 392-403.

international, 68, 87, 305, 306, 338,

386, 390.

Spheroid, reduction of bases to, 61-2, 82,

130-2, 390.

See also Standard earth, Geoid, and
Earth's figure.

Spheroidal triangles, 75-6, 82, 399-402.

Standard earth, 307, 338, 345-57.

Standards of length, 43-50, 52-4.

Star places, 197-200.

Station adjustment, 25.

Staves, levelling, 174-5, 180-1.

Stokes's theorem, 323-32, 335-6, 339-43,

367-8, 422.

Strength, 372-4.

See also Earth, and Accuracy.
Submarine, observation of g, 269-73,

280-2, 351.

Talcott method, 203-14.

Tapes, see Wires.

Tardi's formula, 87.

Tesseral harmonics, 427-9.

Theodolite, for equal altitudes, 242,

246-7.

micrometer, 15-17, 23.

Tavistock, 14, 15, 18, 19.

Wild, 14, 15, 17, 18, 23.

See also Triangulation.

Thermometers, standardization of, 49.

Tidal stations, 184-5, 192-3.

Tides, 186-93.

Time, 200-1.

See also Longitude, Clocks, and Wire-

less.

Toise, 44-5.

Torsion balance, 282-5.

Transit telescope, 214, 217-30, 238-9,
258-60.

for azimuth, 258-60.

for latitude, 214.

impersonal, 226-8.

Transverse Mercator projection, 140-3,

148, 151.

Traverse, primary, 63-4, 111-12.

secondary, 65.

Triangular error, 25, 77, 113.

Triangulation, abstract, 24.

accuracy, 7, 8, 113-27, 170.

adjustment, 76-82, 101-11.

computation, 67-91.— on plane, 132-51.

figure, definition, 4.

geodetic, definition, 1.

in high latitudes, 91-3, 414-15.

lay-out, 2-10.

length of side, 6.

observation system, 21-4.

I
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Triangulation, programme, 20.

reconnaissance, 10-14.

stations, 12-14, 25.

vertical angles, 29-30, 153-5, 168-70.

Tri-axial ellipsoid, 306, 325-6, 334, 366,

378, 386.

Trilateration, 30-4, 97-100.

adjustment, 99-100.

Laplace control, 33.

radar, 30-4, 94-101.

Troughs, tectonic, 388-91.

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey:
azimuth in high latitudes, 258.

base frequency, 4, 7, 8.— measurement, 63.

latitude formulae, 86-8.
— reverse formula, 90-1.

strength of figure, 7, 8.

traverse, 65.

Variation of coordinates, 82, 99-100,
110-11.

of azimuth, 256.

of latitude, 214-16, 384-5.

of longitude, 239, 384.

Variometers, magnetic, 296-7.

BMZ, 294-5.

Vening Meinesz, indirect effect, 342, 353.

negative trough, 388-91.

pendulum, 268-73.

regional isostasy, 355-6, 421.

Vertical, curvature of, 69, 214, 333, 361-3.

definition, 69.

See also Deviation.

Vertical angles, 29, 30, 153-5, 168-70.

Wegener's theory, 384.

Weights, 79, 81, 184-5, 357-9, 366, 406,

408-11,
of functions of the unknowns, 406,

411-13.

Wind, effect on astrolabe, 244.— on astronomical observations, 216.— on refraction, 161, 167.— on wires, 37, 42-3.

Wireless time signals, 217, 224, 230-2,

264, 266-7.

Wires, electrical resistance of, 62.

or tapes, 36-7.

standardization, 50-4, 58-9.

temperature coefficient, 35, 39, 52-3,
62.

See also Bases and Catenary.
Witness marks, 12, 28, 183.

Yard, 44-5.

Year, tropical, etc., 200.

Zenith telescope, 203-14.

Zenithal projection, 143-4.

Zero settings, 22, 23.

Zonal harmonics, 425-7.

Z-term, 384.
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